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This study proposes the analysis of four different aspects of the Latinization of 

the US market as showcases representing the multifaceted nature of the phenomenon.  

The first case explores the incorporation of the maize culture and the invention of corn 

chips and tortilla chips in the USA.  The second case analyzes the emergence and 

popularization of a trend in gourmet cuisine called Nuevo Latino and its impact in the 

restaurant industry.  The third example studies the Hägen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche 
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phenomenon as a fair example of glocal practices in late capitalism.  Finally, the fourth 

case assesses the development of Goya Food Inc. and their role in producing 

subjectivities and branded communities not only among Hispanics, but also among 

members of the general American market. 

 The Latinization of the US market takes place in different instances, segments or 

niches, targeting a myriad of groups with different marketing strategies.  From the 

exoticism of gourmet cuisine to the mass production of tortilla chips, this process 

encompasses not only the introduction of new products and flavors to the market, but 

also the transformation of traditional Latin American artifacts and practices and its 

correspondent re-semantization among other groups of consumers. 

Inspired by critical theory, cultural anthropology, and semiotics, this project 

analyzes the Latinization of the US market within the frame of coloniality of power.  

This concept addresses conflicts among structures of power (the state, the market, the 

economy), discursive formations (latinidad), and systems of knowledge (Hispanic 

marketing & advertising).  Coloniality of power will evidence how in late capitalism, the 

commodification of culture and the colonization of lifeworlds results from the 

implementation of marketing practices as neocolonial forces leading to the 

reconfiguration and transformation of subjectivities, both Hispanic and non-Hispanic 

through consumption. 

This is a project in cultural studies implementing a transdisciplinary approach.  

Rhetorical and critical analyses are the basic tools employed by the researcher in de-

construction the Latinization of the US market as an example of Fractal Capitalism. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 
SOUTH AMERICA, TAKE IT AWAY.  
Xavier Cugat & Bing Crosby 
 
 Up here in the land of the hot-dog stand 
 The atom bomb and the Good Humor Man 
 We think our South American neighbors are grand 
 We love 'em to beat the band 
 
 South America, baba-loo, ay-yi-yi, baba-loo 
 One favor you can do, ay-yi-yi, you can do 
 You beautiful lands below 
 Don't know what you began 
 To put it plainly, I'm tired of shakin' 
 To that Pan-American plan 
 
 Take back your Samba, ay!, your Rumba, ay!, your Conga, ay-yi-yi! 
 I can't keep movin', ay!, my chassis, ay!, any longer, ay-yi-yi! 
 Now maybe Latins, ay!, in their middles, ay!, are built stronger, ay-yi-yi! 
 But all this takin' to the quakin' and this makin' with the shakin' leaves 
 me achin', olé! 
 
 First shake around and settle there 
 Then you shake around and settle here 
 Then you shake around and settle there 
 That's enough, that's enough 
 Take it back, my spine's outta-whack 
 There's a strange click-clack 
 In the back of my Sacroiliac 
 
 Take back your Conga, ay!, your Samba, ay!, your Rumba, ay-yi-yi! 
 Why can't you send us, ay!, a less strenu-, ay!, -ous number, ay-yi-yi! 
 I got more bumps now, ay!, than on a, ay!, cucumber, ay-yi-yi! 
 While all those Latin drums are cloppin', like a Jumpin' Jack I'm hoppin' 
 without stoppin', olé! 
 South America, take it away 
 
 First you shake around  
 and settle there (where?) 
 Then you shake around and settle here (oh, there) 
 And then you shake around and settle there (why Bing!) 
 That's enough, that's enough 
 Take it back, my spine's outta-whack 
 There's a strange click-clack 
 In the back of my Sacroiliac 
 Oh, my achin' back 
 
 Take back your Conga, ay!, your Samba, ay!, your Rumba, ay-yi-yi! 
 Bring back the old days, ay!, of dancing I remember, ay-yi-yi! 
 My hips are cracking, I am shrieking "Ay-Carumba!", ay-yi-yi! 
 I got a wriggle and a diddle and a jiggle like a fiddle in my middle, olé! 
 This fancy swishin' imposition wears out all of my transmission ammunition, 
 olé! 
 Though I like neighborly relations all these crazy new gyrations try my 
 patience, olé! 

 South America, take it away! 
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 Despite the general belief that the Latinization of the US is a new phenomenon, 

one can argue that different Latinization processes have been developing through time 

and space in music, food practices, fashion, and many other instances.  The current 

passion for Latin rythms, indeed, echoes early 20th century romance with tangos, 

mambos, and congas.  For example, Xavier Cugat’s legacy introduced Spanish and Latin 

music to the USA.  For decades, he and other entertainers like Carmen Miranda, Abbe 

Lane, or Miguelito Valdés cultivated American audiences with the exotic and sensual 

rhythm associated with Latin American and Spanish musical traditions.  This generation 

of performers truly represents a “protolatinization” of the USA that could be analyzed as 

a hierophantic moment.  Back then, the revelation of the musical capital of the Tropics 

gave sabor to American social life; it was a romanticizing glance towards the exotic 

other.  However, the lyrics above reveal that “here” and “there”, “us” and “other” were 

clear dichotomies resulting from perceived cultural differences. 

The lyrics above portray South Americans as tribal people who beat the band 

unaware of the consequences of importing Latin rhythms to the USA.  “South America 

Babalu-Aye” also recalls exotic images associated to Caribbean santería and, ironically, 

connects the sacred name of Babalú-Aye or San Lázaro with a painful lament resulting 

from the savage body movements.  The text suggests a racialized physical difference 

between Latins’ bodies (Now maybe Latins, ay!, in their middles, ay!, are built stronger) 

and Whites bodies whose “chassis” suffer the consequences of dancing Latin music.  

South America is depicted as peripheral, as the outside inhabited by exotic neighbors.  
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One can conclude that during this Latinization of the US market, the other was either not 

recognized at the interior or so far away that was possible to ask him/her to take it away. 

Today, the Latinization of the US market features a very different situation.  The 

growth of the Hispanic population in the US is not only changing the demographic 

landscape of the country, but also has destabilized the initial dichotomy Us/Center; 

Other/Periphery.  The other is within us as well as outside us.  However, it is important 

to point out that the representation of South America, its people, and culture in the lyrics 

above has not changed significantly.  Nowadays, one can still find traces of that colonial 

desire and imagination (Young, 1995) in the commodification and resignification of 

Latin American cultural practices and artifacts in the US market. 

 The purpose of this study is to assess the Latinization of the US market not just 

as the appropriation and resemantization of Latin American cultural practices and 

artifacts by the mainstream culture, which is the most evident approach.  Instead, the 

goal here is to analyze this phenomenon as part of hegemonic processes where market-

driven industries colonize lifeworlds activating alternative processes of subjection and 

subjectivation through consumption practices. 

The Latinization of the US market is a highly complex phenomenon that is not 

new, but has been taking place for decades.  For this reason, it is important to study it 

not only within the development of capitalism in the US, but also as an outcome of 

global economic processes.  Given that ethnic products and practices are naturalized by 

marketing and advertising strategies, branding becomes fundamental in the creation 

and/or transformation of the product identity and ethos.  Thus, the analysis of branding 
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strategies would give light to mechanisms for appropriating and cannibalizing cultural 

difference (Root, 1996). 

This study proposes the analysis of four different aspects of the Latinization of 

the US market as showcases representing the multifaceted nature of the phenomenon.  

The first case explores the incorporation of the maize culture and the invention of corn 

chips and tortilla chips in San Antonio, Texas at the turn of the 20th century.  The second 

case analyzes the emergence and popularization of a trend in gourmet cuisine called 

Nuevo Latino and its impact in consumer preferences and in restaurant merchandising.  

The third example studies the Dulce de Leche phenomenon using Hägen Dazs’ success 

as a fair example of glocal practices in late capitalism.  Finally, the fourth case assesses 

the development of Goya Food Inc. and their role in producing subjectivities and 

branded communities not only among Hispanics, but also among members of the general 

American market. 

 The reason for combining these apparently unrelated phenomena responds to the 

need for pointing out how the Latinization of the US market takes place in different 

instances, segments or niches, targeting different groups with diverse marketing 

strategies.  From the exoticism exhibited by gourmet cuisine to the mass production of 

tortilla chips, the Latinization of the USA market combines both the introduction of new 

products and flavors to the market as well as the transformation of traditional Latin 

American artifacts and practices and its correspondent re-semantization (re-

signification) among other groups of consumers. 

The Latinization of the US market is, indeed, a twofold phenomenon.  First, it 

supposes the existence of a large minority group whose visibility and accountability as 
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consumers is assessed as a market opportunity.  Second, this increased visibility results 

in cultural hybridization processes where some food artifacts and practices of non-

hegemonic groups migrate into the mainstream culture, often divested of their 

“previous” cultural meanings and uses.  It would be simplistic to associate the 

Latinization of the US market with a “happy” assimilation phenomenon where cultural 

difference is appropriated, legitimized, and accepted by the hegemonic group.  Cross-

cultural consumption is more complex than what the old model of assimilation and 

acculturation suggests.  Moreover, the migration of products from one consumption 

settings to another also supposes the transformation of its cultural meanings and uses. 

Inspired by critical theory, cultural anthropology, and semiotics, this project 

analyzes the Latinization of the US market within the frame of coloniality of power, 

Quijano (1997), Mignolo (2000).  This concept addresses conflicts among structures of 

power (the state, the market, the economy), discursive formations 

(latinidad/Latinization), and systems of knowledge (Hispanic marketing & advertising).  

Coloniality of power will evidence how in late capitalism, the commodification of 

culture and the colonization of lifeworlds results from the implementation of marketing 

practices as neocolonial forces.  The Latinization of the US market represents not only 

the migration and transformation of Latin American cultural artifacts and practices into 

the US market, but more importantly, it supposes the reconfiguration and transformation 

of subjectivities, both Hispanic and non-Hispanic through consumption. 

The Latinization of the USA market will be analyzed using rhetorical and critical 

analysis of websites, printed ads, TV commercials, as well as a scrutiny of the business 

and marketing strategies leading this phenomenon.  In addition to analyzing the 
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changing trends in consumer preference in global economies, the author will also 

explore ways in which cultural artifacts and practices associated to Hispanic/Latinos are 

re-semanticized by multicultural marketing in the US. 

 

1. Research Questions 

1. What are the characteristics of the Latinization of the USA market? 

2. What consumer trends and products could best represent it?  

3.  What branding strategies have been used to naturalize Latin American food in 

the US market? 

4. What are the implications of inscribing the Latinization of the US market as an 

example of coloniality of power where market-driven meaning industries 

(advertising, PR, integrated marketing communications) trigger processes of 

subjection and subjectivation through consumption practices generating a 

colonization of lifeworlds? 

 

2. Methodology 

 This project requires a transdisciplinary approach where different theoretical and 

methodological traditions can dialogue and converge.  A critical analysis of the 

Latinization of the US market will provide a theoretical framework for discussing it as 

an example of coloniality of power.  Cultural anthropology will help in mapping the 

transformation of traditional products into specific brands or services.  Material culture 

theory will help in analyzing consumer trends and preferences and semiotic analysis will 
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assess advertising and marketing texts such as printed ads, websites, TV commercials, 

packing. 

 Thompson (1990) suggests a tripartite method in developing a project in Depth 

Hermeneutics.  The author proposes as a first step a social-historical analysis assessing 

spatio-temporal settings, fields of interaction, social institutions, social structure, and 

technical media of transmission.  This approach converges with studies in political 

economy whose goal is to develop an understanding of the role of capitalism in 

organizing social and cultural spheres. 

 In contrast to traditional studies in political economy, this project aligns with a 

post-structuralist perspective aimed to de-construct the economic determinism 

predicated by traditional Marxism.  In other words, it will try to assess how class 

formation processes are intermingled with discourses on ethnic minorities, and how both 

might influence consumption trends as spaces where ideological practices produce and 

reproduce new forms of subjectivities in late capitalism. 

 The second step proposed by Thompson (1990) consists oin the formal or 

discursive analysis of cultural practices or artifacts.  This scrutiny will be accomplished 

using semiotics, deconstructionism, and rhetorical analysis.  According to the author: 

 

   (…) Advertisements offer a particular rich field of  
analysis, for much advertising is based on a logic of symbolic 

   association or displacement, in which goods are 
promoted by being associated with desirable objects 
authoritative persons, etc., and in which the association 
is established through the juxtaposition of words and images 
in the symbolic form or forms which make up the ad 
    (Thompson, 1990)  
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 Advertising texts display an arrangement of complex symbolic constructions that 

code and recode cultural meaning.  While re-organizing meaning, advertising naturalizes 

and legitimizes the consumption of particular products or brands.  Recent trends in 

branding strategies show how advertising and branding models have moved from the 

soft sale approach to the relational and the experiential approach.  Not surprisingly, in 

late capitalism the creation of community, even the possibility for ethnogenesis 

(Roosens, 1989) is associated with the creation of brand communities.  The 

commodification of lifestyles and culture leads to the displacement of citizenship as the 

pivot of democracy and points to consumerism as a controversial/alternative space for 

human agency and legitimacy. 

 In Depth Hermeneutics, the final phase should address the problem of 

interpretation and reinterpretation.  Advertising texts, product packing, promotional 

campaigns, and even product development are subject to different decoding and 

recoding processes in many different levels from the producers and consumers to the 

scholars analyzing them as part of a capitalistic system of objects (Baudrillard, 1996). 

 Furthermore, Depth Hermeneutics not only deals with the creation and 

reproduction of meaning related to cultural practices.  The main goal is to interpret 

ideology, “to explicate the connection between the meaning mobilized by symbolic 

forms and the relations of domination which that meaning serves to establish and 

sustain.” (Thompson, 1990).  

Depth Hermeneutics is an effort in constructing a more holistic/dialogic 

interpretative model where critical reading on historical and ideological contexts 

converges with the analysis of material objects and the performance of lifestyles.  In this 
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sense, Depth Hermeneutics offers an open frame for the development of cultural studies 

without diminishing the importance of political economies.  Moreover, as Kellner (2003) 

suggests, it is important to situate the analysis of cultural texts or artifacts in a political 

economy of culture.  Culture is produced and distributed within economic systems, 

where the state, the media, the market, and the social converge. 

From a methodological perspective, Depth Hermeneutics also poses challenges 

in developing a truly transdisciplinary work overcoming the artificial division of labor in 

the academia.  Given this transdisciplinary agenda, this dissertation truly represents a 

cultural studies project.  Kellner (2003) states: 

 

Consequently, I would urge an integrated approach that combines study 
of cultural production, analysis of cultural texts, and inquiry into their 
reception. I am assuming in this paper that there are departments of 
communications located in different schools in the current -- and always 
arbitrary -- academic division of labor. My argument suggests that it 
doesn't crucially matter what specific institutional site the study of 
communication and culture are located in. Rather, what is important is the 
adoption of a multiperspectival approach that prevents excessively one-
sided definitions of the field and arbitrary policing of methods, 
approaches, and perspectives that do not fall into the specific definition of 
the field of communications advanced by certain individuals, 
departments, or schools. That is, I am suggesting that if one views the 
very field of communications and culture as a continuum, one sees that it 
is arbitrary to cut up the field in a way to separate the two domains 
http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/Illumina%20Folder/kell4.htm 

Finally, the need for establishing methodological and theoretical dialogues in 

understanding processes of cultural transformation imposes a challenge for the 

researcher.  It not only demands the intellectual flexibility to move from one discipline 

to the other, but more importantly, it demands the ability to articulate different 

theoretical traditions in a coherent text.  The following section introduces useful 
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concepts fundamental in researching the Latinization of the US market within the 

framework of coloniality of power and the cannibalization of cultural difference as two 

basic premises in understanding the commodification of culture.  These theoretical 

issues are relevant in aligning this research as a project intending to implement border 

thinking (Mignolo, 2000).  

 

3. Theoretical Dialogues towards Border Thinking. On Coloniality of power and 
the cannibalization of cultural difference 
 

The emergence of the world economy system (Wallerstein, 2002) in the late 

fifteenth and sixteenth century established the development of capitalism not only as an 

economic order, but moreover, as an organizational principle.  Ultimately, the 

consolidation of the world capitalistic system legitimized the domination of core 

countries over the people, labor force, and natural resources of the peripheries, relegated 

as the confines of the Western world, the borders of both its Paradise and its Inferno.   

In this context, coloniality of power refers to an organizational principle in 

capitalistic systems derived from the clash among structures of power such as the state, 

the market or the economy, their systems of knowledge (as ideological mechanisms), 

and the resulting or possible discursive formations both hegemonic and counter-

hegemonic within the system.  Coloniality of power, indeed, performs a “regime of 

truth.”  Cultural difference is racialized and imagined as situated in a space/time other 

(the primitive, the traditional; the ghetto, the barrio).  For Quijano (1997) coloniality of 

power implies the following 
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1. The classification and reclassification of the planet population –the 

concept of “culture” becomes crucial in this task of classifying and 

reclassifying. 

2. An institutional structure functional to articulate and manage such 

classifications (state apparatus, universities, church, etc.) 

3. The definition of spaces appropriated to such goals. 

4. An epistemological perspective from which to articulate the meaning 

and profile of the new matrix of power and from which the new 

production of knowledge could be channeled (Mignolo, 2000) 

 

The conquest and colonization of the Americas established coloniality of power 

as the organizational principle justifying Europe’s “civilizing mission” in the Americas.  

For Mignolo (2000), Christianity became the first global design used by the 

modern/colonial world system.  He argues that despite the master narrative used 

(Christianization, civilization, modernization, etc) global designs always have a 

“civilizing mission.”  In this sense, one can argue that globalization as a neoliberal 

global design represents a new form of civilization too.  Thus, in today’s late capitalist 

economies, the market seems to exert idelogical functions that in previous colonial 

stages where attributed to the church or the state. 

One of the basic premises of classical Marxism states that capitalism generates 

collectives, in other words, a systematic grouping of subjects embedded in production 

process and inserted in the dynamics of class struggle.  For historical materialism, the 

contradictions and inequalities characterizing capitalism will lead to the revolt of the 
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proletariat.  The ultimate goal of a revolution is then replacing the “false community” 

represented by capitalistic economic regimes privileging private property and uneven 

capital distribution with a "true community" whose members are “universally developed 

individuals.” 

No surprisingly, systematic collective organization typical of capitalism 

introduces a crisis or contradiction within the system.  On the one hand, it looks for the 

creation of a “universal individual”, a liberated entity who perceives his social nature 

and fulfills it.  However, the production of such a mode of subjectivity contradicts the 

need for the hegemonic group for a working class.  Moreover, it seems that the creation 

of a universal individual is only possible by establishing institutions aimed at producing 

such subjects.  Foucault has described this phenomenon as the emergence of regimes of 

discipline via social institutions and practices whose goal is controlling and reproducing 

ideological processes.  As Cotter et al. (1992) suggest, “the central cultural problem in 

late capitalism, then, is the production and reproduction of institutions which can frame 

and coordinate the collective practices required by late capitalism.” 

For the Modern episteme, supporting the model of the nation is the ultimate goal; 

the other should assimilate into the hegemonic culture.  The ideology of the melting pot 

is, then, just a weak attempt in deferring, erasing cultural difference in a celebratory 

homogenization.  The production of alterity and the hyperfragmentation of the market 

should be seen as a result of ideological formations hand in hand with the logic of late 

capitalism: 

 Marketing itself is a practice based on difference, and 
 the more differences that are given, the more marketing 
 strategies can develop. Ever more hybrid and differentiated 
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 populations  present a proliferating number of “target market’ 
 that can each be addressed by specific marketing strategies – 
 one for gay Latino males between the ages of eighteen and  
 twenty-two, another for Chinese-American teenage girls, and 
 so forth. Postmodern marketing recognizes the difference of each 
 commodity and each segment of the population, fashioning 
 its strategies accordingly. Every difference is and opportunity. 
       (Hardt & Negri, 2000)  
 

 Summarizing, as Mignolo (2000) suggests, coloniality of power helps to 

understand the production of subjectivities and the power relation determining their 

interaction in colonial systems.  Globalization, as a reconfiguration of the world 

economy, diminishes the role of the nation state in producing collectives.  Market driven 

institutions and practices are becoming alternative agents in the production of 

subjectivities and the reconfiguration of the social order through consumption. 

 Traditionally, consumption has been demonized by cultural studies as the 

ultimate form of alienation Adorno (1986), Jhally (1987).  However, beyond the 

traditional claims over the negative aspects of capitalism and the consumer society, it is 

necessary to ascertain the implications derived from the appropriation and the 

commodification of cultural difference. 

 Root (1996) offers a bold and detailed theory on the cannibalization of cultural 

difference by the West.  The author argues that cannibalism is often associated with 

empowerment and, even if it was historically used by different colonial discourses to 

undermine the other, it is paradoxically present in Western societies where a lure for 

exoticism inspire artistic representation as well as marketing practices. 

  Because culture itself has become a commodity, provided 
  it can be marketed as authentic and hence interesting(and it can 
  sell even when is inauthentic) (Root, 1996) 
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For the present research, cultural cannibalism is critical of simple assimilation or 

cultural borrowing.  Cultural cannibalism recognizes that the migration of material 

culture, images, or artifacts from one culture to another should not be disconnected from 

power and ideological issues.  Sometimes, cultural cannibalism absorbs cultural 

difference erasing any connections or references to the original culture from where the 

artifact was borrowed.  The analysis of Fritos and Dulce de Leche will illustrate this 

aspect of cultural cannibalism.  Root (1996) states: 

 

 To consume the commodities that have come to stand 
 for other cultures is to neutralize the ambivalence cultural 

difference is able to generate and to extract excitement  
precisely from this ambivalence. Not a lot has changed since 
the nineteenth century after all. In order to work,  
the objects, events, and experiences that are commodified 
and marketed as cultural difference are dependent on concepts 
of cultural and aesthetic authenticity 

However, cultural cannibalism also implies the absorption, the consumption of 

“otherness” as some sort of rite of empowerment or transformation closely linked to 

identity issues.  By consuming the other, the cannibal absorbs its magic, by eating the 

other the cannibal controls his/her power or identity.  This type of cultural cannibalism is 

well represented by Goya Foods’ advertising to the mainstream American market as 

well as in the branding of the Nuevo Latino experience presented in the following 

chapters. 

As Root (1996) has pointed out, cultural cannibalism and the commodification of 

alterity often go hand in hand.  The commodification of Latin American food practices 
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and artifacts in the US market shows the implementation of some sort of colonial desire 

in the exotization and sometimes even erotization of cultural difference (Young, 1995).  

The following chapters illustrate how coloniality of power exerted by marketing 

practices manages to produce subjectivities and social aggregation processes at a local 

and a global scale following some sort of fractal capitalism.  This visual metaphor 

reveals principles of self-similarity, iteration, and high sensitivity to initial conditions 

that, paradoxically, far from promoting cultural homogenization, lead to the never-

ending quest for segmentation as one of the strategies in implementating processes of 

subjection and subjectivation through consumption practices. 

Finally, as a transdisciplinary, perhaps, undisciplined research, this project aligns 

with what Mignolo (2002) calls border thinking, i.e, a critique on Modernity 

Postmodernity, and Colonialism intending to avoid totalizing and universalizing 

critiques on power.  In this sense, border thinking is nomadic in its pursue for a 

transdisciplinary endeavor.  The following chapter reconstructs the introduction of the 

maize culture to the US assessing the historical conditions that served as the basis for the 

development of the corn-based snacking industry in the US. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
From Tlaxcalli to Tamalina.  

A Prelude for the Mexicanization of American tastes 
San Antonio, Texas (1896-1932) 

 
From Paxil, from Cayalá, as they were called, came the yellow ears of corn and 
the white ears of corn. 
These are the names of the animals which brought the food: yac (the mountain 
cat), utiú (the coyote), quel (a small parrot), and hoh (the crow). These four 
animals gave tidings of the yellow ears of corn and the white ears of corn, they 
told them that they should go to Paxil and they showed them the road to Paxil.  
[…] The animals showed them the road. And then grinding the yellow corn and 
the white corn, Xmucané made nine drinks, and from this food came the strength 
and the flesh, and with it they created the muscles and the strength of man. This 
the Forefathers did, Tepeu and Gucumatz, as they were called.  
After that they began to talk about the creation and the making of our first 
mother and father; of yellow corn and of white corn they made their flesh; of 
corn meal dough they made the arms and the legs of man. Only dough of corn 
meal went into the flesh of our first fathers, the four men, who were created.  
 

Popol Vuh 
Introduction 

According to The Popol Vuh, the creation of humankind was only possible after 

a series of frustrated attempts ending with the genesis of los hombres de maíz (men of 

maize).  Clay and wood proved to be poor materials in the formation of human beings.  

Conversely, corn turned out to be rich and flexible enough for creating their flesh and 

blood. 

Many centuries distance us from Ancient Mayan traditions, but the importance of 

maize in the material and symbolic life of Mesoamerican and some South American 

cultures is still alive.  Moreover, nowadays, “maize culture” is becoming global.  

According to the Tortilla Industry Association (2000), tortillas are the fastest growing 

segment of the US baking industry and sales reached $5.7 billion dollars in 2002.  

Furthermore, in 1999, Mission Foods opened the first tortilla factory in Europe, for 
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commercializing this product in the UK, Holland, Norway, and Finland.  During the 

same year, a global alliance between Illinois-based Azteca Foods and Madrid-based 

Azteca del Maíz was established with the purpose of marketing tortillas in Spain.  

Following similar paths, Mexican Grupo Maseca is negotiating with Mission Foods the 

opening of a new plant producing corn meal and tortillas in Asia.  The consortium 

expects to invest $20 million in this venture and its inauguration is planned by 2004. 

Corn chips and tortilla chips also derived from the maize culture.  Only in the 

USA, it is estimated that 15,500 tons of potato, tortilla, and corn chips are purchased 

annually just to feed Super Bowl party-goers (Steinberg, 2003).  The Snack Food 

Association states that tortilla chips sales reached $4.1 billion in 2001 (Deis, 2000) and 

an average American consumes about 5.4 pounds of tortilla chips per year (Huynh, 

2002).  The popularity of the tortilla and the maize culture has even resulted in the 

creation of the National Tortilla Day, February 2nd. (Stockwell, 2002). 

The purpose of this chapter is to reconstruct the industrialization of the maize 

culture in San Antonio, Texas and its influence on the development of the snacking 

industry.  It focuses on the early modernization of Mexican food associated with the 

maize culture and the commercialization of corn chips and tortilla chips as snacks.  

These two examples illustrate an initial Latinization, or more precisely, a 

Mexicanization, of the USA market beginning in San Antonio and later spreading all 

over the US. 

The first section summarizes some important facts about the origins and 

relevance of the maize culture in the reproduction of cultural identity through food 

practices.  The second section describes the role of the Chili Queens in popularizing 
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Mexican food among non-Hispanics in San Antonio, Texas.  It also introduces the 

development of the first masa mill in the United States contrasting the contributions of 

Azteca Mills and Gebhardt’s and its Eagle brand in the early Mexicanization of the US 

market.  A third section traces corn chips and tostadas back in the Mexican culinary 

tradition and relates how Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez, a Mexican American 

businessman, introduced the use of tortilla chips, corn chips, and salsa in Mexican 

American restaurants in San Antonio, Texas at the beginning of the 20th century.  The 

fourth section explains the influence of the Tamalina process in the development of the 

Mexican restaurant industry in Texas and explains how tortilla chips and salsa became a 

Texas’s favorite.  The fifth section briefly compares the narrative describing the birth of 

potato chips and the one acknowledging the birth of corn chips and its ideological 

implications opening the path to the second chapter on the birth of Fritos. 

Maize culture has permeated American tastes since the threshold of the 20th 

century when one can witness the romance of American households with chili con carne, 

tamale, and tamale pie, among others (Smith, 2003; Dewitt and Gerlach, 2003, Dawson, 

1999).  Later, the industrialization of the maize culture in the USA collaborated in the 

development of new commercial products derived from the production of tortillas.  Corn 

chips and tortilla chips are among these new products introducing the maize culture to 

the US consumer.  However, its incorporation in the American market accounts for more 

than the migration of ethnic products to the mainstream American culture.  This 

appropriation of the maize culture also points to the transformation of eating practices, 

the production of subjectivities embedded in consumption, and the development of new 
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snacking industries.  Thus, it is important to refer briefly to the origins of the maize 

culture and the social relations it encompasses. 

 

1. Ab Initio, Tlaxcalli 

 

Even though maize was cultivated along the Americas, the “maize culture” is 

undoubtedly stronger in Mesoamerica than in the Chibcha or Inca region.  The 

importance of this crop still prevails today in Central American and Mexican cuisine; 

however, it is less important in the Caribbean.  A general opinion concerning the origin 

of maize is that some varieties of grass entered a hybridization process resulting, over 

millennia, in various domesticated types used by the Inca, Aztec, and Mayan 

civilizations in the Americas. 

According to Tousssaint-Samat (2003), fossil pollen dating back 800,000 years 

has been found in the subsoil of Mexico and little fragments of maize found by 

archeologists in Tehuacan were dated some 7000 years ago.  Wild maize was probably 

domesticated around 1500 B.C becoming the core of Pre-Columbian cuisine, which 

created a rich variety of food products based on it.  Among the Aztecs, perhaps the most 

common ones were tortillas and tamales.  Tlaxcalli is the Nahuatl word for tortillas.  It 

literally translates to tlax > (some)thing, calli >cooked.  Tortilla is, indeed, a diminutive 

for the Spanish torta which refers to rounded cakes made of vegetables or ground meat. 

One of the main sources in reconstructing maize culture and the Aztec cuisine is 

the Florentine Codex or Historia General de las Cosas de Nueva España (General 

history of the things of New Spain), a monumental ethnographic work compiled by Friar 
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Bernardino de Sahagún and several collaborators circa 1570-77.  In book 8, chapter, 13, 

the codex lists four different types of tortillas eaten by the Aztecs lords (Sahagún, 1982): 

1. The Aztec Lords ate daily a type of tortillas called totonqui tlaxcalli 
tlacuelpacholli, which means, hot white double tortillas of maize treated 
with lime, made in a chiquíhuitl and covered with a white towel. 2. They 
also ate other type of tortillas called ueitlaxcalli, which means, large 
tortillas. These ones are very white and thin, and wide and soft. 3. They 
ate a third type called quauhtlaqualli; very white, but thicker, larger, and 
rough; 4. The fourth type was white, but a little bit darker, they called 
them tlaxcalpacholli. […] 6. Another type of tortillas was called 
tlacepoalli ilaxcalli, very delicate layered tortillas 

 
Dr. Luis Alberto Vásquez also includes among Aztec tortillas those called 

nexiopapao de ceniza o nextli or tortillas de cal de tenextli and a variant called 

tlacalmimilli, tortillas formed in rolls that could be considered the 

prototaco”.(http://www.ini.gob.mx/noticias/05-sep-02.html).  According to Salvador 

Novo, the Aztec cuisine had seven different types of tortillas: 

 
There were hot tortillas , white, 
large and folded, very large and 
rough; wide and thin, thin and 
rough: the famous gordas; another 
ones were brownish, blue, purple 
as those called memelas 

Había tortillas calientes, blancas, dobladas grandes, 
muy grandes y ásperas, anchas y delgadas, las había 
también gruesas  y ásperas: las famosas gordas; 
otras blancas y otras pardillas, azules, moradas, las 
llamadas memelas  
 

(http://fogonrecetas.iespana.es/fogonrecetas/El_maiz/Tacos/la_tortilla_historia.htm) 

 
Summarizing, corn tortillas differ in size, color, and texture.  Different types of 

maize are cultivated along the Americas allowing a multitude of variations from blue 

corn tortillas to a rainbow of yellowish, and almost orange ones.  Maize was the basis 

for tortillas before the arrival of the Europeans who introduced important changes, in not 

only the production and consumption of tortillas, but significantly, in the ideology 

legitimizing the wheat culture over the maize culture. 
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By the end of the fourteenth century, the European colonization of the New 

World introduced wheat, contributing to the transformation of the maize culture.  With 

the arrival of the Spaniards, wheat flour entered the Americas.  Native Americans called 

it Castilian Tlaxcalli.  According to Robinson (2001), the consumption of flour tortillas 

along the US Mexican border should be associated with the presence and migration of 

conversos (Anusim) and secret Jews during colonial times1: 

But much of the border was settled by conversos, converted Sephardic 
Jews or people of Jewish descent from Spain and Portugal, who 
immigrated to Mexico in the early years of the colonial period and 
brought with them their unleavened tortilla of flour. 
Even outsiders noticed the distinction between the two. Teresa Griffin 
Viele, whose husband was posted to Ringgold Barracks, Texas, in the 
1850s, wrote that in Camargo, on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande, the 
people made corn tortillas. Across the river in Rio Grande City, Texas, 
the Hispanic population had "cakes" made from flour and lard. 
(Robinson, 2001) 

 

Tortillas are also known as the bread of Mexico.  An interesting detail about their 

consumption is that they serve multiple functions.  Given their shape, tortillas could be 

also used as plates holding other ingredients such as meats or vegetables.  Their 

flexibility allows people to use them as spoons and wraps that keep the meal warm.  

Despite their versatility and convenience, tortillas are, in fact, the result of women’s hard 

                                                 
1 Colonial secret Jews tried to settle far away from Mexico City hoping to be less visible to the Inquisition 
(Raphael, 2001).  Popular culture also supports this historical fact in an anti-Semitic Mexican joke that 
says:  “La gente de Monterrey son muy judíos… son muy codo.” “The people of Monterrey are very 
Jewish… very tightwad.” (deSola Cardoza, 1997)  Even today one can hear this saying in San Antonio, 
Texas, where the presence of conversos and crypto-Jews can be corroborated especially in food traditions 
such as the so called “Semitic bread” or pan de semita consumed in Passover or around Lent.  In Colonial 
Mexico eating corn tortillas for Passover was, indeed, considered by the Inquisition as fair evidence 
against Crypto-Jews: “In Mexico a different solution was found for the problem of the lack of matza. Luis 
de Carvajal told the Inquisition that in 1589 on Passover “because he did not have unleavened bread he ate 
corn tortillas, since they had no yeast.” Two generations later, in 1642, Catalina de Rivera similarly 
reported that one Passover Juan de León ate “corn tortillas, fish, and vegetables” with his crypto-Jewish 
friends.  Juan was not so scrupulous, however, for when the tortillas dried out he ate ordinary bread” 
(Gitlitz & Davidson, 1999, 293) 
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work.  This was especially true during Pre-Columbian and Colonial times.  Pilcher 

(1998) points out that a woman could spend about six or seven hours daily in the 

preparation of tortillas. 

 Work began the night before, when she simmered 
 the corn in a solution of mineral lime to make nixtamal. 
 The woman arose before dawn to grind the corn on the 
 metate into a dough called masa.  Immediately before each meal, 
 she deftly patted the dough into flat, round tortillas and 
            cooked them briefly over the comal. Tortillas could not be 
 saved for the following day, or even the next meal, because 

they became hard and inedible in a few hours.  The dough 
likewise would not keep more than a day before it began to 
ferment. So each morning she returned to the stone on hands 
and knees, with back sloped as if she herself were a metate 
wielded by some tyrannical maize goddess 

 

Other sources point out that whereas an European woman from a “wheat culture” 

spent three to four hours baking bread from scratch, a Mexican woman would spend 

from 35 to 40 hours preparing tortillas that could only be eaten fresh and warm 

(www.elportaldemexico.com, 2002).  One way or the other, the industrialization of 

tortillas has ideological implications not only in the “liberation” of women from what 

Pilcher (1998) calls the tyranny of the metate2.  Moreover, it also evidences the 

confrontation of the maize culture with its industrialization as the result of the 

implementation of discourses favoring nutrition and sanitary regulations, as part of 

modernity’s master narratives. 

Industrialization goes hand in hand with Modernity.  The mass-production of 

tortillas encompasses profound changes in the organization of domestic life among 
                                                 
2 Metate: “The traditional Aztec metate was a slanted slab with three short legs. The Mayan version sits 
flat on the ground with a slightly indented top grinding surface.  Metates are rarely used today and have 
been replaced in the home by hand corn grinders and electric blenders.” Source: 
 http://www.gourmetsleuth.com/mortarpestle.htm Accessed May, 2003) 
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members of the maize culture, but also favored and stimulated the development of new 

products and food practices.  In this sense, the industrialization of tortillas is 

fundamental in understanding the birth of corn-based snacks in the USA pointing 

directly to the birth of Fritos as an appropriation and later commodification of a 

Mexican snack. 

Nowadays, consumers can enjoy different maiz flavors, colors, and consistencies 

in mass-produced snacks such as tortilla chips and corn chips.  Furthermore, the 

hyperfragmentation of today’s market ironically simulates Native American food 

practices such as the consumption of blue corn tortillas or the Aztec tradition of 

seasoning tortillas with lime and chili.  Products such as Garden of Eatin’ organic blue 

corn tortilla chips or Fritos Sabrositas seasoned with lime and chile illustrates the 

postmodern cannibalization of Native American food artifacts.  Today, ethnicity and 

consumer concerns on the nutritional value of snacks ironically revitalize the maiz 

culture in late capitalism as as a fractal image of food practices among the Aztec or 

Pueblo cultures.  Furthermore, the current boom of the maize culture paradoxically 

echoes the birth of the Mexican Food Industry in San Antonio, Texas at the beginning of 

the 20th century. 

The ethos that made possible the commercialization of tostadas and corn chips 

by Azteca Mills, a Hispanic-owned mill in San Antonio, Texas established in 1896, 

results from the industrialization of the tortilla and maize culture.  This is crucial in 

tracing back the establishment of the first Mexican restaurants in the city at the 

beginning of the 20th century.  The next section discusses the historical conditions that 
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popularize Mexican Food among non-Hispanics in San Antonio, serving as a prelude for 

the Mexicanization of US tastes. 

 

2.  San Antonio, Texas, 1890-1934:  From the Chili Queens to the Modernization 
and Industrialization of the Maize Culture. 
  

The last 20 years of the 19th century witnessed the growth of San Antonio, Texas, 

as a multicultural city and as a promising market place.  The passage from open non-

regulated market sites to an urbanized, regulated, and sanitized market place goes hand 

in hand with the increasing industrialization and modernization of the USA (Flores, 

2002).  Mexican food such as tamales, tortillas, empanadas and even the controversial 

chili con carne were served for centuries on lively open markets called plazas where 

people sold pecans, fruits, vegetables, beef, venison, or wild turkey among other goods 

Nooan Guerra (1988), Freeman (1972).  Flores (2002) discusses how modernization and 

industrialization in San Antonio reconfigured the social and public space in San 

Antonio’s plazas during the 19th century.  The author also states that given its open 

structure and dynamics, open markets and plazas used as non-formal commercial spaces 

promoted ethnic and economic diversity.  One of the popular attractions of the open 

markets in San Antonio was the Chili stands, scenario of the legendary Chili Queens: 

Early in the morning the Chili Queens would setup the eating tables and 
begin serving; this would last throughout the day, as guitar- strumming 
troubadours serenaded each night away.  The Queens, always good for a 
talk, would banter with all who cared to listen all the while continuing to 
supply the much sought after chili.  People from every social class-every 
walk of life- would gather to eat at the Queen tables. There at Alamo 
Plaza in front of the post office, a rare happening would occur each day. 
All cultures, all social classes, would sit side by side for one common 
goal- to eat chili.  That may sound a bit ludicrous, but in a world full of 
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racism and social bias it truly means a lot.  At the tables everyone was 
equal. Black, white, brown; it didn’t matter. The Chili Queens are the 
icon of San Antonio culture; or at least they should be. The melting pot of 
cultures they celebrated is the very essence of what makes San Antonio 
unique.  The Chili Queens aren’t just a flavorful part of San Antonio’s 
past; they are San Antonio culture at its greatest. Lugo (no date) 

   

The Chili Queens’ charm went beyond Texas when in 1893 a San Antonio Chili 

Stand was opened at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago.  Increasing regulation of the 

markets imposed by sanitary laws eventually eliminated the chili stands and the Chili 

Queens in 1936.  Thus, the role of the chili queens in cultivating a lure for Mexican food 

helped in naturalizing the maize culture among non-Hispanics.  Since 1870s, Anglo and 

German-owned business began to produce and distribute chili powder along Texas and 

the Southwest.  Some examples of this early industry are Moctezuma Sauce and Chili 

(1870), Tobin Canning Co. of San Antonio (1884), D.C. Pendry Chili Powder, Ft. Worth 

(1890), and Walker’s Austex Chile Co. in Austin (1906), (Smith, 2003; DeWitt and 

Gerlach, 2003; Gabaccia, 1998). 

For centuries, the maize culture had been part of San Antonio’s cultural heritage.  

However, it is towards the end of the 19th century that an incipient Mexican Food 

Industry emerged.  In 1896, two major players in the Latinization of the US market 

established their businesses: Gebhardt’s Chili Powder Co. and Azteca Mills, later known 

as Martinez & Sons, Co.  Both companies contributed to the Latinization of the USA in 

two different ways.  Azteca Mills introduced the Tamalina process (dehydrated corn 

flour) making possible the industrialization of Mexican Food and the development of the 

Mexican restaurant industry in Texas.  The legacy of Azteca Mills and its creator, Jose 

Bartolome Martinez, might also inaugurated the development of the maize-based snack 
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industry in the US.  In contrast, Gebhardt’s Chili Powder Co. represents one of the most 

important cases illustrating the industrialization and mass production of Mexican Food 

primarily among non-Hispanics, becoming an active agent in naturalizing the maize 

culture in the US. 

The next section describes the birth and development of the first masa mill in the 

United States, its contribution to the development of the Mexican Food Industry in San 

Antonio, the Mexican restaurant industry in Texas, and its influence on the incipient 

snacking industry in the early 1930’s. 

 

2.1.  Azteca Mills, San Antonio, Texas, 1896. 

 

The flour industry had been developing in Texas since the mid 19th century, 

under brands such as Pioneer Flour Mills established by C.H Guenther & Son (Fisher, 

2001).  However, Jose Bartolome Martinez established what is belived to be the first 

masa mill in the United States in 1896 (Nooan Guerra, 1988; Gabaccia, 1998).  Initiator 

of Azteca Mills, Mr. Martinez was known in the early twentieth century as the Corn 

King for his success in producing and distributing maize-based products not only in the 

USA, but also in Latin America and other places such as New Zealand, Africa, 

Australia, etc (Martinez, website).  A Molino para Nixtamal (Mill for Nixtamal3) was 

first opened at 615 Dolorosa Street in San Antonio, Texas, in 1896.  According to Mr. 

Roy G. Martinez, his grandfather dreamed of developing an industry commercializing 

Mexican Food in the USA: 

                                                 
3 Nixtamal is the Nahuatl name for masa. 
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From the early 1900's to the early thirties Mr. Martinez dominated San 
Antonio in the sales of masa and tortillas.  In the early days of the 
company there were horse and buggies teams that ran twenty-five routes 
daily in San Antonio. These routes went to satellite stations and to 
neighborhoods all over town 
Martinez (Website)  

(See Appendix 1.1) 

Increasing demand for fresh masa, tortillas, and other products challenged the 

Molino para Nixtamal.  As several shifts were required for satisfying the domestic and 

commercial need for masa, a second and a third shift were added and the necesity for 

larger facilities led to the the opening of a bigger mill on the corner of Medina and 

Colima streets in San Antonio.  Scalating demand for fresh masa and Tamalina 

(dehydrated corn meal) resulted in the building of a third mill that would better fit their 

needs.  This mill operated on 701 south Leona Street.  According to Mr. Roy G. 

Martinez, this last building was listed on the National Register of Historic Places, but 

unfortunately, it disappeared after a mysterious fire in 1986 (Martinez, website) 

The relevance of Mr. Martinez’ contributions to the Mexican Food Industry in 

the United States are not limited to opening the first Hispanic or Mexican American-

owned masa mill.  The clue for the industrialization and mass production of the maize 

culture is directly related to the invention of an industrial process for obtaining 

dehydrated corn meal.  As mentioned above, preparing masa supposed long hours of 

hard work.  Fresh masa cannot be stored for further use; it easily spoils, especially in 

weather conditions where warm climates prevail. 

The search for dehydrated corn masa or nixtamal flour could be traced back to 

1859.  According to Pilcher (1998) on July 26, 1859, Spanish-born Julián González 
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registered the first patent for a nixtamal mill in Mexico City.  However, he didn’t 

succeed in his enterprise principally due to the opposition of conservatives who expelled 

him from the country and later continued interfering with his attempts.  It is not until the 

end of the 19th century that the molino (mill) industry would take off.  Early twentieth 

century witnessed a boom of inventors aiming to mechanize the industrial production of 

tortillas.  Providing solid documentation on the development of the tortilla industry in 

Mexico, Pilcher (1998), states that Luis Romero pioneered the technology for tortilla 

flour, registering the first patent in 1912.  However, he attributes the opening of the first 

dried nixtamal factory (1949) to Roberto M. González Barrera from Cerralvo, Nuevo 

León, known today as the Tortilla King and head of the maize empire represented by 

Grupo Maseca.  Curiously, the name for the presumably first dried nixtamal factory was 

Molinos Aztecas, S.A. a Spanish literal translation of Azteca Mills. 

Finding evidence supporting the relationship between Azteca Mills and Molinos 

Azteca S.A goes far beyond the objectives of the present research.  However, it 

definitely poses a challenge in determining if Azteca Mills from San Antonio, Texas, 

initiated a revolution that not only influenced the development of the maize culture in 

the United States, but also in Mexico.  Mr Jose Bartolome Martinez may have been one 

of the first to produced dehydrated food4.  According to Roy G. Martinez, before his 

unexpected death in 1924, his grandfather planned to open new mills in Texas cities 

such as Laredo, Corpus Christi, Brownsville, McAllen, and even in Monterrey, Mexico.  

Even today, we can find the brand Tamalina commercialized in Mexico under Herdez S. 
                                                 
4 I sent this chapter to Mr. Roy Martinez to review it and make sure it was accurate.  In a letter dated 
November 15th, 2003, Mr. Roy G. Martinez also states that in 1940, the military came to Martinez Sons 
Co. to see how the process of dehydrating masa worked.  He believes that the “C & K rations” were the 
result of producing dehydrated food for US troops during WW II. 
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A. de C.V.  However, further research is required in order to establish a connection 

between this brand and Azteca Mills5.  The Martinez family from San Antonio can trace 

their ancestors back to Northern Mexican cities such as Saltillo, Monterey, and Cerralvo 

among other Mexican cities.  Moreover, according to the Corn King’s grandson, the 

Martinez family founded the city of Marin inMexico, which was once called “El Rancho 

de Los Martinez.”  Mr. Roy G. Martinez has done extensive genealogical research and 

has subtancial evidence for these claimings.  Thus, it would not be a surprise if their 

family liaisons would eventually explain the coincidence in the name of the two 

industries.  One way or the other, one of Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez enormous 

contributions to the industrialization of the maize culture in the US was the development 

of the Tamalina process (See Appendix 1.2) 

After years of experimenting with corn masa, Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez 

patented the Tamalina Process in February 9, 1909 in Washington D.C (See Appendix 

1.3, 1.4, 1.5).  The Tamalina Process produces dehydrated corn masa.  This end-product 

could be stored for months without spoiling; it was easy to pack and distribute, and more 

importantly, it facilitated the preparation of corn-based meals to tortilla factories, 

restaurants, and end consumers.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez states: 

He perfected the process of producing commercial masa for mass 
production. He experimented in making such masa by products as taco 
shells, chalupa shells, corn chips, tamale meal, champurado mix, gorditas, 
and special enchilada tortillas which were red. Sometimes he made green 
tortillas for the green enchiladas which uses the green tomatoes. The 
gorditas are a thick tortillas that is about three to four inches across, and 
can be made larger or smaller according to one's taste. The gordita is used 

                                                 
5 In a 2001 publication by Cámara Nacional de la Industria de Conservas Alimenticias in Mexico D.F., 
one finds a product described as “masa para tamales marca “Tamalina ”  (Masa for tamales branded 
“Tamalina ” which was distributed by Herdez  S. A. de  C.V 
.http://www.siea.sagarpa.gob.mx/modelos/Cadenas/mango/industriales.pdf  
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very much like the pita bread being sliced open and filled with meat, 
avocado, cheese, tomatoes and lettuce. The gordita can be filled with just 
about anything to make a Mexican sandwich. Also, the gordita are very 
tasty eaten fresh off the grill with butter. Champurado was a very popular 
delicacy in the late 1800's and early 1900's. Champurado is of Aztec 
origin. It was made like a chocolate pudding with masa being one of the 
prime ingredients. Champurado was a very popular party dish during the 
Christmas holidays. These were some of the products Mr. Martinez had 
planned to market in Texas and later the United States. Eventually, he 
hoped to produce an entire line of Mexican foods. Little did he realize 
that he had already lit the fuse to a billion dollar industry.  Martinez 
(website) 

 
 

The Tamalina process revolutionized not only the domestic sphere, liberating 

women from the slavery of the metate, using Pilcher’s (1998) words, but perhaps even 

opened the door for the blooming of the first Mexican restaurants and tortillerías in San 

Antonio as well as the industrialization of Mexican food by companies such as 

Gebhardt’s Chili Powder Co. and its Eagle brand.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez asserts that 

Gebhardt’s was one of Azteca Mills’ (later B. Martinez Sons Co.) biggest clients.  Thus, 

the introduction of Tamalina may have been an essential factor in the development of 

the Mexican Food industry in San Antonio. 

It is important to establish the nexus between Azteca Mills (later B. Martinez 

Sons Co.) and Gebhardt’s since they represent two different Latinization processes in a 

period where crossing over the boundaries around ethnic food was a common trend 

(Gabaccia, 1998).  The next section discusses the role played by Gebhardt’s in the 

Latinization of non-Hispanics in San Antonio and, in the decades to come, of the 

mainstream American market. 
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2.2. Branding Mexican Food with a German name 

Gebhardt’s history began when a German immigrant named Wilhem Gebhardt 

opened a café in New Braunsfels, Texas, around 1892.  Gebhardt’s Chili became 

proverbial, which encouraged his creator to can and commercialize it along with his 

chile ancho-based “Tampico Dust” (a chili powder) (DeWitt and Gerlach, 2003; Smith, 

2003).  Gabaccia (1998) states that in 1911 Gebhardt sold his company to his brothers-

in-law who later introduced other ethnic specialties such as pinto beans and tamales.  

Gebhardt’s contribution to the early Mexicanization of the American taste wouldn’t been 

possible without industrial pioneers such as Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez.  According to 

Mr. Roy G. Martinez, the Corn King not only sold Tamalina to Gebhardt’s, but also 

helped them to improve their recipes for tamales.  Tamalina was the main ingredient in 

Gebhardt’s tamales.  Gabaccia (1998) states: 

The uncoupling of ethnic producers from ethnic products often began 
very early in the history of their mass production. We do not know the 
name of the Mexican-American who taught Gebhardt’s, the German, to 
cook or enjoy chili; the innovators and inventors of ethnic foods more 
often than not are lost to history 

 

We ignore the name of the Mexican American who first introduced Wilhem 

Gebhardt to enjoying chili, but we do know the name of the person who provided the 

Gebhardts with the raw materials for manufacturing their canned tamales.  According to 

Roy G. Martinez, The Corn King and his sons were against Gebhardt’s making tamales 

because, at the beginning, they wrapped them in paper instead of using cornhusks.  
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Gebhartd’s, and other non-Hispanics restaurateurs, often consulted his grandfather on 

the quality of the products they served or produced. 

Gebhardt’s promotional and advertising materials successfully associated the 

brand with authentic Mexican Food.  One can then argue how a German last name 

managed to accomplish this task.  Marketing and advertising are fundamental in the 

commodification and naturalization of ethnic food.  For this reason, it is important to 

study the role of these meaning industries in the “modernization” and industrialization of 

Mexican food as part of the emergence of a national standardized market for mass 

products.  Chili con carne, tamale pie, and tamales pioneered the Mexicanization of 

American palates (DeWitt and Gerlach, 2003; Smith, 2003, Gabaccia ,1998) 

By 1911, chili con carne had hit the shelves at American markets (Dawson, 

1999).  The commercialization of chili powder and chili con carne at the threshold of the 

20th century and during its first 50 years reveals the continuous ethnitization of these 

products by the marketing and advertising industry.  There is a controversy about 

whether to consider chili powder and chili con carne as a Southwest creation, or as an 

appropriation and later commodification of ancient Native American or Mexican-

American culinary practices.  One way or the other, the present study is not interested in 

determining the “real or true beginnings” of these products.  The main goal is assessing 

how the ambiguous or ambivalent origin of these cultural artifacts was naturalized as 

Mexican food by marketing communications using branding as a strategy for creating a 

consumption ethos based on the production of otherness associated with consumption 

practices.  
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In 1918, Walker Austex was producing 45,000 cans of Walker's Red Hot 
Chile Con Carne (with beans) and 15,000 cans of Mexene Chili Powder a 
day in their new factory in Austin, Texas. But Walker had already been 
selling canned Mexican foods for over a quarter century and may have 
been the first to can chili. Gebhardt's didn't start canning chili (as opposed 
to making chili powder) until 1911. Walker's 1918 recipe booklet had 
recipes for "chile huevos" and "chili mac" ~- plus something called 
"combination chili con carne" -- one can chili mixedwith one can 
tomatoes. Thorne (1990) 
 
 

Along with tamales and “Mexican” beans, chili con carne was commercialized as 

Mexican food.  Advertising representations used in early printed ads for Walker’s 

Austex Chile Co. and later by Gebhardt’s Chili powder Co. associated these products 

primarily with the Mexican and the Hispanic culture.  Women dressed as Sevillanas 

(women from Seville) wearing mantillas and ornamental combs were common in 

Gebhardt’s and Walker’s advertising materials, introducing and ambivalent 

representation of the Hispanic culture as both Spanish and Mexican6. (See Appendix 1.6, 

1.7, 1.8, 1.9). 

 
The use of the words “real or genuine Mexican” used in Gebhardt’s printed ads, 

labels, and other promotional materials is worth to mention because it is symptomatic of 

the insistence on the authenticity of a presumed Mexican product commercialized under 

a German name.  Gebhardt’s printed advertising campaigns promised the “real chili 

flavor” the “genuine chili powder”, or “real Mexican tamales” (See Appendix 1.10, 1.11, 

1.12).  The paradox of branding a German name such as Gebhardt’s for the 

commercialization of Mexican products supposes a delicate suture that must naturalize 
                                                 
6 It may be possible that this ambivalence in the dresses used in women’s representations on the ads results 
from colonial fashion trends that would distinguished those desecendants from Spaniards (principally from 
the Canary Islands) against those mestizos or descendanst from Indians and recent Mexican American 
immigrants.  In other words, fashion as a way of displaying social distinction and class.  
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the evident fracture between the German name and the presumably “real Mexican 

thing.”  Moreover, the ultimate goal is to erase the gap, making Gebhardt’s synonymous 

of “real Mexican food,” in other words, this posits the challenge of transforming 

Gebhardt’s into a brand.   Furthermore, The Original Mexican restaurant which is 

presumed to be the first of its type opened in San Antonio Texas in 1898, not only uses 

the image of a sevillana, but also the word “original” in its name(See Appendix 1.13) 

All of the above ads were published between 1934 and 1937 on an English-based 

newspaper called The San Antonio Express.  Spanish-based newspapers such as Ignacio 

Lozano’s La Prensa do not show advertising for these products and services during the 

same period.  This suggests that the commercialization of Mexican food by Gebhardt’s 

was primarily targeting non-Hispanics.  There are several rationales supporting this 

assumption. 

First, according to Palomo & Winegarten (2003), Tejanas have been actively 

engaged in the commercialization of food in various degrees from the informal chili 

queens to the incipient Mexican restaurant industry in Texas, which indicates that they 

had the necessary cultural capital in preparing “Mexican dishes.”  Therefore, they would 

not be likely to buy canned tamales and beans. 

Second, Mexican-owned restaurants probably existed before the industrialization 

of Mexican food.  However, identity politics and segregation of ethnic groups would 

impact the development of the early Mexican restaurant industry in San Antonio.  

Mexican restaurants owned by non-Hispanics such as “The Original”, were not located 

in the Mexican barrios but in the heart of downtown San Antonio making Mexican Food 

accessible for non-Mexican diners.  Furthermore, Gebhardt’s began as a German-owned 
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cafe in the German town of New Braunsfels.  The consumption of the maize culture 

among non-Hispanics in San Antonio may be associated with the chili stands and the 

chili queens, first, and later with the incipient Mexican restaurant industry in Texas.  As 

mentioned above, it is hard to determine if “The Original” was really the “first” Mexican 

restaurant in town.  Similar locales owned and managed by Mexican Americans have 

probably preceded it, but they may have been located in a differentiated space, the space 

of the “other.”  Thus, through time, the banning of the chili queens and chili stands 

alongside increasing caveats of sanitary regulations created a demand for inspected, 

sanitized, and modernized Mexican food products and restaurants, all this in accordance 

to prevailing rationalization processes typical of modern industrial times. 

Last but not least, canned Mexican food not only promised sanitized production 

conditions, but it also began introducing convenience and “ready-to-be-used” concepts 

as one of the master narratives of modernization.  Consuming canned Mexican food was 

both a way to embrace modernization and its lure for cosmopolitism.  Thus, the mass 

production of Mexican food in the early 20th century in San Antonio converges not only 

with the consolidation of industrialism, but also exemplifies its search for distinctiveness 

and modernization.  Mass production requires a principle for differentiating 

commodities.  In this sense, branding offers a way for creating a product identity. 

Brands animate products and services associating cultural meaning with them.  

Brands are, primarily, signs.  Branding Gebhardt’s as authentic Mexican food transforms 

the German last name into a commodity-sign.  But how a signifier divested from 

previous meanings stands for something totally different from its former connotations?  
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Umberto Eco tells us in his Introduction to Semiotics that “Semiotics is in principle the 

discipline studying everything which can be used in order to lie” (Eco, 1976).  That is 

precisely the function of commodity-signs: to establish associations between particular 

images or experiences (meanings) and a specific product or service.  Often, the 

association between meanings and products is arbitrary, i.e., it results from a convention 

that could emphasize or erase previous associations. 

The brand as sign stands for something that is absent, it stands for the promise of 

delivering the authentic, the real Mexican flavor.  The commodity-sign loses its 

Germanic associations becoming a sign for authentic real Mexican food.  The “true” 

nature of the product is obscured or bracketed during this process.  Commodity-signs 

efface and decontextualize the labor process of their production establishing an arbitrary 

relationship between the commodity and its representamen, using Peirce’s terminology, 

resulting in what Marx called commodity fetishism. 

Branding supposes a semiotic process, a work with signs aimed at the production 

of meaning.  Eco also suggests that one of the more salient characteristics of signs is that 

they stand for other things.  Signs stand for something that is absent.  The sign of a dog 

(the picture or the word “dog”) re-presents the “real animal.”  Signs are paradoxically 

deferred presences abstracted and appropriated metaphorically or metonymically from a 

presumably real world, which existence is commonly imagined as independent from 

language as an encoding and decoding system.  One can then read the repetition of 

certain words in Gebhardt’s printed ads as symptomatic, as indicators of something else. 
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 For Psychoanalysis, a repetition is not only a rhetorical device.  Rhetorical 

devices have different functions in the economy of language and desire.  A repetition is, 

in psychoanalytic terms, a re-petition, in other words, a demand or a plea.  Thus, 

Gebhardt’s insistence in being considered as the real Mexican food is not innocent.  It 

tries to defer the simulacra involved in commercializing Mexican food with a German 

last name.  The “real” is simulated, branded into the Gebhardt’s experience.  The brand 

offers a new world of tastes, a culinary adventure to non-Hispanics looking for 

distinction, or, as Gebhardt’s Mexican cookery booklet (1932) suggests: “A new vogue 

with American Housewives (…) full of intriguing possibilities.” (See Appendix 1.8, 

1.9).  This lure for cosmopolitism is particularly evident in early Mexican food 

promotional materials such as recipe booklets.  Along with advertising, cookbooks 

educated non-Hispanic consumers in appropriating cultural difference.  The next section 

analyzes Gebhardt’s “Mexican Cookery for American Homes” as an example of the co-

opting and naturalization of the maize culture in the US market in the early 1930’s. 

 

2.3.  Achtung! Wir produzieren Mexicanishes Essen. 

 Cookbooks used as promotional materials also helped in promoting some sort of 

colonial desire associated with the preparation and consumption of Mexican food.  The 

first Gebhardt’s cookbook was published in 1911 (Dingus, 2000) and it is known as the 
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first recipe book on Mexican food published in the US7 (See Appendix 1.14, 1.15).  In 

the twenties, Gebhardt’s also launched “Gebhardt’s original dinner package” (See 

Appendix 1.16) for just one dollar.  During the thirties, one of these packages included 

tamales, Mexican style beans, Chili con carne, chili powder, deviled sandwich spread, 

and three booklets for salads, deviled dainties, as well as a recipe booklet titled Mexican 

Cookery for American Homes. (See Appendix 1.17) 

 The booklet analyzed here was published in 1932 and it is a fair example of the 

ambivalent status of mass-produced Mexican food at the time.  On the one hand, 

industrialized ethnic food was presented as authentic, exotic, intriguing, and tantalizing; 

on the other, it was also described as sanitized, modernized, convenient, and trendy.  The 

ambivalence representing Mexican Food in this booklet begins with its cover.  

Decorated with Native American designs, it announces more the culinary practices of 

Navajo, Hopi, or Pueblo Indians than Mexican cuisine.  The front cover reads 

“Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery.  In lower case letters, and in a different color font, it 

continues, “for American Homes”.  The first colored picture shows two couples sitting at 

a table.  The women are dressed as sevillanas and are depicted whiter than the men who 

wear suits and are definitely darker (See Appendix 1.8).  Throughout the booklet, 

different representations of a presumed Mexican culture include peasants with oxcarts or 

animals, cacti, bullfighters, Indians carrying pottery, etc (See Appendix 1.18).  The 

combination of Spanish, Rural, and Native American elements reveals the ambivalent 

status of Mexican Food as simultaneously colonial, rural, and exotic.  The booklet opens 

                                                 
7 This booklet was acquired by the University of Iowa from M&S Books, Providence RI.  Its date of 
publication is circa 1905-1910.  Today, the booklet belongs to the Chef Louis Szathmary Culinary Arts 
Collection. http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/spec-coll/gifts/gebhardt.htm. 
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with statements resembling ethnographic fieldnotes written by a traveler intrigued and 

seduced by the colonial and exotic difference of Southwestern Border states and Old 

Mexico. (See Appendix 1.8, 1.9) 

Gebhardt’s publication also claimed to use government inspected meat in their 

recipes emphasizing the implementation of sanitary regulations in the production 

process at “a spotless, sunlit plant in San Antonio” (See Appendix 1.19).  A footing for 

one of the photos showing Gebhardt’s modern kitchens, reads: “Spotlessly clean, 

abundant fresh air and sunshine, here Mexican chefs and white-clad Mexican girls 

prepare Gebhardt’s products.”  One can contrast these germ-free, aseptic images with 

the colorful, lively, but also apparently health-threatening Chili stands and Chili Queens 

who operated until 19368.  Thus, the industrialization and modernization of “Mexican 

food” was legitimized by the master narratives of modernity privileging technology and 

sanitary regulations. 

The miracle of transforming ethnic food into a modern and sanitized product 

results from its technification represented by Mexican “chefs” and “white-clad” 

Mexican girls.  The vision of the Chili Queens selling food at open markets surrenders to 

the sanitized and modernized image depicting industrial and disciplined chefs and 

workers giving birth to a new “Mexican Food industry” and a new disciplined 

proletariat. 

The booklet’s insistence in offering unique genuine products also invites the 

consumer in experiencing something different, daring to taste exotic flavors, and 

                                                 
8  It was health-threatening for an emergent consumer culture more and more interested and concerned 
about urbanization, sanitary regulations, and consumption. 
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surprising guests with unforgettable Mexican parties.  Mexican paraphernalia such as 

sombreros, Mexican flags, a table cloth, and colored glassware, among other 

accessories, were provided by Neiman Marcus Co. (See Appendix 1.20) 

Featured recipes also showed an interesting case of culinary bricolage.  

Gebhardt’s fans could prepare anything with Chili Powder from Shrimp Louisiane to 

Pork fricassee, from beef à la mode to eggplant a la mexicano.  Interestingly, German 

culinary traditions also permeated the recipes.  In a section called “unusual salads”, one 

can learn how to prepare “Gebhardt’s bean salad”.  Including Sauerkraut, mayonnaise, 

olives, onions and, salt, this is a truly hybrid meal, combining European salad 

ingredients and beans, which are, traditionally, a warm dish in Mexican cuisine.  (See 

Appendix 1.21).  Gebhardt’s Apple Salad, reminiscent of German cuisine, included 

celery, sweet relish, mayonnaise, salt, lemons, and Gebhardt’s sandwich spread magic 

touch.  Thus, the use of cabbage, pickles, relish, and Sauer Kraut in Gebhardt’s Mexican 

cookery suggests the blending of German and Mexican culinary traditions. 

Briefly, Gebhardt’s Chili Powder Co. contributed to an early Latinization of the 

USA market as they industrialized the production of Mexican food cultivating the 

American taste for the maize culture.  However, the Tamalina process not only 

revolutionized the Mexican Food industry in the United States, but it also influenced the 

development of the Mexican restaurant industry in Texas and the emergent snacking 

industry as well.  The next section presents an “archeology” of the birth of the first 

commercial corn chips and the introduction of tortilla chips in restaurants in San 

Antonio, Texas, during the first quarter of the 20th century.  It also traces back tostadas 

in the Mexican culinary tradition in order to determine the existence of a concept of 
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tortilla chips or corn chips before the commercialization of these ethnic products in the 

USA market 

 

3. Toward an archeology of corn chips, tortilla chips, and the birth of restaurant 
snacking in San Antonio 

 

The existence of fried tortillas (tortillas fritas) and corn chips in Pre-Columbian 

Aztec cuisine is difficult to ascertain.  Animal fat was scarce and there is no evidence 

indicating that Aztecs developed techniques for extracting vegetal oil, from peanuts, for 

instance, (Tannhill, 1973).  Peanuts probably originated in Brazil or Peru, however, by 

the Age of Discovery, they were already known in Mesoamerican cultures such as the 

Aztecs by the word tlalcacáhuatl9> cacahuate (Spanish).  However, an alternative way 

for obtaining “tortillas tostadas” (toasted tortillas) can be found even today.  Many 

Native Americans still warm up or toast tortillas until they get hard, this is the easiest 

way for preventing them from spoiling. 

 Fray Bernardino de Sahagún (Sahagún, 1982) refers to the consumption of 

tostadas de tortilla or tlaxcaltotopochtli among Aztecs in several passages in the 

Florentine Codex (XI, 171v).  He also mentions tortillas fritas (fried tortillas) (XI, 145r) 

and pedazos fritos  de tortilla (fried tortilla strips) (XI, 171v).  In (VIII, 69) the author 

documented the used of tortilla biscuits as war provisions.  The word tlaxcaltotopochtli 

results from the combination of the word tlaxcalli > tortilla and totopochtli > thunder.  

One source suggests that it could be translated into “noisy tortillas” 

(http://lomexicano.com/mexicanfoodrecipeglossary.htm) explaining that from this Aztec 

                                                 
9 Tlalli> earth; cacahuatl >cacao. Literally cacao from earth. 
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word derives the word totopos used in Mexico to refer to tortilla chips.  However, in 

some regions of Mexico, totopos refer to something else: 

 
In the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and around Oaxaca, a kind of giant tortilla      
called a totopo is constructed ten to fourteen inches in diameter. To keep 
it from distorting during baking, each totopo is poked with a finger or 
other object, indenting the faces. Toasted totopos can be stored a long 
time before souring.  
Source: http://www.earthfoot.org/mercados/food4.html 

 

 In the rest of Mexico, totopos is a synonym of tortilla chips.  In Chiapas, for 

example, these fried tortilla chips are served with meals and are used as spoons to carry 

the food to the mouth or from plate to plate.  Toasted or wrinkled tortillas are mentioned 

in Sahagún’s Codex (Fl Cod 11, 169 and 11, 181) as an ingredient added to other meals.  

(Wimmer, http://www.ifrance.com/nahuatl). 

 Corn chips, however, seem to be a sub-product of the industrialization of the 

maize culture.  Given that Azteca Mills is the oldest known Molino para Nixtamal in the 

US, the invention of the commercial corn chip should be attributed to Mr. Jose 

Bartolome Martinez, the Texas Corn King.  The entrepreneurial ability of Mr. Martinez, 

founder of Azteca Mills, inaugurated a trend that would be fundamental for the 

development of the maize-based snacking industry in the USA. 

Patented since February 9, 1909 in Washington, Tamalina was registered in 

Austin, Texas as a trademark associated with the production of tamales, tortillas, masa 

corn flour, plain tortillas, toasted tortilla chips, and corn chips in July 23, 1919.  Aimed 

at maximizing his industry profits, Mr. Martinez created the first commercialized corn 
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chips using the leftovers from the production of tortillas and tamales.  What folllows is 

Mr. Roy G. Martinez’ narrative of the birth of corn chips:  

When the business first started he was having larger masa overruns in the 
daily production of masa and tortillas. Since this was a new production 
process it was difficult to estimate the volume of masa needed each day. 
Being an astute businessman, he developed new products to simply 
eliminate waste. This was the birth of the commercial corn chip. The corn 
chips were an immediate success. Soon he was having to make extra 
masa daily in order to meet the demand for corn chips. The overrun of 
masa from the daily production was no longer sufficient. (Martinez, 
website)  

 

Mr. Roy G. Martinez states that B. Martinez Sons Co. began manufacturing corn 

chips in San Antonio and south Texas around 1912, reaching full production in 1919.  

The wax-like 8 ounce bag priced at five cents displayed the company’s logo on the front 

and showed green and red lettering.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez asserts that the first logo used 

by Azteca Mills was a pyramid, but it was later changed to a flying eagle holding an ear 

of corn.  This was the first logo commercializing corn chips in the USA (See Appendix 

1.22) 

The bag displayed the name “Tostadas” on the front.  The back provided some 

information about Azteca Mills.  There was no specific “brand” naming this product, 

just the general category of tostadas.  Non-Hispanics, even today, call them tostados10 as 

a generic name.  From a linguistic point of view, this makes sense given that English 

does not have a marker for distinguishing between masculine and feminine nouns. 

                                                 
10 Texas Tostados or Chili Tostados 
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The logo and the colored letters on the package established a direct link with 

Mexican imagery, the ear of corn and the colors of the Mexican flag.  Furthermore, the 

eagle11 carrying an ear of corn displayed a rich intertextuality with nationalistic icons 

such as Mexico’s coat of arms and the eagle found in several imperialistic emblems, 

from the Roman empire, the Hapsburgs, the Aztecs, the Nazi’s, to the USA.  Given that 

Azteca Mills was the first name used by Mr. Martinez’ industry, one can interpret this 

logo as having a symbolic reference to the Aztec myth of the foundation of 

Tenochtitlan12 and even their return to Aztlan13. 

 Aztec Mills’ logo showing a flying eagle carrying an ear of corn has a powerful 

imagery.  The flying eagle suggests the displacement from one departing point to 

another one.  It could be interpreted as the migration of the maize culture from the heart 

of the Aztec empire (Tenochtitlan) to the mythical Aztlan (US Southwest).  In this sort 

of symbolic return to Aztlan (the mythical place of origin of the Aztecs), Azteca Mills 

returns bringing the most precious treasure from Technochtitlan:  the maize culture.  

Thus, the use of colored letters following Mexico’s flag, both logos the pyramid and the 

eagle carrying the ear of corn, plus the linguistic reference in the name “Azteca Mills” 

all reinforced a strong identification of the product with the Mexican culture as a maize 
                                                 

11 Ironically, the use of the eagle in logos and brands was common to other products such as Eagle brand 
owned by Gebhardt’s’s Chili Powder Co. 

12 According to the myth, the war god Huitzilopochtli told the Mexicas or Aztecs to settle at the spot 
where they found an eagle sitting on a nopal cactus growing on a stone and holding a serpent on its beck. 
Tenochtitlan literally means the place of the nopal cactus on the stone ( Tetl=stone; 
nochtli=nopal;tlan=place. The eagle on a nopal cactus growing out of a stone is the glyph for Tenochtitlan. 
13 The Nahuatl word Aztlan refers to a mythical place situated somewhere north of Mexico in the US 
Southwest.  Aztecs considered this site their birthplace before they moved South in order to establish 
Tenochtitlan. Aztlan has being used as a metaphor and symbol for Chicano groups referring to Mexican 
immigration to the USA and the mythical return to the origins. 
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culture.  In brief, the first commercial corn chip was marketed as an ethnic product 

strongly linked to Mexican symbols and traditions.  This is particularly important if one 

considers that in the early thirties, Fritos would appropriate the corn chip idea 

developing a product primarily targeted to non-Hispanics. 

Mr. Martinez’ innovations not only resulted in the creation of the first 

commercial corn chip.  He also inaugurated a restaurant trend that would have a 

tremendous impact in the history of snacking in the US.  As mentioned above, even 

though there is evidence of the existence of toasted and fried tortilla chips in Mexico, its 

uses and shapes differ from the snaking practice associated with the chips and salsa 

culture in the USA.  Huynh (2002) states that chips and salsa are a Southwest 

phenomenon attributing this practice to Texan restaurants: 

  
In Mexico, tortilla chips garnish ceviche or refried beans, 

 but rarely are they automatically loaded into baskets and 
   and served at the start of the meal.   
 “There’s no real history of serving chips and salsa 
  in Mexico. That tradition first became part of 
 Mexican restaurants in the Southwest United 

States,” says Jim Peyton, who has written books 
on Mexican-American cooking. 

 
 

The article continues stating that “chips and salsa” should be considered a Texan 

tradition, giving 1940 as a tentative date for the introduction of tortilla chips as a 

restaurant snack before consuming the main dish:  

 
Dallas-based El Fenix, which claims to be the oldest family-owned 
Mexican chain in the country, served complimentary (fried whole 
tortillas) and hot sauce when it opened in 1918.  It wasn’t until the ‘40s 
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that the Martinez family began to cut wedges to make chips.  (Huynh, 
2002) 

 

B. Martinez Sons Co. commercialized tostadas and corn chips since 1912.  

Preparing tostadas was a common practice in Mexican American households.  In the 

Mexican American culture, tortillas are preferably consumed fresh; Mexican housewives 

use the left over tortillas from a previous day to prepare tostadas.  They basically cut 

them in triangles and deep-fried them.  According to Mr. Roy G. Martinez, B. Martinez 

Sons’ tostadas were fried in peanut oil.  Even today, we can find recipes for cooking 

“tostados” (the word used by non-Hispanics) by simply frying tortilla wedges until 

golden and crispy.  The Orlando Sentinel featured the recipe of Hollywood Planet’s 

“Texas Tostados” on November 14, 2002 (McPherson, 2002). 

According to Mr. Roy G. Martinez, B. Martinez Sons Co. named the first 

commercial corn chips tostadas, following the Corn King’s wife advice.  Compared to 

Fritos (fried), Tostadas (toasted) have a less negative connotation in Spanish.  She 

recommended naming them tostadas arguing that consumers might be reluctant to buy a 

product associated with una cosa frita (something fried).  Producing and consuming 

tostadas was a family tradition and a common domestic practice among Mexican 

Americans until Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez, founder of Azteca Mills, decided to 

conduct some market research: 

Mr. Martinez was also the first in the United States to experiment in the 
mass production packaging and distribution of corn chips. He 
experimented by making thick chips, thin chips, and medium thick chips. 
They were cut in many different shapes: circles, squares, strips, and 
triangles. He could not decide between the strips and the triangles. 
Finally, after he obtained feedback from friends, he decided to cut them 
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in a triangle shape of medium thickness. The reason was that this shaped 
chip was better when used with dips. The strip chips kept breaking with 
the thicker dips such as bean dip or guacamole. He tested the corn chips 
marketability by giving samples to his customers in the San Antonio area.  

Another of Mr. Martinez ideas was to serve corn chips with guacamole, 
salsa, or bean dip in restaurants as appetizers while customers were 
waiting tobe served. The use for chips was first tried at the Original 
Mexican restaurant which was located downtown San Antonio at the 
corner of Commerce and Losaya street. This Mexican restaurant is 
believed to be the first of its kind in the United States (1899). Other San 
Antonio restaurants were: Los Apaches 1930, La Fonda 1932, Mitla 
1934, Mexican Manhattan 1940, La Paloma 1944, Karams 1946, Casa 
Del Rio 1947, Mi Tierra 1948 and Jacala 1949.  (Martinez, website) 

 

Summarizing, the birth of the first commercial corn chip and tortilla chips should 

be studied in the historical context explaining the industrialization and modernization of 

the maize culture in Texas.  Azteca Mills produced and distributed Tamalina , tamales, 

masa, tortillas, toasted tortilla chips, and corn chips along with other products such as 

Ancho pepper, and tortilla pressers as early as 1909.  Incipient Anglo entrepreneurs like 

O.M. Farnsworth from The Original Mexican Restaurant, the first known White-owned 

Mexican Restaurant in San Antonio, or German-owned industries such as Gebhardt’s 

Chili Powder Company used Tamalina  in their restaurants or in manufacturing their 

products and often look for the Corn King advice in improving their products or 

services.  Thus, the Tamalina process revolutionized the expansion of the Mexican food 

and restaurant industry in Texas. 

Mr. Martinez innovation in serving chips and salsa preceded any other 

documented attempts of this use of corn chips and tortilla chips in Texas.  Tamalina  

made possible the developing of the Mexican restaurant industry in Texas.  The 
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proliferation of tortillerías and molinos in the 20’s and 30’s through Texas cities would 

not be possible without the commercialization of dehydrated corn flour.  Mr. Jose 

Bartolome Martinez’ contributions to the Mexicanization of American taste should be 

assessed in three different but interrelated levels: 1. The introduction of the Tamalina 

process. 2.  The experimentation with masa leftovers in creating corn chips and early 

tortilla chips. 3. Last, but not least, the impact of the Tamalina process in the 

development of the Mexican restaurant industry in Texas.  The next section discusses 

identity politics and the emergence of the first Mexican restaurants owned by non-

Hispanics and the participations of Tejanas entrepreneurs in the development of the 

Mexican restaurant industry in Texas. 

 

4.  Tamalina, Tejanas entrepreneurs, and the development of the Mexican 
restaurant industry in Texas 

 

Most likely, Mexican Americans in San Antonio owned the first Mexican 

restaurants, but these were probably located at the Westside of the city.  Identity politics 

in San Antonio clearly demarcated ethnic enclaves separating and dividing the city in 

ethnic quarters with specific consumption settings (Flores, 2002).  Indeed, Palomo and 

Winegarden (2003) state that signs refusing Mexicans admittance to public 

establishments were common throughtout Texas.  The authors documented this fact with 

a sign painted on the wall of a restaurant in San Antonio around 1935 to 1937.  The sign 

reads: “We serve White’s only no Spanish or Mexicans.”14  Thus, the opening of a 

                                                 
14 This photograph is part of the Russell Lee Photograph Collection at the Center for American History at 
the University of Texas at Austin. 
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Mexican restaurant in downtown San Antonio would capitalize from the identity politics 

demarcating ethnic enclaves in the city.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez attributes the success and 

popularity of “The Original Mexican Restaurant” among non-Hispanics partially due to 

its location in downtown San Antonio. 

 [Germans] They stayed in their own side of town.  So they went 
 to their Mexican restaurants downtown.  That’s why The Original 
 became so popular.  It was downtown, it was a neutral ground and,  

of course, it’s right next to the German colony because it is just two 
blocks away Saint Josef’s Church which was the hub of the German 
colony here.   

 
As discussed above, the emergence of a Mexican Food and Restaurant industry 

in Texas is closely related to the commercialization of nixtamal flour or dehydrated corn 

flour.  Mexican restaurants flourished in the first quarter of the twentieth century 

probably due to the availability of dehydrated corn flour that facilitated the preparation 

of masa-based meals.  It is hard to determine when and where opened the first Mexican 

restaurant.  West (1986) dates the first Text-Mex restaurant in 1887.  Marfa’s Old 

Burunda Café is said to serve the acclaimed “No. 1 Dinner” including an enchilada, 

tamale, or taco served with rice and beans and optional guacamole salsa. 

 At the Old Borunda it was prepared on a mesquite-wood 
 burning stove, and the result was an ecumenicity of smells, 
 textures, and flavours that caused diners to experience a pleasure  

so intense it could have been a Pentecostal visitation. The aftereffect, 
lasting hours, was a blissful lethargy that lullabied as well as wind or 
water (West, 1986) 

  
Palomo and Winegarden (2003) describe life in Urban Texas from 1900 to 1940 

giving examples of early Texan women entrepreneurs who succeeded in the restaurant 

business.  From Houston to Dallas, cafes, inns, and restaurants flourished all over the 

state.  Among these names it is worth mentioning Eciquia Castro from Houston who 
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operated a café in the early 1900’s.  Faustina Porras Martinez and her husband opened in 

1918 El Fenix, the first Mexican restaurant in Dallas.  Later, their business grew into a 

restaurant chain that expanded throughout the state.  The authors also mention Adelaida 

Cuellar among those early female entrepreneurs.  She started her business as a tamale 

vendor in 1926.  During the 1930’s her sons opened several restaurants in Texas where 

her recipes became proverbial:  

 Afterward, the Cuellar sons took their mothers recipes into Dallas, 
 Fort Worth, Waco, and Houston, calling the new establishments 

“El Chico’s.” As the restaurant’s fame spread, the Cuellar son became 
known collectively as “Mama’s boys.” At Cuellar’s death in 1969, El 
Chico Corporation operated at least twenty enterprises, ranging from 
restaurant franchises to canning companies.  Palomo and Winegarden 
(2003) 

 
Thus, the introduction of dehydrated corn meal not only revolutionized the 

domestic sphere, facilitating the preparation of masa-based meals.  It may also 

contributed in the rise of women entrepreneurs.  These early female entrepreneurs were 

able to “capitalize” from their ancestral cultural heritage by selling food and re-

producing the maize culture, beyond the humble chili stands into the logic of 

modernized sanitized restaurants and tortillerías.  For instance, one of the first Tejana 

entrepreneurs was María Luna who opened Luna Tortilla Factory in 1924 in Dallas.  The 

first year she provided the masa to women who cooked the tortillas for her.  The second 

year she established a tortillería with twenty-five female workers producing 500 tortillas 

daily.  Four generations later, in 1996 Luna Tortilla Factory reached a production 

capacity of 1500 dozen tortillas a day.  (Palomo and Winegarden, 2003).  Consequently, 

the industrialization of dehydrated corn masa was crucial to the Mexicanization of 

American taste at the beginning of the 20th century.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez states: 
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The reason I say Mr. Martinez is the father of the Mexican Food industry 
is because without the tortilla and masa the Mexican restaurants could not 
function. When you think of all the items that are made with tortillas and 
masa such as taco shells, chalupas, tortilla soup, chilaquiles, cheese 
nachos, flaquitos, chips for dips, chips to eat, enchiladas, rajas, flautas, 
eating tortillas plus all the other products made from the masa like 
gorditas, champurado, tamales, and the list continues to grow. In the early 
1900's it was not cost effective for people to make masa for their 
restaurants because of the cost and difficulty of making masa and keeping 
it from spoiling. Now everyone can buy masa commercially or they can 
buy corn flour and make masa instantly. Quaker Oats has copied 
Tamalina  with their own product which is called "Masa Harina", 
however it is easy to tell the difference between the two products 
(Martinez website) 

 

Parallel to the development of the Mexican restaurant industry, corn-based 

snacks were common in San Antonio before the birth of Fritos.  More evidence of the 

industrial production of corn-based chips in the early 1930’s in San Antonio comes from 

an ad published in the San Antonio Express on October 12, 1934 (See Appendix 1.23).  

The ad belongs to Corn Food Products Co. located at 225 Main Avenue in San Antonio.  

The product is “Tangos” and it is described as Toasted and Tasty.  The ad gives advice 

in how to consume them: “Served with beer –They’re delicious.”  It also informs that 

there are convenient packages available for parties or picnics.  Last, but not least, it also 

embraces the food discourses of the time: Tangos are sanitary and greaseless, 

conforming to increasing sanitary regulations on the production of food and probably 

trying to distinguish the product from similar chips perceived as greasy. 

Coinciding with the first advertising campaign for Fritos, the ad described above 

was located on page 12, as a classified ad under the “Confections” category.  The section 

also included ads for the 13th, a dance club where “We can help you beat your Hoodoo” 
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or Gus’ Palm Garden with the “Coldest beer in Town”.  In between these two ads one 

finds an example of the first advertising campaign for Fritos that began running on April 

16th, 1934.  It reads: “Truly Krisp and Tender. Fritos 5¢. Ask for them by name.” (See 

Appendix 2.1) 

The convergence of these advertisements in the “confectionary” category of the 

classified section gives light to the consumption ethos of products such as Tangos and 

Fritos.  Party time and snacking begin to hold hands in the early thirties in San Antonio.  

However, the emergence of Mexican restaurants in San Antonio would also help in 

naturalizing tortilla chips and dips as light snacking before the consumption of the main 

dish. 

Interestingly, Mr. Martinez’ entrepreneurial ability inaugurated a trend that not 

only introduced the use of tortilla chips in Mexican restaurants, but also influenced the 

birth of the snacking industry in the US.  There are foundational narratives describing 

the creation of specific foods.  The next section compares and deconstructs the 

foundational narratives of the birth of potato chips and Fritos as the presumed first 

commercial corn chip pointing out its ideological implications. 

 

5.  Deconstructing chips’ mythologies: The case of Frito Co. versus Martinez Sons 

Co. 

Every culture has foundational myths describing the invention or discovery of 

food.  The Greeks, for instance, attributed the creation of wine to the god Dionysus.  

Mayans believed that corn was delivered to humankind by four animals: yac (the 

mountain cat), utiú (the coyote), quel (a small parrot), and hoh (the crow).  Not 
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surprisingly, the industrialization of food also shows the need for romanticizing or 

mythologizing the origins, the visionary heroes, and the Eureka moment when a new 

meal or product emerges. 

The narrative accompanying the birth of potato chips shows some similarities 

with the corn chips foundational myth narrated by Frito-Lay.  Potato chips can be traced 

back to the mid 19th century.  Different sources indicate (Fritolay.com, 2003), 

(www.brainevent.com <http://www.brainevent.com>, 2003) that a Native American or 

mulatto called George Crum was the father of potato chips.  The story tells how this 

ornery chef was feared by clients at Moon's Lake House in Saratoga Springs, New York.  

Sometime around 1850 or 1853, a client complained and returned his order of French 

fries to the chef arguing that they were too thick.  Some sources state 

(www.brainevent.com) that the unhappy client was Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt; 

others don’t specify the name of the diner.  At any rate, Crum was known by his bad 

temper and when the food was returned to the kitchen, he made his best effort in creating 

something even worse in order to make the client mad again.  He sliced thin potato 

layers, fried them in oil, and added sufficient salt.  For his surprise, the customer loved 

this new creation giving birth to USA love for potato chips.  Later, Crum quit his job at 

Moon’s Lake House and opened his own restaurant, Crumbs House.  The first potato 

chips were called potato crunches and then Saratoga chips.  Other versions attribute the 

invention of potato chips to Mr. Crum’s wife, who accidentally dropped some thin 

potato slices in boiling oil, thus discovering potato chips. 

This foundational myth is extremely important because it sets the creation of a 

new meal in the context of ethnic and power relationships.  It shows remarkable 
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similarities with the narrative on the industrialization of corn chips by Mr Doolin in the 

early 1930’s in San Antonio, Texas.  Crum as a Native American or a mulatto confronts 

a presumably white client.  In other versions, the discontented consumer is one of the 

richest men in the USA, Cornelius Vanderbilt, one of the icons of American modern 

industrial capitalism.  Whereas in the potato chips story a Native American or a mulatto 

invents a new food moved by his bad temper, in the Fritos’ story the American 

entrepreneur (Elmer Doolin) buys the recipe for $100 from a Mexican or Mexican 

American who is willing to return to Mexico.  Curiously, two members of non-

hegemonic groups created the “new product”, but when it comes to commercialize it, the 

place of honor goes to the white American visionary entrepreneur as the representation 

of modern industrial capitalism.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez has documents supporting the 

existence of commercial corn chips before the birth of Fritos: (See Appendix 1.3, 1.4, 

1.5) 

 
The first original corn chips were not Fritos. The first original 
commercial corn chips on the market were Tostadas. Many claim to have 
been the originator of the first commercial corn chips, but none have 
produced any written evidence. I can produce legal documents showing 
what products were being produced by B. Martinez Sons Company 
during the early 1900's Such as the registered trademark registered in 
Austin Texas in 1919, and the patent for the Tamalina  Process registered 
in Washington, D.C. on the 9th of February 1909, etc. Note: In the early 
years B. Martinez Sons Company was known as Azteca Mills.  (Martinez 
Website) 

 
 
 

In the USA, mass-produced branded snacks made of corn could be traced back to 

the creation of Fritos in the early 1930’s.  At least, this is the official version provided 

by Frito-Lay’s on their website:  
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September of 1932, a young Texan in San Antonio 
named Elmer Doolin took an unknown, new food 
product, and with imagination, ingenuity and  
perseverance, started an entirely new industry 
in America. This new product was FRITOS® 
brand Corn Chips. 

 
Mr. Doolin stopped for lunch in a small San Antonio cafe and while 
waiting for his 5¢ sandwich, he noticed a plain package of corn chips on 
the counter. His decision to spend another 5¢ for this package was one 
which changed the course of his life. Inside he found a tasty product 
made from corn masa or dough, which was used for centuries as bread by 
the Mexicans of the Southwest.  
Mr. Doolin's ice cream business was caught in the middle of a price war, 
and he was looking for another investment. In 1938, he sought out the 
maker of the corn chips and found a businessman who was eager to sell 
the recipe and move to Mexico. For $100, which he had to borrow, Mr. 
Doolin bought the recipe and 19 retail accounts plus the manufacturing 
equipment - an old converted hand-operated potato ricer.  

  Source: http://frito-lay.com/company.html 

Frito-Lay’s foundational narrative exemplifies two opposite types of 

businesspersons.  First, a modern entrepreneurial attitude inspired by industrialization 

and personified by Mr. Doolin, the American businessman.  Second, a logic 

characterized by ancestral tradition, lack of entrepreneurial skills or vision, and 

anonymity represented by the unknown businessman, who, in other sources, is referred 

as a Mexican or Mexican-American.  The use of this dichotomous construction in the 

foundational myth coincides with traditional stereotypes contrasting American and 

Mexican cultures:  The visionary capitalist entrepreneur individualized and identified in 

a name versus the sleeping Mexican (faceless ergo nameless) sitting under a cactus. 

As it was discussed above, in the early 1900s, Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez was 

known as the “Corn King” in Texas.  During the first quarter of the 20th century, he had 

the monopoly of corn chips sales in San Antonio and the Southern part of the state.  
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According to Mr. Roy G. Martinez, corn chips were the least important product 

manufactured by B. Martinez Sons Company.  Even though corn chips showed healthy 

sales, Tamalina was the most profitable product manufactured by B. Martinez Sons Co.  

As the demand for Tamalina increased from one to three shifts, more workers were 

needed to satisfy production,which implied abandoning the commercialization of corn 

chips. 

B. Martinez Sons Co. priced their Tostadas at 5¢.  On the Frito-Lay website it 

reads that Mr. Doolin, Fritos initiator, got the idea of commercializing corn chips after 

buying a package for 5¢ in a cafe in San Antonio.  By the early thirties, B Martinez Sons 

Co. had a strong distribution for their products in this city.  According to Mr. Roy G. 

Martinez, difficulties in competing for product placement caused Mr. Doolin to move 

his business to Dallas.  The Frito-website seems to corroborate this strategic decision: 

 

 In 1933, the headquarters was moved from San Antonio 
to Dallas because Mr. Doolin saw distribution 
advantages and the city's future role as the 
business center of the Southwest. After 
the move, Mr. Doolin began opening new 
accounts and expanding existing routes. 
http://frito-lay.com/consumer.html 
 
 

Moreover, on the Frito-Lay website it says that Mr. Doolin bought the recipe for 

$100 in 1938.  However, on the page describing the chronology of the product, it says 

that the recipe was bought in 1932.  Furthermore, the last quote states that Mr. Doolin 

moved the headquarters from San Antonio to Dallas in 1933.  It is evident that 

something is missing here.  How did Mr. Doolin buy a recipe in 1938 but advertised the 
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product as early as 1934?  I tried to contact Frito-Lay in order to review advertising 

materials from the 1930’s and clarify this situation, but I am still waiting for a response.  

Freud told us to be suspicious of lapses and dreams because sometimes they say more 

than what they actually hide. 

Echoing Gebhartd’s claims on authenticity, Fritos’ bags have shown since the 

early days of their commercialization the same insistence in being perceived authentic 

and original.  Current bags of Fritos corn chips still maintain the phrase, “Fritos the 

original corn chip.”  Gebhardt’s, Fritos, and The Original Restaurant, the first presumed 

Mexican restaurant in San Antonio, Texas have something in common: they claim to be 

authentic and original, but they all are owned or managed by non-Hispanics and, at least, 

initially, they also targeted non-Hispanics consumers. 

According to Mr. Roy G. Martinez, in the early thirties, Mr. Doolin was one of 

the biggest buyers of Tamalina   He also bought fresh masa daily because it was cheaper 

than buying Tamalina.  Mr. Roy G. Martinez states that when r. Doolin ran out of fresh 

masa, he used Tamalina to fill his needs.  Fritos and B Martinez Sons Co corn chips 

clearly differentiated each other from the very beginning.  The latter were distributed in 

packages showing a strong identification with the Mexican culture, whereas Fritos were 

branded and targeted primarily toward non-Hispanics.  The introduction of a new 

product and its success within capitalistic economies based on mass production needs a 

differentiating principle that could distinguish it among other products.  As a major tool 

in marketing strategies, branding constitutes a mechanism for the creation and 

production of consumer values and meanings.  The next chapter discusses the birth of 
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Fritos as a brand and the creation of the product ethos associating the brand with media 

consumption, role playing, and snacking. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Fritos: Creating a Brand Experience 

 
 
Introduction:  Fritos’ first printed ad (April, 16, 1934) 
 

Branding for Fritos naturalized an ethnic product with an ethnic name targeted, 

primarily, to non-Hispanics.  The displacement of the ethnic artifact and its 

resemantization by the manufacturer and the new consumers truly deserve to be 

deconstructed.  The purpose of this chapter is to assess the birth and branding of Fritos 

and the identity politics resulting from its marketing communication practices.  The fisrt 

section analyses the first Fritos’ ad and the transformation of the Spanish name into a 

brand.  The second section studies the Frito Kid evaluating the implications of branding 

a de-culturized product and its naturalization as part of adventure scripts associated with 

the consumption of TV programs and snacking.  The third section focuses on one of the 

most controversial advertising icons of Modern times, the Frito Bandito.  This section 

studies how the Frito Bandito facilitated the creation of the product ethos establishing a 

dialogue between current TV programming and some sort of counterhegemonic 

roleplaying.  A concluding section assesses corn chips and tortilla chips’ current re-

ethnitization and its relevance in a theory of fractal capitalism. 

 The first advertising pieces for Fritos were published on English-based 

newspapers.  The earliest advertising piece I found for Fritos appeared in The San 

Antonio Express on April 16, 1934 p.7 (See Appendix 2.1).  This inaugural campaign 

lasted less than a year (April-Dec, 1934).  The ad appeared every Monday on the 

advertising section of the The San Antonio Express, usually on page 7 or 10.  A couple 

of months later, it was also published on the classified section of the same newspaper 
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simultaneously.  However, this practice ended around September, 1934, when the 

location of the ad on page 7 changed to the bottom right corner.  In this section, Fritos 

shared the commercial space with other products and services such as Gebhartd's chili 

con carne, “The Original” Mexican Restaurant, Turf Bar, or the Morris plan for paying 

your taxes.  There were no printed ads for Fritos in Spanish-based printed media such as 

La Prensa, a Spanish-based newspaper established in 1913 by Ignacio Lozano in San 

Antonio, Texas.  Simple as it looks, Fritos' introductory ad is a memorable piece 

showing the basic principles of branding.  

 One can analyze the commercial rhetoric offered on page 7 of The San Antonio 

Express in the early 1930s and realize that most of the ads are informative and 

descriptive.  First, there was an identification of the type of business, service, or product 

(restaurants, cafe, insurance company, etc).  Second, an address and telephone number 

offered the reader the possibility for visiting or contacting the office.  Third, whereas the 

communicative function of the majority of ads was informative, there were a few 

showing a more persuasive function characteristic of the discourse of advertising.  Very 

few ads adopted this format.  That is the case of Fritos and Gebhardt’s Chile con Carne, 

discussed in previous sections. 

 It is important to point out the implications of branding as a strategy evoking and 

suggesting meanings.  Fritos is a Spanish word that could be either an adjective or a past 

participle literally meaning "fried."  Perhaps in the early thirties, as nowadays, the use of 

foreign words could invest the product with some exotic charm.  It is difficult to 

ascertain what meanings were triggered by this Spanish word among people who did not 

speak Spanish during the first years of the commercialization of Fritos.  However, it is 
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possible to develop a textual analysis based on the semiotic economy displayed by the 

ad.  In this sense, this study is interested in determining how a Spanish word is divested 

of its primary meaning and re-signified as a brand.  The next section discusses the 

transformatiojn of a Spanish word into a brand. 

 

1.  Truly Krisp and Tender, Fritos, ask for them by name 

 

 Branding a product, service or experience implies the creation of an identity.  

Branding and naming are crucial in establishing a correspondence between the material 

existence of an object and the meaning and attributes associated with it.  Being an 

adjective or a past participle, the Spanish word fritos refers to a general category of fried 

things, but does not say anything about its nature.  Syntactically, fritos represent an 

ellipsis resulting from the combination of a noun with the adjective “fried”.  For 

instance, French fries are often referred just as fries.  The adjective stands for the meal in 

high context cultures.  In other words, the ellipsis can be decoded by members of an 

interpreting community.  Thus, fritos itself can be anything fried and does not refer to a 

specific meal. 

 The latter analysis suggests that, for a Spanish speaking person, the word fritos 

only refers to the way something was cooked but fails to describe the type of fried food.  

This is interesting if one considers that Fritos were primarily targeting non-Hispanic 

consumers, for whom the word could be naturalized as a noun, as a signifier that stands 

for a novel product.  From being an adjective or a past participle in Spanish, fritos 

becomes a noun, Fritos.  This apparently insignificant detail is fundamental in 
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understanding the process of branding and the birth of a product associated with the 

brand.  In the first Fritos’ ad, the brand is a noun.  “Ask for them by name”.  The 

Spanish adjective became a name, became a brand. 

 It is well documented that some brands can become general names or nouns 

describing objects.  This phenomenon is very common with pioneer brands that 

introduced a product category for the first time.  For example, Kleenex, Gillette, Jeep, 

Walkman, among others became generic nouns.  The identity of the pioneer brand is so 

strong that stands for the general category.  This was not the case for Fritos.  As it was 

discussed in a previous section, fried corn chips where called Tostadas by Mexican 

Americans in San Antonio, Texas, and we can presumed that non-Hispanics could be 

familiar with the Anglicized version still existing today (tostados). 

 Thus, the appropriation of the word in Spanish for branding corn chips is an 

example of how the mainstream culture cannibalizes not only ethnic food, but even their 

language.  In the process of commodifying and branding corn chips the identity of the 

other is erased by a paradoxical presence.  A Spanish word re-signified, re-coded as a 

noun, as a brand.  In the mid-forties Fritos granted H. W. Lay & Co. a franchise to 

distribute Fritos in the Southeast states which eventually led to the merger of both 

companies in the sixties .  In the early fifties, branding for Fritos entered a new period 

(Cohen, 2003).  Television offered a new frontier in reaching consumers.  Radio and 

television in the fifties introduced the transformation of children into profitable 

audiences and consumers.  From 1953 to 1967 Fritos introduced the Frito Kid as a 

spokesman in promotional materials and advertising re-contextualizing Fritos with 

ethnic-free associations.  The next section discusses the Frito Kid and Frito Bandito 
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Icons and their impact on identity politics in the USA. 

 

2. From the Frito Kid to the Frito Bandito 

 

Advertising Icons are powerful elements in constructing brand identity and in 

creating the product ethos.  During the forties and fifties, TV advertising in the USA 

demonstrated to be an effective way for targeting consumers catching them during their 

leisure time.  Moreover, it is during the fifties that marketers and advertisers first 

targeted children as consumers (Cohen, 2003).  The creation and use of a product’s 

spokesman on TV offered new ways of engaging kids as audiences, building brand 

equity in the creation of “product narratives” and, in the case of Fritos, in naturalizing 

product purchase and consumption adventures. 

The purpose of this section is to study the encounter of Frito-Lay’s marketing 

and advertising strategies in the fifties and sixties with coexisting social discourses on 

race and ethnicity.  This clash triggered a consumption ethos for Fritos located in the 

middle of ethnic tensions in the USA.  The importance of these issues responds to the 

need for understanding brands as “living life-like entities” that are oftentimes situated 

among identity politics conflicts.  Since brands not only communicate, but embody the 

product’s identity, the integrated marketing effort represented by the Frito-Kid and Frito 

Bandito phenomenon offers an ideal scenario for discussing the role of advertising as a 

meaning industry and its active role in the configuration and remapping of subjectivities 

and lifeworlds in capitalist societies. 
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In the early days of television, corporations often sponsored TV programs 

targeted to children.  Animated TV commercials facilitated the implementation of new 

marketing strategies.  Many advertising agencies began to introduce animated characters 

as a more attractive way of naturalizing products especially among young audiences.  

The Frito Kid began as a TV program and later evolved into an advertising icon 

Bob Stanford aired "The Frito Kid" sponsored by the Frito-Lay 
Corporation. Bob was the Frito Kid and his Enemy was Snake Bit Sam 
(Played by Easy Marvin, who later moved to Hollywood and became an 
announcer on an NBC network program with Jimmy and Webster). They 
worked up a bit that had Snake Bite Sam kidnapping little Webster and 
putting him in an oven to have roast duck. Kids all over were on the edge 
of their seats, terrified that Webster's goose, (ah, duck...) was cooked. So 
many viewers were upset that Bob had to go on camera and tell his 
audience that Webster would be fine and back on tomorrow, unscathed. 
http://latvlegends.com/WebsterWebfoot/WebsterWebfootWebpage.html 

 

The last quote gives a good example of the impact that early TV 

programs sponsored by corporations had on their young audiences.  The reception of TV 

during the first years of broadcasting probably challenged the borders -if any- between 

reality and fiction more than it does nowadays. 

 
Popular ABC network programs of the early 1950s included Make Room 
for Daddy with comedian Danny Thomas, Annie Oakley, Celanese 
Theater, Art Linkletter’s Life with Linkletter, Cheyenne and The Life & 
Legend of Wyatt Earp. Among the most-watched local programs on 
WFAA were The Frito Kid sponsored by Frito’s corn chips, Time for 
Magic starring well-known magician Mark Wilson, and Webster Webfoot 
hosted by Jimmy Weldon. 
By the late ‘50s, television viewership was exploding in North Texas. 
Daily newspapers across the country numbered around 350 in 1958, 
down from 2,600 in 1909, as more Americans and Texans relied on radio 
and television for their news and 
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information.http://www.wfaa.com/fifty/american1.html. (This site offers 
a Frito Kid clip) 
 

The narrative and engaging format of TV programs easily translated later into 

advertising narratives.  The Frito Kid was modeled on Chris McCarty, the son of Frito-

Lay’s first Vice President of Advertising.  TV commercials and promotional materials 

linked the cowboy-clad blonde white boy to adventure and thrilling experiences.  

Coloring books used adventure-like imagery such safari and Western settings. (See 

Appendix 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) 

The Imaginary world shows good example of early Frito Kid advertising 

paraphernalia. 

Frito the Kid Ceramic Mug 

Product: Fritos 1950' 
Description: Ceramic mug with a raised image of Frito the Kid.  
 
Frito the Kid Coloring Book 
Product: Fritos 1950's  
Dimensions: 5"x6" 
Variations: Jungle, western and circus themes.  
Description: twelve page coloring books.  
 
Frito the Kid Party Book  
Product: Fritos 1950's  
Description: Give away booklet  
 
http://theimaginaryworld.com/arch32.html#bandito 

 

The Frito Kid ethos was aligned with TV trends in the fifties when media 

popularized Western movies creating a taste for frontier tales, adventures, and cowboys.  

Along with the brand, the Frito Kid succeeded in de-ethnitizing corn chips as well as 
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naturalizing convenient food, and snacking within the context of children’s leisure time 

and media consumption.  By sponsoring the adventures of the Frito Kid, Frito-Lay began 

to build a consumption ethos.  Young audiences came together as neo-tribes looking for 

excitement and thrills offered by the programs.  Advertising paraphernalia distributed as 

promotional materials facilitated the identification of consumers with the brand, creating 

communities of individuals who identified themselves primarily as consumers sharing 

an adventure ethos.  For more than a decade, the Frito Kid associated consumption with 

leisure and entertainment.  TV programs, cartoons, coloring books, and other 

promotional materials embedded the consumption of Fritos in a macro narrative that 

exoticized the Southwest as “a different world” and de-contextualized corn chips from 

its ethnic origins.  The Frito Kid was retired in 1968 when a more ambitious advertising 

icon was launched.  From 1968 to 1971 the Frito Bandito charmed children audiences at 

the same time that it outraged Chicano groups fighting against negative stereotyping and 

discrimination. 

 

3. The Frito Bandito 

 

Created by Tex Avery, a legend in the animation field, the Frito Bandito 

campaign was launched in 1968 by Foote, Cone & Belding Advertising Agency15.  The 

success and controversy that followed is an example of the struggles of identity politics 

in the USA during the 1960’s.  The Frito Bandito was depicted as a short dark-skinned 

                                                 
15 15.  The following website not only gives great pictures of Frito Bandito advertising paraphernalia, but 
also offers some information about the cartoonist involved in developing the character 
http://64.41.109.149/school/bandito.html 
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sombrero-clad bandito wearing pistols and speaking with a heavy accent (See Appendix 

2.6).  The Frito Bandito was described as cunning, clever, and sneaky.  His mission was 

to steal corn chips from Frito’s consumers.16  Frito Bandito’s jingle used the musical 

track of a traditional Mexican song titled Cielito Lindo.  The following radio commercial 

opened with greetings from the Frito Bandito inviting consumers who join him in 

singing the Bandito song, a sort of initiation rite in becoming a Frito Bandito: 

 
Hello boys and girls!  It’s me the Frito Bandito! 
Do you know what I heard about you?  I know 
you want to be a Frito Bandito like me! You too!, then 
you must sing the Bandito song. Let’s sing together 
You just follow the bouncing Fritos corn chips bags  

 

Aye, yii, yii, yiiii,  I am the Frito Bandito. Yihiii! 
I like Frito's Corn Chips, I love them I do. 
I want Frito's Corn Chips, I'll get them from you. 
Aye, yii, yii, yiiii,  Oh, I am the Frito Bandito. 
Give me Frito Corn chips and I'll be your friend.  
The Frito Bandito You must not offend.   

 
Now boys and girls you are Frito Bandidos too! 
You sing the Frito Bandito song and you are loco 
For Crunchy Fritos corn chips! That’s nice! Munch! Munch! Munchy 
Bunchy Fritos, Corn Chips!  
Munch! Munchy Bunchy Fritos, Corn Chips! 
http://wavthis.com/TVC.html 

 
The Frito Bandito campaign stayed four years on air.  However, numerous 

protests emerged from groups such as the Involvement of Mexican Americans in 

Gainful Endeavors (IMAGE, San Antonio) or the National Mexican American Anti-

Defamation Committee (NMAADC, Washington, D.C).  These groups eventually forced 
                                                 
16 It is important to remember that Fritos’ commercials for the Frito Bandito depicted Anglo kids as 
consumers.  In this sense, it would be interesting to assess if Hispanics kids felt somehow empowered by a 
character who inscribe them in the adventure of overcoming power relationships in the transgressing 
figure of a bandito stealing corn chips from Anglo kids. 
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the advertising agency to introduce gradual changes that, in Noriega’s terms (2000) 

sanitized Frito Bandito’s appearance and description trying to diminish complaints about 

racial stereotyping in advertising. 

The Frito Bandito campaign cleverly appropriated the Western trope of the 

reward as a rhetorical device.  Circa 1969, some of the ads for Fritos were simulated 

reward notices aimed to capture the Frito Bandito accused for the theft of Fritos 

(http://www.bigredtoybox.com/cgi-bin/toynfo.pl?fritoindex).  The copy reads: “Wanted 

for the theft of Fritos corn chips.  The Frito Bandito.  Caution: He loves crunchy Fritos 

corn chips so much, he’ll stop at nothing to get yours. What’s more, he’s cunning. 

clever, and –sneaky!” (See Appendix 2.7). 

Interestingly, the Frito Bandito reward continues warning citizens, not 

consumers.  Or perhaps we should say consumers as new citizens in new tribes of 

consumption.  The text reads: “Citizens! Protect yourselves! Never buy one bag of 

Fritos corn chips always buy two and hide one for you.  There may be a Frito bandito in 

your house.”  Noriega (2000) states: 

 

[…] the Frito Bandito encouraged viewers to co-opt these outside threats 
to the American way of life by adopting their revolutionary and military 
style through parodic consumption.  In short these threats were 
domesticated, rendered humorous, and consumed as a sign of surplus 
capital within the white middle-class home. Consumption was offered as 
a form of counterinsurgency 

  

If the Frito Kid popularized an adventurous ethos associated with the brand, the 

Frito Bandito invited consumers to become active participants in the Frito adventure.  

Role playing was encouraged by advertising promotional materials such as buttons 
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saying “I’m a Frito Bandito” (See Appendix 2.8).  Identity change and simulation was 

finely naturalized as a paradoxically approved misbehavior.  Stealing Fritos and buying 

two bags instead of one situated the buying and consumption processes beyond the 

immediate gratification derived from eating.  It took consumers to the edge of desire and 

transgression.  White kids depicted by Fritos TV commercials as potential Frito 

Banditos received a mark; a mustache was drawn on their faces.  An identical situation 

is used today in Captain Morgan’s advertising where the consumer, who transforms 

himself into the Captain, is depicted in semi-transgressive situations.  The copy always 

reads, “The captain was here.”  Thus the sign of the Frito Bandito reveals a change of 

persona (etymologically, mask), the thrilling of becoming someone else temporarily, 

furthermore, the excitement of becoming someone who violates a rule by simulating 

being the other.  Noriega (2000) refers to the role of western in remapping identity 

politics in the USA: 

 

 The western, then, destabilizes the boundaries between  
  the domestic and foreign, thereby recoding “domestic 

 social/racial disorder” as Mexican.  As a national allegory 
 this process goes largely unnoticed, since viewer identification 

follows those characters whose citizenship remains unquestionable 
throughout 

 

Frito Bandito was paradoxically both the threatening other (The Mexican) and 

the desired other (the empowered Bandito).  By becoming a Frito Bandito, consumers 

experienced a sort of westernized version of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde:  The vertigo of 

temporarily becoming a bandito.  “Remember, anyone could be a Frito Bandito, 

anyone.”  Becoming a Frito Bandito was even encouraged by Frito-Lay who also 
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organized the Frito Bandito Club, an integrated marketing communications effort around 

the advertising icon.  In 1969 (http://www.bigredtoybox.com/cgi-

bin/toynfo.pl?fritoindex), Frito-Lay released direct mail materials that legitimized 

consumers as Frito Banditos.  Consumers received an envelope including several items.  

A detailed description of the contents is provided by theimaginaryworld.com (see 

Appendix 2.9): 

Frito Bandito Club Kit 

 
Product: Fritos 1969  
Contents: Certificate, letter, mustache, sticker, ring, button, and 
song page.  
Description: Mail away club kit including 4 paper items, a sticker 
and the Frito Bandito ring. 
 
 

 Other Frito Bandito advertising paraphernalia included (See Appendix 2.10, 

2.11, 2.12, 2.13): 

 
Frito Bandito Eraser 
 
Product: Fritos 1968  
Dimensions: 2"x1 1/4"x3/4" 
Colors: Green, blue  
Description: Inpack rubber figural eraser. 
 
Frito Bandito Mug  
Product: Fritos 1968  
 
Frito Bandito Ring  
Product: Fritos 1969  
Dimensions: 1 1/2"x1 1/4"x1 1/4"  
Variations: Green or red base.  
Description: Inpack plastic figural ring of the Frito Bandito. 

 

http://theimaginaryworld.com/arch32.html#bandito 
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The certificate and the letter stated: 

 
 

Certificate 
 
This is to certify that the holder of this certificate is a member of  
the Frito Bandito Club, and is entitled to all Club honors and 
privileges on members. 
This further certifies that the aforementioned has showed 
evidence of being a true Frito Bandito by goggling up a 6-pack of 
crunchy Fritos corns chips  

   
         Signed: The Frito Bandito 

 
  Letter (simulated handwriting) 
 

Hello Amigo, 

Welcome to the Frito Bandito Club. I am so happy that you are a 
Frito Bandito like me and that you like Fritos corn chips so much. 
I hope you like the song, the mustache just like mine and the other 
things I have sent you. 
How much fun you are going to have in the Frito Bandito Club. 
You are joining thousands of boys and girls all over the United 
States who are Frito Banditos  
I am truly happy that you joined  

The Frito Bandito 
 

A short reference on the certificate suggests that this was probably part of a 

promotion encouraging consumers to get back to Frito-Lay after buying a 6-pack of 

crunchy Fritos corn chips.  Once again, consumption is linked to a sense of belonging to 

an imaginary and national community of banditos.  The Frito Bandito is, indeed, a fair 

example of the colonization of lifestyles through consumption.  

After Robert Kennedy’s assassination, Frito Bandito’s pistols disappeared. 

Continuing protests led by Chicano groups forced the advertising agency to develop a 

more friendly character (See Appendix 2.14, 2.15, 2.16).  Celebrating the successful 
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landing on the moon, Fritos released a TV commercial where a polite Frito Bandito 

working as a parking lot attendant surprised two astronauts asking them for Fritos.  The 

script reads as follows: 

 
Astronaut: [Walking on the moon] "Hold it, Colonel. There's something 
moving out there! 
Bandito:[Bandito arrives with his burro] Welcome to the Moon, Siñor  
Astronaut: Frito Bandito? What are you doing here? 
Bandito: Oh, I am the Moon parking lot attendant. Now if you would 
kindly deposit one bag of crunchy Fritos Corn chips for the first hour? [he 
plants a parking meter into the soil] 
Announcer: Always buy two and hide one bag for you. Remember 
anyone can be a Frito Bandito...Anyone! [a line drawing of a mustache 
appears on a little boy's face]  
 
Source: http://www.tvacres.com/admascots_frito.htm 
http://www.tvparty.com/vaultcom2.html 

 

Sanitizing Frito Bandito transformed a negative stereotype in an ambivalent one), 

but continued reproducing social subordination.  The polite bandito abandons his pistols 

(See Appendix 2.18) and his penchant for stealing Fritos and now works as the Moon 

parking lot attendant, preceding with his burro the arrival of the Anglo astronauts who 

need spacesuits in order to breathe.  Power relationships become highly ambivalent.  The 

astronauts are somehow subordinated to him, since they cannot park their spaceship 

without depositing a bag of Fritos.  Their human-like appearance contrasts with the 

Bandito and his burro as cartoon-like representations.  Being a non-human, allows him 

to survive on the moon without spacesuit.  The Frito Bandito as superhuman introduces 

irony and humor because it evidences a hyperbole:  The technological triumph 

represented by the space project is temporarily diminished by a humorous situation 
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where a member of an ethnic minority -with no access to the space program- seems to 

overcome the power relationships existing in everyday life.  Ethnicity and labor 

subordination are negatively inverted through humor and irony. 

Frito-Lay continued refusing to stop the campaign giving many reasons 

justifying their resolution.  Besides the most obvious ones on advertising expenditures, 

the advertising agency showed the results of a survey conducted among Mexican-

Americans in California (San Jose and Los Angeles) and Texas (Forth Worth and San 

Antonio) in July 1969:  85% of those polled liked the Frito Bandito, 7% had no opinion, 

and 8% disliked it.  The Frito Bandito offended Mexican American intelligentsia, but 

seems to be enjoyed by Mexican-Americans audiences.  At least this was the message 

that FCB wanted to release.  As Noriega (2000) suggested, Mexican-Americans were 

consulted as a demographic group, but not necessarily as consumers.  Mexican 

Americans dual condition of citizens and consumers makes Chicano groups to realize 

that they had agency in changing and challenging stereotypical representations in media. 

FCB insisted in pointing out the irrelevance of the complaint given the size of discontent 

people who rejected the campaign.  (Noriega, 2000) 

 The following exerp by Tommy Mendez recalls the impact of Frito Bandito in 

young Maexican Americans.  Mendez remembers his use of Frito Bandito advertising 

paraphernalia and the reaction of his father when he heard his sons singing the Bandito 

song:  

My father never spoke much Spanish around the house,  
never really talked a lot about our heritage  
Until the day I traded Bobby Ames  
my two favorite Hot Wheels cars  
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for his [sic] red, plastic,  
Frito Bandito erasers.  
My little brother and I shoved them onto our fingers,  
strapped belts around our chests like bandoleras,  
danced around our bedroom singing:  

“Ay, ay, ay, ay  
I am the Frito Bandito  
Give me Frito Corn Chips and I be your friend  
The Frito Bandito you must not offend...”  

Until Dad burst through the door shouting:  
“What the hell are you doing!”  

He took one look at us trying to be Mexicans,  
sat down and explained that funny little Frito Bandito  
had been modeled after Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata,  
men who had died fighting for their country.  
He told us the story of Zapata’s ghost  
riding through the hillsides of Morelos shouting,  
“Tierra Y Libertad!”  
Land and Freedom  

The Frito jingle  
had been stolen from a love song,  
a man singing to a dark eyed girl from the mountains,  
a woman who was so beautiful  
birds would gladly abandon their nests  
so that her beauty could take their place.  
He told us that some nights his Father sang that song to his Mother  
then he stood up and began to sing Cielito Lindo.  
We stared in wide-eyed amazement  
as Spanish echoed off our bedroom walls.  
As his heart reached back to Mexico.  
At the end of that song,  
he slipped those erasers off our fingers without a fight,  
quietly left the room.  
That night, I swore I could  
hear the hooves of Zapata’s horse outside my window  
and in the darkness my little brother whispered  
“I hear them too.”  

I won’t let my own children watch Speedy Gonzalez cartoons.  
That peòn dressed rat who always saves the  
run-down border town from the gringo gato  
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because, as one mouse lounging under his sombrero,  
leaning against an adobe wall tells the other one,  
“He likes my seester”  

I’d like to grill up the Taco Bell chihuahua fajita-style  
sprinkle it with salt and limòn,  
top it with whatever the hell their “Spicy Pepper Jack” sauce is  
and shove it down the throat of the advertising genius  
who came up with that one.  

The Mayans came up with the concept of zero,  
The basis of all mathematical equations.  
The Aztecs mapped the stars,  
invented a solar calendar that’s still accurate today.  

We are the smell of dried chile peppers and corn tortillas  
rolling like mist across the valley,  
the pastel colors of desert sunsets blended over Toltec temples,  
the prayers on the lips of Santa Anna’s soldiers.  
We are the tears that fall from our eyes in the face of injustice.  
If you feel the need to commercialize our heritage,  
you can make a commercial out of that.  

“Yo quiero some respect, pendejo!” 

http://www.chezdesiree.com/openmike/mendez/ 

Even today, Hispanics and non-Hispanics consumers recall the Bandito song.  

Several websites offer advertising memorabilia and encourage consumers to buy 

mousepads, t-shirts, boxer, mugs, and other products portraying the Frito Bandito.  Frito 

CO. successfully used integrated advertising, direct mail, and promotions in creating a 

product ethos (See Appendix 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22). 

After four years of struggle, Frito-Lay announced the replacement of the Frito 

Bandito on February 14, 1970.  However it kept running the commercials in some states 

for about more than a year (Noriega, 2000).  The new Munch-a-Bunch campaign (See 

Appendix 2.23, 2.24, 2.25) returned to the ethnic-free western imagery used before.  
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Later, Frito-Lay introduced W.C. Fritos (See Appendix 2.26), a pale success when 

compared with the Frito Bandito.  Even today, one can find advertising memorabilia on 

the Frito Bandito as collectibles.  From mugs to lunch bags, from buttons to erasers, 

Frito Bandito’s legacy as a creator of consumption ethos still prevails. 

According to Bazddarich (2001), advertising expenditures for Fritos as of 

January-June, 2001 were $360,000 and its Brand valuation reaches $588 million.  Fritos 

primarily publishes ads on sport magazines such as ESPN or Sports Illustrated.  Internet 

advertising sponsors Nascar driver Jeff Gordon, the new Bandito creating ethos of 

consumption on the web.  Fritos internet site offers e-mail newsletters and race cards for 

fans, presenting the web as an alternative public space for the creation of communities of 

consumption.  On their website it reads:  “Championships aren’t given away, they are 

earned”.  We can cynically re-read this statement as follows: “Champion chips aren’t 

given away, they are branded.” 

No further reference was established between Fritos and the Mexican-American 

community.  Paradoxically, an ethnic food that was de-ethniticized as part of its 

branding strategy, will later profit from the popularization of Mexican food.  After its 

incorporation to PepsiCo, Frito-Lay became one of the main producers of tortilla chips.  

Doritos and Tostitos are among the most popular brands of tortilla chips not only in the 

USA, they have also evolved into global brands.  Moreover, the globalization of Frito-

Lay also encompassed the acquisition of traditional Mexican brands commercializing 

salty snacks. 
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The next section presents the conclusions and explains the current Latinization of 

the US within a script of coloniality of power inserted in a system that could be 

described as fractal capitalism. 

 

4.  Fractal Capitalism and the Re-conquering of Aztlan 

 

The early Latinization of the US market represented by the Industrialization of 

Mexican Food and the appropriation of corn chips by Frito Co. show not only the 

migration of cultural artifacts and practices from one ethnic group to the general market.  

Furthermore, a coloniality of power is exerted in commodifying and appropriating 

cultural difference.  Gebhardt’s marketing and advertising practices co-opted cultural 

difference inserting it in scripts for performing new and alternative ways of recreating 

oneself through consumption.  The promotion of industrial Mexican food invited 

consumers in reinventing themselves, as modern, trendy, and savvy individuals 

benefiting from the advantages offered by modernization, sanitation, and convenience.  

Thus the marketing and advertising materials analyzed produced subjectivities 

associated with lifestyles and ethos of consumption where the re-invention of one’s 

identity was central. 

 Corn chips resulted from the rationalization and industrialization of the maize 

culture.  Paradoxically, “tostadas” became a culture-free product whose Spanish name 

and meaning lost its resonance in the mainstream market who embraced it as a brand.  In 

the process, the product’s use and meaning changed when associated with media 

consumption and snacking.  Branding created an ethos of consumption where adventure 
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and subversion were basic scripts for the production of new or alternative subjectivities 

embedded in consumption practices. 

 It is important to remember that since 1966, Frito-Lay continued appropriating 

maize-based products with brands such as Doritos and later Tostitos, introduced in the 

early 1990’s.  Historically, advertising for these products has never associated them with 

their ethnic origin; except for scattered references in the packing design.  However, since 

the boom of the Hispanic market, Fritos, Doritos and Tostitos have been re-ethnitized 

again, invested with “cultural difference”.  Doritos salsa, Doritos guacamole; Fritos 

Sabrositas; Tostitos chips and Salsa, Tostitos Restaurant Style and many more are just 

very few examples of some sort of fractal capitalism re-enchating the old market with its 

iterative self-similarity.  The market experiments implemented by Mr. Jose Bartolome 

Martinez at the beginning of the 20th century resonates at the end of the thresholds of the 

21st century amplified and intensified as the fractal image of what happened about a 

hundred years ago. 

On those days, Mexican Food and corn-based chips began to migrate as novelties 

from the internal colony to the mainstream market.  In an attempt for reorganizing its 

chaotic nature towards the accumulation of capital, today’s late capitalism witness the 

re-ethnitization of Mexican snacks as they peregrinate back to their original colonies 

reinvested with “cultural difference.”  Just grab one bag of the artificially flavored 

Doritos Guacamole, for example.  On the back it reads (See Appndix 2.27):  

“Authentic.  Get more of that BOLD GUACAMOLE taste you CRAVE. 
Now Doritos Tortilla Chips brings you the AUTHENTIC taste of 
GUACAMOLE! Doritos has combined a RICH blend of GUACAMOLE 
flavor. SPICES and a hint of LIME to give you a BOLD Doritos 
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experience!  Try all the other Authentic Mexican flavored Frito-Lay 
snacks with the (Sabritas) logo! Doritos.  The Boldest taste on Earth.” 

 
Marketing strategies as neocolonial forces ironically evidence the eternal 

recurrence of the same.  At the threshold of the 20th century, Mr. Jose Bartolome 

Martinez envisioned the prosper future for an incipient Mexican Food Industry in the 

US.  More than a century later, the increasing visibility of Hispanic/Latinos in the USA 

begins to appeal to corporate America as an imagined nation within the nation, as the 

newest fresh frontier in late capitalism.  Hispanics/Latinos in the USA are becoming 

new tribes of consumers ready to be “civilized” into a new kind of global design “a new 

citizenship through consumption.” 

Fractal capitalism reorganizes itself following the principles of self-similarity 

and repetition.  Fritos illustrates the commodification of ethnic products and its de-

culturization by marketing and advertising.  Today, Frito-Lays turns its eyes towards the 

internal colony (Mexican-Americans) not for appropriating its cultural artifacts, but 

seduced by the lure of their power of purchase.  Nowadays, one can understand Frito-

Lay’ Mexicanization as a reorganization of the market driven by an emphasis in the 

production of subjectivities through consumption.  The hypersegmentation is, then, a 

principle aimed at the never-ending accumulation of capital.  The emergence of 

Hispanics/Latinos as profitable consumers opens the door to neocolonial forces 

implemented as consumption trends.  In late capitalism, the internal other is re-colonized 

with re-ethniticed products that were originally cannibalized by industrial forces. 
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A Frito-Lay press release dated on May, 2002 states that the company has been 

conducting research among Hispanics17 and determined that they had the “greatest 

interest in snacks flavored with chili, citrus, and cheese seasoning” (Frito-Lay, 2002).  

On the same track, Lach (1999) argues that Hispanics are less likely to eat salty snacks 

than the general market and that they eat less potato chips than the average consumer. 

 In a paradoxical return to its ethnic origins, Frito-Lay is returning to the Aztec 

tradition of flavoring tortillas (in this case corn chips and tortilla chips) with lemon and 

chili.  Ironically, Frito-Lay is becoming Mexicanized.  However, this trend goes beyond 

Frito-Lay and its brands.  It has been changing product development in the salty snack 

category in general. 

 Spicing salty snacks with Jalapeño, Tabasco, Salsa, Guacamole or taco flavor are 

some of the current trends in the industry.  In this sense, it is important to point out that 

this spicing fever is more oriented to please Mexican-Americans tastes than other groups 

of Hispanic/Latinos.  Compared with the Caribbean or South American countries, the 

use of chili is more common in Mexico and Central America.  Even though Mexican-

Americans account for 64% of the total population of Hispanics in the USA, not all 

Hispanics like chili on their food. 

Fritos Sabrositas is one of the products that Frito-Lay launched in the USA in 

partnership with Mexican Sabritas as a result from the purchase of Sabritas by Pepsico.  

In 1965, PepsiCo acquired Sabritas, a traditional Mexican snack company well known 

as a potato chips’manufacturer.  Since Sabritas has a strong positioning among 

Mexican-Americans, Frito-Lay decided that the smiling face used as Sabritas’ logo 

                                                 
17 The article does not specify how they define this category. 
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would be displayed on all of the new products targeting the Hispanic/Latino community 

in the USA.  The campaign titled Sabor a todo volumen has been developed by Dieste & 

Partners (See Appendix 2.27) 

 A key element in the campaign was the “Happy Face” logo, 
 an icon of Frito-Lay’s sister company in Mexico.  In focus 
 groups Mexican Americans said that the logo reminded them 

of snack food from home.  Given that Mexican American comprise 63% 
of all Hispanics in the USA, Frito-Lay knew it had to act on this finding.  
The happy face appears in all packaging and advertising 

      Lach (1999) 

Some of these products are very popular in Mexico including Sabritones puffed 

wheat snacks with chile and lime seasonings; Churrumais fried corn strips; Sabritas 

Adobadas tomato and chile potato chips with chile and lime; Crujitos queso (cheese) and 

chile-flavored puffed corn twists; Doritos Ranchero Tortilla Chips; and El Isleño 

Plantains, targeting Caribbean, Central, and South American Hispanics/Latinos.  It is 

worth to mention that none of these products appears on Frito-Lay’s English website.  

Sabritas Mexican website offers information only on few of these products.  This silent 

and absence of Churrumais and Sabritones, Cruijitos and El Isleño on Frito-Lay site is 

not innocent.  One can then ask why Frito-Lay seems on the one hand to research 

Hispanics/Latinos tastes and snack preferences, but fails to display these products on 

their website.  Marketing Sabritas products towards Hispanics shows in a way an 

enclave economy, where the migration of certain ethnic products still circulates at the 

margins of the mainstream market.  Sabritas products are visible in strong Hispanics 

markets, but are not commercialized in mainstream markets. 

Doritos Ranchero, Doritos Salsa, Salsa Verde, and Lay’s Limón are adaptations 

aimed to attract the increasing Hispanic/Latino market in the USA as well as the 
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mainstream culture that has been developing a taste for spices and more daring flavors.  

The Mexican snack market is estimated in 7 or 8 million dollars.  Globally, PepsiCo’s 

snack market represents around 12,000 million dollars.  Sabritas account for at least one 

million out this global market (Contreras, 2002).  In Mexico, Sabritas leads the market 

with 81%, whereas Barcel, a subsidiary of Grupo Bimbo accounts for 12%.  The 

remaining 7% is shared among small companies. 

On May 22, 2002, Frito-Lay announced the introduction of Sabritas’ products in 

the USA.  Previous efforts to appeal to the Hispanic population were not as successful as 

initially planned.  For example, Sabritas Adobadas, a tomato -and-chili chip targeted to 

Hispanics was rejected for being too mild.  Baken-ets pork skins were absorbed by 

Sabritas and now show the smiling logo. 

Brands are a breathing symbolic capital for corporations, as so, they can be 

improved, eroded, or destroyed.  Sabritas smiling logo on Frito-Lay products is an 

interesting case of marketing nostalgia.  The logo triggers memories and also could 

diminish the risk of cognitive dissonance among former Sabritas consumers.  The logo 

adds corporate identity reinforcing the preference and identification of consumers with a 

known and positioned brand. 

The over-Mexicanization of Frito-Lay could be traced back to the introduction of 

Doritos Taco Flavor in 1972.  This product was described by marketing communications 

as “stacked with the Authentic Mexican taco flavor and just the right blend of spices. “  

However, research showed that it was perceived as mild among Hispanics. (Wall Street 

Journal, 5/22/2002).  It is really until the nineties and the first years of the 21st century 

that an implosion of Mexican flavor floods Frito-Lay.  Deis (2000) states: 
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According to the SFA's [Sanck Food Association]"1998 State-of-the-
Industry Report," the top six flavors snack-product manufacturers were 
interested in for all snacks were: hot-and-spicy, onion-and-garlic, ranch, 
honey mustard, barbecue and cheese. Other suggested flavors in the SFA 
survey include chili-and-lime, salsa-and-cheese, cinnamon, hot chicken 
wing, hot-and-spicy cheese, applesauce, garlic-and-vinegar, crab, honey, 
coffee, maple barbecue, and roasted garlic. 

"Other natural trends might be cilantro-and-lime, fresh tomato, roasted 
garlic with butter and herbs, and taco-and-cheese. Since many consumers 
use the regular flavor with salsa, why not use salsa-associated flavors in 
the tortilla chip?" says Jeff Gruber, project manager, Kerry Ingredients, 
Beloit, WI. 

 

Hand in hand with this, Frito-Lay is moving from its traditional communications 

strategy by relying more on internet-based integrated communications.  Since the 

introduction of the Frito Kid, this leading snaking corporation has been associating the 

consumption of Fritos to leisure time and entertainment.  At the beginning of the 21st 

century, new media offer more versatile ways of addressing audiences and hopefully 

establishing stronger relationship with consumers.  Internet advertising not only serves 

as a promotional tool.  The creation of portals for implementing integrated marketing 

communication efforts opens new challenges in the creation of deterritorialized 

communities of consumers.  Moreover, the internet as an alternative public space points 

both at the production of alternative forms of creating community and performing 

identity as well as new spaces where the colonization of lifestyles naturalizes 

consumption practices  as ways of being.  Current promotions on Frito-Lay websites 

advertising Doritos, Tostitos and Fritos are fair examples of how integrated marketing 

communications establish alternative public spaces based on consumption preferences 

and brand equity. 
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One of the characteristics of complex systems shared by fractals is their high 

sensitivity to initial conditions.  Chaos theory states that, in complex systems, minimal 

or simple initial events can generate very large or complex behaviors or events at a 

larger scale.  This phenomenon has been called the butterfly effect, and visually explains 

how the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil could set off a Tornado in Texas.  

Capitalism is a complex system that also shows some sort of dynamic instability that 

could be explained by its high responsiveness or sensitivity to initial conditions.  

Butterfly effects such as finding new uses for masa leftovers, or having a coffee break 

nearby an unnamed corn chip profoundly transformed the way the US snacks.  

Nevertheless, nothing of this would be possible without Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez’s 

vision of a flying eagle carrying the culture of maize from Tenochtitlan to the mythic 

Aztlan.  

Early twentieth century romance with Mexican food as a reinvention of the self 

resonates in the Nuevo Latino experience as its fractal image in the global scale.  The 

next chapter discusses the culinary trend known as Nuevo Latino Cuisine as a product of 

an integrated marketing communication effort in rebranding traditional Latin American 

cuisine as a postmodern spectacle aimed at the production of subjectivities within the 

frame of colonial desires. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Nuevo Latino: 

Rebranding Latin American Cuisine 
 

Introduction. Tortilla-free Latin American food 

Viva Samba! Latin Revolution of Love on the Plate 
 
Samba Room, a Cuban bar and Latin Cafe, combines South American traditions with a 
fusion of Latin flavors. The stylishly seductive décor brings to mind a mysterious 
tropical club in Havana. Floor-to-ceiling drapes float effortlessly in the air, stirred by the 
pulsing rhythm of conga drums. The bar curves in a serpentine fashion near the entrance, 
blending food, music and art with Hemingway-esque cocktails, Brazilian Capraiahina 
and the sugar cane-spiked Cuban Mojito. The mural, titled Havana 56, painted by 
Cuban-American artist, Rolando Diaz, serves as an intriguing backdrop of ochre and 
warm hues for long, slow looks and lingering touches. 
 
While the scene at the bar and lounge area entices you, complete with deep club chairs 
and shrouded with drapery, attention snaps back tableside with main dishes such as 
cumin-rubbed roast pork tenderloin with sweet potato hash, black beans and pickled 
onions, or crisp, fried whole red snapper with cilantro-coconut rice and garlic-ginger 
broth, or the Palomilla - sliced steak served with a classic mojo sauce, caramelized 
grilled onions, black beans and rice. Melt-in-your-mouth Rasta Rings - crispy fried spicy 
red onion rings - or the Yuca Frita- fried yucca seasoned with garlic and lime, topped off 
with a sprinkling of salt - make great companions to any dish. 
 
If the warmth and romantic atmosphere leave you in need for something sweet, curb 
your cravings with orange cinnamon flan, coconut crème brulee, Pastel Caliente - an 
ancho chile-chocolate flourless cake - or the ultimate Samba-Style Banana Split. 
 
Sink into comfy sofas and chairs as you watch the glamorous crowd, have drinks or 
enjoy a fine cigar. The Samba Room well-stocked humidor, a candy store for the jet set, 
never runs out of hand-rolled cigar choices that include Partegas, Monte Cristo, Hoya de 
Monterey and Romeo y Julieta.  
 
Feel the Rhythm, Taste the Flavor, Live the Life. 
 

Samba Room . A Cuban Bar an Latin Cafe18 
http://www.crww.com/sambaroom/experience.htm 

 

                                                 
18 Dallas, TX; Fort Lauderdale, FL;  Naperville, IL; Orlando, Fl; Tampa, Fl. 
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Babalú 
An Authentic Latin Caribbean culinary adventure 

that will stir your soul 
http://www.babalu.us 

 

Alegría, in Long Beach, CA; Pasión in Philadelphia, PA.; Deseo in Scottsdale, 

AZ; Alma in San Francisco, CA19 are some of the names of Nuevo Latino restaurants, 

which have been blossoming for more than a decade in the United States.  During the 

90´s, a group of chefs known as the Mango Gang20 initiated in this country an 

adventurous journey through the exotic New World of Latin American cuisine.  For 

decades, Mexican food permeated and influenced American taste.  The proximity 

between the two countries facilitated the migration of tacos, burritos, and enchiladas into 

the mainstream culture.  However, the Hispanic heritage, still present in the American 

Southwest, also helped in reproducing ancestral culinary traditions blending Native 

American, Hispanic, and European food. 

For diners, restaurateurs, food critics, and chefs, Nuevo Latino represents an 

adventure in taste, which goes far beyond the maize culture.  From purple potatoes to 

hearts of palms, from the versatility of tamarindo glazes and yuca [manioc] root to the 

irresistible Dulce de Leche, Nuevo Latino cuisine has been introducing a never-ending 

masquerade of new flavors, textures, and colors to American palates.  Not surprisingly, 

this trend emerges combining nostalgia and exoticism during a time when globalization 

                                                 
19 Passion, Desire, Soul, Joy.  
20 “Douglas Rodriguez, Norman Van Aken, Robin Haas and Mark Militello created the cuisine in the early 
1990s. Back then, critics and fans deemed the embryonic cooking style "New World," "New Caribbean," 
"New Floridian," "Global Cuisine" and even "New Floribbean." Early menus focused on black beans and 
rice, mangoes and avocados, other exotic produce like passion fruit and boniato (a white sweet potato), 
and Caribbean fish, such as grouper and yellowtail.” (Apfel, 2002) 
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facilitates not only the migration of people but also the flow of commodities hybridizing 

the complex cultural processes they convey. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the trend known as Nuevo Latino 

Cuisine and its popularization as the branding of a dinning experience where simulacra, 

hyper-reality, and colonial desire profile the consumption of Latin American food as a 

postmodern adventurous spectacle.  The goal of this dissertation is to assess the 

Latinization of the US market as part of a global script of coloniality of power.  In this 

sense, this chapter intends to analyze the rationales and strategies used by the restaurant 

industry in order to reinvent-re-brand Latin American cuisine.  Ceviches, empanadas, 

feijoadas21 are no longer appetizers or entrées which are difficult to find when dinning in 

the United States.  -Thus, the increasing interest for this culinary trend deserves to be 

analyzed beyond its apparently naive popularity, pointing out its ideological and 

historical implications.  This analysis will explain how lifeworlds associated with food 

and eating are aestheticized and commodified as spectacles in a global late capitalist 

society where market practices trigger alternative processes of subjection and 

subjectivation through consumption.  Branding the Nuevo Latino experience is thus a 

multifaceted phenomenon encompassing publicity, internet advertising, restaurant 

merchandising, pricing -in short, all the tools and processes which can be brought to 

bear.  Indeed, it represents a good case for analyzing the integration of various forms of 

                                                 
21 Ceviche is a very popular Latin American dish including raw fish or seafood cooked in citrus juices and 
blended with vegetables and spices. Empanadas vary along the Americas, some are prepared with wheat 
flour, other with masa. Usually, they are stuffed with vegetables and meat. Feijoada is a traditional dish 
from Brazil. It includes black beans, smoked pork meat, and dried beef. 
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marketing communications from the display of websites to in-store merchandising and 

the pricing of “heterotopic22” ethos of consumption. 

The first section of this chapter introduces the creators of this culinary trend.  It 

also assesses the emergence of Nuevo Latino cuisine and the re-branding of Latin 

American food within the frame of the production of desire in late capitalism where 

adventurous nostalgia and exoticism promise diners the experience of a virtual journey 

to a new world of tastes. 

The second section analyzes the way restaurant websites advertise the Nuevo 

Latino, re-branding its uniqueness as the creation of heterotopic ethos.  Diners are 

invited to experience an exotic ultra modern cuisine while enjoying Latin music in a 

                                                 

22 Term used by Michel Foucault as opposed to utopias: "Utopias are sites with no real place. They are 
sites that have a general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society. They present 
society itself in a perfected form, or else society turned upside down, but in any case these utopias are 
fundamentally unreal spaces. There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilization, real places - 
places that do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society - which are something like counter-
sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found 
within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside 
of all places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality. Because these places are 
absolutely different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way of 
contrast to utopias, heterotopias. I believe that between utopias and these quite other sites, these 
heterotopias, there might be a sort of mixed, joint experience, which would be the mirror. The mirror is, 
after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the mirror, I see myself there where I am not, in an 
unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the surface; I am over there, there where I am not, a sort of 
shadow that gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there where I am absent: 
such is the utopia of the mirror. But it is also a heterotopia in so far as the mirror does exist in reality, 
where it exerts a sort of counteraction on the position that I occupy. From the standpoint of the mirror I 
discover my absence from the place where I am since I see myself over there. Starting from this gaze that 
is, as it were, directed toward me, from the ground of this virtual space that is on the other side of the 
glass, I come back toward myself; I begin again to direct my eyes toward myself and to reconstitute 
myself there where I am. The mirror functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes this place that I 
occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the glass at once absolutely real, connected with all the 
space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order to be perceived it has to pass through this 
virtual point which is over there."  

 Of other Spaces Foucault 1967 http://foucault.info/documents/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html 
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cosmopolitan atmosphere where interior design plays a fundamental role in creating a 

sense of displacement. 

The third section studies the controversy between authenticity and creativity or 

modernization in Nuevo Latino cuisine.  Hybridity represented by Latino Fusion cuisine 

is questioned beyond the false problem of authenticity versus artifice, pointing out that 

cosmopolitism is actually the true heart of the Nuevo Latino experience.  Marketing the 

cosmopolitan Nuevo Latino experience then becomes an example of the colonization of 

lifeworlds by the market as well as a mechanism for establishing alternative process of 

subjection and subjectification in capitalist societies. 

The fourth section addresses how parodic appropriation of Latin American food 

by the Nuevo Latino cuisine goes hand in hand with postmodern tendencies towards the 

critique on tradition.  It also explains why the parody of tradition in Nuevo Latino 

cuisine and its estrangement into gourmet food represents a spectacle, which could be 

analyzed as a simulacrum.  

The fifth section discusses Nuevo Latino cuisine as an example of the Derridean 

notion of différance.  It points out the paradox performed in Nuevo Latino where Latin 

American cuisine is ironically present in its absence.  It also studies its simulational 

value and links it with the pricing strategies used in marketing it. 

The last section continues the discussion of pricing and value using Marx’s 

theory of commodity fetishism.  This section links the commodification and pricing of 

Nuevo Latino menus with strategies aimed at the aesthetization of everyday life.  The 

chapter ends with a summary comparing the findings of the first two chapters and its 

implications and relevance for the next one. 
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1. The heroes with a thousand tastes  

 
Rodríguez, you see, has evolved into a culinary explorer of the Americas, discovering, 

rediscovering and interpreting the kaleidoscopic Latin culinary heritage. 
Burch (2002)  A culinary journey with Douglas 

Rodríguez,  
 

The term Nuevo Latino is attributed to Cuban American chef Douglas Rodríguez 

who first reached recognition in places such as Sonesta Beach Hotel and Wet Paint Café 

in Miami.  Given his excellent reputation, the young chef opened Yuca, a Cuban-style 

restaurant in Coral Gables.  At age 24, he received the "Chef of the Year, Miami" award 

granted by the Chefs of America, and obtained his first and second "Rising Chef of the 

Year" nominations by The James Beard Foundation.  Not surprisingly, Newsweek 

magazine selected him as one of the 100 Americans who will most influence the United 

States in the 21st Century.  Rodríguez' success in re-launching-rebranding Latin 

American food not only implies overcoming the tortilla syndrome which reduces Latin 

food to the maize culture.  Moreover, his bio links his quest for Nuevo Latino cuisine 

with identity issues, combining his own Cuban American heritage and the inspiration 

triggered by immigrant workers laboring at Yuca, his first Miami-based restaurant23.  

Here, Rodríguez allied his passion for Latin American cuisine with the cultural capital of 

his multinational kitchen staff.  Later, he engaged in a revealing journey throughout 

Hispanic countries where he was introduced to new flavors and a myriad of cuisines: 

                                                 

23 Rodríguez has opened several restaurants since 1989. Here is a timeline showing his entrepreneurial 
career: Yuca (Coral Gables, 1989), Patria (New York, 1994), Chicama (New York, 2000), Pipa (New 
York, 2001), Alma de Cuba (Philadelphia, 2002), Deseo (Scottsdale, Arizona, 2003), Ola (New York, 
2003). 
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While Yuca was serving distinctive Cuban cuisine, Douglas was picking 
up recipes, ideas, and ingredients from his kitchen staff who came from a 
kaleidoscope of Latin America countries. Soon he began experimenting 
beyond the standard Cuban, "Florribean" of "New World" cuisines. He 
left Yuca to go on a three-month culinary voyage of Spanish-speaking 
countries often eating as many as eight meals a day. The rest is history. 
His passion, curiosity and now knowledge about all Latin foods and 
ingredients have ballooned beyond his culinary heritage. He not only had 
perfected his very own style, he had originated a cuisine he dubbed 
"Nuevo Latino" making him the pioneer responsible for a trend that's 
even hotter today. He went straight to New York and on Valentine's Day 
1994, the Rodriguez's opened Patria, which would become the hub for his 
rapidly popular "Nuevo Latino" cuisine. 
http://www.almadecubarestaurant.com 

The motif of the journey to Latin America as a method of obtaining inspiration 

and knowledge of exotic ingredients and unique culinary techniques is common to other 

recognized Nuevo Latino chefs such as Andrew DiCataldo from Patria restaurant in 

New York.  As a postmodern Telemachus starting a trip in search of his manhood and 

identity, Nuevo Latino chefs often celebrate the initiatory journey to the tropics as a way 

of legitimizing their reinterpretation of traditional Latin American food.  While serving 

this purpose, the motif of the journey also becomes one of the appeals promoting the 

Nuevo Latino dinning experience as an imaginary passage to exotic places, as a 

simulated displacement to a new world of tastes.  Indeed, Michael Cordúa, the 

Nicaraguan owner and chef of Cordúa’s Restaurants in Houston, recalls Churrascos’ 

(http://www.cordua.com/Chur_hm.htm) slogan when it first opened in 1988 as: ‘Farther 

south than you've ever been for dinner.” (Johnson, 1997) 

Journeys in search of new flavors also inspired TV programs in the Food 

network television series such as “Two hot Tamales”(1995) and “Tamales World Tour” 

(1998), featuring chefs Mary Sue Milliken and Susan Feniger in their quest for street 
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vendors´ and home cooks´ recipes for traditional Latin American dishes.  Thus, the 

displacement of the critic and culinary expert towards the peripheral subcontinent 

encompasses a colonial desire exerted as a re-discovery of the exotic other and his/her 

food, a postcolonial urbanite quest for the “authentic” cultural difference beyond the 

border.  Like postmodern Baron von Humboldts, well-known chefs travel throughout 

Les tristes Tropiques, looking for new promising flavors and exotic ingredients.  In the 

global arena, media facilitate the virtual migration and vicarious glance towards the 

fascinating otherness beyond the known boundaries of late capitalistic societies. 

  If, in days of old, explorers and anthropologists set off 
 on long journeys into the unknown to bring us back written 
 accounts of the strange customs of exotic Others in distant 
 places, today we are all ethnographers to the extent that all 

kind of Others are exposed to our gaze (nightly on the regular 
television news and hourly on CNN) in the form of electronic 
representation on the television screens in our own living rooms.   
These days we have only to sit on the couch and press a button 
to behold the Other or the Exotic. (Morley & Robins, 1995, 130) 

 

Nevertheless, the physical displacement performed in the motif of the voyage 

can also merge with a psychological displacement, the one resulting from the activation 

of nostalgia and memory as depositaries of tradition.  In this sense, some chefs 

capitalizing from their Latin American heritage take advantage of family relationships 

and culinary practices, which helped them bringing a feeling of authenticity inspired by 

direct exposure to different Latin cuisines.  The following excerpt introduces Johnny 

Alamilla, the chef and owner of Alma, a Nuevo Latino restaurant in San Francisco, 

California: 
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Growing up in South Baltimore, Alamilla first fell in love with food at 
the knee of his Honduran grandmother, sometimes spending all day in the 
kitchen. "She expressed her love through food," he says smiling. The 
kitchen was the hub for social activity. His grandmother's friends-from 
Columbia and Peru-would come by and chat around the kitchen table. 
"They'd all fight over who made the best empanadas," jokes Alamilla. 
Frequent visits with relatives in Miami, and an uncle in Haiti exposed the 
young Alamilla to the African influence on food and culture throughout 
the Caribbean and Latin America. 
http://www.almacomida.com/alma_comida.htm 

 

Exoticism and tradition come together in the ideation of a nouvelle cuisine 

inspired by unseen ingredients and re-invented by adventurous and nostalgic taste-

seekers.  Nuevo Latino chefs travel not only through space.  Family memoirs also spice 

their journeys to local ethnic markets or to Nuevo Latino destinations in search of daring 

flavors and textures.  For instance, Alamilla rediscovered his passion for Latin American 

food after dinning at Rodriguez´ Patria restaurant.  Moreover, Andrew DiCataldo, 

current chef at Patria, thanks his wife for exposing him to a wide variety of foods at 

restaurants and in her Colombian grandmother's kitchen.  He also acknowledges how in 

a revelatory trip to South America she helped him broaden his palate even further. 

(http://www.patrianyc.com/3.html).   For other non-Hispanics Nuevo Latino chefs, it is 

precisely the exuberant list of exotic flavors and textures, which seduced them into this 

new culinary trend. 

Some of Nuevo Latino's most important first fans were cooks who 
worked for the founding chefs, the so-called "Mango Gang." The gang's 
proteges fell in love with Nuevo Latino's unusual ingredients and bold 
flavors, not to mention its loose parameters. "The thing that really 
attracted me was the big flavors, the different chilies, tubers, exotic 
vegetables and fruits," says Randy Zweiban, chef at Nacional 27 in 
Chicago, a Nuevo Latino restaurant featuring dishes from all 27 Latin 
American nations. Zweiban used to specialize in New American cuisine 
before a stint in Van Aken's kitchen changed his thinking. "Being able to 
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work with all of those flavors was really exciting. I had this huge painter's 
palette." (Apfel, 2001)  

 

Latin American fruits and vegetables offer a cornucopia of countless cooking 

possibilities, making Nuevo Latino cuisine the new culinary revelation of the 21st 

century.  Johnson (1997) compares the richness of the South American and Caribbean 

food with Mediterranean cuisine where complex cultural hybridization processes 

blended various culinary traditions.  Historically, the Caribbean Sea has been compared 

to the Mediterranean Sea.  According to Arciniegas (1986), one portrays the image of 

the other.  Both places were the adventure site for Genovese sailors and merchants such 

as Columbus, Vespucci, and Verrazano.  One portrays the image of old times, the golden 

Age of Venice and Genoa as centers of pre-global commerce; the other represents the 

times to come, the utopias of the New World.  Like the Caribbean Sea in the 16th 

century, the Mediterranean Sea witnessed the introduction of new products from other 

worlds, but more important, it experienced the introduction of Europe to its otherness, 

the Orient.  Today, Michael Cordúa, the chef and owner of Cordúa’s restaurants in 

Houston and Dallas states: 

The cooking and cultures of most South American countries more closely 
resemble those of the Mediterranean than of Mexico, explains Cordúa, a 
self-described ambassador of Latin American culture. South America 
inherited cultures from Italy, France and other Western European 
countries, he says, but unlike North America, it did not eradicate the 
indigenous cultures. Out of the process came cuisines based on European 
techniques and South American ingredients. (Johnson, 1997) 

 
It is in this dialogue between cultures where the debate on the authenticity and 

artifice of Nuevo Latino cuisine takes place.  Since it includes so many different 
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traditions, it is difficult to define what Nuevo Latino cuisine really is.  It paradoxically 

oscillates between a nostalgic return to the roots of basic popular Latin American dishes 

and its sophistication and even, estrangement into gourmet food.  One can then ask what 

distinguishes Nuevo Latino cuisine from traditional Latin American restaurants. 

For decades, transnational communities of Latin Americans in the USA have 

joined the restaurant industry offering national cuisines such as Cuban, Argentine, or 

Peruvian.  Conversely, Nuevo Latino tends to privilege Pan Latin or regional menus 

combining drinks, desserts, appetizers, and main dishes from places as distant as 

Portugal, Chile, Cuba, or Brazil.  Thus, while traditional Latin American restaurants try 

to territorialize Latin American food, associating it with a nation or region, Nuevo 

Latino displays a de-territorialized or glocalized culinary heritage, which transforms 

local and regional Latin American food into an exotic gourmet, and sophisticated 

cuisine. 

Diners could start their virtual trip into the New World of Latin American cuisine 

with a Peruvian ceviche garnished with Puerto Rican Tostones24 or with a Sancocho de 

gallina bringing from Panama new ways for appreciating a chicken soup.  A Tamarind 

Glazed Salmon Spinach Salad including spinach, jicama, red onion, crisped sweet 

potatoes tossed with lemon-cilantro dressing, and served with jalapeño cornbread 

promises salad lovers an exotic tropical twist.  For the main dish, grilled Mahi-Mahi 

served over a shallot-boniato25 puree with sweet pea-cilantro sauce and a lobster-fava 

                                                 
24 Tostones are fried medals of green plantains 
25 A white sweet potato also known as batata. It is probably a taino word. Taino was the language spoken 
by some Native Americans in the Caribbean at the arrival of Columbus. 
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bean salad introduces daring colors and textures.  Finally, dessert time makes difficult 

choosing between a caramelized Coconut Flan from Cuba or a Nicaraguan Tres Leches. 

This juxtaposition of different culinary traditions is often perceived as a lack of 

authenticity for those consumers looking for delicacies associated with local or national 

cuisines.  Since it goes beyond locality and tradition, Nuevo Latino positions itself as 

contemporary postmodern cuisine.  The hybridization featured in Nuevo Latino menus 

polarizes opinions on its authenticity or artifice, and it is precisely in between this 

tension where the paradoxical uniqueness re-branding Latin American food emerges. 

Summarizing, Nuevo Latino Cuisine is a trend represented by both Hispanic and 

non-Hispanic chefs who inspired by traditional Latin American food create Pan Latin 

menus sophisticating them into gourmet-high priced restaurants where dinners are 

promised a self-indulgent virtual trip to a new world of smells, textures, and flavors.  

The branding of Nuevo Latino cuisine is then part of a rhetoric of the production of 

desire which results in multiple discursive forms from the restaurant websites and 

printed ads to the food industry critique and review.  However, nobody has addressed 

the ideological implications of the commodification of Latin American food into 

gourmet cuisine as an example of the colonization of lifeworlds through consumption. 

Furthermore, this colonization of lifeworlds relates to the production of desire by 

market-driven industries in capitalist societies.  The next section explains how an 

integrated communicative approach encompassing internet advertising, menu design, 

publicity, and restaurant merchandising converge in re-branding Latin American food as 

a cosmopolitan, postmodern gourmet adventure tantalizing the production of desire 

through a consumption experience. 
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2.  Producing authenticity in heterotopic ethos 

 

When the real is no longer what it was, nostalgia assumes its full meaning  
Jean Baudrillard, The Precession of Simulacra 

 
Somewhere between the steamed armadillo I was served in China and the truffled 

cockscombs in the south of France, I lost the ability to be surprised by food. I found it 
again at Patria. 

--Ruth Reichl, The New York Times 
http://www.patrianyc.com/6.html 

 
 

Beyond its nourishing value, food production, preparation, and consumption 

convey complex cultural meanings, which often imply hybridization processes.  Thus, it 

is probably impossible to prove the genuineness of the major legitimized modern 

culinary traditions such as Italian, Chinese, or French cuisines.  Italian food, for 

instance, is commonly associated with pasta.  However, few people credit Marco Polo 

for bringing this cooking technique from his travels to China in the 13th century.  In 

similar ways, previous globalization processes such as the Discovery of the Americas 

introduced potatoes, tomatoes, chocolate, chilies, and maize among other products to the 

rest of the world.  Nowadays, a chocolate bar silences the ritualistic and elitist role of 

this beverage among Aztecs -and Russian and German cuisines hardly acknowledge 

Columbus for bringing potatoes from the Americas. 

Ethnic products and cooking techniques travel principally through commerce, 

migration, and, lately, through tourism.  As discussed in previous chapters, the 
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introduction of Mexican food to the US market and its industrialization in the early 20th 

century should be explained in the context of a coloniality of power.  Through this 

process, Mexican food was appropriated as exotic and trendy, first among non-Hispanics 

in Texas, spreading later its consumption to the rest of the country.  Latin American food 

should also be analyzed within this ideological frame explaining its re-semantization and 

commodification in global late capitalism. 

“Tortilla-free Latin American food”26 first entered the USA mostly as national or 

regional cuisine targeting members of transnational communities living in this country.  

Given that these restaurants or eateries are usually located within the borders of ethnic 

enclaves, their visibility and accessibility is often difficult for outsiders.  Thus, their 

insistence in serving authentic and traditional food is explained, in part, because diners 

not only are connoisseurs, but their interest is principally motivated by nostalgia.  

Hearing native accents, eating familiar food, and socializing with patrons from the same 

country, or region make the dinning experience an alternative way for facilitating 

ethnogenesis and building social capital (Roosens, 1989).  In this sense, traditional Latin 

American restaurants intend to be replicas of an imagined homeland materialized 

through its food.  This nostalgia arises from the feeling of being separated, exiled, or 

absent from a homeland and the need for closing this gap with cultural practices aimed 

at the reproduction of ethnicity.  Hence, national-based cuisine appeals to and capitalizes 

from a sense of community, which is intimately determined by the imaginary concept of 

a national identity enclosed by geographical boundaries and the sense of belonging to a 

homeland. 

                                                 
26 This expression is used by Douglas Rodríguez when referring to Latin American non-Mexican food. 
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 In contrast, Nuevo Latino cuisine represents a different phenomenon.  First, it 

does not necessarily embrace a single national cuisine, allowing restaurateurs the 

possibility of creating a more international or cosmopolitan atmosphere and more 

adventurous menus.  Second, its primary target is not necessarily the nostalgic 

immigrant or the Hispanic/Latino in search of his/her cultural roots.  Conversely, taste-

seekers, trendy eaters, and sophisticated and economically healthy consumers are more 

likely to fit their profile.  

 
Savvy New Yorkers, the core of Patria’s customer base, are just the type 
who are ready to try this cuisine, according to the NRA (National 
Restaurant Association). A 1997 survey by the association showed that 
young people with high incomes, in professional or managerial positions 
and living in large metropolitan areas reported the most familiarity with 
the food. 
(Sullivan, 2001) 

 

Thus, despite its adventurous blend of bold and exotic ingredients and flavors, 

Nuevo Latino cuisine is more than a nouvelle way of preparing food.  It is more about 

marketing an experience.  What follows is a description of the atmosphere featured at 

Pasión (www.pasionrestaurant.com), a Nuevo Latino restaurant in Philadelphia: 

Award winning chef Guillermo Pernot and partner Michael Dombkoski 
have teamed to create a sensational Nuevo Latino dining experience 
complete with the music and art from Cuba to Argentina.  This 100 seat 
restaurant and bar features elements that are both rustic and romantic. 
Stone walls and plantation shuttered windows envelop two of the three 
dining rooms. The third dining room is surrounded by warm Spanish 
paneling prints and stripes in shades of mango, banana and salmon, sea 
grass cloth and bamboo details call to mind images of a tented tropical 
courtyard with an air of aged elegance. As you move into the bar area the 
tone shifts to a more sultry palette and mood. A larger than life mural of a 
Flamenco dancer making a passionate gesture fills a black-green field. 
Ten custom designed bar stools are striped in brick-red and deep green, 
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and surround a rustic weathered wooden bar with slate-like top, forged 
iron and bamboo details. 
http://pasion.citysearch.com/3.html 

 
 

The ambiance reproduced here includes several elements, which could be 

described as parodying colonial imagery.  The reference to architectural details 

associated with plantations and tropical flora embedded in an “air of aged elegance” 

recalls old sugar cane mansions in Cuba or the Caribbean as “tented tropical 

courtyards.”  Even the transition between the three dinning rooms is planned in order to 

generate a sense of displacement from one atmosphere to another.  The banana republic 

is replaced by the exoticism of the Spanish and flamenco décor.  In Baudrillard´s terms, 

Nuevo Latino interior decoration performs a sort of trompe’l´oeil aimed at producing an 

effect of reality, a simulacrum where the excess of simulated elements goes so far that 

the “real” disappears, becoming hyper-real.  Pure simulations display the irony resulting 

from the excess, then the lack of reality.  They are, paradoxically, objects without a 

reference, phantasmagoric objects that can fit in any narrative: 

 Today, it is the real that has become the alibi 
 of the model, in a world controlled by the principle 
 of simulation. And paradoxically, it is the real that has 
 become our true utopia, but a utopia that is no longer  
 in the realm of the possible, that can be dreamt of as 
 one would dream of a lost object (Baudrillard,1997) 
 

In similar ways, at Americas, 

(http://www.churrascos.com/Americas_hm.htm)one of Michael Cordúa’s Houston-based 

restaurants, simulated stone walls and Inca imagery tried to emulate the Macchu Pichu 
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experience.  Reviews describe it as a jaw-dropping new age architecture, an architectural 

wonder with cavernous interior designed by Chicago architect Jordan Mozer. 

Some Nuevo Latino restaurants are true art galleries or museum-like eateries.  

Alma restaurant in San Francisco, Ca. includes a gallery featuring artwork from local 

artist of Latin heritage or Latin inspired works.  Thus, the elevation of Latin American 

ingredients and dishes to the gourmet realm goes hand in hand with the legitimation of 

Latin American or US Hispanic artists and their cultural artifacts.  This issue points to an 

aesthetization (Featherstone, 1992) of everyday life in the sense that traditional food, art 

crafts, and even the architectural remains of the past begin to be seen, used, and 

consumed in different ways.  The aesthetization process not only supposes the 

commodification of everyday life, but its insertion in a class paradigm where distinction 

and taste, more than actual wages, serve as elements in building human taxonomies in 

capitalistic societies.  A reviewer of Americas restaurant in Houston states: 

 
A great place for entertaining. I met a blind date there, and she was most 
impressed with me for having class enough to go to a place like this. [25 
Apr 2003 04:40:03] 
http://chefmoz.org/United_States/TX/Houston/Americas_Restaurant9579
52124.html 

  

Enhancing this already complex convergence among arts, culinary heritage, 

exoticism, and distinction, the Nuevo Latino experience also comprises a fifth element: 

music.  For instance, Samba Room (http://www.crww.com/sambaroom/index.htm) 

combines, music, art, and food in order to create a charming ambiance drizzled with an 

adventurous lifestyle inviting to experience the Caribbean following Hemingway´s style: 
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The bar curves in a serpentine fashion near the entrance, blending food, 
music and art with Hemingway-esque cocktails, Brazilian Capraiahina 
(sic) and the sugar cane-spiked Cuban Mojito. 
http://www.crww.com/sambaroom/experience.htm 

 
Nuevo Latino appropriates cultural elements generating an atmosphere 

associated with adventure, exoticism, and cosmopolitism.  It is not only the food, but the 

whole Nuevo Latino spectacle which is offered to be consumed.  Owned by Jennifer 

Lopez and Jimmy Smits among others, La Conga Room in Los Angeles offers a dancing 

floor, a cigar lounge, a bar, and a Nuevo Latino restaurant named La Boca.  On the 

website, the association of food and music profiles Latin American culture as la Vida 

Boca, an evident parallel with Ricky Martin´s famous song Livin´ la Vida Loca:   

Historically, the food acts as a catalyst for spirited  Latin gatherings, 
fiestas, and rumbas. We invite you to embrace a culture rich in culinary 
and music traditions and a people that eat drink, and dance with passion 
and reverence.  Enjoy la Vida Boca! 
http://www.congaroom.com/LaBoca.html 

 

Go Native at the Conga Room supposes a tripartite experience including, food, 

dancing, and music which is presented as a sort of ecstasy combining passion and 

reverence, the profane and the sacred.  Following Eliade´s theory of the sacred (1988), 

Living La Vida Boca promises a hierophantic moment, i.e., a manifestation of the sacred 

when experiencing the hip Latin ethos as an initiation rite where one is invited to “lose” 

one’s identity.  Consumption results in a transformational experience introducing vertigo 

to the maintenance of a single persona.  Moreover, the invitation to experience la Vida 

Boca inserts the experience of becoming the other into a branding concept distinguishing 

this place by way of its competence.  Living la Vida Boca brands a consumption 
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experience through the appropriation of discourses from popular culture (Ricky Martin`s 

hit) in order to market a hip atmosphere. 

Restaurant merchandising is fundamental in the creation of these new spaces of 

consumption.  Interior design at these restaurants intends to create a dramatic effect, a 

mise en scène re-producing and simulating cultural difference.  Locales are decorated in 

such ways they induce a displacement, a journey to exotic places, distant times, or an 

invitation to become the other.  The following quote describes the atmosphere at Alma 

restaurant in San Francisco, California: 

Alma, in an intimate, gentle way, reminds us  
that much of what is best in life is passing, is transient,  
can be enjoyed but not possessed. It is votive candles 
flickering in the evening air. It is the feeling of being 
in some small room of an Iberian monastery, 
enveloped by whitewashed stucco walls and arched 
passageways. It is the sharing with a friend of exemplary 
cooking, in this case Alamilla's "nuevo Latino" menu, 
which was fitfully on display a year or two ago at the  
troubled Che, near the Yerba Buena Center, but now seems to 
have found its true and natural home.  Reidinger (2001) 

 

At Chicama, Rodriguez’ restaurant in New York, the use of colonial-like 

artifacts charges the atmosphere with a nostalgic and perhaps phantasmagoric past, 

helping create a sense of displacement which not only plays with a dislocation in space, 

but also in time.  In this sense, using Foucault`s terms, Nuevo Latino restaurants are 

places which can be described as heterotopias: 

The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several 
places, several sites that are themselves incompatible (…) they have a 
function in relation to all the space that remains.  This function unfolds 
between two extreme poles.  Either their role is to create a space of 
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illusion that exposes every real space, all the sites inside of which human 
life is partitioned, as still more illusory.  Or else, on the contrary, their 
role is to create a space that is other, another real space, as perfect as 
meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and 
jumbled.  The latter type would be the heterotopia, not of illusion, but of 
compensation, and I wonder if certain colonies have not functioned 
somewhat in this manner (Foucault, 1986) 

  

 
This is crucial in explaining Nuevo Latino restaurants as postmodern spaces, 

where the master narratives of modernity melt into the air, paraphrasing Berman`s text 

(1982).  Modernity established an ontological nexus among space, time, and being as the 

metaphors organizing or rationalizing human life.  As postmodern spaces, Nuevo Latino 

restaurants play with the simulation of time and space in such ways they become their 

negation. The emphasis in creating a distinctive ethos paradoxically leads to an 

estrangement. 

Characteristic of Nuevo Latino restaurants’ interior design is the use and/or 

(ab)use of what Baudrillard (1968) calls “nonfunctional or marginal objects”27 (objet 

ancien).  This preference is crucial in disrupting space and time as Modernity master 

narratives, i.e., as organizing principles giving continuity and progress historicizing 

culture in a linear and cumulative process driven by modernization.  According to 

Baudrillard (1968), nonfunctional or marginal objects are not synchronic or diachronic; 

they are precisely achronic.  Thus, their incorporation into the Nuevo Latino ethos is 

primarily a statement negating the continuity of time and space.  The proximity of a 

colonial antique from Peru (or its simulacrum) with a “modern” clay relief showing 

                                                 
27 Unique, unusual, folk, exotic or antique objects. 
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Nazca designs both affirms and negates time and space.  These categories blurred in the 

hyper-real succession of disconnected fragments alluding to different referents 

paradoxically aimed at creating a unique and distinctive atmosphere. 

At Alegría Cocina Latina (http://www.alegriacocinalatina.com)in Long Beach, 

California, for example, part of the floor is decorated by Gaudí-style broken tiles like 

those found at Güell Park in Barcelona.  A mural-like reproduction of Dalí’s Mae West’s 

Face welcomes customers in a hypermodern and surreal atmosphere.  This simulation of 

architectural Modernism blended with a touch of surrealism contrasts and even conflicts 

with the Southern Spain ambiance resulting from the flamenco show offered on the 

weekends when diners can enjoy watching bailadoras and flamenco guitar music while 

adventuring through a paella or any other tempting dish.  Modernism and regionalism 

clashes in one ambiance, cosmopolitism and traditionalism converge in an ethos where 

cultural difference is cannibalized in the rite of consumption.  The Gaudí-like décor has 

nothing to do with Flamenco bailadores and cante hondo; similarly Dalí would convulse 

at the bizarre combination, but who cares… Spain is reified in two extreme simulacra.  

On the one hand, the double parody of “high art” personalities: Gaudí, one of the most 

brilliant architects of modern times, epitome of intellectualism and cosmopolitism 

juxtaposed with Dalí’s controversial surrealism; on the other, the reduction of Spain's 

folklore to the Southern Andalusian flamenco. 

This importance given to the production of spaces of consumption as spectacles 

to be marketed, and the way in which they are duplicated in much of current advertising, 

is closely related to Nuevo Latino performative mission and vision.  Food, atmosphere, 

and live entertainment are all aimed at satisfying a lure for experiencing cultural 
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difference.  The production of desire by the market points then to the cannibalization of 

the other and its cultural difference.   

This cannibalization process is presented as an aesthetization.  Not surprisingly, 

Nuevo Latino culinary styles are described using artistic metaphors.  For instance, a 

native from Argentine, chef Pernot´s cooking technique is described as having the 

“culinary skill to choreograph Latin flavors into a seamless tango of taste.”  

(http://www.jamesbeard.org/old/events/2000/04/016.html). Randy Zweiban, chef at 

Nacional 27 (http://metromix.opentable.com/restaurant_profile.asp?ID=104) in Chicago 

also compares the Nuevo Latino cooking experience as the excitement of having a huge 

painter’s palette. (Apfel, 2001).  Deseo, Douglas Rodríguez’s newest restaurant in 

Scottsdale, Arizona is described as an offbeat, upscale restaurant where passion and 

innovation elevate Latin American cuisine to a cultural art form.  (Deseo Restaurant 

(http://www.deseorestaurant.com). 

Once again, the aesthetization of traditional Latin American cuisine into gourmet 

food transforms “simple” culinary techniques in high art forms. The differentiated 

nomenclature distinguishing Latin American food from Nuevo Latino cuisine reveals a 

process where artistry introduces a distinction between tradition and modernity, between 

the primitive and the sophisticated.  What are then the ideological implications of Nuevo 

Latino cuisine as an art form, and in a way, as an example of a postmodern parody?  

Nuevo Latino chefs look for the creation of something new by appropriating the past.  

However, at the same time, this appropriation of the traditional should be subverted and 

overcome by aesthetizing it into gourmet cuisine.  
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Briefly, Nuevo Latino is more than food to be eaten; it is a spectacle to be 

enjoyed, an experience where diners are invited to displace palates and imagination 

daring to join the exotic carnival of flavors, ambiances, and identities.  Furthermore, this 

cannibalization of cultural difference is branded as a sophisticated and refined trend.  

Douglas Rodriguez says it’s about the overall experience. "People want foods 

with more flavors, but they really want the festive energy Latin restaurants provide. 

They’ll come back for that, as they will for the food." (La Vecchia, 2002) 

This tension between being ourselves and fantasizing a metamorphosis into 

someone else through a consumption experience also exemplifies the identity question 

behind Nuevo Latino cuisine.  In its aim at sophisticating traditional dishes, Nuevo 

Latino flirts with other cuisines.  This affair has been called Latino Fusion, a 

combination of Latin with American, French, or Asian cuisines.  The tension between 

authenticity and creativity or artifice leads in Nuevo Latino cuisine to the use of 

cosmopolitism as a hook employed by restaurant websites in order to seduce diners.  The 

next section analyses Latino Fusion cuisine and the controversy on how cosmopolitism 

solves the tension between the authentic and the nouvelle in the re-branding of Latin 

American food. 

 

3. Cosmopolitism:  Beyond the mirror of Authenticity 

 

Cibucan is for the adventurous diner looking to experience the unusual 
www.cibucan.com 
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The newest hot spot in downtown Minneapolis! Located just north of the 

warehouse district on 800 Washington Avenue - it's where elegant sophistication meets 

eclectic culture. From the live jazz to the five-star culinary creations to the opulent 

surroundings, Babalu accentuates everything that's unique and satisfying surrounding the 

entire Latin-Caribbean dining and entertainment experience 

http://www.babalu.us 
 

At Café Atlántico, for instance, Andrés applies the latest in modern culinary thought to 
the indigenous ingredients of Latin America and the Caribbean. The result: gutsy, 

stylish, sophisticated food that has everyone talking. (Think confit of duck drizzled with 
passion fruit-flavored oil and served with Latin spinach.) 

http://www.jamesbeard.org/old/events/1999/12/006.html 

 

A fancy and somewhat expensive restaurant chain, Asia de Cuba (West 

Hollywood, San Francisco, New York and London) features Caribbean cuisine with an 

“oriental twist28”.  Thousands of miles apart, in Tokyo, Japan, chef and owner Mark 

Vann opens the kitchen of Kubakan Republica presenting Honey Chipotle Grilled 

Organic Chicken with fresh bamboo shoots, roasted garlic and Black Olives as one of 

the recommended dishes.  If this is not adventurous enough, diners could try the Foie 

gras and seared Tuna Tostada with Jalapeño-Miso Vinaigrette.  The restaurant is 

described as follows: 

In the heart of Tokyo beats a new pulse. It´s where food meets fashion, 
Asia meets Latin America, and champagne is decadently poured into 

                                                 
28 I´m aware of the political incorrectness associated with this word, however, I´m using it on purpose.  
For further reference on the discussion on Orientalism and its ideological implications see Said, Edward 
Orientalism; Babbha, Homi The relocation of culture; Mignolo, Walter, Global designs Local realities 
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hand-blown crystal flutes (…) Mark´s dishes are Latin-based with 
touches of Asian refinement, A visual explosion with perfect balanced 
flavors. http://www.kubakan.com/index.html 

 
It is interesting to point out the parallelism between food and fashion, Asia and 

Latin America.  Asia provides the wisdom of centuries of culinary tradition the symbolic 

capital of culinary artistry.  Latin America brings the trendy and “hot sabor” from the 

tropics, which should be “modernized and civilized” through a touch of refinement.  The 

“orientalization” of Latin American food facilitates its transit to haute cuisine making it 

fashionable.  Orientalism was the invention of the West, the reification of Asia and its 

otherness (Said 1978, 1993).  The orientalization of Latin American food is not a simple 

veil masking and refining Latin food; ideologically it is a double inscription, a double 

exoticism aimed at the invention and validation of a new cuisine oscillating between the 

primitive Latin America and the exotic refinement of Asia.  Latino Fusion chefs search 

the Tropics looking for new ingredients, as Columbus searched the Americas for the 

spices and treasures of Asia.  In this double inscription, the peripheries become 

spectacles, masquerades of Otherness.  The Orientalization of Latin American food is 

thus a way of legitimizing the use of exotic ingredients and dishes creating an eclectic 

style which capitalizes from the prestige and legitimization of Asian cuisine as the 

refined other versus the barbaric and primitive one.  Latin fusion cuisine exemplifies the 

paradox of creating a hybrid cuisine, which ironically finds its legitimation when 

associated with recognized and legitimate culinary traditions.  Buchloh (1982) refers to 

this issue in the context of the irony the artist faces when using parodistic appropriation.  

In other words, after creating something new using parodic style, the artist ironically 

needs to find how to legitimize it within a recognized and already existing codification: 
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Parodistic appropriation reveals the split situation of the individual in 
contemporary artistic practice.  The individual  must claim the 
constitution of the self in original primary utterances, while being 
painfully aware of the degree of determination necessary to inscribe the 
utterance into dominant conventions and rules of codification; reigning 
signifying practice must be subverted and its deconstruction placed in a 
distribution system (the market), a circulation form (the commodity), and 
a cultural legitimation system (the institutions of art) Buchloh (1982) 

 

Thus, orientalizing Latin American food is paradoxically a way of modernizing 

it.  If traditional Latin American food was perceived as non-fancy peasant food, Nuevo 

Latino in contrast offers diners the possibility of experiencing a renewed and refined 

Latin American cuisine, modernized, and re-exoticized by French, Asian, or American 

cuisine.  Not surprisingly, several food critics describe Nuevo Latino as the 

modernization/Americanization of Latin American culinary heritage. 

For the Modernist poets and artists, exoticism supposed a displacement, traveling 

through distant places, becoming familiar with the unseen, the untouched.  Early 

anthropologists share with Modernism the lure for exoticism and the quest for the 

authentic as something to be found at the colonies, at the frontiers of the Empire.  Nuevo 

Latino chefs rediscover Latin American food motivated by this dual and, perhaps, 

contradictory search for tradition and modernization, exoticism and cosmopolitanism, 

authenticity and artifice. 

Chefs such as Guillermo Pernot from Pasión (www.pasionrestaurant.com) 

restaurant in Philadelphia believe “authenticity” is not that important to customers. 

“What they’re looking for is something new, innovative and explosive." (La Vecchia, 

2002).  Conversely, Douglas Rodriguez believes diners will demand more authenticity 
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as they “get educated” in this new cuisine.  He predicts Nuevo Latino will become more 

regional and authentic abandoning the initial experimentation phase.   

Latin will become more authentic, and not so inventive," Rodriguez 
predicts. "Today, if you say your cooking is ‘Nuevo Latino,’ you’re 
protected. But as the public becomes more educated, they will be less 
forgiving of a place that bastardizes the cuisine. You’ll have more 
specific restaurants focusing on things like Northern Latin American 
cooking, or Brazilian or Argentinean or Venezuelan," says Rodriguez. 
"Just as nouvelle cuisine evolved into something more classic, Nuevo 
Latino will fade into something more authentic. (La Vecchia, 2002).   

 

Other chefs prefer to follow phases or stages when introducing Latin food to 

diners.  They also recognize the need for “educating” consumers in this new culinary 

trend: 

At Rhumba, a Brazilian-inspired restaurant in Chicago that opened in October, 

co-owner Steve Abrams admits he's dealing with an uneducated clientele (insofar as 

their knowing much about the food). I didn't want to go 100% authentic," he says. 

"We're not in Brazil. It's a new concept for the area we are in." 

Abrams is strategically weaning his clientele in two phases, avoiding 
anything "kooky" but encouraging his customers to have fun with the 
menu. In Phase I, consulting chef Jamie Leeds, from Riodizio in New 
York, helped create a menu of classic Brazilian dishes—like 
churrascarias (long skewers of food grilled over embers)—as well as 
American dishes that were "Brazilianized"—like burgers served with 
yuca fries and chipotle ketchup. The churrascarias measure about 3 feet 
long, require a single waiter per order, and add a fun, interactive element 
between the customers and the wait staff. Carrying the saberlike skewers 
to the tables and gracefully unfurling their morsels upon a platter is an 
impressive sight and takes extra effort by the waiters, an effort they 
welcome. 
http://www.rimag.com/06/latino.htm 
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For its novelty and exoticism, Nuevo Latino encompasses training in the 

recognition of exotic ingredients, as well as culinary and eating techniques.  The same 

process was involved in the introduction of French, Italian, and Asian cuisines.  Some 

decades ago, few diners knew how to handle food with wooden sticks and even fewer 

dared to taste raw fish, like in sushi.  Today, these concerns and inconveniences seem 

irrelevant as the lure for ceviches promises to usurp sushi’s popularity.  The educational 

process challenging restaurateurs, chefs, diners, and waiters also helps in naturalizing 

Nuevo Latino cuisine as trendy and cosmopolitan.  At Rhumba 

(www.rhumbarestaurant.com), in Boulder, Colorado, phase II introduced an emphasis in 

more “authentic” Brazilian cuisine, but inspired with the caveat that the use of “local and 

exotic” ingredients should be exerted in simple ways.  In the same way, at Alma 

restaurant in San Francisco, chef Alamilla intends to educate “North of the Border 

diners” in an entertaining-like atmosphere: 

Alma is a casual restaurant where people are encouraged to learn about 
the foods of other cultures, experiment and have fun.  Sparked by 
Alamilla's own sense of adventure and countless journeys to South and 
Central America, Alamilla's goal is to educate diners and expose them to 
dishes typically foreign to people "North of the Border".  
Source: http://www.ontherail.com/site/press/alma.asp  

Anthony Lamas from Jicama restaurant in Lousville, Kentucky also supports the 

authenticity versus artifice argument and recognizes the need for an educational crusade 

led by chefs, restaurateurs, and waiters.  Other chefs like Rafael Palomino from Sonora 

restaurant in New York (http://www.sonorany.com), acknowledge diners have become 

more sophisticated and knowledgeable on Latin food (La Vecchia, 2002):  
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Palomino says his suburban Sonora customers, the finicky Greenwich set, 
are highly knowledgeable about foods of the world and demand 
authenticity. "They realize that Latino is not just rice and beans. They are 
very picky."  

 

Globalization, media and traveling have also facilitated the “education” and 

familiarization of diners with ethnic food.  Thus, the emergence of Nuevo Latino cuisine 

should be also explained by Appadurais’s “scapes” describing globalization.  In other 

words, the convergence of ethnoscapes (migrants, tourists, exiles), mediascapes 

(television and the food network), and the flow of ethnic commodities will eventually 

result in a popularization of Latin American food artifacts among the “commons”.  John 

Manion, chef at Más (www.masrestaurant.com/masrestaurant) restaurant in Chicago, 

refers to the impact of Nuevo Latino in the general market:  

This cuisine is a greater extension of Latin cultures and it has staying 
power. Supermarkets now have yucca and plantains available, and that is 
more than a trend, I don't see that ever changing.  Right now there is 
more of a Latin influence in our American culture - period. In general 
nuevo Latino is a trend right now, but it will not fade away, it will get 
more widespread and focused. 
http://starchefs.com/JManion/html/interview.shtml 

 

For the time being, cosmopolitan and highly priced atmosphere and menus 

offered by Nuevo Latino restaurants are crucial in understanding the reinvention of Latin 

American food beyond the reproduction of local culinary cultures.  Furthermore, 

cosmopolitism associated with a premium experience facilitates the almost alchemic 

transformation of regional or national-based food into “international cuisine.”  If 

traditional Latin American food capitalizes on and claims authenticity in the repetition 
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and reproduction of national and regional cuisines, Nuevo Latino, emphasizes its 

postmodernism by distinguishing itself in a paradoxical movement which 

simultaneously implies the negation as well as the affirmation of tradition.  As an 

example of this convergence of exoticism, cosmopolitism and pricing the Calamari salad 

at Asia de Cuba in London (www.ianschragerhotels.com/home.html) proves to be 

exotic, trendy, and expensive: 

 

Calamari Salad 'Asia de Cuba' .Crispy Calamari with hearts 
of palm, chayote banana, coconut, cashew nuts, roquette and 
curly endive, sesame orange dressing £12.50 

 

This is important if one considers that this paradox is precisely what helps in 

differentiating and branding Nuevo Latino not only as a nouvelle culinary trend, but 

more importantly, as a lifestyle characterizing a sophisticated consumer willing to 

satisfy his/her cosmopolitan taste in the ultimate safari-like dinning experience.  Thus, it 

is not only the food to be eaten and the atmosphere to be experienced, but also the 

feeling of belonging to a high sophisticated social class.  Reilly (2001) describes the 

crowd at Asia de Cuba restaurant in San Francisco as “flummoxed by how to look cool 

while gazing slack-jawed at the surroundings.”  In very similar ways, this excerpt from a 

consumer review of Asia de Cuba in London, gives a glimpse on the clientele visiting 

these restaurants: 

Since my amicable “divorce” to a very rich City worker – a gay 
relationship that spanned nearly a decade, I have placed less emphasis on 
fine dining and more on socialising and clubbing with my new found 
friends. With a mortgage to pay and bills(!) not associated with shopping 
or dining, I tend to entertain at home these days or go to one of the less 
salubrious curry houses scattered around the City and the East End. 
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However, that said, clad in my 2 year old Black-Labelled Armani suit and 
my most treasured pair of Ostrich skin Prada shoes (both now worn only 
on the most special of occasions), a friend and I dined at the Asia de 
Cuba restaurant a week ago.Guy X 11/07/03 http://www.london-
eating.co.uk/4.htm 

 
 

Interestingly, other food critics also refer to Nuevo Latino fans as an “a club-

going Armani crowd” wearing $400 Robert Clergerie shoes, and willing to pay no less 

than three digit bills for dinning.  Brands become cues for identifying the clientele.  The 

Nuevo Latino experience is part of trendy fashionable consumption practices, which 

define people not because of their relations of production or wages, but accordingly to 

their consumption behavior and brand preferences.  Nuevo Latino becomes part of a 

masquerade for a trendy lifestyle.  The marketing of this experience has both 

appropriated cultural difference commodifying it into a spectacle, and at the same time, 

this colonization of lifeworlds by the restaurant industry generates new forms of 

subjection and subjectification through consumption. 

 Summarizing, the Nuevo Latino tension between authenticity and modernization 

or artifice is not solved, but re-signified and recoded through cosmopolitism.  Former 

and legitimized cooking techniques, such as Asian or French, give Nuevo Latino 

refinement and “discipline.”  Nuevo Latino is not anymore slave, peasant or Native 

American food, it is an art form resulting from the hybridity between tradition and 

modernization, exoticism and global refinement. 

Thus, cosmopolitism, sophistication, and nostalgia seem to be intermingled in the 

Nuevo Latino experience.  It could encompass both the gratifying experience of having 

tasted a taro root chip and narcissistically recognize it on the menu or it could also 
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trigger the imagination and salivation of an adventurous palate avid to experience the 

unknown exotic otherness.  Memory is definitely one of postmodernity’s paradoxes.  

Nuevo Latino cuisine stimulates memories and tastes from the past and the exotic 

peripheries which are invented by trendy chefs at fancy and expensive restaurants.  

Nuevo Latino represents some sort of postmodern nostalgia when redefining Latin 

American food as a gourmet endeavor.  For this reason, it is important to discuss what 

we mean by “nostalgia” in the context of global late capitalism and its relation to 

consumerism.  The next section addresses the paradoxes involved in Nuevo Latino 

cuisine and the reproduction of tradition.  It explains postmodernism’s parodic 

appropriation of the past assessing Nuevo Latino’s tendency in displaying a simulated 

spectacle. 

 

4. Postmodern Nostalgia in the Nuevo Latino experience and the Society of 
Spectacle 
 

Our restaurant, Mas, first opened its doors in Chicago in December of 1998.  For us, 
Mas was a dream come true.  I loved my experiences vacationing in South America and 

Mexico, while Executive Chef John Manion had actually lived in South America as a 
child living with his family.  Together, we often discussed our appreciation for the Latin 
lifestyle – the traditional cuisines, the people, their passion for life and the importance of 

sharing time with family and good friends.  
 

After many of these conversations, the idea for Mas was born.   We founded the 
restaurant on the notion of embracing the spirit, the soul and the vibe of the Latin 

lifestyle.  Diners who enter the restaurant are embraced by a Latin energy– a glowing 
room, a friendly staff, the beat of the music and a menu with authentic Latin specialties– 

every day we strive to recreate the vitality of our neighbors to the South.  
http://www.masrestaurant.com/masrestaurant/index.html 

The production of tradition in Nuevo Latino cuisine is closely related to the 

postmodern paradox criticizing and reproducing the past, and is not surprisingly linked 
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to the production of desire in capitalistic societies.  As discussed before, the branding of 

Nuevo Latino cuisine emphasize its consumption as an adventure where tradition is 

challenged by novelty, refinement, and cosmopolitism.  The Modernist paradigm 

claimed a rupture with the past, a critique on tradition indispensable in the quest for 

progress as the legitimate way in building and reaching the future.  Modernism was, in 

Paz` (1985) terms, a self-destructive creativeness constantly searching for novelty.  

However, the modernist obsession with change, progress, and novelty comprises a 

paradox:  In the constant critique of tradition, the modernist critique becomes itself a 

tradition and it is here where the contradictions of Modernism emerge. 

Jameson (1989) argues that postmodernism generates a colonization of the present 

with nostalgia and pastiche understood as an empty parody.  For example, postmodern 

architectural styles such as historicism29, appropriate previous traditions and claim the 

creation of a nouveau artistic proposal.  Thus, la mode retro, as part of the postmodern 

tradition, exemplifies the paradox of “neo” movements and its eclectic appropriation of 

old times’ styles.  This representation of the past has a transformational dimension, the 

one resulting from being, at the same time, a recreation as well as an active exploration 

and criticism of preceding styles and forms (Hutcheon, 1985).  Smart (1995) has pointed 

out this paradoxical fate of postmodernism and its endless ability to convert attacks upon 

its values into “pleasing entertainments.”  Ritzer (1999) also contributes to this 

discussion arguing that postmodernism “enchants disenchanted worlds.”  Therefore, the 

                                                 
29 Historicism in architecture is a reaction against Modernism.  It evokes and appropriates past 
architectural styles. The use of Greek columns in Charles Moore’s Pizza d'Italia (1979) in New Orleans, 
LA; is an example of Historicism slightly reminiscent of a castle. 
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representation of the past enters a semiotic economy where nostalgia and simulation are 

basic components in the commodification of history as a spectacle, as entertainment.  

This is particularly relevant in this discussion on Nuevo Latino cuisine as a postmodern 

spectacle since it can explain it historically as well as an ideologically. 

From the Epcot Center to Las Vegas, tradition and the past have become 

spectacles to be consumed and experiences to be marketed.  In the society of spectacle 

described by Debord (1994) individuals have an avid appetite for the consumption of 

images as the ultimate form of mercantile reification.  This commodification of tradition, 

of the past as pure representation, fits Baudrillard`s definition of simulacrum: 

Representation stems from the principle of equivalence of the sign and of 
the real (even if this equivalence is utopian, it is a fundamental axiom). 
Simulation, on the contrary, stems from the utopia of the principle of 
equivalence, from the radical negation of the sign as value, from the sign as 
the reversion and death sentence of every reference.  Whereas 
representation attempts to absorb simulation by interpreting it as a false 
representation, simulation envelops the whole edifice itself as a 
simulacrum 
Such would be the successive phases of the image 
It is the reflection of a profound reality; 
It masks and denatures a profound reality; 
It masks the absence of a profound reality; 
It has no relation to any reality whatsoever: it is its own pure simulacrum 

   (Baudrillard, 1997) 
 

Nuevo Latino cuisine as postmodern simulacrum implies an ironic deferred 

presence: the allusion to a Latin American tradition, which is paradoxically absent, in its 

presence.  This paradox is best understood if once considers the relationships between 

simulacrum and parody.  The nature of parody as a sophisticated genre (Hutcheon, 1985) 
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demands a sort of implicit contract between those creating (encoding) the Nuevo Latino 

experience, and those consuming (decoding) it.  Nuevo Latino implies a recoding.  It 

supposes a process of re-semantization where former codes, artifacts, and practices 

associated with Latin American culinary traditions are re-signified in a nouvelle 

experience. This phenomenon not only includes the consumption of food, but more 

importantly, the invention and reproduction of a lifestyle which capitalizes, at the same 

time, on the critique and distancing of tradition as well as from the experience of some 

sort of parodic nostalgia.  This parodic nostalgia, masking Latin American culinary 

tradition with the veils of gourmet cuisine, introduces a crisis in the meaning of Latin 

American food and the historical as well as the power relations implied in it.  Thus, it is 

important to distinguish between the nostalgia involved in the consumption of Latin 

food in traditional nation-based restaurants and the one characterizing the Nuevo Latino 

experience. 

Traditional Latin American restaurants capitalize from nostalgia as a pathos30 

recognizing a displacement.  Nostalgia triggers the search for an illusory continuum 

exorcising the discontinuity represented in the separation from a territory and the need 

for retrieving its memory in order to close the gap between the exiled, the foreigner, or 

the immigrant and his/her homeland.  Indeed, nostalgia sutures the borders of the 

individual who “suffers” his otherness abroad.  This nostalgia deals with a previous 

experience considered lost. 

                                                 
30 In Greek πάθος and παθήµα have a phenomenological connotation alluding to the realm of experience, 
feeling, and even suffering. 
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Contrastingly, Nuevo Latino cuisine exerts a nostalgia comparable to a 

Dionysian experience, as some sort of enthusiasmos31.  It is both parodic and joyful, 

simultaneously trigging nostalgia from the past, as the retrieval of tradition, and a 

nostalgic lure for the future, as the result from the innovations represented in the 

modernization of Latin American cuisine into gourmet food.  Hutcheon (1985) states 

parody “in its ironic “transcontextualization” and inversion, is repetition with difference.  

The juxtaposition of two different contexts (Latin American tradition and Modern 

sophisticated gourmet cuisine) results in an irony: creating something new from 

something old, i.e.,. the transformation of something traditional and local into a 

cosmopolitan gourmet global cuisine. 

The ideological status of parody is paradoxical, for parody 
presupposes both authority and its transgression, or, as we have 
just seen, repetition and difference.  (Hutcheon, 1985) 

 

Understanding Nuevo Latino as a transcontextualization helps in explaining the 

re-branding of Latin American cuisine as a repetition encompassing the performance of 

difference.  Nuevo Latino is, then, a combination of some sort of “mode retro” which 

appropriates traditional Latin American food and its reinvention as a postmodern 

gourmet spectacle.  Paradoxically, tradition becomes novelty in the constant tension 

between authenticity and artifice.  Thus, this culinary trend inserts a new dimension to 

déjà vu Latin food.  Indeed, Nuevo Latino cuisine exemplifies a différancewhich 

                                                 
31  In Greek ’Ενθουσιασµός connotes the transformation of the individual into some sort of altered state, to 
be transported to a different state of mind; it could also refer to inspiration and enthusiasm.  In Nietzsche`s 
terms, the Apollonian culture and its counterpart, the Dionysian, precisely differs in the association of the 
latter with the rapture caused by alcoholic ecstasies or inebriation as a metaphor describing two distinctive 
modes of artistic styles. 
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simultaneously works as a deferred presence of an “authentic Latin American dish”, and 

as a simulacrum, a differentiated and hyper-real commodified form, an identical copy of 

an original which never existed.  Here, tradition becomes hyper-real: 

 What every society looks for in continuing to produce 
  and to overproduce, is to restore the real that escapes it. 
  That is why today this “immaterial” production is that of the 
  hyperreal itself.  It retains all the features, the whole discourse 

of traditional production, but it is no longer anything but its 
scaled-down refraction (thus hyperrealists fix a real from  
which all meaning and charm, all depth and energy of  
representation have vanished in a hallucinatory  
resemblance).  Thus everywhere the hyperrealism 
of simulation is translated by the hallucinatory resemblance 
of the real to itself. (Baudrillard, 1997) 
 

 
Nuevo Latino as diférance helps explaining the branding of traditional Latin 

American food as a premium experience and as a virtual adventurous journey into the 

new world of exotic names, dishes, and flavors.  The next section discusses the 

implications of branding difference as a way of reinventing Latin American food into a 

postmodern spectacle. 

 

5. Branding Différance 

More real than the real, that is how the real is abolished   
Jean Baudrillard, The implosion of meaning in the media 

 

While visiting our virtual restaurant, take a look at our visual and culinary delights.  We 
serve them as visual appetizers to captivate your senses until you truly experience our 

renowned restaurant in person.  We look forward to seeing you again soon in our 
restaurant so that we may finish the experience for you 

http://www.cafeatlanticodc.com/home.htm 
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 The concept of différance is attributed to the Algerian philosopher and cultural 

critic Jacques Derrida.  The author points out the double meaning of this word.  On the 

one hand, it derives from the Latin verb “differre”, meaning postponement or delay.  On 

the other hand, it connotes to differ, being other, or different.  Each of these meanings 

supposes a distinctive dimension.  The first refers to a sense of time or 

“temporalization”.  The delay or postponement separates two moments establishing a 

gap represented by a deferred presence or différance.  The second one alludes to a 

separation in identity, a distinction that separates two dissimilar entities, something is 

defined by what is not. 

Nuevo Latino as différance first implies some sort of deferred or delayed 

presence, the one resulting from the simulation and representation of traditional Latin 

American food in something, which is simultaneously different and similar.  In this 

sense, différance as temporalization alludes to the tension between tradition and 

modernization in Nuevo Latino cuisine.  The deferred presence occurs when the original 

is forever lost in its representation, in its simulacrum, and modernization.  The real is 

forever delayed in the hyper-real.  Différance as dissimilarity masks tradition with 

cosmopolitism and sophistication, separating and distinguishing Nuevo Latino from 

traditional Latin American food:  Rural versus urban, local versus global or -to be more 

accurate, the paradoxes of a hybrid and glocal cuisine. 

The following examples illustrate the branded hybridity displayed by Nuevo 

Latino menus:  The first set of examples show the global face of Nuevo Latino where 

ingredients from different culinary traditions come together to invest the ordinary with 

the extraordinary, the exotic, or the expensive.  At Kubakan Republica in Tokio, diners 
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can enjoy an Almond Fried Soft Shell Crab with Papaya-Grapefruit Salad and Truffle 

Vinaigrette.  At Deseo in Scottsdale, Arizona one can challenge our class identity with 

Caviar Arepas: Colombian corn cakes, quail egg, osetra caviar and créme fraîche.  Last 

but not least, head to Café Atlantico in Washington and witness the surreal intercourse 

between crepes and corn fungus when eating Duck with huitlacoche32 crepes. 

Another example of Nuevo Latino as différance is the Argentine Asado or 

Parrillada.  Traditionally, this feast of meats includes kidneys, liver, brains, lamb 

intestines (Chinchulines) and morcilla (cooked pork blood).  Nuevo Latino adventurous 

display of exotic ingredients and oddities is, indeed, very conservative when it comes to 

use of “all the traditional ingredients” in the US.  At Pasión restaurant, a parrillada for 

two costs $60 and is described as: 

 
Parrillada Argentina (for 2) - mix grill of short ribs, rib eye, skirt steak, 
lamb chops and morcilla, seafood Cuban tamale and mushroom 
escabeche |http://www.pasionrestaurant.com/6.html 

 

Another good example of this double inscription characterizing Nuevo Latino 

cuisine is the Brazilian feijoada.  Black bean-based dishes are among the most popular 

Nuevo Latino food.  The origins of the feijoada reveals the culinary economy of black 

slaves who, lacking the access to high quality meat, prepared this dish with the 

remaining parts of slaughtered pigs such as feet, tails, or ears.  However, the Brazilian 

feijoada is a good example of the hybridization of three distinctive cuisines which 

resulted in modern feijoada`s recipes. 

                                                 
32 Corn fungus 
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The contribution of Portuguese cuisine in the feijoada phenomenon is also 

controversial.  Some authors prefer situating the origin of Portuguese feijoadas in the 

Northern Portuguese city of Tras-os-Montes.  However, in Portugal, travelers can taste 

different variations of the dish, which traditionally includes white beans, local sausages 

and dried meat.  Along the coastal regions, one can enjoy seafood feijoadas too.  One 

way or the other, cooking beans and meat as a basic Portuguese dish certainly influenced 

its counterpart in the New World.  The use of dried meat and linguiça (a Portuguese 

sausage) in the Brazilian feijoada could count as the old world partaking in the 

traditional slave dish.  But, feijoadas also incorporate New World ingredients.  Native 

American cuisine enters the feijoada recipe with the use of farofa33 (toasted mandioca 

flour) or when adding ground cassava, sometimes known as yucca.  Both ingredients 

have been part of South American Natives diet even before the Age of Discovery. 

Nuevo Latino re-contextualizes or, in Hutcheon’s (1985) terms, 

transcontextualizes Latin American food as gourmet and trendy, erasing and silencing 

the social processes and contradictions embedded in its production, distribution, and 

consumption.  Reified as exotic and cosmopolitan, everyday life is aestheticized through 

a commodification process. 

 Nuevo Latino versions of feijoadas show the tension between tradition and the 

need for adequacy to American palates and concerns, or between tradition and 

modernization and sophistication.  A common ingredient in traditional feijoadas besides 

pig feet, ears, and tails is ox or beef tongue.  Nuevo Latino chefs know the risks of 

following the recipe literally.  Adapting feijoadas to the American consumer 

                                                 
33 Farofa can also be very fancy with olives, prunes, bacon, sausage, cashew nuts, banana, etc 
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presupposes the substitution of those “taboo animal parts” with more refined cuts such 

as beef tenderloin. 

Lamas and other Nuevo Latino chefs make subtle changes to dishes to 
tempt interested but wary diners. For example, when making feijoida 
(fay-SHWA-dah), a traditional Brazilian dish of rice and beans, Lamas 
appeals to American palates by substituting beef tenderloin for coarse 
cuts of meats like beef tongue found in the traditional recipe. Ironically, 
Lamas' Cuban-American clientele were more skeptical of his dishes, 
because they expected traditional ingredients. Lamas introduced new 
dishes as specials to ease these diners into the new flavors and products. 
"Now they come to try something new," he says (Apfel, 2001) 

 
The substitution of one type of meat with another encompasses complex and 

silent class processes dealing with the production and reproduction of taste as a marker 

of social class and as the source for the production of lifestyles based on consumption 

practices (Bourdieu, 1979).  This is particularly important if one considers that Nuevo 

Latino cuisine appeals to an audience who is not necessarily interested in the quest for 

“real and authentic Latino food”.  Food is part of the adventure, the atmosphere and 

glamour associated with the Nuevo Latino phenomenon is then boosted by 

sophistication and pricing.  The experience is also branded in terms of accessibility, 

price being one of the elements, introducing a distinction through the establishing of a 

premium service.  In Bourdieu`s terms, social differentiation is determined through the 

practice and reproduction of taste as the ultimate identification of individuals into 

consumers in late capitalism.  However, beyond Bourdieu’s insistence on class as the 

element determining taste, one can argue that in late capitalism, consumption practices 

serve as illusory experiences of class representation and self-identification. 

Pricing, indeed, helps in the transmutation of traditional Latin American food 

into a cosmopolitan gourmet trend.  Postmodernism as the cultural logic of global 
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consumer-based capitalism disrupts the modern separation between local and the 

universal, between modern and traditional, between authentic and simulated.  Robertson 

(1997) refers to the paradox of this global institutionalization of the universalization of 

the particular, and the particularization of the universal in the frame of what he calls 

“image-conveyed nostalgia” typical of consumerism.  This phenomenon goes hand in 

hand with what has been called de-globalized reactions of globalization, in other words, 

with the emergence of new localism, regionalism, and nationalism in the global arena.  

Nuevo Latino food has no specific location.  It oscillated from the exotic periphery to 

global cosmopolitism.  However, it embraces Pan Latino cuisine as the source of a new 

pride.  In this sense, Nuevo Latino chefs are cultural briccoleurs who have been creating 

a third culture from the combination of tradition, exoticism, sophistication, and 

modernization.  Featherstone (1995) argues that there are cosmopolitan intellectuals and 

cultural intermediaries skilled at packing and re-presenting the exotica of other cultures. 

 This group can be regarded as post-nostalgic, and  
 can relate to growing audiences in the middle classes 
 who wish to experiment with cultural play, who have 
 forgone the pursuit of the ultimate authentic and real, 
 who are content to be “post-tourist” and enjoy both the 
 reproduction of the effect of the real, the immersion 
 in it in controlled or playful ways, and the examination 

of the backstage areas on which it withdraws 
 

 
 Nuevo Latino as différance encompasses a double movement in time and space: 

A dislocation of tradition in the realm of modernization and, simultaneously, an 

estrangement from “the authentic” and local resulting from sophistication and 

cosmopolitism.  The paradox of this différance intensifies when Nuevo Latino, as hyper-

real, becomes a commodity-sign.  In this process, an aesthetization of everyday life takes 
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place through the reproduction and branding of refined and modernized tradition.  

Nuevo Latino, as a postmodern experience, also generates its meaning from its exchange 

value, in other words, from the derived meanings of pricing.  The next section discusses 

the pricing of Nuevo Latino cuisine and its role in re-branding Latin American food. 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Pricing hyper-real 
 

The clientele is young, funky, sophisticated, and moneyed 
http://metropolis.japantoday.com/tokyo/446/restaurants.asp 

      Kubakan Republica restaurant, Tokio 

With its sky-high prices and Chino/Latino cuisine, the restaurant is continually besieged 
with hooked eyebrows and disparaging remarks to the effect of, "The shellfish paella for 
two? No great shakes for sixty dollars." The monetary velvet rope is in full effect at Asia 

de Cuba. If you can't afford to pick up a new pair of $400 Robert Clergerie mules for 
your dinner date, then you can't afford the dinner. 

         Broom (2001) 

With its sleek internationalism and late hours (the kitchen is open till midnight), 
Bomboa is clearly aiming to capture the clubgoing Armani crowd." 

Heuser 

Kotler (1991) defines price as the aggregate of all the values, which consumers 

exchange for the benefits of having or using a product or service.  This definition is 

relevant to our discussion on Nuevo Latino because it emphasizes the symbolic 

component of price as a sign, i.e., as something which stands for something else.  

Beyond production costs, pricing plays a fundamental role in branding, especially when 
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one considers that selling commodities and services privileges its exchange value over 

their use value.  Thus, Nuevo Latino cuisine offers an added value to the basic 

satisfaction of hunger.  The production and marketing of an ethos of consumption in the 

Nuevo Latino experience implies the relocation of Latin American food in a different 

stage where the appropriation and commodification of cultural difference enters a 

neocolonial dynamic: the postmodern spectacle of fetishizing and cannibalizing 

Otherness. 

The commodification of cultural difference as a postmodern spectacle is part of 

consumer society's aim at recoding symbolic and cultural order.  Featherstone (1995) 

refers to this condition characterizing the culture of consumer society as an “endless 

sign-play which destabilize long-held symbolic meanings and cultural order” generating 

a depthless culture.  What are then the ideological implications of selling simulations of 

former slave food like the feijoada at a Nuevo Latino restaurant?  Where should we 

relocate the social meaning of food when poor people, peasant or Native American food 

is commodified and consumed as gourmet? 

 Marx’ theory of value could help in understanding the role of pricing in re-

branding Latin American food as Nuevo Latino cuisine.  For Marx, one should 

distinguish between (Wertform) the social form of the product, which is not yet 

concretized in determined things or commodities (Taushwert), and the form of the 

product which already has a concrete and independent form and consequently could be 

subject to exchange value.  In The Capital it reads:  
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In a market society, a thing is not only a mysterious "social hieroglyphic"  
it is not only "a receptacle" under which social production relations 
among people are hidden. A thing is an intermediary in social relations, 
and the circulation of things is inseparably related to the establishment 
and realization of the productive relations among people. The movement 
of the prices of things on the market is not only the reflection of the 
productive relations among people; it is the only possible form of their 
manifestation in a market society. The thing acquires specific social 
characteristics in a market economy (for example, the properties of value, 
money, capital, and so on), due to which the thing not only hides the 
production relations among people, but it also organizes them, serving as 
a connecting link between people. More accurately, it conceals the 
production relations precisely because the production relations only take 
place in the form of relations among things. "When we bring the products 
of our labor into relation with each other as values, it is not because we 
see in these articles the material receptacles of homogeneous human 
labor. Quite the contrary: whenever, by an exchange, we equate as values 
our different products, by that very act, we also equate, as human labor, 
the different kinds of labor expended upon them. We are not aware of 
this, nevertheless we do it" (Marx, 1978) 

 

Thus, the form of value represents the reification of social labor “veiled” in 

commodities.  This "reified" labor (and not social labor as such) is precisely what 

represents value.  That is the reason why capitalist economies, according to Marx, 

generate estrangement processes where producers or workers become alienated from the 

goods they produce.  The value of a commodity is totally separate from the physical or 

intrinsic qualities it possesses.  The creation of value is, in certain ways, independent 

from the thing itself.  It also encompasses conventions and particular codifications.  

Information economic theory states assigning prices to commodities helps in decoding 

them.  Moreover, when the quality of the good is uncertain, price becomes one of the 

more important factors determining quality. 

 Marx explains the transformation of use-value into exchange-value through the 

reification of labor.  The link between the concept of alienation and commodity 
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fetishism is the concept of 'reification', i.e. the materialization or objectification of social 

relations.  In his view, commodities resulting from the process of production appear 

simple, but are not.  The relations between them and those who produce and use them 

are mystified, according to Marx.  This mystification (understanding one in terms of the 

other) results when social relations are rationalized as relations among things 

(commodity exchange), and not as relationships between people.  Marx’s theory of 

commodity fetishism is, then, useful when explaining the phenomenon which takes 

place in Nuevo Latino restaurants where ceviche prices, for instance, double up, 

distinguishing them from its counterparts at Latin American traditional restaurants. 

 The theory of commodity fetishism states that commodities are perceived as 

having intrinsic value, but what commodities really have is exchange value, i.e., 

expressed as the reified form of the labor which produced them.  Labor also becomes a 

commodity, which can be exchanged.  Thus, social production relations are not only 

"symbolized" by objects, but are realized through them.  This is fundamental in 

understanding not only the fetishization of Latin American food, but also its 

aesthetization in some sort of artistic enterprise as previously discussed.  Indeed, 

fetishization and aesthetization converge in a double and complex process which, on one 

hand, veils the historical and class processes originating the dishes, and on the other, 

aestheticizes Nuevo Latino innovations (labor) as art forms which could be commodified 

as consumption experiences. 

 The concept of fetish comes from religious discourse where it describes the 

process of investing objects with meanings, which they do not possess intrinsically. 

Nuevo Latino mystifies Latin American food, veiling the historical, production, and 
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class processes where they originate.  This is particularly important when one considers 

Latin American food has been historically related to the traditional and exotic.  In global 

landscapes, however, the migration of exotic products also enters an economic dynamic.  

The exotic is generally expensive being its high price part of its allure.  Nevertheless, the 

consumption of exoticism has been associated, at least in Modern times with 

cosmopolitism, sophistication, and distinction.   Thus, pricing mystifies Nuevo Latino 

cuisine as a fashionable practice. 

 Parallel to this somehow obvious phenomenon, there is also some sort of class 

struggle in the mission some Nuevo Latino Hispanic-chefs embrace.  That resulting from 

a liberatory, evangelical, and revolutionary discourse; a latinidad from below34(Lao-

Montes, 2001) that, in Douglas Rodriguez’ words is trying to spread the “Latin 

American gospel” (Sullivan, 1998).  Is the emergence of Nuevo Latino cuisine a fair 

example of latinidad from below struggling against discrimination, racism, and social 

categorization? 

 
[Hispanic chefs}  have defeated multiple prejudices: 
the perception that being a chef is a low-class profession 
for the uneducated (Latinos represent over 50% of the  
food service workforce in the United States); the fact that  
for Anglos and Latinos alike, the development of Hispanic cuisine going 
haute just doesn’t compute; and the chauvinism of teachers 
in culinary schools on whose radar our food doesn’t even register 
compared with French and Italian. 
“I think the problem is that Europeans revere their cuisine,” 
says Douglas Rodríguez, “whereas we celebrate ours. 

                                                 
34 Latinization is the production of latinidad by both the dominant powers and the subordinate social 
sectors (…)In this sense what I will call Latinization from above refers to a process by which discourses of 
latinidad are produced as part of the organization of hegemony by dominant institutions.  In contrast, 
Latinization from below refers to the processes of Latino self-fashioning that arises from resistances 
against marginality and discrimination and as expressions of a desire for a definition of self and an 
affirmative search for collective memory and community (Lao-Montes, 2001) 
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Source: Hispanic Magazine, Dec 2002.  p.32 
  

Approaching Nuevo Latino cuisine as Latinization from below paradoxically 

confirms Marx's argument on commodity fetishism introducing an apparent 

contradiction.  How could reified labor become liberatory or emancipatory?  In the 

classical Marxist analysis, the reification of labor separated capitalists from the 

proletariat.  The means of production were in the hands of the former, whereas the latter 

should just sell their labor as a reified commodity.  In this sense, commodity fetishism 

was, in a way, responsible for keeping the system intact.  In the case of Nuevo Latino, 

some chefs are co-owners or owners of their restaurants, making the emancipatory and 

evangelic mission of Nuevo Latino a plausible task, at least for the chefs.  Therefore, if 

there is any agency in Nuevo Latino, it is not in terms of class mobilization, but in 

individual agency.  One can compare the glory and fame achieved by Douglas 

Rodríguez with the anonymous kitchen staff who inspired him and perhaps continues to 

inspire him while receiving a minimum salary as a cook.  It would be interesting to study 

how Latino kitchen staff perceived the commodification and branding of their food in 

their job places and how their domestic consumption of food contrasts with their daily 

work.  

 Interestingly, it is aesthetization, which gives Nuevo Latino cuisine its freedom 

in becoming a process encompassing a Latinization from below.  Assuming Nuevo 

Latino chefs own their own restaurants, one can argue the aesthetization of their reified 

labor has a double ideological implication.  On one hand, it “elevates” traditional Latin 

American recipes and culinary techniques as an art form, as a sophisticated, and perhaps 
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also mystified knowledge.  On the other, it also represents a clear example of the 

colonization of lifestyles by the system, using Habermas’ terms.  

 Therefore, pricing hyper-reality is more complex than it seems.  It supposes both 

a process of commodification and aesthetization, which could lead to simultaneous 

contradictions: As an example of the colonization of lifeworlds by the systems as well as 

the possibility of becoming an emancipatory space for Hispanic/Latino chef and 

restaurateurs. 

 Nevertheless, a Marxist analysis of pricing Nuevo Latino cuisine has limitations.   

It only addresses the issue of social relations in terms of production processes and not in 

terms of consumption practices and rituals.  Furthermore, it only relies on the assessment 

of economic issues, obviating their symbolic consequences.  For this reason, it is 

important to relate previous discussions on the production and cannibalization of cultural 

difference, the creation of authenticity, and the exercise of a colonial desire in the 

production and consumption of the Nuevo Latino experience. 

 

7.  Nuevo Latino and colonial desire 

Decadent, Sensual, Exotic 
Crave, Want, Desire, Covet Wish 

Deseo, Restaurant 
http://www.deseorestaurant.com/ 

 

"Had I been standing when I tasted the ceviche at Mas, I'm certain my knees would have 
buckled. Fortunately I was firmly planted in my seat as I took bite after bite, not able to 

stop, head spinning."  
--Brad A. Johnson 

http://www.masrestaurant.com/masrestaurant/index.html 
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 Chapter one discussed the incorporation of the maize culture to the American 

food industry as an example of coloniality of power.  In that context, the 

industrialization of Mexican food in the early twentieth century advertised Mexican 

products as trendy, modern, and convenient for American households looking for daring 

new tastes.  Cultural difference was commodified and branded, emphasizing exoticism 

and authenticity.  Simultaneously, the mass production of corn chips detached them 

from its ethnic origins and succeeded in branding Fritos in an ethos of consumption 

associated with adventure and entertainment.  The Frito Kid and Frito Bandito helped in 

naturalizing the consumption of Fritos with the consumption of TV adventure programs.  

Later, the Frito Bandito also invited consumers to become a Frito Bandito, encouraging 

the blending of role playing, promotions, and advertising narratives.  The lifeworld of 

children's games and entertainment was indeed, colonized by marketing communication 

in order to create an ethos of consumption which could naturalize the brand in everyday 

life. 

 Nuevo Latino represents a Latinization of the US, which also exerts a 

colonization of lifeworlds through consumption.  The industrialization of Mexican food 

and the mass production of corn chips cannibalized cultural difference.  In similar ways, 

Nuevo Latino cuisine capitalizes from the Latin American culinary heritage in order to 

market the Nuevo Latino experience as gourmet and sophisticated.  Nuevo Latino 

strategies in re-branding Latin American cuisine go hand in hand with historical trends 

characterizing global capitalism and postmodernity.  The industrialization and mass 

production of Mexican Food in the early 20th century obeyed a paradigm of rationality 

characterized by modernization, industrialization and sanitation.  The current re-
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branding of Latin American food moves apart from mass production emphasizing 

artistry and uniqueness in the introduction of a new hypermodernized cuisine.  As Lash 

and Urry pointed out, postmodernity is modernity taken to its extreme.  This idea helps 

analyze Nuevo Latino as a postmodern endeavor. 

 Nuevo Latino follows a colonial script when targeting diners willing to 

experience fancy atmosphere and adventurous menus. Latin American culinary tradition 

is paradoxically present and absent in surreal and expensive dishes.  Nuevo Latino 

hybridity truly represents the paradox posed by globalization where commodities, 

people, and cultures flows converge, creating new ways of organizing or disorganizing 

the social realm.  Indeed, Nuevo Latino becomes a brand signifying cosmopolitism and 

sophistication and is associated to other brand experiences interpreted and in vogue. 

 As aftermath, Nuevo Latino cuisine has been introducing in the US market the 

lure for exotic dishes and flavors.  Global capitalism turns towards its peripheries in 

search of flavors, which might re-enchant the mainstream market in a never-ending 

production of desire. 

Nuevo Latino cuisine has also represented one of various forces helping in 

introducing Dulce de Leche to American palates in search of unique and exotic 

delicacies.  The next chapter discusses the incorporation of Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de 

Leche super premium ice cream as an example of fractal capitalism where globalization 

forces market and brand cultural difference globally, simultaneously penetrating 

regional and core economy markets with glocalized strategies.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Dulce de Leche  

Culture-free Ice Cream and the Production of Desire 
 
 
Introduction.  Sweet indulgence from a future dictator 

Like toffee, butterscotch, and honey all rolled into 
one, this thick tawny ambrosia consists of whole milk, 

sugar, and vanilla slowly cooked into a sticky jam 

Victoria Abbot Riccardi, Boston Globe 

http://www.globalgourmet.com/food/special/2001/slowcook/leche.html 

 

Estancia35 La Caledonia. Cañuelas (Province of Buenos Aires, Argentina) June 

24th, 1829.  The country is divided between Federals and Unitarians desperately seeking 

a political reorganization.  Somewhere in the estancia, the caudillo and future dictator of 

Argentina Juan Manuel de Rosas asks his mulatta cook to prepare him a mate36.  He 

leads a force supporting conservative federalism and represents, the estancieros, an 

oligarchy based on commercial ranching.  On the roadway to Cañuelas, General Juan 

Lavalle, defeated by federalist forces two months ago, and chief commander of the 

Unitarians, rides towards La Caledonia hoping to negotiate the last details of the pact he 

agreed to sign with Rosas today.  Exhausted by the trip, Lavalle arrives earlier than 

expected to la estancia and noticing that Rosas is not around yet, decides to take a nap 

on the caudillo’s humble camp bed.  By the time, Rosas’ cook, who has been preparing 

the lechada37, suddenly finds General Lavalle sleeping on the caudillo’s cot.  Stunned 

                                                 
35 A grazing, a country house in Argentina. 
36 A a tea-like drink prepared with the leaves of a South American bush called mate. 
37  Warm milk and sugar for the mate drink 
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and scared, she runs away looking for help.  In her rush, she forgets the lechada that 

remains on the fire. 

Legend says that when Rosas noticed Lavalle on his cot, instead of getting mad, 

he gently covered his political enemy with his Gaucho’s poncho and turning to his 

astonished cook, stated:  “Let him rest.  He is a brave man!”  By the time, the lechada 

has transformed into a thick and rich caramelized paste that will be known as Dulce de 

Leche (sweet of milk).  Some sources knowing Rosas’ austere personality, affirm that he 

probably tasted it first to check if it was a real flaw that should be thrown away.  Others 

point out that, regardless of who was the first taster, the truth is that Dulce de Leche 

became one of Argentina’s most popular treats and a national symbol.  Curiously, both 

Lavalle and Rosas were relatives and have been breastfed by the same wet nurse, they 

also shared the same pristine dulce de leche recipe for the first time.  In Spanish, Rosas 

and Lavalle would be called hermanos de leche (milk brothers).  Legend would also 

make them Dulce de Leche brothers. (http://www.canuelasnet.com.ar/dulce2.htm). 

Popular Argentine traditions put together two political enemies in the 

foundational narrative of one of the most beloved national foods.  Moreover, June 24th, 

the date when the Pact of Cañuelas was signed by Rosas and Lavalle, has been 

designated since 1989 as Día de la Creación del Dulce de Leche (Dulce de Leche’s Day) 

given frame to the Fiesta del Dulce de Leche which has developed in a national tourist 

attraction in Argentina. 
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For those knowledgeable of Argentine history, the association of Dulce de Leche 

with the dictator Rosas is a paradoxical combination of barbarism and delicacy.  Rosas is 

well known for implementing state terrorism during his turn as Governor of Buenos 

Aires making him the epitome of barbarism.  Indeed, intellectuals such as José Faustino 

Sarmiento widely and strongly denounced his excesses from exile.  One can then ask 

what is the purpose of connecting Lavalle, Rosas, the mulatta cook, and Dulce de Leche 

in a single narrative.  Perhaps, the popular oral tradition would like to demonstrate that 

despite their ideological, class, and ethnic differences, Dulce de Leche brings all 

Argentines together as a symbol of national identity and pride.   

Dulce de Leche’s foundational myth should not be disregarded in the search of 

the historical and cultural meanings that this product has been gaining through the years 

as a national treat in Argentina, as a traditional food in Latin America, and recently, as 

an exotic dessert and flavor in the USA.  Curiously, its mythical humble origins and 

current popularity share some similarities with another Argentinean favorite: tango 

music.  Created at the margin (la estancia and el arrabal38), both Dulce de Leche and 

tango music transcended their humble origins to be internationally known.  Moreover, 

from being perceived as true sources of tradition and nationalism, both tango music and 

Dulce de Leche have become symbols of exoticism, cosmopolitism, and decadent 

indulgence in the global sphere. 

                                                 
38 The history of tango music locates its birthplace at the arrabal (poor barrio) where marginal immigrants 
and prostitutes began to practice and popularize it. 
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In the United States, cosmopolitism, the recognition of cultural diversity as a 

market opportunity, and globalization facilitated the introduction of Dulce de Leche as a 

trendy flavor.  On the one hand, Nuevo Latino menus have been naturalizing it as an 

exotic dessert for more than a decade.  On the other, the boom of the Hispanic/Latino 

population in the US offers a new frontier where traditional Latin American flavors 

promise to sell well.  Not surprisingly, such food chains as Mc Donald’s introduced 

Dulce de Leche regionally hoping to attract Hispanics/Latinos.  Furthermore, 

globalization also facilitates the migration of commodities from Latin America that 

gradually begin to enlarge the list of Latin American goods “invading” the mainstream 

American market. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche 

phenomenon as an example of fractal capitalism where globalization forces market and 

brand cultural difference transnationally; penetrating simultaneously regional and core 

markets with glocalized39 strategies.  Previous chapters have pointed out how the 

Latinization of the US market encompasses different strategies cannibalizing and 

commodifying cultural difference in a national or global capitalist system that constantly 

                                                 
39 Glocalization is a term that was invented in order to emphasize that the globalization of a product is 
more likely to succeed when the product or service is adapted specifically to each locality or culture it is 
marketed in. The term combines the word globalization with localization. (An earlier term for 
globalization in terms of product preparedness for international marketing is internationalization.) The 
term first appeared in the late 1980s in articles by Japanese economists in the Harvard Business Review. 
According to the sociologist Roland Robertson, who is credited with popularizing the term, glocalization 
describes the tempering effects of local conditions on global pressures. At a 1997 conference on 
"Globalization and Indigenous Culture," Robertson said that glocalization "means the simultaneity --- the 
co-presence --- of both universalizing and particularizing tendencies." The increasing presence of 
McDonalds restaurants worldwide is an example of globalization, while the restaurant chain's menu 
changes in an attempt to appeal to local palates are an example of glocalization. Perhaps even more 
illustrative of glocalization: For promotions in France, the restaurant chain recently chose to replace its 
familiar Ronald McDonald mascot with Asterix the Gaul, a popular French cartoon character.  
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid19_gci826478,00.html 
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creates new forms of subjection and subjectification through consumption.  The present 

chapter intends to study the Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche phenomenon as an example 

of how market driven industries produce desire inscribing the consumption of Dulce de 

Leche in a coloniality of power script where cultural difference is reified in a brand 

experience. 

In Argentina, the introduction of Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche was part of 

strategic efforts localizing the brand in the national market.  The flavor was later 

commercialized in other Latin American countries as well as in Asia, Spain, and the 

USA, where Hispanics/Latinos were initially the primary target.  Due to industry trends, 

consumer preferences, and the increasing popularity of Dulce de Leche as an exotic 

dessert in mainstream and Nuevo Latino restaurants, Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche 

rapidly became the second top-selling flavor after vanilla and its allure among non- 

Hispanics continues to boost sales for Nestlé-Pillsbury that also has launched Dulce de 

Leche Ice Cream Bars.  

This chapter studies branding and advertising strategies in the context of 

consumer trends in the super premium ice cream category.  The first section explains 

what Dulce de Leche is and assesses the use of the original Spanish name in the overall 

Häagen Dazs branding strategy.  The second section summarizes the glocal strategy 

used by Häagen Dazs in Argentina and its further expansion into other Hispanic markets 

globally.  The third section studies the rhetoric of ice cream advertising and the 

production of desire, inscribing this rhetoric as part of the colonization of lifeworlds 

through consumption.  The last section analyzes the Too much pleasure? campaign 
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created by the Wolf Group, winner of the 2001 Effie Awards in the category of Snacks, 

Desserts, and Confectionary and discusses the commodification of cultural difference as 

“culture-free delicatessen.”  Finally, the last section explains the role of Häagen Dazs 

rhetoric of desire in the colonization of lifeworlds through branded consumption 

experiences. 

1.  DOOL-say duh LAY-chay or Caramel? What is in a name? 

It is easier to roll the stuff around one's mouth than it is to get its pronunciation 
absolutely correct. Dulce de leche. (DOOL-say duh LAY-chay.) 

Andrew Buncombe  
http://enjoyment.independent.co.uk/food_and_drink/news/story.jsp?story=86973 

 

“Dulce de Leche is becoming very popular. It used to be that people only knew about it 
in Latin America.  But now you don’t have to translate. People know what it is," says 

Susan Kaminski, spokesperson for Dean Foods 

http://www.preparedfoods.com/archives/2000/2000_06/0006fmi.htm 

The foundational narrative on Dulce de Leche tells very little about its nature and 

almost nothing about its production.  Dulce de Leche changes its name, consistency, 

color, and flavor along the Americas.  Known as Arequipe in Colombia, Manjar Blanco 

in Perú, Bolivia, and Chile; Doce de Leite in Brazil; Fanguito in Cuba, or Cajeta, Dulce 

de Cajeta, Leche Quemada in Central America and Mexico, it has a myriad of 

presentations and uses.  One can dream of artisan delicacies such as the Peruvian Tecas, 

candied lemon peel stuffed with Dulce de Leche and covered with a French sugar glaze 

(http://www.3053837600.com/helena/tejas.htm) to the most common spreads such as the 
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Argentinean La Salamandra or La Paila, the latter recently distributed in the USA under 

Smuckers’ brand.  Dulce de Leche is commonly used in pastries and bakery.  Good 

examples are torta chilena (a layered hard cake stuffed with Dulce de Leche) and 

Argentine alfajores40 (stuffed soft cookies covered with sugar power). 

Regardless its regional differences, this thick creamy sauce is made of two basic 

ingredients, milk and sugar, simmered for several hours.  In some countries, it is also 

prepared using goat milk giving it a distinctive flavor and consistency.  Thus, various 

cooking techniques and ingredients would bring up different consistencies, colors, and 

textures.  The simplest, perhaps more dangerous, way of preparing it is to boil a can of 

condensed milk for 4 hours.  After the four hour is up, the can is left to cool, and it is 

later placed in the refrigerator.  However, there are also artisan techniques for preparing 

Dulce de Leche requiring hours of watching the paste and gently moving it until 

reaching the desired texture and color. 

The industrial production of Dulce de Leche in Argentina began in 1902.  There 

are three types of Dulce de Leche.  The one called “traditional” prepared with white 

sugar and simmered at a moderate temperature; de repostería (for bakeries) having 

additives for increasing thickness; and mixto (mixed) including almonds, raisins, 

peanuts, or chocolate.  Finally, there is a diet version prepared with non-fat milk and a 

sugar substitute for lowering calories.  In all its forms, Dulce de Leche has uncounted 

                                                 

40 The word comes from the Arabic ‘al-hasú’ that means stuffed. 
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uses in bakery where it is commonly employed for stuffing or simply poured over ice 

cream, bread, fruits, crepes, pancakes, etc. 

The MERCOSUR attracts 42% of Argentinean Dulce de Leche sales, Paraguay 

being the most important market.  During the last decade, international food fairs have 

promoted Dulce de Leche in other regions, triggering a global demand.  It is exported to 

the US, England, and the Arab countries, especially Syria, and Russia.  San Ignacio, 

Andyson (La Paila-Smuckers), Williner, Parmalat, Sancor, Ernesto Rodríguez, Manfrey 

y la Salamandra are among the most important exporters.  In the United States, Dulce de 

Leche as a dessert is becoming very popular in mainstream restaurants.  Nuevo Latino 

cuisine has been a major player in the popularization of this Latin American treat. 

(http://www.alimentosargentinos.gov.ar) 

In the USA, Dulce de Leche has become a trendy flavor for coffee, ice cream, 

yogurt, cheesecakes, and candies, and there is a tendency towards assimilating Dulce de 

Leche to Caramel.  However, for those who had the opportunity to taste it in its original 

form, Dulce de Leche is clearly not caramel.  Similar forms of Dulce de Leche exist 

around the world as basic techniques for conserving milk.  Thus, the medieval Sephardic 

hoxaldre (very common still today in Turkey), the Spanish turrón, and the Mexican 

Cajeta de Dulce, all are classified as Dulces de Leche.  Some people even state that the 

popularization of Dulce de Leche as a dessert in Northern Mexico is somehow 

associated with the participation of converso families in the development of the regional 

candy industry, making evident that Dulce de Leche existed in many forms and places 

before 1829.  Therefore, the insistence of promotional materials emphasizing the Dulce 
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de Leche’s Argentinean or South American origin has implications that might affect the 

product perception and implies some sort of foreign branding that would introduce more 

exoticism than promoting it as a Northern Mexican traditional treat.  The foreignness of 

Dulce de Leche is associated with the use of its original name in Spanish and the need 

for equating it to caramel. 

Dulce de Leche is not caramel because it also has milk.  According to Toussaint-

Samat (2003), caramel was an invention of the Arabs who perfected the process of 

decanting sugar.  They named the result “kurat al milh, or ball of sweet salt.41”  Thus, 

caramel is obtained after melting sugar.  Dulce de Leche is caramelized milk and it 

contrasts with caramel in texture and sharpness.  Caramel is sweeter than Dulce de 

Leche.  So, Why do producers of Dulce de Leche flavored goods in the USA insist in 

putting both names together as if one translated the other?42   

This is particularly interesting because using the name in Spanish in an English-

based context has different implications.  Dulce de Leche literal translation is “sweet of 

milk”, which is poor as a descriptor and even worse for an ice cream flavor.  The 

original Spanish words are more effective in capturing consumers’ attention for different 

reasons.  First, some consumers would recognize the name even if they do not speak 

Spanish.  They will identify the name for the same reason they understand the word 
                                                 
41 The author also mentions that one of the first uses of caramel was as a depilatory cream for harem ladies 

42 According to Jones (2001) Dreamery called its caramel flavor “creme caramel” in September 1999. On 
April, 2001, they renamed it dulce de leche.  However, recent global reorganization of the ice cream 
industry introduced a new change.  The merge between Nestlé-Pillsbury put together Dreyers, Edy’s, and 
Häagen Dazs under the same macroglobal umbrella.  Edy’s Dulce de Leche disappeared perhaps as a way 
of avoiding cannibalization of Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche. 
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tiramisu or crème brulée, or gelato.  In other words, they will associate the signifier 

Dulce de Leche (whatever that means) with a previously known object.  For these 

consumers, Dulce de Leche has been positioned as a dessert, as an exotic delicacy, or as 

a caramel-like sauce that is poured on fruits, crepes, pancakes, etc.  The same could be 

said for the newest Latin Häagen Dazs’ ice cream called Tres Leches.  There is no need 

for translating it because for some consumers it is already a meaningful combination of 

words referring to a very popular Nicaraguan dessert. 

Second, not having English cognates, the Spanish words Dulce de Leche would 

produce an exotic effect in consumers not familiar with the language, functioning like 

foreign branding.  In other words, the Spanish name will attract consumers willing to 

taste new and exotic flavors.  Therefore, the use of the name in Spanish has definitely a 

purpose that simultaneously communicates and hides meaning depending on who is 

decoding it.  For those consumers not familiar with the word in Spanish, caramel will 

give a hint of what to expect.  Thus, the use of both, the word in Spanish and the word 

caramel, introduces ambivalence and perhaps a contradiction.  Paradoxically, the word 

caramel used as a synonym actually betrays the nature of Dulce de Leche, which is not 

caramel, but tastes similarly. 

Last, but not least, Hispanic/Latino consumers will automatically understand 

what Dulce de Leche is despite the different names it has throughout Latin America.  

One can even argue that selecting Dulce de Leche among arequipe, fanguito, manjar 

blanco, or cajeta also brings in other identity and linguistic politics regarding the 

different perception that these words have in different parts of Latin America.  For 
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example, Cuban fanguito is appropriate for targeting Cubans, but would be totaly 

inappropriate for other Hispanics, since fanguito could also translate to “mud” or 

“muddy” in Spanish.  Cajeta, manjar blanco, and arequipe lack the international 

recognition that Dulce de Leche conveys.  Summarizing, the use of the word in Spanish 

has a triple purpose.  On the one hand, it will attract Hispanics who are familiar with the 

flavor, on the other, it would simultaneously seduce non-Hispanic taste-seekers looking 

for a new super premium ice cream flavor as well as non-Hispanic connoisseurs willing 

to re-taste the flavor they had experienced before or had been told about. 

 Foreign branding helps in explaining the use the Spanish words further as part of 

Häagen Dazs’ global branding strategy.  Foreign branding is a naming strategy that 

occurs when a brand is created by spelling or pronouncing it in a foreign language.  

Since its early days, Häagen Dazs has used foreign branding to mystify their product.  In 

the 1920’s Reuben Mattus worked at his mother’s ice cream business elaborating a high 

quality product that was distributed by horse drawn wagons in the Bronx in New York.  

This artisan ice cream claimed to use the most pure and fine ingredients.  Four decades 

later, in 1961, he decided to open a new company and invented the name Häagen Dazs 

to brand the new business.  Initially, the pints showed a map of Denmark, which also 

helped in naturalizing the product as European.  As it reads on the official website, the 

brand “conveys an aura of the old-world traditions and craftsmanship” in producing ice 

cream. (www.haagendazs.com)  

Linguistically speaking, Häagen Dazs has no meaning.  It does not translate to 

anything in any known language.  Given the geographical reference to Denmark one 
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could think that it is Danish, but this language does not use umlaut or dieresis (dots over 

a vowel).  More curiously, despite its broad global strategy, there is not even one 

Häagen Dazs shop or café in any Scandinavian country.  In a very strange irony, Häagen 

Dazs mystifies its origin in the writing and pronunciation of a non-existing, meaningless 

word that has created one of the most impressive cases of global brand equity. 

A brand is the most important symbolic asset a company could develop, 

cultivate, and capitalize.  Brand equity results from the added value that brand 

knowledge gives consumers.  Following Leclerc et alt. (1994), brand knowledge has two 

dimensions, brand awareness (brand recall and recognition) and brand image (the brand 

as a system of belief that is associated with other brands).  In foreign branding, the 

product is invested with the attributes that the consumer ascribes to a particular country 

or region.  It is argued that in decoding-consuming the brand, consumers experience 

pleasure or gratification derived, for example, from being perceived as sophisticated or 

trendy, or because they consider that the product has better quality since it is somehow 

associated with a particular country already positioned as positive.  Consumers are often 

willing to pay more money for a foreign branded product.  They could feel sophisticated 

or empowered by consuming a product whose brand attributes are associated with 

glamour, knowledge, or exoticism, and sometimes, high class and wealth.  The 

hedonistic dimension of foreign branding helps understanding the double mystification 

taking place in Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche. 

Dulce de Leche as an internationally known name has the allure cajeta and 

arequipe lack.  Dulce de Leche is sophisticated whereas cajeta, arequipe and manjar 
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blanco remain as regional names.  Sophistication and cosmopolitanism stand out against 

tradition and regionalism.  Dulce de Leche has emerged from the pampas to the most 

sophisticated Nuevo Latino restaurants in New York, London, or Tokyo and has become 

part of the flavors of the number one super premium ice cream brand.  Like tango music, 

Dulce de Leche is described as part of an indulgent experience encompassing pleasure, 

sensuality, and even sin.  Häagen Dazs’ website describes it as a luscious caramel low 

fat frozen yogurt.  This description marries successfully indulgence, desire, and health 

concerns in the consumption of a unique brand. 

Not surprisingly, the location of Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche advertising in 

selected magazines makes clear its association to premium brands.  Indeed, on 

September 9, 2002, The New Yorker displays a fair example of the brand universe 

shared by the product: Banana Republic, Prada, Giorgio Armani, Louis Vuitton, Sack’s, 

Dior, Calvin Klein, Burberry, Cole Haam, Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche, Kate Spade, 

Armani, HBO, Mercedez Benz, Baccarat, Marina Rinaldi, Bacardi “O”.  Branded as a 

premium product, Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche sophistication mirrors Mercedez Benz, 

Baccarat, or Prada.  One can then argue that Dulce de Leche cultural difference is veiled 

by the brand that sophisticates it not only as a super premium ice cream, but more 

importantly as an indulgent consumption experience.  Interestingly, the cosmopolization 

of Dulce de Leche that resulted in its current sophisticated perception emerges from a 

glocal strategy implemented by Häagen Dazs when the company was trying to survive 

and succeed in the promising, but competitive ice cream market in Argentina.  The next 

section briefly recounts the introduction of Dulce de Leche in Argentina as part of 
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Häagen Dazs’ local strategy to conquer the national market and its further launch in the 

USA.  

2. Colonial Experiments, Argentina, June, 1997; Miami, 1998 

From Latin America comes the inspiration for this sensational dessert for those 
who like life sweet. Luscious caramel low fat frozen yogurt is swirled through with 

thick ribbons of golden caramel. A combination so engaging, so sweetly 
breathtaking, you’ll hardly believe it’s low fat.  

http://www.haagen-dazs.com/segpro.do?productId=163 

Annually, Argentineans consume 120 million liters of ice cream, an average of 

3.5 liters per capita43.  The industry represents circa $300 million a year making 

Argentina an attractive Latin American market.  In 1996, Pillsbury ceded a license to a 

local impresario, Gilberto Montagna, for commercializing the brand nationally.  Häagen 

Dazs-Argentina started on January, 1996 with an initial investment of $8 million dollars.  

After three years of operation, Häagen Dazs-Argentina showed a barely satisfactory 

demand on retail spaces, but Montagna only managed to open three or four ice-cream 

shops, dramatically contrasting with the strong presence of one of its non-direct 

competitors, Freddos.  This local company producing and distributing artisan ice cream 

represented approximately 29% of the market and operated, at the time, more than 40 

locales in Buenos Aires. 

In Argentina, consumers have a strong preference for artisan ice cream over the 

industrial one.  Just in Buenos Aires, there are approximately 2000 artisan ice cream 

                                                 
43 Ice cream consumption in the USA is circa 21 liters per person annually. 
http://www.ice-cream-recipes.com/ice_cream_facts.htm 
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shops versus 180 companies producing industrial ice cream.  Hence, despite the 

promising market, the fate of Häagen Dazs-Argentina seemed uncertain.  Positioning 

Häagen Dazs as a super premium ice cream should create a “differentiated value” 

distinguishing it from artisan and industrial ice cream.  Artisan ice cream shops prepare 

locally their own products using fresh and high quality ingredients such as fruits, nuts, or 

milk.  The industrial production of ice cream usually involves artificial flavors and 

colors.  Thus, artisan ice cream and Häagen Dazs both share the use of prime 

ingredients.  However, branding has added “value” to Häagen Dazs, which holds a 

unique position combining high quality, premium price, sensuality, sophistication, 

indulgence, and foreignness.  Moreover, the opening of Häagen Dazs shops in Argentina 

and in other South American countries was aimed at creating a unique and elitist ethos 

of consumption matching the brand positioning as a super premium product.  In Latin 

America, the cost of a Häagen Dazs ice cream is 200% higher than a national brand. (El 

Universal, 1998). 

D’Eramo (1997) states that in 1997, premium products associated with 

sophistication and self-indulgence were becoming very popular among Argentineans.  

Not surprisingly, Dulce de Leche was first launched in June, 1997.  Adopting Dulce de 

Leche flavor was thus a glocalizing strategy that capitalized on the popularity of this 

flavor in the local market, but also sophisticated it into a super premium category that 

did not exist before.  Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche flavor includes swirls of real Dulce 

de Leche in the ice cream, differentiating it from the ice cream of local producers who 

flavored the ice cream but did not include Dulce de Leche in it. 
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In the next two years, Häagen Dazs expanded in the region.  In 1998, Häagen 

Dazs-Venezuela started with an investment of $3 million dollars designed to open at 

least 30 ice cream shops allover the country (Rodríguez, 1998).  A $1 million 

advertising campaign including print, TV, cinema, and radio was launched using the 

slogan el sabor que seduce (the seducing flavor) (See Appendix 3.1).   According to 

Marinela Ramírez, brand manager for Häagen Dazs-Venezuela, this is a helado elitista 

(elitist ice cream). (http://www.producto.com.ve/180/breves.html).  Throughout Latin 

America, Häagen Dazs image has also capitalized from a strong emphasis on sport 

promotions.  In harmony with the brand identity, it supports events associated with 

“elitist” sports such as golf, polo, jockey, or tennis.  Distribution strategies also 

strengthened the brand image.  In Chile, for example, the alliance with Blockbuster 

reinforced the brand image in the point of sales.  Häagen Dazs’ products need a special 

steady temperature for maintaining their quality, therefore, the use of branded fridges 

inside Blockbuster stores helped in promoting the brand in the point of purchase.  In 

Brazil, Häagen Dazs’ first steps included a $6.5 million initial investment aimed at 

opening at least 29 ice cream shops in Sao Paulo in the first five years 

(http://www.publimark.cl/nanterior/n141/tema2.htm_) 

According to Guillermo Sadir, Senior Operations Manager of General Mills 

International Division, Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche never had a separate campaign in 

Latin America.  The cororation has used the image of the product in different campaigns 

and in the promotional material for special recipes served in Haagen Dazs cafes such as 

Dulce Split (See Appendix 3.2, 3.3). 
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In the USA, Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche became available in October 1998.  

Following Diament (1998), the copy for Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche advertising 

targeted towards Hispanics/Latinos in Miami read as follows: 

"Directamente desde el corazón 
de la Argentina llega nuestra 
última sensación internacional 
que seguramente satisfará sus 
más dulces deseos" 
Una tentadora indulgencia para 
los más apasionados amantes del 
helado". 

Directly from the heart of 
Argentina arrives our last 
international wonder that 
might satisfy your sweetest 
desires 
 
An indulgent temptation for 
the most passionate ice 
cream lovers 

According to Liz Handling, public relations director for Häagen Dazs, Miami 

served as the gateway for the US distribution of Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche in 1998.  

The Argentinean division suggested its introduction to the US given the increasing 

number of Hispanics/Latinos for whom Dulce de Leche might trigger nostalgic 

consumption.  At the beginning, the company expected a moderate acceptance, but the 

fever for Dulce de Leche grew so fast that every week a new distribution point needed to 

be added, a phenomenon never experienced with any other flavor before.  Since its first 

launch in the US market, sales of Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche Ice cream have 

increased at a pace of 50% every four weeks.  Total sales for the 40 flavors offered by 

the company in the USA have a yearly increase of 1% or 2% (Diament, 1998).  The 

success achieved by Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche in the US also responds to consumer 

trends privileging premium and super premium products globally.  A report titled The 

World Market for Ice Cream released by (www.euromonitor.com) in June, 2003, states: 
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The US ice cream market, which accounted for around 30% of global 
value sales in 2002, saw moderate growth of around 14% in current value 
terms over the review period, a trend which was indicative of a consumer 
shift towards premium and super-premium products.  However, the 
extremely dynamic Chinese market was the key source of value sales 
expansion over the 1998-2003 period, itself driven by rising disposable 
incomes and increased urbanization. 
http://www.euromonitor.com/images/worldicecream.pdf 

 

Summarizing, Häagen Dazs glocalizing strategy was responsive to two consumer 

trends:  On the one hand, the preference for super premium products, on the other, the 

devotion of Argentineans and Hispanics/Latinos in the USA to Dulce de Leche.  

However, as discussed above, the incorporation of Dulce de Leche among Häagen 

Dazsflavors involves, at the same time, the sophistication of Dulce de Leche as well as 

its strangeness.  The “original” Dulce de Leche disappears in the form of ice cream.  For 

most non-Hispanics, Dulce de Leche is essentially an exotic ice cream.  For 

Hispanics/Latinos, the flavor triggers memories and nostalgia.  As discussed in the 

Nuevo Latino chapter, postmodern late capitalism often uses nostalgia and exoticism 

when implementing a global script of subjection and subjectification through 

consumption.  The next section discusses how the rhetoric of ice cream associates the 

production of desire with a consumption experience.  It also points out the implications 

of this connection for the colonization of everyday life. 
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3. The Rhetoric of Ice cream Desire and the colonization of lifeworlds 

To code desire is the business of the socious 
Deleuze & Guattari, Anti-Oedipus. Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia 

 

No te valdrá con una sola cuchara, eso te lo 
puedo asegurar. No intentes compartirlo 
saldrás discutiendo.Es irresistible, te lo 
aseguro. Esos trocitos de caramelo, esa textura, 
que casi es un placer divino el metertelo a la 
boca, y vas escarbando en la tarrina y 
descubres el caramelo.... Solo de pensar en ello 
se me está haciendo la boca agua...(…) Si no 
has probado el Dulce de Leche, es otro placer 
que te pierdes. Por que digo yo, si vivimos dos 
días, habrá que vivirlos llenos de placer y 
alegría, y que mejor que el Dulce de 
Leche.Hagenns, es una de las mejores marcas, 
y este sabor no lo he encontrado en ninguna 
otra marca, es un poco carillo, pero merece la 
pena, una vez que lo pruebes te dará igual lo 
que cueste y te puedo asegurar que pagarias lo 
que fuese por conseguir una tarrina. 
 

Believe me, one spoon would not be enough 
for you. Don’t try to share it, you will end up 
fighting. It’s irresistible. Those caramel swirls, 
that texture, putting it in your mouth is like a 
divine pleasure; keep digging the pint and you  
will discover the caramel.  My mouth melts, 
just by thinking about it. If you didn’t taste 
Dulce de Leche yet, it is a pleasure that you are 
missing.  I say, if you are to live two days, one 
should live them full of pleasure and happiness 
and nothing is better than Dulce de Leche. 
Hagenns (sic) is one the best brands and I 
couldn’t find this flavor in any other brand; it’s 
a little bit expensive, but it is worth; once you 
taste it, believe me, you would pay anything 
for finding a pint 

 

Consumer Review for Dulce de Leche in Spain 
http://www.ciao.es/Dulce_de_leche__Opinion_689375 

 

The consumption of Dulce de Leche among Hispanic/Latino immigrants in the 

US is closely tied to the reproduction of ethnicity.  It is perceived as an indulgent sweet 

from childhood and it is also associated with homeland memories.  Marchese (2003) 

mentions it along with meat and mate as one of the three nostalgic things Argentineans 

dream of inside and outside their country.  However, if nostalgic consumption might 

trigger sales among Latino immigrants or US Hispanics, among non-Hispanics the lure 

for Dulce de Leche seems to respond to the production of desire.  
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The segment of super premium ice creams has been showing a significant growth 

partially because consumers are more and more interested in trying new flavors, and 

producers try to take advantage of this challenge by designing marketing 

communications emphasizing self-indulgence, novelty, exoticism, and gratification. 

The Second International Symposium on Ice Cream 

(http://www.euromonitor.com/images/worldicecream.pdf) held in Greece in May, 2003, 

relased a report stating that US consumers are asking for indulgence, decadence, 

delicious flavors, a brand they can trust, creativity in variety and product choice, and 

products that satisfy snack/impulse variety.  “Perishable Press” (February, 2003) also 

refers to this trend as follows:  

The ice cream and frozen novelty product spectrum is rapidly changing, due in 
large part to the impact of today’s indulgent food trends, making the retailer’s 
job even more difficult. Super premium ice creams and novelties, for example, 
are at the forefront of both consumer popularity and manufacturer innovation. 
“People are turning more to comfort foods, and if they’re going to have the 
special treat of going for the ice cream, they want to really get the best taste they 
can,” says Koppenhoefer. 
Katie Koppenhoefer, spokeswoman for the International Ice Cream Association 
www.kesmist.com/info/cst/Perishables_Press_2_03.doc 
 

The report relased by the Second International Symposium on Ice Cream also 

refers to the commodification of cultural difference as a global trend and states that the 

fastest growing flavors indicate an inclination towards more exotic and different 

parfumes.  According to General Mills annual report (2002): 

In Japan, consumers enjoy Häagen-Dazs Green Tea ice cream. In France, 
they’re trying some new exotic flavors like Bahia Rhythm. By developing 
new flavors for different markets, our international Häagen Dazs 
business saw volume increase 6 percent last year. 
http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/NYS/gis/reports/2002ar.pdf 
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When one examines super premium ice cream advertising in the USA, the call 

towards its consumption as a self-indulgent practice is eroticized in a rhetoric aimed at 

the production of desire.  New York-based Perry’s Indiscretion Luscious Ice cream 

offers a good example of sensual advertising.  The eroticism used for describing their 

“sinfully good flavors” is worth quoting: 

After Dark 

Experience the elegant union of Dark Chocolate Mousse ice cream 
entwined with succulent raspberries and soft dark cocoa flakes. 

Hidden Riches 

Seek the sensuous touch of creamy Mascarpone Cheese ice cream layered 
with tart marion blackberries, rich cheesecake spirals and flaky phyllo 
dough. 

Midnight Rendezvous 

Escape into the dark delights of Mocha ice cream fused with ribbons of 
espresso and morsels of fudge coated almond biscotti. 

Pure Surrender 

Enter the intoxicating world of sinfully rich, pure Vanilla ice cream. 

Spellbound 

Disappear into the icy magic of sweet Blood Orange sorbet swirled with 
exotic Prickly Pear and Marula Fruit ice cream. 

Sweet Revenge 

Surrender to scrumptious caramelized Banana and Rum-flavored ice 
cream spun with banana slices and ribbons of brown sugar. 

http://www.indiscretionicecream.com/flavors.html 
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Experience, seek, escape, enter, disappear, and surrender, all the verbs used on 

this website are good examples of the production of desire presented as a libratory and 

even defiant force.  Furthermore, if the erotica of ice cream does not seduce you, Ben & 

Jerry’s “fun flavors” would tempt your social consciousness offering a double 

gratification.  Their marketing strategy blends branding and the rhetoric of green 

capitalism.  Indeed, the Vanilla for a change™, chocolate for a change™, and coffee for 

a change™ flavors try to re-enchant the classic favorites by inserting its production and 

unique ingredients in a green capitalist agenda that could be very appealing to 

“politically correct consumers:”  

Vanilla For A Change™ is consciously concocted with a particularly 
flavorful vanilla blend, including vanilla made from beans grown & 
harvested by small-scale farmers in Indonesia. They’re members of local 
farmer associations that support sustainable farming practices. Read the 
full story.  

Chocolate For A Change™ is made with cocoa blend that includes cocoa 
from family farmers in West Africa who have pledged to uphold labor 
practices that respect children’s and human rights. Their cocoa beans are 
sold through a supply chain that promotes training in sustainable 
agriculture. Read the full story.  

Coffee For A Change™ is made with coffee extract from beans grown & 
harvested by small-scale farmers in Mexico. They are members of 
cooperatively run local farmer associations that practice sustainable 
agriculture. The premiums we pay for these quality ingredients help the 
farmers who grow them to re-invest in their families & communities for a 
positive change. Read the full story. 
http://www.benjerry.com/features/for_a_change/index.cfm?s=new 

 

The full text story following each of the descriptors explains why “There’s more 

to feeling good about this fine Vanilla ice cream than just its great taste.”  It situates the 
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production and consumption of the ice cream in a global scenario where green 

capitalism seems plausible and politically correct.  For those consumers sensitive to 

social issues, but not currently engaged or active in changing the world, the consumption 

of Ben & Jerry’s for a change series brilliantly encompasses a double gratification.  

First, consumers enjoy eating a refined classic including exotic and global ingredients:  

Second, the consumption of the product offers them a vicarious and effortless 

satisfaction in helping to change the world towards a more humanized global capitalism. 

This is fundamental to our discussion of the production of desire in capitalism 

and branding practices.  Deleuze and Guattari (2002) have stated that the real power of 

desire44 goes beyond the Oedipal Freudian concept or the Lacanian lack.  According to 

Kellner (1991), Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of desire as an incessant flow echoes 

Nietzsche’s will to power.  One can also state that it has similarities with 

Csikszentmihaly's (1991) concept of flow.  Deleuze and Guatari (2002) argue that 

capitalism constantly recodes desire channeling its production into commodity forms.   

Commodified desire loses its revolutionary essence, becoming part of the reproduction 

of the system. 

 Capitalism subverts all traditional codes, values, 
 and structure that fetter production, exchange , and desire. 
 but it simultaneously “recodes” everything within the 
 abstract logic of equivalence (exchange-value), “reterritorializing” 

                                                 

44 For the authors, desire is the constant production of affective and libidinal energy generated by the 
unconscious in various types of “syntheses”. Seeking inclusive rather than exclusive relations, desire is a 
free-flowing physical energy that establishes random, fragmented and multiple connections with material 
flows and partial object of desire. (Kellner, 1991)  
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them within the state, family, law, commodity ;logic, banking systems, 
consumerism, psychoanalysis and other normalizing 
institutions (…) Capitalism re-channels desire and needs into 
inhibiting psychic and social spaces that control them far 
more effectively than savage and despotic societies (Kellner, 1991) 

 
 

Therefore, Deleuze and Guattari (2001) understand consumer culture as a 

machinery of control that apparently offers agency (consumer choice), but actually 

inscribes this individual agency as a depoliticized practice implemented as a private act 

ultimately contributing to the accumulation of capital.  Using Deleuze and Guattari’s 

terms, when desire is “recoded” and “re-territorialized” by market forces, for example, 

far from being liberatory, it produces abstract desire, likewise the capitalistic system 

through exploitation generates abstract labor.  Harvey (2001) also contributes in the 

understanding of capitalism and the production of desire by linking it to the colonization 

of lifeworlds within the orbit of capital accumulation.   

Marx held that production of any sort requires 
the prior exercise of the human imagination; it is 
always about the mobilization of human desires,  
purposes and intentions to a given end.  The problem 
under industrial capitalism is that most people are 
denied access to this process: a select few do the imagining 
and designing, make all the decisions and set up 
technologies that regulate the worker’s actions, so that 
for the mass of the population the full play of human creativity 
is denied (Harvey, 2001) 

 

In order to manage this alienating situation, people develop different strategies.  

The author gives the example of how, in the 19th century, rich and privileged people 

developed and practiced romanticism and the cultivation of aesthetic pleasures as a way 

of moving away from increasing industrialism and materialism.  In this elitist oasis, the 
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consumption of aestheticized culture generated pleasure and mobilized desire, further 

fostering the false dichotomy between high versus low culture.  For less privileged 

people, hunting or gardening offered ways for mobilizing desire as well.  However, 

capital accumulation would eventually colonize these lifewords too, incorporating them 

as spaces of consumption.  Thus, the production of desire in capitalism ultimately points 

to the colonization of lifeworlds by market forces. 

Traditional Marxist critique on consumption tends to demonize it as the ultimate 

source of market control over individuals.  Nevertheless, contemporary studies on 

consumption also point out the importance of looking at consumption as a space of 

production.  In other words, as spaces where meaning and desire are mobilize and 

actively decoded.  Given this caveat, one should understand the production of desire by 

marketing communications as an attempt aimed at the colonization of lifeworlds through 

consumption practices.  However, consumers might interpret icommercial messages 

differently, generating aberrant decodings, but not necessarily liberatory meaning. (Hall, 

1980). 

A report released on April, 2003 regarding ice cream consumption in the USA 

reveal that there is not only a self-indulgent behavior, but it is also perceived by 

consumers as a space for dissenting, misbehaving, or exerting autonomy and 

individuality.  This survey conducted by Harris Interactive in Buffalo, N.Y for 

Indiscretion Luscious Ice Cream asked consumers about their “consumption 

transgressions” with ice cream.  The results showed that consuming ice cream was more 

than an indulgent behavior per se.  It was part of rituals encompassing “deviant” 

behaviors: 
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As a Meal, in Bed, or with a Loved One 

Some of the more unusual eating patterns uncovered through the survey 
include eating ice cream instead of a meal (26 percent of those surveyed, 
with one in 10 saying they eat ice cream for breakfast); eating ice cream 
in bed (19 percent); and sneaking spoonfuls when no one is looking (16 
percent). Over one-fifth reported sharing a single container with a loved 
one and two spoons, while one in seven Americans wait until they are 
alone before digging in to a bowl. 

While no revelation to many women in America, males between the ages 
of 45 and 54 showed the greatest tendency to eat their ice cream right 
from the carton (57 percent) and to sneak extra servings (22 percent) – 
most likely while standing in front of the refrigerator. 

In the Bathtub or with a Pet 

Other findings of interest: 8 percent of Americans take out all the chunky 
stuff like candy and nuts before others get their hands on it, and 3 percent 
eat ice cream while in the bathtub. Some respondents indicated that they 
microwave their ice cream before eating it, while others report sharing ice 
cream with their pets. One respondent eats ice cream before sitting down 
to a large meal “to keep from over-eating.” 
http://www.indiscretionicecream.com/results.html 

 

Ice cream consumption becomes a space for dissent from dietary regulations or 

socially approved behaviors on food consumption.  This is crucial for the analysis of the 

Too much pleasure? advertising campaign because it provides information about ritual 

uses of ice cream in the private sphere. 

Branding strategies for Häagen Dazs have associated the product with sexual and 

“shared indulgence” inserting its consumption in a sensual quest for the combination of 

sex and ice cream.  Interestingly, Häagen Dazs advertising in Europe, Latin America or 

Asia associates the brand to a “shared sexual experience” whereas the Too much 

pleasure? campaign used in the United Sates depicted it primarily in an ethos of 
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individual consumption.  The next section discusses the production of desire in the Too 

much pleasure? printed advertising campaign created by New York-based Wolf Group 

recipient of the Silver Effie Awards in the category of Snacks, Desserts, and Confections 

in 2001. 

4 Too much pleasure? Capitalistic desire and the cannibalization of cultural 
difference 

 

In the Spring of 2000 Häagen DazsIce Cream faced the most competitive selling 
season in its history. The "Too Much Pleasure" campaign used the Brand experience as 

differentiation in a highly competitive marketplace. It proved to be highly effective in 
growing Brand volume, awareness, and product perceptions. Most important of all, it 
worked to secure. Haagen-Dasz' position as the leader in super premium ice creams. 

http://www.effie.org/award_winners/effie.fxp 
 
 

He llegado a casa y lo primero que 
hago es irme directo al congelador a 
ver si aun tengo alguna tarrrina de 
este delicioso helado. He tenido 
suerte me queda uno.Empiezo 
cogiendo la cuchara grande y al 
abrirlo comienzo a buscar entre el 
helado esas partes mas oscuras de 
caramelo que me vuelven loco, y que 
se derriten en cuanto las meto en mi 
boca en un suave y dulce placer.Una 
vez saciada esa parte golosa mia 
prosigo con el resto del helado, 
deleitandome cada vez que vuelvo a 
descubrir esas manchitas oscuras de 
caramelo.Cuando de pronto 
¡sorpresa! me lo he comido todo me 
acabo de comer una tarrina de 500 g 
yo solo y no me he dado cuenta y es 
que esta tan delicioso que no puedo 
parar hasta que no me lo como 
todo.Asi que me voy a comprar otro 
aunque no se que hacer si de la 
misma clase o de otra quiza me 
decida por..., aunque por supuesto 

I arrived home and the first thing I did was 
opening the fridge to see if I still had a pint of 
this delicious ice cream. I’m lucky, there is 
one. I begin taking the big spoon and as I open 
it, I look for the darkest caramel swirl that 
drives me crazy, melting as soon as I introduce 
it into my mouth in a soft and sweet pleasure. 
Once I satisfied this lust, I continue with the 
rest of the ice cream enjoying each time I 
discover these dark caramel swirls. Suddenly, 
Surprise! I ate it all. I just ate the whole 500 gr 
pint by myself and I didn’t even notice it. It is 
so delicious that I can’t stop before eating it 
all. Thus, I’m leaving in order to buy another 
one, even if it is not the same flavor or perhaps 
I would decide…, Well, one way or the other, 
it will definitely be the same brand. It is so 
good that eating it is probably a sin.  
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sera de la misma marca.
Y es que esta tan bueno que 
seguramente sera un pecado 
comerlo.  
 

 
Consumer Review on Dulce de Leche in Spain on an internet portal not related to 
Häagen Dazs 
http://www.ciao.es/Dulce_de_leche__Opinion_687817 
 

As a global brand, Häagen Dazs has succeeded in associating ice cream 

consumption with sensuality.  The Too much pleasure? campaign created by Wolf 

Group, New York consisted of a web site and a series of printed ads portraying ice 

cream consumption as an individual pleasure45.  Interestingly, Dulce de Leche is the only 

flavor having two advertisements46 in the campaign.  Dulce de Leche also leads Häagen 

Dazs’ flavors list in a special advertising section that first appeared in Gourmet 

magazine in July, August, and September, 1999 (See Appendix 3.4, 3.5). The section’s 

title reads: “Global Tasting: A world of Inspiration” and explains what Dulce de Leche 

is providing its pronunciation in English.  After mentioning that it is well know 

throughout Latin America, it states that Häagen Dazs is reinterpreting Argentina’s Dulce 

de Leche in its nouvelle ice cream.  This first page offers a history of ice cream 

distinguishing among sorbet, sorbetto, gelato, and the Indian kulfi.  On the second page, 

one can see the ad (See Appendix 3.4, 3.5) showing nine different Häagen Dazs 

favorites led by Dulce de Leche and followed by Butter Pecan, Pineapple Coconut, 

                                                 
45 Henry Schneider (copy writer), MarioMarsicano (account exec.), Akiko Naito (art director). Häagen-
Dazs’ website was created by Brian Mattlin and Lee Mandell at MattlinMandell. (Information provided by 
Melissa C. Beckman 
Wolf Group, New York) 
 
46 Two execution of the same ad. 
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Pistachio, Strawberry, Coffee Mocha Chip, Chocolate, Cookie Dough Chip and Vanilla.  

The copy reads “We show no mercy” and it continues.  “We started with the richest 

crème, then swirl in pure decadence. Can you ever forgive us? It’s just perfect.”  This 

copy clearly echoes a Marquis de Sade-style of copywriting offering a seductive 

combination of pleasure, decadence, and power.  The campaign also included Häagen 

Dazs websire showing the slogan as well as the invitation to indulge. 

In 2002, the Too much pleasure? campaign appeared in magazines such as 

Gourmet and GQ.  A new color ad for Dulce de Leche was published in magazines such 

as Vanity Fair, The New Yorker, People, Rolling Stones, Esquire, and GQ among others.  

Even though this ad didn’t show the Too much pleasure? slogan it continues 

emphasizing power relationships, decadence, and self-indulgence. 

Too much pleasure? featured Vanilla, Butter Pecan, Chocolate, and Dulce de 

Leche flavors (See Appendix 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10).  All the advertisements used black 

and white photos of men and women consuming ice cream individually.  The Vanilla 

flavor ad depicted a bride eating the ice cream from the pint.  The copy reads, “They can 

start without you.”  An African American appears in the Butter Pecan ad wearing a 

bathrobe while eating ice cream on her bed.  The copy reads, “God bless business 

travel!”  Chocolate and Dulce de Leche pieces used male models.  The first one shows a 

young man eating his ice cream on a balcony.  The copy says, “It’s not selfish, it’s 

human”.  Finally, the Dulce de Leche ad portrays a man sitting on the exterior stairs of a 

building or residence.  The copy reads, “Thanks God she’s late!  This ad has two 

versions.  In the first one, it is hard to read Dulce de Leche on the pint.  The second 

version is a close up of the first one. 
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This campaign is a good example of the production of desire discussed above.  

The individual finds an oasis of self-indulgence in the solitary consumption of ice 

cream.  The other is absent; the consumption of ice cream is almost a sacred moment of 

self-gratification.  The significant other can wait, be late, or gone.  God bless business 

travel! is perhaps the least clear of all the ads.  It could suggest that traveling alone 

allows her the freedom to get into private indulgent moments such as eating ice cream 

on the bed or, in harmony with the rest of the executions; it could also point out how the 

absence of a significant other makes possible a self-indulgent moment.  One way or the 

other, the campaign emphasizes individualism and self-indulgence. 

This emphasis on indivual consumption contrasts with recent Häagen Dazs’ 

advertising launched in Europe, Latin America, and Asia.  In these regions, sexy couples 

eating ice cream are used more frequently.  Oftentimes, the Häagen Dazs’ experience is 

branded as a way to challenge the limits of emotional and social regulations, presenting 

it as an altered state experiences.  Indeed, the copy of a printed ad for Häagen Dazs’ 

Deep chocolate says, “If you are afraid of emotional heights, beware of Häagen Dazs’ 

Deep Chocolate” (See Appendix 3.11).   Following the same brand atmosphere, one 

could mention a TV commercial in Portuguese.  Here a couple entering a car wash takes 

advantage of this moment for engaging in a double activity of eating ice cream and 

sexual stimulation.  (http://planeta.terra.com.br/lazer/nimtz/movs/x.html).  The copy at 

the end of the commercial reads, “Vainilla O mundo se derrete por ele” (Vanilla the 

world melts for it).  Outdoor advertising posted on bus stops in Spain also shows a 

couple engaged in sexy ice cream eating.  
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Last but not least, a TV commercial targeting Asian countries features the co-

branding effort among Häagen Dazs, Bailey’s, and Malibu liqueurs.  It shows a sex 

scene where the background music plays a song in French: L’amour c’est parfois un jeu 

dangereux, l’amour c’est chose fois c’est delicieux (Love is sometimes a dangerous 

game; Love is, indeed, delicious) (http://fusefilms.com/reel-movies/Haagendaz.htm).  

The commercial ends with a slogan that plays with the brand in a very clever way:  

“Shall we Häagen Dazs?  The brand becomes a verb, an action, something that has a 

phenomenological dimension. 

Blending sex and ice cream consumption is part of an old rhetoric combining sex 

and cannibalism.  Love discourses around the world use cannibalistic metaphors to 

describe passionate lovers who virtually eat, bite, drink, and smell each other.  Not 

surprisingly, recent outdoor campaigns blend the lure associated with Häagen Dazs with 

some sort of colonial desire cannibalizing cultural difference in a sensual rhetoric.  

Futuer Création, a communications firm near Genève, France, created this bus 

promoting the exotic flavors distributed by Häagen Dazs-France.  Among the flavor, one 

can read Sensations unconnues (unknown sensations). (http://www.future-

creation.com/images/grand/haagen.htm) (See Appendix 3.12) 

Häagen Dazs website in French does not offer Dulce de Leche as an exotic 

delicacy.  Instead, the website features Marrakesh Festival, Bahia Rhythm, and Jaipur 

Mystery (discontinued) among the new exotic “parfums” or flavors.  In France, the 

commodification of the cultural difference of former colonies or remote and fantasized 

tropicalities also sells, echoing the commodification of Dulce de  Leche exoticism in the 

USA.  In France, for example, consumers’ reviews on Jaïpur mystery (discontinued 
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probably because of its extreme exoticism) used titles such as (Un glace aux mystères de 

l’Orient (An ice cream with the mysteries of Orient) or L’Orient dans votre coupe 

(Orient in your glass).  The following consumer reviews illustrate the reaction towards 

the exotic difference. 

 

Et là : HORREUR ! A peine la 
cuillère enfournée dans la 
bouche , un horrible goût 
pimenté s'empare de mon 
palais !! C'est pas possible !! 
Ils ont inventé la glace au 
piment ! (…)Je regarde les 
ingrédients , c'est soi disant de 
la glace au cumin ( herk ) avec 
des amandes épicées ( tout 
s'explique (…)ils se sont bien 
rattrapé avec les autres glaces 
de leur série " exotique " : la " 
Banofee" banane/caramel est 
un vrai régal !Je vous conseille 
de vous en tenir aux parfums 
plus classiques qui sont des 
valeurs sures (…) Moi la glace 
au Chili con carne , c'est 
définitivement pas mon truc  
 

When the spoon reached the mouth a 
horrible peppery taste dominated my 
palate! It’s impossible! They created a 
peppery ice cream! (…) I look at the 
ingredients cumin, spices! (here is the 
explanation) (…) They made a great job 
with other exotic ice creams: Banofee 
bananas/caramel is a true gift.  I advice 
you to stay with the classic flavors which 
are the real valuable (…) Chili con carne 
ice cream is not for me. 

      http://www.ciao.fr/Haagen_Dazs_Jaipur_Mystery__Avis_465657 

A more sophisticated, perhaps, gourmet reviewer recalls the sensations 

unconnues that Jaipur mystery caused: 

La glace Jaipur, de chez 
Haagen Dazs, est peut-être l'un 
des parfums les plus décriés de 
la gamme. La raison tient sans 
doute à son goût "venu 
d'ailleurs", ce mélange de 
parfums, de sucre et d'épices... 

Jaipur ice cream by Häagen Dazs is 
perhaps the less fortunate of the series. No 
question that the reason is its exotic flavor, 
a blend of perfumes, sugar, and spices that 
it is not for all tastes  
The presence of powered and sugared 
ginger, very perfumed, will excite your 
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qui n'est pas pour toutes les 
bouches !(…) 
La présence du gingembre, à 
la fois poivré et sucré, très 
parfumé, excitera votre odorat 
de par son aspect piquant. 
C’est sans doute le parfum le 
plus décelable. Le gingembre 
est un stimulant naturel : il 
stimulera ainsi vos papilles qui 
sentiront après un court 
moment une pointe subtile de 
cumin, relativement légère il 
faut le reconnaître.(…) 
Puis, testez une amande épicée 
(assez peu, rassurez-vous : 
vous n'êtes pas devant un steak 
au poivre du Sichuan). 
Croquez-la lentement et 
laissez la crème en bouche 
l'espace d'un moment. Faites 
la tourner, voyager, (la glace, 
hein ! pas la bouche !) de telle 
sorte qu'elle passe par tous les 
points de votre langue. De la 
même façon que vous 
dégusteriez un bon verre de 
vin, en en testant les qualités.
Le parfum est profond, 
complexe, mélange de 
picotements et de douceur et 
assemblage harmonieux de 
parfums sucrés et épicés 

nose with its spiced nature.  No doubts this 
is the most detectable flavor.  Ginger is a 
natural stimulant. It will stimulate your 
tongue until your papillae begin to feel a 
subtle pinch of cumin. 
Then taste a spiced almond.  Bite it and 
leave the ice cream in your mouth for a 
moment and make your tongue move it 
through your mouth touching every part of 
your tongue, like when your are tasting a 
glass of good wine, looking for the 
qualities.  The perfume is profound, 
complex, a blend of spices, sweets, a 
harmonic ensemble of perfumes, sugars, 
and spices.   

 
                 http://www.ciao.fr/Haagen_Dazs_Jaipur_Mystery__Avis_502776 

 

Recently, Häagen Dazs-France has renamed its exotic flavors Coffee, Cinnamon 

Cream (Bahia Rhythm) and Dates and Almond Cream (Marrakesh Festival).  Jaipur 

mystery disappeared.  The exotic, as the sacred, has a Janusian face; it can attract as it 

repels. 
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Häagen Dazs’ global strategy featuring exotic flavors, smells, or textures of the 

“other” could be interpreted as the commercialization of a voyeuristic neocolonial 

experience.  Otherness is commodified to be consumed; alterity nourishes the imperial 

lust for new flavors and lifestyles, the imperial lust for maximizing profit through 

colonial desire:   

Exoticism in its commodified form appears as 
a sophisticated appreciation of other cultures 
or as an aestheticized nostalgia for a different  
place and time, but the content of exotic  
images links it closely to colonialism and to  
contemporary systems of economic and  
cultural domination. The process of  
exotification is another kind of cultural cannibalism.  
Root (1996, 30) 

In the colonial experience the other was not in the center.  The metropolis and its 

peripheries constituted a dichotomy both ideologically and spatially.  In the neocolonial 

experience, the other is right beside us.  Moreover, as Julia Kristeva (1988) suggests, it 

is within us.  The “Latinization” of the US market implies the naturalization of the 

consumption of “ethnic” products as “exotic”, “sophisticated”, or “trendy” products. 

However, it also suggests that cultural difference must be re-invented; the other and its 

difference should be “exoticized” again, in other words, re-exoticized.  In the process of 

re-signifying these products, their cultural meaning is also recoded.  When Hispanic and 

non-Hispanics consume these products cultural meaning is negotiated again. 

Furthermore, different from previous colonization processes encompassing a 

dichotomy center/periphery, global late capitalism inserts the commodification of 

cultural difference as part of branding strategies.  Jaipur Mystery, Bahia Rhum, and 

Dulce de Leche enter the carnival of otherness already established by the brand since its 
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origins.  Exoticized and branded as a super premium ice cream, Dulce de Leche 

paradoxically becomes a culture-free delicatessen.  Dulce de Leche advertising targeting 

non-Hispanics simultaneously discloses amnd hides its “ethnic origin.” 

Paradoxically, the only reference to Dulce de Leche’s exoticism is its name, i.e., 

the use of the original name in Spanish.  Its presence is paradoxically an absence.  What 

Häagen Dazs commercializes is not “the real thing,” if there is such thing.  In Latin 

America, Dulce de Leche is primarily a candy or a spread.  Only Mexico and Argentina 

has Dulce de Leche flavor in their ice cream.  However, in Mexico it is called Helado de 

Cajeta. Häagen Dazs’ Dulce deLeche is not anymore Dulce de Leche.  Its linguistic 

presence in the pint stands for Dulce de Leche’s deferred presence partially appearing in 

as caramel swirls in the ice cream. 

During 2002, a second advertising piece for Dulce de Leche followed the Too 

much pleasure? campaign, but did not include the slogan.   This piece for Dulce de 

Leche contrasts with previous ads because it was printed in full color.  From a blue sky 

background a tiny female diver flies in a free fall towards a gigantic Dulce de Leche 

pint.  The copy says: “Dive into pure pleasure. Caramel ribbons in pure caramel Häagen 

Dazs. So rich you don’t indulge, you surrender” (See Appendix 3.13)  Interestingly, the 

promised gratification enters into a rhetoric of power.  Diving into pure pleasure is 

equated to surrendering.  Beyond simple gratification, the flavor seems to impose an 

irresistible pleasure, a seudo-sadistic experience ending in surrender, follwing the 

hedonic consumption already established by the brand.  In this ad, there is no reference 

to the “ethnic origins” of Dulce de Leche either.  However on the website,Häagen Dazs’ 

Dulce de Leche Ice Cream is described as 
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Inspired by Latin America’s treasured dessert, our Dulce de 
Leche ice cream is a delicious combination of caramel 
and sweet cream, swirled with ribbons of golden 
caramel. Häagen Dazs transforms a Latin classic into 
a sweetly romantic and richly 
satisfying ice cream 
http://www.haagendazs.com/segpro.do?productId=73 

 

A Latin classic transfigures into “sweetly romantic and richly satisfying ice 

cream” via the Häagen Dazs’ alchemy.  A Latin American treasured dessert is eroticized 

in the rhetoric of colonial desire.  Cultural difference inspires new ice cream fantasies.  

Self-indulgence results from diving into pure pleasure, abandoning oneself in the free 

fall encompassed in the surrender into the extreme experience.  Nevertheless, the 

cultural difference is deferred in the commodification of its altered nature.  Once again, 

tradition is modernized and sophisticated in the Name of the Brand.  The alchemy for 

marketing ethnic products to non-Hispanics consumers often supposes de-culturalizing 

them, presenting them as “culture-free” products. 

A recent Newsweek cover page illustrates the power of ice cream as a substitute. 

(See Appendix 3.14) Marketing cultural difference supposes a delicate suture.  For the 

Hispanic/Latino consumer it should be evocative and nostalgic.  It seduces because it 

constitutes a promise of delivering the taste, the smell, the texture of a previous 

consumption experience associated with tradition, the mother or grandmother, the 

Vaterland or the childhood as lost Paradises.  For the non-Hispanic consumer, hedonic 

consumption triggers the lust for consuming exoticism, uniqueness or simply a premium 

delicatessen distinguishing him/her as a consumer of super premium products. 
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Alterity is effaced in the Sadistic rhetoric of ice cream erotica.  The other is 

“mis-placed” or (dis)located; the other is paradoxically a deferred presence resulting 

from a commodification process (Bhabha, 1994).  As nostalgia, exoticism also evokes 

uniqueness.  The origin is phantasmatized/fantasized (psychoanalytically speaking).  

Hedonic consumption could also be enhanced by the fact that some products 

commodifying exoticism present themselves as premium or super premium offering a 

double sense of gratification:  The pleasure of consuming something unique and rare and 

the “empowerment” that results from being able to afford it.  Printed ads for Häagen 

Dazs’ Dulce de Leche are fair examples of this phenomenon. 

Dulce de Leche “Thank God she’s late” ad from the Too much pleasure? 

campaign is also interesting in the sense that the consumption experience literally 

overcomes the love relationship suggested in the piece.  Only in the absence of the 

significant other can the young man enjoy eating Dulce the Leche ice cream.  Moreover, 

since he does not have to share it, he can consume more.  The Häagen Dazs  experience 

is as powerful and intimate as the pleasure derived from a fetish.  Not surprisingly, a 

recent Neewsweek’s cover page also portrays the consumption of Häagen Dazs in the 

realm of eroded marital relationships.  The title for the covering story reads: “No sex, 

please, we are married.”  It shows a couple on the bed.  The woman is eating a pint of 

Häagen Dazs’s ice cream while her husband is busy working with his laptop.  Once 

again, the brand provides pleasure and self-indulgence. .  Moreover, Gay 

Marketing(2000) includes a Too much pleasure ad targeting the gay community wchi 

slogan says “It’s all about preference.” These Häagen Dazs’s fetishistic features are even 

more evident in a British TV spot. 
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“Ice Cream as a Cult Fetish” was created by EURO RSCG Wneck Gosper.  Ad 

Age points out that “it celebrates the transcendental joy of Häagen Dazs as cult 

obsession.” 

Young man talking: I literally woke up one morning and said, “Hey, 
where is my joy!  
Women looking yoga instructor: Through the Sensual Eating Program, 
you can find that joy?” 
Young Man: At first, I thought ridiculous, but enjoying pleasure is a life 
skill 
A group of people: Pleasure is a path through joy  
Young Man: The fridge opened, but it was me who was filled out with 
light. 
Women looking as a yoga instructor: Pleasure is the path through joy. 
You can too 
Young man: At the bottom of the tub I… found my smile 
A group of people: Pleasure is a path to joy  
http://www.ecusack.com/path2joy.html 
http://www.adage.com/news.cms?newsId=35732 

 

Consuming Häagen Dazs is presented as a mystic experience, so tantalizing that 

it is beyond simple gratification.  The Too much pleasure? ampaign cultivates the 

production of desire in some sort of sadomasochist rhetoric.  As mentioned above, the 

first ad featuring Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche includes the following copy:  “We show 

no mercy” and it continues.  “We started with the richest crème, then swirl in pure 

decadence. Can you ever forgive us? It’s just perfect.”  One can argue that the sadistic 

dialogue that started with the consumer in the special advertising edition in 1999 

continues with the Too much pleasure? slogan phrased as a question.  The consumption 

of ice cream is then inserted in a dynamic of a Sadistic production of desire aimed at 

developing a Stockholm syndrome-like reaction in the consumer: brand loyalty.  Too 

much pleasure? is a rhetorical question.  It doesn’t look for a response, but to produce 
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desire.  It mirrors the torturer asking his /her victim about the pain or pleasure he is 

imposing on him/her and the promise that he will keep doing it.  It also suggests another 

question “Could you tolerate more pleasure?”  I can still give you more!  Briefly, it is a 

promise and a demand at the same time.  In this sense, the slogan coincides with the 

Lacanian concept of demand:  

This presence of desire acts in response to the organism's continuous state 
of need (e.g., the need for satisfaction of drives). When this need is 
mediated by language, a gap is created between the Real and the 
Symbolic. The act of existing in the Symbolic introduces breaks in the 
continuity of desire which the organism moves to fill. 

Use of language, the currency of the Symbolic, implies a response from 
an Other. This is Lacan's concept of demand. In signifying a need, a 
demand is created. To speak is to require (i.e., demand) a response. To 
name the existence of a drive (e.g., hunger) is to demand that its aim be 
fulfilled. In this case, fulfilment of hunger might mean ordering a meal at 
a restaurant, which then exists as the response of the Other (the food 
signifying the acknowledgement of your hunger by the Other). The 
continual presence of a gap between one's need and the dynamics of 
demand is where we find desire. What then, if desire (the product of the 
dialectic of need and demand) comes into force alongside the subject's 
jouissance?  http://www3.memlane.com/pajerry/lacandef.htm 

 
The dialects of desire are activated in the act of demanding and addressing the 

other.  In this case, the brand represents a promise of fulfillment satisfying our need 

represented as a desire.  The Faustian search for total fulfillment could be experienced in 

the Vertigo of consuming Häagen Dazs.  Not surprisingly, on the British website for 

there is an ad titled Vertigo.  As erotic as the mystical ecstasy between the mystic and 

God, the dialectic of desire generates vertigo.  Eros and Thanatos dance at the edge of 

desire the never-ending quest for a total fulfillment. Paradoxically, according to Lacan, 

this is only accomplished through the death of the subject as a desiring entity.  The 
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suppression of the subject by the total fulfillment of his/her desire turns us again to 

Deleuze and Guattari’s argument on capitalism and the recoding and terrritorialization of 

desire. 

The authors argue that capitalism constantly recodes and reterritorialize social 

groupings making possible the reproduction of the system.  In a never-ending process, 

capitalism revisits older forms of social groupings such as the family, the church, the 

political party, recoding and reterritorializing them within the logic of accumulation of 

capital.  Capitalism as an expanding force constantly regroups individuals.  One can 

argue that, in late capitalism, the weakening of former identities such as the notion of 

citizenship or nationality enter a accelerated process of disarticulation where new 

identities and forms of social grouping emerge, this time, directly associated with the 

production of desire and the accumulation of capital.  When branding strategies enter the 

realm of identity they can become powerful tools for regrouping the social through 

consumption experiences.   

In this sense, the postmodern role of branding in regrouping individuals could be 

compared to that exerted by a totem that groups individuals into clans distinguishing 

them from other groups.  As totems, brands also provide a magical dimension, a promise 

of protection, satisfaction, seduction, power, etc.  The magical aspect of brands as 

creators of alternative forms of community is fundamental in understanding how 

capitalism is able to colonize lifeworlds through consumption. 

Marx has pointed out that capitalism is an expanding machine where the 

precondition of production is the creation of a constantly widening sphere of circulation.  

The potential revolutionary force of desire reduced to into individual consumption by 
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the commercial rhetoric depoliticizing its liberatory nature.  On the other hand, the 

colonization of desire offers an alternative space for exerting social identities through 

branded experiences such as the one proposed by the Sadistic sel-indulgent Too much 

pleasure? or the Buddist-like commercial “Pleasure is the Path of Joy” depicted in the 

Brotish spot .  In this double inscription, behaviors and attitudes that could be considered 

socially inappropriate, like selfishness or self-indulgence, or the annihilation of the 

subject in Buddism are branded as “escapes” as branded experiences. 

In brief, the cultural cannibalization of Dulce de Leche by Häagen Dazs goes 

beyond glocalizing practices aimed at maximize sales in global market.  The branding 

and commodification of cultural difference also triggers the production of desire in 

capitalism and its recoding into the dynamics of consumption.  Dulce de Leche is a good 

example of fractal capitalism.  Parallel to the booming of the Hispanic market, the 

“Latinization” of the US market represents a sort of internal colonialism with a purpose 

of maximizing the investment of marketing to Hispanics/Latinos.  The 

commercialization of “ethnic” products or services among consumers belonging to the 

hegemonic group could be compared to a “neo-colonial experience.”  Marketing “ethnic 

products” to non-Hispanic/Latinos seeks the voyeuristic adventure that follows when a 

non-Hispanic person envisions living la vida loca in the consumption of the exotic 

difference.  

Previous chapter focused on different aspects of how fractal capitalism works.  

The first chapter explained the industrialization of Mexican food within a script of 

coloniality of power where cultural difference was commodified as trendy and exotic.  
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The cultural difference of the internal other (the Mexican or Mexican American) was 

reified in brands such as Gebhardts’ and Fritos:  One negating the Hispanic origin of the 

product in a German-sounding brand, while claiming authenticity; the other veiling the 

cultural and historical heritage behind the commercial corn chip, but ironically using its 

Spanish fragmented name.  The second chapter moved away from the mass market 

Latinization and focused on the creation of lifestyles and consumer trends with the 

Nuevo Latino cuisine.  In this case, the production and consumption of food entered a 

logic where class representations and cosmopolitism played a fundamental role in the 

rebranding of Latin American food in the global scene and in the class identity that the 

consumption of the Nuevo Latino experience offered to its consumers.  This chapter 

proposed that globalization also contributes in the cannibalization of cultural difference 

when introducing the production of desire in a coloniality of power where consumption 

and identity enters a rhetoric of individual dissent, allowing the practice of “socially 

stigmatized behaviors” as unique experiences delivered by a brand.  The next chapter 

discusses a different example of fractal capitalism, the one resulting from the 

development of an ethnic-based industry targeting an internal colony to a global food 

empire.  Goya Foods Inc offers the ultimate example illustrating the logic of fractal 

capitalism and the colonization of lifeworlds through consumption. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
The Goya Empire  

Brand pilgrim communities and the colonization of everyday life 
 
 

Introduction  

 In the USA, the thresholds of the 21st century witnesses what several Hispanic 

marketers and advertising gurus have called the “awakening of the giant.”  This 

phenomenon refers to the current visibility of the US Hispanic/Latino population, and 

the lure of corporate America in obtaining their Share of Heart, i.e, their buying power.  

In this sense, companies such as McDonalds, Coca Cola, or Frito-Lay continuously 

implement new marketing strategies targeting the new frontier of the US market: the 

Hispanic/Latino population.  However, the recent explosion of goods targeted to 

Hispanics/Latinos is the current fractal image of a phenomenon that has been taking 

place for decades.  This can be better exemplified analyzing Goya Foods Inc. as a model 

that perfectly describes the dynamics of fractal capitalism through the transition from 

early industrialism to the present globalization process. 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the development of Goya Food Inc. as a 

Hispanic-owned corporation that has developed a strong brand equity and a brand 

community that could be compared to a totemic society.  The goal is to analyze the 

coloniality of power exerted by Goya Foods as a global corporation in order to assess 

how the production of subjectivities (Latinidad) is branded in consumption practices 
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making brand loyalty a fundamental issue in processes of ethnogenesis47 and in scripts 

where a rhetoric of colonial desire is implemented. 

Historically, Goya Foods focused on marketing ethnic food in the US east coast, 

several Latin American countries, and Spain.  At first, Goya began importing goods 

from Spain in order to satisfy the need for ethnic food among Spaniards.  Later, Goya 

also manufactured and packaged its own products distributing them to US 

Hispanics/Latinos in the east coast, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and Spain.  

Due to different migration patterns, Hispanics/Latinos on the east coast are 

predominantly from the Caribbean.  Contrastingly, Hispanics in the central states and the 

west coast generally have Mexican background.  The current boom of the Hispanic 

market in the USA has triggered new challenges for Goya Foods.  The company is 

expanding to the central and west states, where Hispanics/Latinos with Mexican 

background predominate.  This translates into the need for introducing new products 

targeting this subgroup of Hispanics who represent approximately 64% of the total US 

Hispanic population.  This new expansive wave in Goya Foods is also aimed at 

attracting the non-Hispanic market.  Thus, Goya Foods empire truly intends to become: 

El Imperio donde no se oculta el sol (The Empire where the sun never sets), echoing 

Charles the V of Spain dictum describing 16th century Spanish imperialism. 

As imperialism, capitalism is expansive.  The geography of capitalist 

accumulation leads to the production of space and the production of subjectivities.  Goya 

Foods’ expansion to the central states and the west coast offers a clear example of 

                                                 
47 The process of ethnogenesis refers to the production of symbols, artifacts and other social practices that 
would eventually group people in a community differentiating them from others communities by their 
ethnic association. (Roosens, 1989) 
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coloniality of power where cultural difference is commodified by marketing and 

advertising practices resulting in new social scripts on food consumption and lifestyles.  

The Mexican American community and the non-Hispanic consumer represent a market 

opportunity, a new world to be conquest by Goya Foods.  In contrast with previous 

chapters, where the commodification of cultural difference was exerted by non-Hispanic 

players, the present chapter tries to explain how a Hispanic-owned corporation expands 

from the internal margin or border (el barrio and la bodega) to settle the Goya aisle in 

mainstream supermarkets.  In other words, it will try to study the strategies used by 

capitalist Hispanic/Latinos in penetrating other markets that were initially inaccessible 

for them. 

This chapter discusses the importance of integrated marketing communications 

in the production of brand equity and the capitalization of brand loyalty.  It also analyzes 

current Goya advertising for the Mexican market, and the mainstream non-Hispanic 

market.  The first section briefly presents the origins and development of the corporation 

in the United States and its further internationalization.  The second section discusses the 

role of Goya Foods’ marketing in creating subjectivities through a concept of Latinidad 

associating ethnogenesis and brand loyalty.  The third section addresses retailing, 

merchandising, and marketing strategies in the creation of the single-brand Goya aisle as 

a site of pilgrimage in the supermarket.  The fourth section analyzes a recent campaign 

targeted to Hispanics, but especially to the Mexican American community in the US.  

This campaign introduces Salsitas Picantes Goya (Goya fiery Salsitas) and was 

produced by López Negrete advertising in Houston.  This section also studies a 

campaign currently targeting non-Hispanics in mainstream printed media such as 
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Gourmet, Ebony, or Better Homes and Gardens.  The last section discusses the 

ideological implication of presenting Goya as an example of the American Dream. 

 

1. From la bodega48 to the Goya Empire 

Somos el Sueño Americano 
We are the American Dream 

Andy Unanue, CEO Goya Foods 
http://www.listin.com.do/antes/090702/cuerpos/dinero/wallstreet/wall11.htm 

 

As Columbus, Prudencio Unanue (1886-1976) left Spain dreaming on a 

promising horizon.  He arrived to Puerto Rico  at age 18 where he met his future wife, 

Doña Carolina Casal Valdés.  In 1916, Unanue moved to New York looking for better 

working and academic opportunities and studied business administration at the Albany 

Business School.  Five years later, he returned to Puerto Rico to marry Doña Catalina 

and went back to New York in 1922 in order to work for a Spanish firm as a customs 

worker. 

As Spaniards, the Unanues shared with other Spanish New Yorkers the nostalgia 

for olives, sardines, and olive oil.  In 1935, they founded Unanue Inc, a warehouse on 

Duane Street in Manhattan supplying Spanish products to las bodegas.  First, they 

imported different Spanish brands and products until Mr. Unanue realized he needed his 

own brand.  He then contacted his major importer, Goya49, a Morrocan sardine supplier 

and bought the brand for one dollar, registering it in 1936 (Anders, 2003; 
                                                 
48 The word literally translates to “storehouse” and comes from Caribbean Spanish.  It refers to a small 
grocery store targeting Hispanics/Latinos very common in New York.  
49 Goya is actually the last name of a famous Spanish painter called Francisco de Goya y Lucientes (1746-
1828).  Among his famous works one can mention The naked Maja, The Executions of the Third of May, 
1808, and Saturn.  An educated Hispanic might recognize the name associating it to the Spanish culture 
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http://americanhistory.si.edu/archives/d7694.htm).  The same year, the Spanish Civil 

war wiped out the firm Unanue worked for.  He suddenly found himself to be fifty and 

in the need for supporting a family of six.  Nostalgia, life’s ups and downs, and a war 

back home would make him start a food empire that would last beyond his death.  

Today, a hundred years later, his inheritance is estimated to be $750 million. 

In 1946, Unanue Inc. changed name to Unanue & Sons Inc., since most of the 

Unanue children were involved in the corporation.  For the next twenty five years, the 

corporation continued importing products, but demand push them to manufacture and 

pack their own goods.  The first warehouse opened in 1958 in Brooklyn, New York, and 

in 1961 the company was renamed again as Goya Foods, Inc.  In the US, Goya Foods 

has its headquarters and plant in Secaucus, New Jersey; however, it has thirteen facilities 

throughout Europe, the Caribbean, and the USA employing more than 2000 people. 

Ironically, at the beginning, Goya products were segregated to las bodegas since 

mainstream American supermarkets and grocery stores were afraid that the constant 

presence of Hispanics in their locales would “scare” their mainstream clients (Anders, 

2003).  Today, the boom of the Hispanic population and the trends towards healthy 

eating and the popularization of Latin American food challenge the company marketing 

efforts in capturing non-Hispanic customers. 

Goya Foods is still a family business and is the largest Hispanic-owned food 

company in the USA.  The Unanue children and grandchildren manage the company.  

They have established alliances with other major corporations such as Island Can 

Caribbean, Tradewind Plastic Corp., Inter Americas Advertising, Island Coil Corp. y 
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Island Litho Corp. expanding the empire to Spain, the Dominican Republic, and the 

USA. 

 As mentioned above, Goya Foods began importing olives, sardines, and olive oil 

from Spain.  As the Hispanic/Latino population began to grow in New York and the 

Puerto Rican chapter consolidated in the Caribbean market, the company began to 

introduce more Caribbean products to the USA.  Today, Goya Foods offers an 

impressive variety of goods.  Goya products include over 30 varieties of canned, dried, 

refried beans; over 20 varieties of basic, seasoned, and specialty rice.  Regional 

specialties feature uncounted Caribbean, Central American, and Mexican products.  

They also produce, condiments, sauces, cooking oils, marinates, spices, sazón or 

bouillon, olives and capers, adobo, beverages, confectionary, pastas, flours, snacks and 

cookies, and canned meat.  Overall, it is estimated that they manufacture and distribute 

more than a thousand products worldwide. 

 Food production and consumption are both spaces for the reproduction of 

identity.  In capitalism, the dynamics of food production, distribution, and consumption 

are part of market-based strategies aimed at grouping people.  Branding is a way of 

investing, products, ideas, or people with special values, but it is also a way for creating 

alternative forms of subjection and subjectification.  Thus, branding practices can bridge 

peoples’ every day life with specific scripts of food production and consumption.  The 

next section discusses how Goya Foods integrated marketing communications create an 

ethos of consumption where a script of Latinidad links ethnogenesis and brand loyalty. 
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2. Branded Communities: Latinization à la Goya and the construction of 
subjectivities in capitalism 

 
I don’t market to Hispanics, I market as a Hispanic. 

Andy Unanue, CEO Goya Foods Inc., USA 
http://www.hispaniconline.com /magazine/2002/nov/Features/unanue.html 

 
 

“We’re a pan-Hispanic company”, Unanue says. “One of the things I hear all the time is 
“Yeah, until Castro, my father loved showing me the Goya plant in Cuba and I’m really 
proud that Goya is a Cuban brand.” Of course, that’s not the case; Unanue’s background 

is Spanish and Puerto Rican.  “But we want each ethnic group to have the feeling or 
experience of “Goya is MINE, this is MY food.” 

http://www.hispaniconline.com/trends/2003/winter/cover 
 

As Wallerstein (2001) suggests, “ethnicization, or peoplehood, resolves one of 

the basic contradictions of historical capitalism –its simultaneous thrust for theoretical 

equality and practical inequality –and it does so by utilizing the mentalities of the world 

strata.”  In late capitalism, different linguistic, ethnic, religious, gender or sexual 

preference groups become alternative ways to perform citizenship in highly 

heterogeneous societies.  However, beyond those social identities, consumers could also 

be grouped by branding practices.  Brands could turn into active players in the creation 

of subjectivities through consumption.  In expressions such as the Armani crowd, the 

Budweiser guy, or the Pepsi generation it is easy to picture lifestyles and identities.  As a 

brand community, Goya consumers suppose the grouping of people into categories of 

preference, heritage, and commonness.  The process of grouping the Hispanic/Latino 

community under the Goya brand encompasses the production of a notion of Latinidad 

that should be carefully deconstructed. 

The label Hispanics/Latinos structures an imagined ethnic-based nation within 

the nation that could be understood as a translocal and transcultural hyphenated identity 
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(Stavans, 1995), (Delgado & Stephanic, 1998), (Ortíz, 1973).  This hyphenated identity 

refers to the paradoxical condition of being represented in the interstice (Hispanic-

American, Mexican-American, Cuban-American) oscillating between former 

nationality-based subjective positions and civilian-based or geographic-based forms of 

subjetification (to be an American or to be in the USA50).  The process of ethnogenesis 

understood as the production of ethnicity (Roosens, 1989) takes place precisely in 

between both adjectives as a constant tension between former, present, and future 

identities.  For this reason, conceiving Hispanic/Latino identities as translocal and 

transcultural accounts for the dynamic exchange between two or more cultures, out of 

which new identities are constantly created. 

Goya consumers in the USA could feel part of the Goya universe moved by 

different motives.  Some Hispanics/Latinos are familiar with the brand because they 

used it in their country of origin.  That is the case of Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, and 

Spaniards, just to mention three groups.  Therefore, nostalgic consumption would 

explain their brand preference.  Others might recognize it as one of the products used by 

their mothers when preparing food; as a consequence, they would select the brand 

because it is something that triggers family memoirs, and food preparation and 

consumption as spaces for ethnogenesis.  A third scenario introduces a Hispanic/Latino, 

who is not familiar with the brand, but encounters its pervasive presence in Hispanic-

related events, Hispanic markets, or Spanish-based media.  As a result, her/his brand 

awareness associated with community-based events could positively affect brand 
                                                 
50 For some Hispanic/Latinos the issue is ethnicity and citizenship.  However, a large number or 
Hispanic/Latinos are illegal workers, refuges or have a different status other than American citizens or 
legal residents.  One way or the other, as a translocal identity their presence in the USA definitely enters in 
dialogue and sometimes in conflict with their former identities. 
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perception triggering brand preference.  Therefore, Hispanics/Latinos as translocal 

consumers exert their Latinidad at different levels and their relationship to Goya as a 

brand could differ significantly from consumer to consumer.  The following citation 

illustrates how the pervasive presence of the brand in the neighborhood reinforces brand 

loyalty among consumers who were not familiar with it in their country of origin: 

Rosa shops daily for the evening meal, as she did in Mexico, so she tends 
to purchase smaller packages at higher price points. And despite the 
premium, she is extremely loyal to Goya products, Kellogg's Corn 
Flakes, General Mills' Cheerios, and Kraft cheeses. Why these brands and 
not others? Because, Rosa explains, she's seen their ads in her 
neighborhood grocery store and on billboards in her community, and 
she's heard about them on the Spanish radio station. And these are the 
brands that her friends have been loyal to for years. Lowry et alt.(2003)  
http://www.bcg.com/publications/publication_view.jsp?pubID=791 

The barrio and the ethnic store or market become differentiated spaces where 

processes of ethnogenesis assert the Hispanic/Latino condition in a differentiated space.  

For some Hispanics/Latinos the sense of having being displaced is stronger than for 

others.  However, one should understand this displacement as both in space and in 

culture.  Following, Laó-Montes (2001), translocal identity refers simultaneously to 

historical and structural locations, geographic scales (the barrio, nation, region, world), 

and subject positions (classes, genders, sexualities, races, ethnicities, nationalities, etc).  

As a category, it is more comprehensive and versatile than the more common word 

“transnational,” which only accounts for nation-based identification.  Thus, the notion of 

translocal identities is more useful to describe the Hispanic/Latino condition as a 
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complex phenomenon that goes beyond the theories of acculturation51.  Laó-Montes 

(2001) states: 

 This translocal character of Latino identities, in 
 the double sense of being simultaneously enacted 
 in various places and at different scales as well as being 
 at the cross roads of various definitions of peoplehood  

and subject positions, is what make it a particularly ambiguous, 
unstable, and open category.  

 

As an imagined nation within the nation, or as an internal colony, US 

Hispanic/Latinos are also constantly reinvented by media and marketing.  Dávila, (2001) 

argues that the construction of Latinidad by Hispanic marketing tends to apply 

generalizations that would accommodate different cultural traditions under an umbrella 

of Latinidad, a panlatinidad.  In other words, a political economy of the production of 

Latinidad by Hispanic marketing reveals that it not only pretends to produce 

“knowledge” about Hispanics as consumers, but it also produces Hispanic/Latino 

subjectivities that are sold to clients and perpetuated through media.  This phenomenon 

is similar to the one described by postcolonial theorist such as Said, Bhabha, Fannon, or 

Appiah for whom the creation of alterity is part of colonial discourses legitimizing 

domination and control.  However, the production of peoplehood in neocolonial late 

capitalism might differ from the production of peoplehood in modern colonial times.  

One can then ask how the production of peoplehood in modern colonialism differs from 

                                                 
51 The concept of transculturalism (Ortiz, 1973) helps in understanding processes of cultural 
transformation beyond the subtractive model offered by the acculturation/assimilation theory.  
Transculturation accounts for the study of identity politics as complex processes where dominating and 
resisting forces clash producing new subjective positions that do not erase, but defer former or alternative 
identities.  Transculturalism gives a more comprehensive anthropological framework in recognizing US 
Hispanics/Latinos cultural diversity.  Far from constituting a homogeneous group, US Hispanics/Latinos 
constitute a heterogeneous group where different Hispanic or Latino conditions are performed. 
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the creation of the “Other” in the current neocolonial and global order and how this 

phenomenon relates to the production of branded communities by marketing 

communications. 

Hardt and Negri (2000) seem to give an answer to this challenge arguing that 

there is a shift in racist theory that separates both logics.  Modern racist theory -the 

frame for modern colonial power- was primarily a theory of hierarchy, whereas imperial 

racist theory represents a theory of segregation.  Traditional colonialism constructed the 

notion of the Other using a spatial metaphor (inside/outside) differentiating Us from the 

Other.  The Other was outside, in the colony, at the periphery, south of the border, out of 

the civilized order.  Consequently, as its antithesis, it was part of the colonial order only 

as a subjugated and dominated entity that should be civilized or destroyed.  In contrast, 

in global capitalism “imperial racism, or differential racism, integrates others with its 

order and then orchestrates those differences in a system of control” (Hardt & Negri, 

2000). 

Nineteenth century colonialism used state apparatuses (family, church, 

educational institutions, media) as allies in establishing colonial hierarchies and 

reproducing ideological systems and regimes of truth validating social and power 

relationships.  On the contrary, in late capitalism, the increasing diffuseness of the 

nation-state and its mechanisms of control weaken nationalism as an identity project.  

This phenomenon then converges with increasing market hyperfragmentation and 

deregulation characterizing global economies.  As a result, alternative processes of 

subjection/subjectification emerge in the production of lifestyles, the cannibalization of 

cultural differences, and the commodification of cultures. 
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In this sense, the Latinization of the US market is more than the migration of 

cultural artifacts from the peripheries to the core of the empire.  The naturalization of 

Latin American products and food practices supposes the production of subjectivities 

associated with their consumption.  One can follow Laó-Montes (2001) definition of 

Latinization as a double inscription as a space for cultural production that encompasses 

both processes of subjection and subjectification: 

 Latinization is the production of latinidad 
 by both the dominant powers and the subordinate 
 social sectors (…)In this sense what I will call 
            Latinization from above refers to a process by 

which discourses of latinidad are produced as 
part of the organization of hegemony by dominant 
institutions.  In contrast, Latinization from below 
refers to the processes of Latino self-fashioning 
that arises from resistances against marginality and  
discrimination and as expressions of a desire for a  

\  definition of self and an affirmative search for 
collective memory and community  

 

Goya Foods is a good example of Latinization from below and above, suggesting 

that the vertical model proposed by Laó-Montes (2002) misses nuances that can only be 

mapped if one ads axis X to the vertical axis Y.  Goya Foods is a Hispanic-owned 

corporation that has showed a compromise with cultural and sport events within the 

Hispanic/Latino community.  The corporation has supported numerous musical and 

cultural festivals, parades, beauty contests in Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and 

the USA.  The Unanues also fund several scholarships programs and endowments 

benefiting Hispanics/Latinos.  This social compromise could qualify as Latinization 

from below. 
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However, this corporate behavior could also be interpreted as the implementation 

of marketing communication strategies aimed not only at raising brand image, but as the 

production of a brand ethos that would help building a sense of community, a brand 

community.  Therefore, the Hispanic capitalist would ultimately benefit from the 

commodification of his own culture.  Capitalism is beyond Good and Evil; it can 

simultaneously promote cultural reproduction, positive social change, and brand loyalty 

in its never-ending search for accumulation. 

The two-fold dimension of Latinization à la Goya makes it an ambivalent 

phenomenon.  For decades, Hispanic-owned Goya products have been offering and 

recreating a Hispanic consumption ethos first by importing Hispanic foods to the USA 

and later by manufacturing and distributing their own products.  In Laó-Montes terms, it 

is an “affirmative search for collective memory and community.”  It also encompasses a 

counterhegemonic dimension since it is a response or a “resistance against marginality 

and discrimination.”  As mentioned before, initially, Goya Foods found resistance and 

was rejected by mainstream marketers fearing that non-Hispanic consumer would resent 

an invasion of Hispanic products and consumers into their “white markets.”  In this 

sense, as a Hispanic-owned industry, their distribution strategy focused on las bodegas.  

These locales were simultaneously segregated distribution spaces and doors for a 

specific niche market demanding ethnic products non available in regular grocery stores.  

Therefore, Latinization à la Goya empowers the Hispanic community providing them 

with cultural relevant artifacts helping them in reproducing their ethnicity in the practice 

of culinary traditions.  
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In a recent article titled “Goya Foods more than rice and beans” (Anders, 2003), 

Latinization appears as a double inscription for individuals: as members of an ethnic 

group and as consumers; in other words, as a twofold space for the 

subjection/subjectification of Hispanics/Latinos through consumption practices: 

 
Goya Foods Vice President and Chief Operations Officer Andy Unanue 
gets the same e-mail forwarded to him almost daily: “You’re Hispanic if 
…” And inevitably the first item on the list is, “You have Goya foods in 
your kitchen cabinet.” 
http://www.hispaniconline.com/trends/2003/winter/cover/index.html 

 

The first impression that one gets by reading this quote is that ethnic 

identification and even ethnogenesis have been equated to individual consumption 

practices and brand preference, disregarding other collective forms for creating and 

reproducing ethnic identity.  As a subjectification process, Latinization à la Goya offers 

a model for self-fashioning and suggests the existence of a need and search for collective 

memory and community through consumption practices.  The following excerpt is part 

of a life history where the perpetuation of a discourse of latinidad is articulated not only 

to culinary practices involving Goya products, but more surprisingly, with the 

consumption of Goya TV and radio commercials featuring nostalgia and domestic life.  

The ethos described merits the long quote: 

 
As a Latina, I've been exposed to many images dealing with 
race/ethnicity throughout my life. There have also been products in my 
life that have been present, because of my ethnicity, since I started eating 
my mother's cooking decades ago. I find it very interesting how Goya 
products have been a part of my life. I came across them daily at home 
and in the media that I was exposed to growing up. I don't know one 
Latino that does not use Goya products.  
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I grew up in Bushwick, Brooklyn all my life. It is heavily populated with 
ower class Latinos. All three schools that I attended consisted of mainly 
Latinos and Blacks. Never before had I been exposed to so many whites 
before I came to Syracuse. Living around people that were not of color 
was a new feeling that reinforced my identity in my mind. 
Growing up in Bushwick with my mother, there were mainly two types of 
media that I was exposed to in my apartment. My mother tuned in to one 
of many Spanish radio stations every morning, without fail. Similarly, she 
would turn to one of the two Spanish channels to watch the evening 
news. There could be no interaction during this because my mother 
would become frustrated if she was disturbed while watching the news. 
After the news came the soaps. This was a time of heavy interaction as 
we would both sit and watch the soaps together, despite the fact that I was 
not even an adolescent, and comment on the different situations and 
characters that were found in the soaps. Despite the thirty-six years 
difference in age, we were like two girlfriends. 
I distinctly remember Goya advertising while the television was on for all 
those years each evening. To prove it, I will type the words to a jingle 
that a man in one of the Goya advertisements would sing.  
"Viandas. Quien quiere comprar mis viandas? Ricas. Viandas frescas, 
viandas Goya. Mira que llego la sabrosura. Conjeladas (sic) y empacadas, 
aqui estan. Ha! Ha! Ha! Viandas Goya, que deliciosas son!" 
At the time, and probably to this day if the opportunity were to emerge, I 
reacted to this advertisement by singing along with it. Consequently, like 
any other child that feels she has mastered something, I would feel good. 
The advertisement brought about a sense of security because of my 
familiarity with it and the strong associations that it held for me. I 
associated this advertisement with my mother because she was the one 
that would tune into that specific channel, I was never far from her when 
it would appear on television, and I associated it with my home because 
that's were I was exposed to it. Both very comforting for me as a child 
and even now as a young adult. 
http://www.uic.edu/depts/comm/lifehist/usfall97/SF7LatinoGoya.html 

 

This is extremely important if one considers that, as a subjectification process, 

Latinization à la Goya commodifies and naturalizes lifestyles within the ethos of the 

brand, becoming, in certain way, a Latinization from above, that is, from the market to 

the lifeworlds.  Goya as a brand stands for a universe of familiar meanings, tastes, 

memories, and feelings.  Following Freud, Goya is the Heimlich (the familiar) what 
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accounts for positive feelings and the perception of being secure.  From a branding 

perspective, the creation of an ethos of consumption implies the naturalization of the 

consumer-brand relationship not as a mechanic, rational, or even irrational behavior, but 

more importantly, as the incorporation of the brand into the lifeworld.  The brand 

communicates. Memory triggers compensatory mechanisms that use brands in re-

creating, remembering, re-experiencing gratifying moments. 

In brief, in late capitalism branding practices could go beyond marketing 

objectives and become active players in the development of processes of social 

aggregation.  One can then ask how branding and the establishment of kinship through 

consumption could echo traditional forms of community formation such as tribalism, 

and totemism.  The next section explores the implications of understanding Goya as a 

totem, as a fetish, and as an idol capitalizing brand equity in brand communities. 

 

3. Brand Idolatry: On Totems, Fetishes, and Idols 

We are Americans with a Hispanic 
Heritage worth remembering. 

 
Meals are often large gatherings of family 

and friends.  This is where our Hispanic 
Heritage is nurtured with authentic recipes, 
using only the best ingredients…including 
Goya products.  It is this time together that 
keeps our Hispanic culture alive. And it is 

Goya… that flavors our Hispanic traditions 
 

Goya ad for Arroz con Pollo (Chicken Rice) 
Hispanic Magazine, 2002, p 4 
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Latinization à la Goya is a good example of a brand community.  Muniz, and 

O’Ginn (2001) argue that brand communities are deterritorialized and imagined.  As 

traditional communities they have three main components: “consciousness of kind, 

shared rituals and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility, which is a felt sense of 

duty or obligation to the community as a whole, and to its individual members.”  The 

authors compare brand communities with neotribes52 that despite their dispersion 

manage to create social aggregation in consumption practices.  Harley Davidson and 

Apple are good examples of brand communities.  The concept of brand communities is 

useful in analyzing Goya Foods, but it does not discuss the semiotic nature or meaning 

of a brand in building community.  In this sense, the concept of totem could be useful in 

explaining processes of social aggregation, ethnogenesis, and brand loyalty.  

Following Lévi-Strauss (1968) some human groups use totemism for identifying 

and name their clan differentiating it from other groups and other totems.  In other 

words, a totem establishes relationships and social identities within the group and among 

different human groups.  Object relationships are also determined by the totem since 

belonging to the group could be associated with particular consumption practices, 

sacrifices, and taboos.  As a structuralist, Lévi-Strauss suggests that what is important in 

totemism is not a single layout or pattern common to all the groups who practice it.  

Moreover, totemism must be understood as a structure, a taxonomic structure aimed at 

establishing relationships and identities.  Since relationships among groups imply 

exchange, kinship results from the totem as a structure determining and classifying 

                                                 
52 The concept of neotribalism was developed by Michael Maffesoli and differs significantly from the 
traditional anthropological notion of tribe.  For further reference see Maffesoli, Michael (1996), The Time 
of the tribes:  The Decline of Individualism in Mass Society.  Thousand Oaks: Sage.  
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exchange.  Brands as totems have the role of social bonding establishing and delimiting 

the grouping and categorization of people and their social relations.  In this sense, brands 

as totems points at brand equity as a set of core values distinguishing a product and its 

clan from other products and clans.   

“It’s always Goya,” says Wendy. “Always. I think it has more sabor 
Latino.  It’s what we were raised on, even back in the Dominican 
Republic, and we’ve been here for years. I don’t even look at other 
brands.  “It’s like you directly go to it,” she says, making a gesture with 
her hand as though it’s an arrow flying towards Goya. “You gotta stick 
with what you know” (Anders, 2002)  

 

As a regime of truth, Goya as a totem establishes a clan which comes together 

around the brand.  The brand as totem provides meaning for constructing a sense of 

belonging, a social or group identity, but the brand as a totem also incarnates brand 

equity.  Moreover, a detailed analysis of the slogans used by Goya food along the years 

tells us more about the totemic dimension of Goya as a brand.  The traditional slogan 

reads Si es Goya tiene que ser bueno (If it's Goya, it's got to be good!).  It is a promise 

on the quality of the product, regardless of its individual nature.  The product is good 

because it belongs to the Goya universe, not necessarily because it is good by itself.  

Thus, the slogan illustrates the bold brand equity legitimizing the almost schizoid 

product extension line for Goya Foods.  Goya stands for quality.  Brand equity is valued 

in terms of delivering or promising satisfaction.  One more time, the legitimization and 

reassertion of the product’s quality-identity result from being part of a collectivity: Goya 

products (See Appendix 4.1). 

More interestingly, Goya’s current printed and TV advertising combines the 

traditional slogan incorporated as part of the logo with a new one Porque el sabor lo 
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llevamos dentro (Because we carry the flavor inside).  This time, the emphasis is placed 

on the word sabor which could convey several meanings.  In Spanish, sabor means 

flavor; however, this word also conveys a “hot lifestyle” attributed to Hispanics/Latinos.  

Having Sabor Latino goes beyond the tastefulness of Goya products, it suggests an 

ontological equivalency between the corporation, the product, and the consumer.  The 

ambiguity of the grammatical subject in the slogan oscillates between “We” (Goya, the 

corporation), “We” (Goya products as live entities speaking up their nature), or “We” 

(the Goya empire constituted by the corporation, its products, and its consumer as 

members of the same clan). 

Furthermore, this sense of grouping and social identity becomes more evident 

when one analyzes the slogan used in advertising targeted to non-Hispanics, or in the 

English version of Goya’s website.  In this case, the slogan reads: What a way to Goya.  

On the website, just below this slogan there is a map of the Americas.  The statement 

clearly suggests a displacement.  In other words, the non-Hispanic is an outsider; he/she 

does not belong to the Goya clan yet...  Therefore, he/she should pass through an 

initiation rite that will transform him/her in a member of the clan.  For the non-Hispanic, 

the pilgrimage to the World of Goya could be compared to a rite of passage where the 

consumer, once located in a stage of liminality53 (curious and luscious for Latin food), 

could become the other or experience the other (cannibalize the other?) by consuming 

Goya products.  This issue will be discussed with more detail in the analysis of Goya 

advertising targeted to the non-Hispanic market. 

                                                 
53 A liminal stage is a space of transition from one identity to another, from one level (childhood) to the 
next one (adulthood), or from one state (life) to its opposite (death) 
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Rituals, traditions, and storytelling are fundamental in the reproduction of group 

identity and in creating community.  What is interesting about Goya is that beyond 

targeting Hispanics/Latinos, it also manages to incorporate non-Hispanics to its 

imagined community.  The following quote describes consumption rituals associated to 

tradition and memories where the brand is a fundamental component in narrating 

identity.  In other words, the brand is essential in the constitution of the subject both as 

an individual and as a consumer: 

  
Part of the general market is Ridgefield Park, N. J. full-time 
mom Erica Steele, 23. “Green, yellow, red, orange and blue-see?” 
she says, pointing out the five different Goya adobos to her friend 
and neighbor, Cecilia Graham.  The two self-described Italian Jersey  
girls are shopping at the Hackensack ShopRite. Steele, something of a  
Goya products expert, is explaining the colors of the caps on the 
canisters: adobo with pepper, without pepper, lime, naranja agria, 
comino.  Her 16-month-old son Matthew is sitting in a grocery cart, 
happily devouring a bag of Goya plantain chips. 
“I always buy this,” Steele says, reaching for an adobo pepper. It’s got 
great flavor.  I love it on meat.  I even use it I salad dressing.”  
“My mother’s Italian and has worked with Spanish ladies all her life,” 
says Graham 31, also a full time mom. Her daughter Abby, 15 months, is 
vigorously lunging out of her cart toward Matthew’s chips.  “Since I was 
a kid my mom made me soups using Goya chicken or beef bouillon 
packets. It turned me on, I just love it.  Now I make it for Abby. I’m 
turning into my mom!  
“I was making steak last night,” Steel says, handing a palm-full of chips 
to Abby, “and I ran out of my adobo. I freaked out. I ran out to the dollar 
store and bought this weird other brand for $1 and it just SUCKED. I 
mean, Goya’s so good and look, this huge thing for $2.99!” “Yeah,” 
Graham says, nodding. “I’d really only buy Goya. It’s a trust thing.” And 
a healthy thing. 
(Anders, 2003)  

 
Here, the consumer develops her brand loyalty using different rationales.  The 

product has perceived advantages such as tastefulness and a convenient price.  Previous 

experience with it has minimized the risk of cognitive dissonance.  However, product 
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quality, versatility and price are reinforced by memoirs investing it with a more affective 

and symbolic value.  The use of the product is part of a narrative where caring and love 

bonds mother and daughter through the association with food preparation and affection.  

The brand sets a script for modeling a loving mother.  Therefore, becoming a loving 

mother encompasses to be a Goya consumer. 

This last quote is fundamental in understanding Goya’s multiple semiotic and 

affective dimensions as a brand.  As a totem it provides meanings of trustworthiness, 

protection, and kinship associating food, identity, and love.  Goya as a totem sets up 

behavioral scripts.  The narrative presents the brand as a pivotal source for the 

constitution of the subject as an individual (childhood memoirs), in her relationships 

with others (mother, daughter, friend), and finally as a consumer.  Moreover, her role as 

a mother passes through consumption practices.  Her association of Goya bouillon 

packages with her mother’s comforting soups provides her with a model of motherhood 

that she is now passing on to her daughter.  Goya as a totem stands for a script 

prescribing social identities associated with food production and consumption.  

Brand equity is “added value” that could generate different object relations 

among consumers and their brands.  The last quote also helps in illustrating these 

relations.  In his current work on Totemism, Fetishism, and Idolatry, W.J.T. Mitchell 

points out that things could be appraised as totems, fetishes, or idols depending on the 

social practices and narratives surrounding them (Mitchell, 2003). 

In many totemic societies the totem is precisely a plant or an animal that is 

forbidden.  It can not be consumed, it is taboo.  Conversely, in the case of Goya Foods, 

the brand as totem is precisely what is consumed.  In late capitalism, neotribalism 
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towards brands is based on consumption as production, consumption as ethnogenesis.  

The totem is consumed in a never-ending ritual aimed at the re-production of the clan, 

aimed at the accumulation of capital.  For this reason it is important to distinguish 

between totem, fetish, and idol to better assess the triadic symbolic dimension of Goya 

as a brand and the different relations used by humans when relating to their material and 

symbolic artifacts.  J.W.T. Mitchell (2003) offers a useful parallelism between totem, 

fetish and idol and psychoanalytic and semiotic concepts valuable in assessing how 

Totemism, Fetishism, and Idolatry account for different object relationships: 

 
It is also hard to avoid noticing the resonances between the triad of totem, 
fetish, and idol and similar triads such as Lacan’s Symbolic, Real, and 
Imaginary, or Peirce’s symbol/index/icon. Totemism, as the use of an 
object to regulate marriage, social identities, and proper names seems 
closely tied to the Symbolic, in both Lacan and Peirce’s sense, as a figure 
of the Law (Peirce calls the symbol the “legisign,” a sign constituted by 
rule, and Lacan associates it with prohibitions and the law). Fetishism, by 
contrast, seems deeply linked with trauma, and therefore with the Real, 
and with what Peirce called the “index,” the sign by cause and effect, the 
trace or mark. The very name of idolatry, finally, suggests a primary 
identification what Peirce calls the “icon,” that is, with imagery and the 
Imaginary, the graven image or likeness that takes on supreme 
importance as a representation of a god, or a god in itself.  None of these 
associations is hard and fast, however, and one can imagine one person’s 
fetish being treated as an idol by someone else, a totem by yet another.  
Fetishes can have iconic features, and insofar as there are prohibitions, 
conventions, and rules surrounding all these objects, all of them play the 
totemic, symbolic role of social bonding. 
http://humanities.uchicago.edu/faculty/mitchell/Totemism%20Fetishism
%20Idolatry-an%20interlude.pdf 

 
Following the same logic, one can establish the “psychosemiotic” nature of 

brands and their objects as totems, fetishes, and idols.  As discussed above, Goya as a 

totem establishes a clan, a brand community.  Goya as a symbol constitutes a regime of 

truth which identifies clan members or invites non-clan members to experience a rite of 
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passage through the consumption of its products.  Goya, as the Name of the Brand54, is 

the symbolic Other who tells you who you are in the mirror of consumption.  Goya as a 

totem is the impersonation, the animistic version of its brand equity.  

As fetishes, Goya products (cans, bags, bottles, bouillons, etc) have a 

“therapeutic” role for Hispanics/Latinos understood as translocal clans.  They help 

consumers in healing or suturing the trauma of their hyphenated identities.  As translocal 

individuals, Hispanics/Latinos find in the consumption of ethnic food a way of asserting 

their cultural identity beyond the tension between here/there, us/other.  Consumption is 

production of meaning, thus the use of cultural artifacts such as (beans, plantains, 

tropical juices, or marmalades) has a meaning beyond its apparent use-value.  Dant 

(1999) discusses this issue using Baudrillard’s ideas on consumption and meaning: 

 
The object of consumption does not exist in relation to pure, natural, 
asocial, human needs but is produced as a sign in a system of relations of 
difference with other objects. The process of consumption Baudrillard 
understands not as the realization of objective needs or of economic 
exchange but as the social exchange of signs and values. 

 

The Goya website offers several examples of the fetishization of Goya foods.  A 

section called Latino Essentials it reads:  “Step into any Latino kitchen and you’re bound 

to find these classic essentials of meal preparation.”  This coincides with Mitchell’s 

                                                 
54 I’m playing with words echoing the Lacanian concept of the Name-of-the-Father as the Symbolic order.  
Lacan refers to this order as the one regulating our desires and the rules of communication.  
“It is in the name of the father that we must recognize the support of the symbolic function which, from 
the dawn of history, has identified his person with the figure of the law" (Écrits 67). Through recognition 
of the Name-of-the-Father, you are able to enter into a community of others. The symbolic, through 
language, is "the pact which links... subjects together in one action. The human action par excellence is 
originally founded on the existence of the world of the symbol, namely on laws and contracts” 
http://www.sla.purdue.edu/academic/engl/theory/psychoanalysis/lacanstructure.html 
Once again, I am echoing Lacan’s concept of the Name of the Father 
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observations above stating that the fetish corresponds with the Lacanian “Real” and the 

Piercean “index55.”  The consumption of the object helps to momentarily overcome the 

“trauma” in the hyphenated identity.  Goya as an index stands for Hispanic culture thus 

it is the part (object) of a perceived whole (cultural identity) that metonymically speaks 

through its artifacts. 

Last but not least, Goya as a signifier enters the realm of the imaginary, the space 

of representation.  As a brand, Goya could be perceived as an icon which semantic field 

has been developed through advertising, domestic life, public relations, and 

merchandising, as well as word-of-mouth communications.  Goya as an Idol is the 

representation of the great provider, the one who assists in the re-production of identity, 

the one who helps the community empowering it through scholarships, donations, 

sponsorship, etc.  As an idol, Goya triggers strong emotions and profane devotions that 

result in brand loyalty.  Idols generate brand loyalty, a postmodern form of idolatry.  

Thus, the different object relationships that the consumer could develop with Goya show 

the complexity encompassed in consumption as a space for the creation of meaning and 

its importance in the process of ethnogenesis.  As a totem and idol, Goya establishes 

symbolic connections with consumers.  As fetishes, Goya products materialize the 

Hispanic culture through its artifacts. 

Summarizing, Latinization à la Goya represents a complex and ambivalent 

cultural and commercial process.  As totem of a brand community, Goya groups and 

dictates a lifestyle linking consumption practices with the exercise of a notion of 
                                                 
55 Peirce distinguishes among symbol, index, and icon.  The symbol is conventional, a group determine its 
use (the cross for Christianism); an index (smoke) shows a cause-effect relationship between the index as 
sign and its cause (a fire) that is not seen; an icon (the sign resembles or imitates what it represents ( an 
icon of God represents God, but it is not God) 
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Latinidad-Sabor.  However, Goya could also function as a fetish and as an idol.  Goya 

provides consumers with relevant cultural artifacts fundamental in the process of 

ethnogenesis that could work as fetishes indexing cultural meaning in their materiality.  

As an idol Goya becomes a venerated sign that produces devotional behaviors such as 

brand loyalty.  Thus, the process of ethnogenesis is branded in consumption practices 

where brand loyalty not only expresses consumer choice, but, more importantly, his/her 

belonging to a branded ethnicity. 

The experience provided by a brand community enters an interesting dimension 

when situated in the retailing space.  Consumption, as a space for meaning production, 

has significant similarities with religious experiences where the individual looks for a 

sacred object or a deity in the realization of a project of identity.  The triadic 

“psycosemiotic” dimension of Goya as a Totem, a Fetish, and an Idol generates a sort of 

profane consumers pilgrimage towards their single-brand aisle in the supermarket.  The 

next section explores how Goya Food’s retailing, merchandising, and product extension 

strategies help in naturalize the brand, increasing brand knowledge, brand loyalty, and 

sales and how the Way to Goya encompasses more than a profane and simple act of 

consumer choice. 

 

4. The Semiotic of Space in the supermarket and the Goya pilgrims 

The Dominican American family’s cart is piled 
high with all things Goya: cans and cans of 
assorted frijoles (red kidneys, black and gandules 
verdes, green pigeon peas) and fruit nectars 
(guayaba, piña and melocotón), not to mention 
olives, chorizo and harina de maíz.  “We’re like the 
Goya-everything family, “says Ricardo.  Los 
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Meléndezes are the perfect contemporary poster 
people for a Goya TV commercial.” 
 

http://www.hispaniconline.com/trends/2003/winter/cover 
 

Goya Foods’ universe is a fair example of the articulation of different marketing 

communication strategies.  From public relations sponsoring cultural events to 

promotions featuring cookbooks, Goya Foods has developed a strong brand equity 

standing for culture, family, and Hispanic/Latino pride.  Parallel to public relationships 

strategies in supporting the Hispanic community, Goya foods has being developing 

retailing and merchandising strategies which objectives seek to create a differentiated 

space for its products that would maximize sales in the point of purchase. 

Normally, shelf space in supermarkets is subject to a fee called the “slotting fee”.  

Retailers charge this fee as a protection against slow products or to avoid loosing money 

for those products that do not sell well at all.  According to Retailingtoday. com, there 

are three main factors affecting effective retailing nowadays: 

There are three key strategic growth factors that retailers nationwide are 
successfully implementing and all indications are that they will continue 
to pursue these strategies to drive sales for the foreseeable future. These 
factors are: celebrity endorsed product lines, store within store formats 
and perhaps most important Hispanic marketing. 

http://www.dsnretailingtoday.com/story_respond.cfm?ID=3366 

 Goya Foods Inc. combines at least two of these factors.  Furthermore, Goya 

Foods has never paid a “slotting fee” for obtaining shelf space.  César Melgoza is the 

president of Geoscape International Inc. (a marketing company that specializes in 

Hispanic retailing strategy) states: “The knowledge of who are your key consumers, 
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where they live and where they buy, is the intellectual capital that can work as a 

substitute to slotting fees as well as an insurance against the risks of introducing new 

products in the market" (Bianchi and Sama, 2002).  Goya claims to have the intellectual 

capital to know when and to whom they should sell.  Conrad Colon, Goya Foods’ vice 

president of marketing in 2000 confirms this fact (Bennett, 2000): 

We were in bodegas. But the growth of the Hispanic population in the 
U.S. has helped us tremendously. In the early '60s we started getting calls 
from A&P and other stores asking us to come in," (…)Goya has a sales 
force of 400 people who are in the field. "Our salespeople tell us we have 
to get this and we have to get that for their markets. They have contact 
with the store owners and the consumers," says Colon. And the company 
is very responsive to what its salespeople report. If Goya got the message 
that there was a large Bolivian community in Chicago, for example, it 
would create or import Bolivian food items, says Colon.  Right now the 
company sees Mexican food products as a prime area of growth.  

 Goya has managed to create what is known in the retailing industry as a single-

brand aisle comparable to a store-within-a-store display. (MarketResearch.com, 2003).  

This approach is valuable for several reasons.  For consumers, having Goya products 

located at the same aisle stands for convenience.  Furthermore, the impressive variety of 

Goya’s product line offers consumers a differentiated space where there is always 

something new to try.  Marketing semiotics could also reveal how a single-brand aisle 

could enhance; on the one hand, brand image and loyalty among older consumers, on the 

other hand, it could help in building brand awareness, knowledge, and recall among new 

consumers. 

As a space, the supermarket is organized following a criteria based on product 

category.  The location of basic goods such as dairy products, meat, or vegetables 
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intends to generate traffic, to increase flow.  Going to the market could be compared to 

sailing or cruising.  Some consumers have their routes already established before even 

entering the place.  Holding a list and following its order set our visit to the market.  

However, other consumers are “free sailors”, they might visit the market driven by the 

need for a specific item, but they engage in free sailing, browsing the store to look for 

promotions, sales, or new products.  Due to this “errant” condition, “free sailors” are 

more likely to wreck in the Scylla and Charybdis-like temptations of reduced prices or 

fall in love with the seductive mermaids of promotions. 

The advantage of a single-brand aisle is, then, that it momentarily breaks the 

flow or traffic organizing the locale.  In supermarkets, products are distributed following 

general categories such as pasta, cereal, ketchup, beans, etc.  The consumer is able to 

compare different attributes or prices for different brands.  Therefore, the simultaneous 

display of different brands of the same product could easily lead to cross-over sales.  In 

other words, some consumers could decide to buy brands they did not used before 

motivated by a promotion, a reduced price, or simply because they want to try a different 

one.  According to Goya CEO Andy Unanue, their research shows that the typical Goya 

buyer is more comfortable shopping for all Goya products at once and will spend more 

money that way (Anders, 2002).  When asked on how a single brand aisle would affect 

cross-over market he stated:  "What we may lose in the crossover market, we gain more 

in making our core clients happy," (Bianchi and Sama, 2002).  Thus, a single-brand aisle 

approach might also hold consumers longer, increasing the chances of purchasing 

products that were not initially considered.  
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“Our salsitas are doing very well in all the other markets,” hints Andy 
Unanue.  From his office at Goya’s headquarters in Secaucus, N.J. he 
points out that intermarriage within Hispanic groups, and with non-
Latinos, is opening new avenues for Goya products –more Cubans are 
trying refried beans and Peruvians are dipping into Caribbean-style black 
beans more often, for example. “It’s about being a lot stronger by 
retaining your identified culture while melting into the rest.” (Plasencia, 
2002) 

Given that Goya offers more than a thousand products, a single-brand aisle 

presents  a differentiated “branded space.”  New products could be introduced 

constantly, benefiting from the brand equity already perceived and enacted by 

consumers in their brand loyalty.  The supermarket has several forms for displaying 

single-brand products.  For instance, the semiotics of space could help in distinguishing 

checkout displays and islands, from a single-branded aisle, explaining the advantages of 

the latter. 

Checkout displays and islands have similarities with a single brand aisle.  They 

display products of the same brand.  However, islands are temporal exhibitions that 

interfere with consumers’ traffic.  They are not expected, they emerge as obstacles or 

attractions.  Consumers can check them moved by a sales promotion or any other criteria 

or just ignore them.  The value of islands is not necessarily in the space, but in a sense of 

opportunity, a promotion, reduced prices, novelty, impulse buying, etc.  Conversely, the 

value of checkout displays is precisely its location: the last minute opportunity for a 

purchase.  However, even if checkout displays have longer lives than ephemeral islands, 

they do not constitute spaces to stay; they are not aimed at holding the consumer. 

A single-brand aisle offers a totally different scenario.  Here, the space is marked 

by the brand diversity and value, in other words, by brand equity.  A single-brand aisle 
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generates a different traffic behavior in the consumer.  It could be compared to a site of 

pilgrimage.  The consumer marks this place as a distinctive space in the market.  A 

single-brand aisle is a site thought and designed for staying, browsing, enjoying the 

brand value in terms of convenience (a single stop for many products) and brand equity 

(as a trustful brand for many different products categories).  A single-branded aisle also 

enhances brand image among brand loyal consumers and among non-consumer.  The 

visual reiteration of the brand breaks the syntax that prevails in the rest of the aisles.  All 

things Goya could attract non-consumers just for the bizarre scene.  From frijoles to 

marmalades, from coconut drinks to Valencia rice, the Goya aisle is some sort of exotic 

enclave altering the semiotic of space in the market.  

Equally bizarre and exotic could be a Manischewitz single-brand aisle for non 

Jewish consumers unfamiliar with Gefilte fish and matzos, and Shabbat candles.  The 

use of foreign branding definitely marks Goya and Manischewitz as ethnic enclaves, as 

segregated spaces in the market.  However, beyond ethnicity, single-brand aisles could 

also function as counterhegemonic spaces in the sense that they stand for a brand, 

resisting, somehow, the categorization of ethnic food by screaming out the brand in its 

schizoid reiteration.  Among the others, the unpronounceable, Goya and Manischewitz 

stand for their brand equity (quality, convenience, and variety).  The brand then 

functions as a totem attracting consumers offering a safe space for trying a never-ending 

extension of products. 

A single-brand aisle is a differentiated space aimed at attracting consumers in 

very similar ways as shrines attract pilgrims.  Shopping for ethnic foods and pilgrimages 

are structured and reiterative behaviors.  As rites of passage, they are fundamental in the 
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re-assertion of Hispanic/Latino identities as transcultural/translocal, in the sense that a 

rite of passage helps the individual in overcoming a liminal stage. 

The first step is then to compare shopping for ethnic food with pilgrimages.  In 

his works, Van Gennep (1960) theorized that rites of passages have a tripartite structure: 

separation, liminality (threshold), and reaggregation.  Individual engaging in rites of 

passage are in transition from a former state to a new one.  Teenagers oscillate between 

being children or adults; engaged people are in a stage of liminality (borderland) 

between being single or married, etc.  As we mentioned above, Hispanic/Latino 

identities could be studied as translocal and transcultural in the sense that they are 

performed in different and simultaneous instances, at the “cross roads of various 

definitions of peoplehood and subject positions” (Laó-Montes, 2000). 

As translocal and transcultural, Hispanic/Latino identities could be studied as 

liminal stages where former ethnic identities and practices collide and converge with 

newer ones.  For example, when shopping for food, a second generation Hispanic/Latina 

mother of young children is performing different identities simultaneously.  She is a 

member of an ethnic group, a woman, a wife (not necessarily but possible), a mother, 

not to mention other instances such as social class or sexual preference.  The pilgrimage 

to the single-brand Goya aisle reasserts her culinary heritage and preference.  However, 

shopping for ethnic food takes her beyond the apparent “passive” role of a consumer.  It 

paradoxically transforms her in a producer or in a potential producer.  Therefore, the 

consumption of ethnic food is in itself part of a process of production not only of meals, 

but moreover, of meanings and identities. 
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In brief, the pilgrimage to the single brand aisle is indeed part of a series of 

alignments that the consumer exerts in order to assert her/his translocal and transcultural 

identity.  It facilitates the mobilization from a stage of liminality in between cultures to a 

new stage where aggregation could be accomplished.  Furthermore, by consuming ethnic 

food the consumer not only reaffirms his/her ethnic identity, but also allows him/her to 

exert other identities or roles, as the mother who cooks for her family, i.e. as a producer.  

This takes us to the second step: understanding consumption as a sacrifice and its 

relationship with love. 

 

5. Canned Beans, Guilt, and Love. 

Con tu mismo amor de siempre en cada lata 

(Each can withholds the same love you always had)  

Copy Goya ad, Habichuelas pintas,  
      Cristina Cristina . Año 13 #9 p.51,2003 

 
It is not a secret that cooking from scratch is a common practice among 

Hispanics/Latinos.  For this group, appreciation of homemade food is directly embedded 

in power and love relationships within the family.  Indeed, food preparation presupposes 

domestic politics where negotiation and power are central to the reproduction of gender 

roles in the household.  DeVault (1991) illustrates the negotiation of cultural difference 

in a Hispanic/Latino household where Guatemalan and Puerto Rican cuisine converge, 

giving a fair example of the articulation of power, love, and labor in the domestic 

sphere.  The presence of two culinary traditions in the household determines the division 
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of labor increasing the amount of work.  The consultant refers to the cooking she and her 

mother do for the kids and the husband. 

 If I know that she’s making, say, rice and black beans and 
 steak in a sauce with lots of onions and green pepper, then 

I know that for that day what I’ll do this: I’ll take the black beans 
and I’ll mash them in a special little machine that I have and then I’ll 
refry them, because that’s the way he likes, the refried beans. So 
that the rest of us will eat the beans whole and he’ll eat them refried. 
For the next day, if there’s steak left over then what I do is I chop it up  
real fine, and I stuff them with this and then I beat eggs and fry those  
peppers from him.  And I’ll use some canned stewed tomatoes for a sauce 
over it. So that this way I’m kind of satisfying both tastes. (De Vault, 
1991) 

 

Consumers exert several identities while shopping for ethnic food.  Different 

social roles and power relationships determine the selection of products and the further 

preparation of food.  Food preparation is labor that could take long hours literally 

consuming women’s time.  Some women love to cook for their families because they 

find in cooking a way of expressing affection and interest for their beloved ones.  

Conversely, other women regard cooking almost as a punishment, as an obligation 

imposed by their husbands or children (DeVault, 1991).  One way or the other one, food 

production and consumption are closely linked to love and hate. 

There are multiple examples showing the ambivalence of food as a space for 

promoting love or securing a relationship.  As an example, a traditional saying in 

Spanish states: “El amor entra por el estómago” (Love enters through the stomach).  

One can argue that it is perhaps a tricky patriarchal discourse perpetuating women 

subjugation and relegation to the kitchen.  However, as a popular saying, it could also 

serve as a script for individuals hoping to secure their relationships with a significant 
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other.  Moreover, in Miller’s (1998) terms, shopping could constitute a ritual 

encompassing sacrifice as an act of love. 

In his Theory of Shopping, Daniel Miller argues that this human activity 

encompasses ritual behaviors that in traditional societies accounted for the relationship 

between the individual and the sacred.  The author states that consumption is some sort 

of sacrifice because it constitutes objects of devotion.  It also establishes ways to 

communicate with a transcended world.  In this sense, Miller states that “feeding the 

family stands for the modern act of consumption in an analogous relationship to feeding 

the community in ancient sacrifices.”  He argues that “sacrifice is always an act of 

consumption, a form of expenditure through which something or someone is 

consumed:” 

 
The act of sacrifice then takes the moment at which production is 
transmuted into consumption and appropriates it for the purpose of 
sanctification and receiving the powers of transcendent objects of 
devotion on behalf of individuals and society.  Sacrifice ensures that the 
very best of what society has produced is effectively and efficiently spent 
to obtain nor merely mundane provisioning but the benefits of a 
relationship of love and devotion to a divine force.  This is achieved 
through some awe-inspiring acts of public sacrifice, but in most 
sacrificial cultures it is also suffused within practices of sacrifice that are 
a constant feature of life. That which is experienced as a quite practical 
and mundane relationship between people and a transcendent being is 
constantly reconstituted and affirmed through sacrifice.  Miller (1998) 

 

Linking consumption and sacrifice not only involves a devotion to the brand as 

totem, but also implies the affection of the shopper, provider, consumer, or housewife to 

those who would later consume the meal.  The labor involved in preparing food goes 

beyond its use-value; it goes beyond the apparently naïve and basic satisfaction of 
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hunger.  Moreover, the fetishized product enters in the dialectic of love and labor 

determining and legitimizing the role of the woman as a “good” or “bad” mother. 

A recent Goya printed ad for Habichuelas pintas (pinto beans) (See Appendix 

4.2) in Spanish shows how the product is naturalized in a consumption ethos marked by 

love and guilt.  Hispanics/Latinos constitute a heterogeneous group where different 

generations could display contrasting cooking practices.  Goya Foods is sensitive to the 

preferences that Hispanics/Latinos of first, second, or third generation have when 

shopping for food.  Their variety of beans offers a good example illustrating different 

preferences in cooking meals.  Goya’s dried beans are more popular among those 

Hispanics who prefer to cook from scratch.  Other consumers who lack the time56 or the 

expertise for cooking frijoles or habichuelas (beans) would select canned beans 

facilitating its preparation.  Lowry et alt (2003) refer to Goya’s multi-generation 

segmentation strategy as follows: 

Goya also segments its market by degree of acculturation. Older Latinos, 
for instance, and Latinos who have been in the United States for less than 
ten years tend to make their meals from basic ingredients, such as Goya's 
dried beans. Latinos born in the United States and those who have lived 
in the country for over a decade are more likely to choose foods that are 
easier to prepare. For them, Goya provides prepared beans that taste "like 
you cooked for hours." For young, busy families that are thoroughly 
acculturated but preserve old traditions, Goya offers microwave and other 
easy-to-prepare meals. All of Goya's labels are in English and the most 
universal form of Spanish. Recently, Goya has begun to exploit the wider 
popularity of Latino culture with advertising aimed at the general 
consumer. (Lowry, 2003) 

Hispanics/Latinos as a translocal/transcultural identities oscillate between 

tradition and modernization, between traditional social scripts dictating the “ideal 

                                                 
56 The cooking time for preparing frijoles from scratch range from 2 to 4 or 5 hours  
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mother or wife” as a cook and convenience.  De Vault (1991) points out how some 

Latino women consider using canned beans as “cheating”.  The author uses the example 

of Teresa, a young Chicana woman who describes her use of canned products:  

I do cheat a little and I –like beans take about an hour to make- 
so if I forget that I’ve run out of beans and I don’t make any, 
I’ll just open a can of beans and just warm them up.  But when he 
tastes them (the husband)- I don’t know, there must be something 
about taste-he’ll say, “These are canned beans right?” No matter  
how hard I try to hide the can.  (DeVault, 1991) 

 
The current Goya advertisement in Spanish mentioned above illustrates this 

phenomenon.  The ad depicts a mother and her child in the kitchen.  A can of 

“Habichuelas pintas” or frijoles pintos (pinto beans) stands on the kitchen counter to the 

left whereas a large pan sits on the stove to the right.  The mother directs a wooden 

spoon to her boy who stands lifting his thumb in a sign of approval.  Visually, the spoon 

stands in between the can and the pan.  The copy reads: Con tu mismo amor de siempre 

en cada lata (With the same love as always in each can).  

This copy is particularly interesting not only for the meaning it conveys, but for 

its bizarre syntax.  The copy is not a sentence, but a fragment suggesting that some basic 

elements are absent.  A grammatical analysis reveals that it lacks subject or direct object, 

and a verb.  The missing elements (beans-direct object) and a verb (there is/are) point 

precisely to the origin of the guilty feelings that might result from choosing canned 

beans over cooking them from scratch. 

The English translation lacks the nuance of the Spanish copy suggesting that the 

use of canned beans in preparing the meal is acceptable because it is an act of love. Con 

tu mismo amor de siempre (With the same love always) equated the love expressed as 
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labor inpreparing food from scratch with the the selection of Goya beans as an act of 

love.  The copy continues with a longer text that reads as follows: 

 
Tan caseros y sabrosos.  
Los puedes hacer 
fácilmente a tu gusto, más 
seguido y en menos 
tiempo, con tu mismo 
cariño de siempre.  Como 
tú, Goya también conoce 
el amor y el cariño que le 
tienes a tu familia, porque 
en cada lata de frijoles y 
habichuelas Goya, va lo 
major de nosotros 
 
Cristina Magazine (2003) 
Año 13, #9 p.51 
 

Homemade and delicious. You can easily 
prepare them as you wish, more often and 
in less time, with the same love always. 
Like you, Goya also knows about loving 
your family, because each can of Goya 
beans withholds the best of us. 

 

Feelings of guilt and food practices have been pointed as a salient characteristic 

among Hispanic mothers and wives.  This cultural characteristic is even emphasized by 

Felipe Kozernny, a Hispanic market guru, in a lecture presented at the conference “The 

US Hispanic Market Boom & Profitable Customer Relationship Strategies” held at the 

Hyatt Regency Hotel in Los Angeles California in June, 2002. (Strategic Research 

Institute, 2003). 

In the Power Point presentation offered by Dr. Kozernny, guilt among Hispanic 

women is referred as an internal motivator.  The housewife is considered to have a sense 

of internal guilt that would result from the fear of failing to select good products for her 

family.  According to Dr. Kozernny, this opens the opportunity for marketers in creating 

a cognitive balance that would give some equilibrium to the triad “mother, kid product”.  
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Dr. Kozernny offers three stages in achieving what he calls “cognitive balance”. (See 

Table 1) 

In the first stage, the mother is happy with a product she considers good for the 

kid, but the kid might be dissatisfied with it.  At the second stage the kid could have a 

positive feeling about an indulgent product, but the mother might consider that it is not 

good for the kid.  In the final stage, cognitive balance is achieved.  Both, the kid and the 

mother have positive feelings towards the product. 

In the aforementioned Goya ad, the fear and guilt resulting from using canned 

beans disappear in a promise held by the brand equity: Si es Goya tiene que ser bueno (If 

is Goya it has to be good!).  This is also valid for the more recent slogan, Porque el 

sabor lo llevamos dentro (Because we carry the flavor inside us), commented in a 

previous section.  Thus, fears of being perceived as a “bad” mother are exorcized by a 

rhetoric emphasizing love and kinship where the brand functions as a totem dictating the 

belonging to the group.  Moreover, it legitimizes consumption practices that re-produce 

tradition assuring “authenticity” in a trustful brand.  

Summarizing, shopping for ethnic food involves multiple issues associated with 

the re-production of cultural identities, but it is also a space where other social 

relationships come into play.  Food consumption and the creation of individual and 

social meanings go beyond the simplistic satisfaction of a basic need.  Social roles and 

scripts on what constitutes a “good” or “bad” mother are purposively used in advertising 

texts and recommended in marketing conferences in order to appeal to the 

Hispanic/Latina consumer. 
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The colonization of lifeworlds by the system cannibalizes not only cultural 

difference, but sets scripts for the reproduction of social roles and power relationships 

within the household.  Consumption as labor is paradoxically both as space where 

women could play an active role becoming “producers,” but could also serve to 

reproduce power relationships in the domestic space that ultimately subjugate the 

individual even more.  Furthermore, the colonization of lifeworlds not only encompasses 

process of commodification of cultural artifacts and its fetishization through branding 

but it is aimed at a never-ending process for a spatial and psychological brand 

colonialism.  Capitalism functions as a fractal, it expands from the margin to the 

mainstream and from the global to core of the mainstream again.  The next section 

contrasts Goya advertising targeting the frontier land of the Goya Empire: The Mexican 

American market and the non-Hispanic market.  It discusses two Goya advertising 

campaigns targeting Mexican Americans and non-Mexicans in order to assess the 

commodification of culture and its role in the production of subjectivities through 

consumption. 

 

6.  Colonizing the Other 

 

6.1 When the other is the same: The colonization of Mexican-American taste 

As mentioned above, Goya Foods Empire was until recently focusing on the US 

east coast and their international chapters in Puerto Rico, Spain, and the Dominican 

Republic.  However, the US Hispanic/Latino population varies depending upon the 

region.  According to Census 2002, Mexican Americans represent approximately 64% of 
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the Hispanic population in the US and their distribution by region concentrates in the 

central, southern states, and the west coast.  Goya is a relatively new player in marketing 

to Hispanics in these regions.  However, their Mexican specialties include almost fifty 

different products, from pico gallo, to masarina, from mole to menudo. Recently, Goya 

Food introduced “Nuevas Salsitas Picantes Goya” (New fiery Salsitas Goya) featuring 

four different popular types of chiles among Mexicans: Chile de Arbol, Habanero, 

Ancho y Jalapeño.  

One of the paradoxes conveyed in the label Hispanic/Latinos is that it tries to 

exorcize in a word several and different cultural traditions.  Fannon and Bhabha have 

pointed out how the stereotype is an impossible signifier where the other is 

misrepresented and fixated at the same time.  In this sense, the Other is often reduced to 

a series of signs, stigmata, or artifacts representing his/her alterity.  Spain is reduced to 

bullfighting, flamenco folklore, and paellas as Hispanic food is abridged to tortillas, rice 

and beans, and spicy salsas. 

A common misconception about Latin American food is the belief that is hot and 

spicy.  In fact, the consumption of “chili peppers” is more extended in certain regions of 

Mexico and Central America.  Several Latin American cuisines do not use chili peppers 

at all.  For instance, Caribbean and South American cuisine use other ingredients for 

spicing meals such as cumin.  In South America, rocoto or locoto and ají amarillo 

(yellow aji) are common chili peppers used by Peruvians and Bolivians in order to spice 

their food, but are not necessarily known or used among other Latin Americans.  

Probably, the perception of Latin American food as “hot” and spicy derivates from the 

influence that Mexican food has exerted during decades over American tastes. 
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The recent introduction of Pico de Gallo and Salsitas Picantes Goya are part of 

the company’s efforts in reaching Mexican Americans.  The campaign produced by 

Lopez Negrete Advertising in Houston, Texas was published in magazines such as 

People en español, Bazzar, Eres, Cristina, Cosmopolitan en español, and aired in 

Hispanic networks such as Univision and Telemundo.  Thus, Goya, initially specializing 

in Spanish and Caribbean cuisine, has been exploring the possibility of reaching the 

larger subminority of Hispanic/Latinos with an “ethnic product” that nowadays outsells 

ketchup. 

The campaign for printed media features two executions inspired in the 

traditional Mexican Lotto.  La Lotería Mexicana, similar to American Bingo, is a 

traditional game played in family reunions or at special community events such as 

festivals or fairs.  The game consists in a series of cards representing traditional symbols 

(el nopal, la bandera), animals (el pescado, la garza), flowers (la rosa), domestic 

objects (la bota, el gorro) or people (el borracho, el valiente)57.  The cards have a 

number, the name of the card, and its pictorial representation.  La Lotería is a simple 

game.  A caller pulls out cards from a deck.  As in Bingo, each player should find the 

mentioned on his board.  The winner would be the one who first completes a row or a 

column or the entire card. 

This campaign borrowed el valiente (the brave man) and el diablito (the devil) 

cards from la lotería Mexicana.  These characters covey meanings associated with the 

consumption of chilis as something requiring bravery.  There is also an ironic twist in 

                                                 
57 nopal > cactus; bandera > flag; pescado >fish, garza >     ; gorro > hat; rosa >rose; bota > boot; borracho 
> drunk man > valiente > brave 
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small modifications of the original cards.  El valiente, for instance, is depicted as 

someone who is running away, i.e., as the opposite, as a coward.  A similar thing 

happens with the other card.  In traditional Mexican Lottery, el diablo is one of the 

characters among others such as el apache (the Apache), and el músico (the Musician).  

However, in the Goya ad el diablo not only appears in its diminutive form el diablito, 

but he is on his knees and praying to God. (See Appendix 4.3, 4.4) 

El valiente shows a copy that reads “Si te atreves… (If your dare….)  El diablito 

in harmony with his posture reads: Pruébalas por el amor de Dios (Try them for God 

sake!).  It is important to mention that the printed ads include the traditional slogan Si es 

Goya tiene que ser bueno (If it's Goya, it has to be good!), as part of the logo.  The 

newest slogan Porque el sabor lo llevamos dentro (Because we carry the flavor within 

us) is also displayed 

 

The selection of two cards of La Lotería Mexicana is in harmony with previous 

marketing communications efforts associating the brand with family or community 

events since the game is played in family reunions or public activities celebrating 

kinship, popular culture, tradition, and community.  Felipe G. Campos, a former UT 

student offers a description of the cultural relevance of la Lotería Mexicana: 

This is a game we played while we were growing up. On the holidays, 
like Thanksgiving or Christmas, or just any general family gathering, 
we'd play Loteria while our stomachs settled or while the adults sat 
around chisteando and comadreando (joking and gossiping). The whole 
family would play, from the little bitty chiquillos who could recognize 
the pictures, all the way up to my Abuelito, my Grandfather. It was fun 
because the whole family could enjoy it. I have presented it here for a few 
reasons. Firstly, as just one showcase of an element of Mexican and 
Mexican-American culture. Secondly, as an icon of familiarity to 
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"expatriate" Chicanos out there in lands far off, such as Canada, France, 
etc. who are far away from familia, Raza, and cultura Mexicana for 
whatever reason, in order to give them some sense of home. And lastly, I 
figured it could serve as a teaching mechanism for either a bilingual or 
social/cultural studies curriculum. I'm not sure how this will be recieved, 
but if you have any words of praise or objection, by all means send them 
to me 
http://egoiste.edb.utexas.edu/loteria/felipe.html 

 
TV advertising for “Salsitas Picantes” Goya also appropriates another Mexican 

favorite “La lucha libre” (wrestling) http://www.lopeznegrete.com/portfolio_media.htm.  

The commercial starts when two young men enter a wrestling spectacle.  A 

spokesperson describes the scene: …”he grabs him from behind and “El Misterioso” 

falls face down on the mat.”  Next, a series of close ups to the wrestler’s face suggest the 

pain his opponent is inflicting on him.  The spokesperson continues: “That’s right, he 

has him down, and it looks like it’s all over, folks.  The masked wrestler can’t escape 

that arm lock. It has him begging for mercy.”  Later, a zoom out reveals that the 

complaining wrestler is not fighting, but eating food spiced with “Salsitas Picantes” 

Goya.  The narrator states: “Goya hot salsitas, made in Mexico with the popular Arbol 

chile peppers, the delicious Jalapeño, the burning Habanero, and the traditional tasty 

Ancho chile pepper that everybody likes.  Flavor is everything! If it's Goya, it's has to be 

good!).  It is worth to mention that the commercial is in Spanish but subtitles provide the 

English translation.  One more time, the copy in Spanish emphasizes both slogans the 

traditional and the recent one, but only the voice in Spanish repeats the most recent one: 

Porque el sabor lo llevamos dentro.  Thus, printed and TV advertising appropriate 

popular culture associating product consumption with activities enjoyed collectively. 
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In brief, this is not a particularly clever campaign.  However, it shows a 

sensibility towards Mexican American popular culture being a fair example of Goya’s 

acknowledgement of the diversity of US Hispanics and the need for tailoring product 

development, marketing communications, and public relationships to accommodate their 

multiple identities.  When the other is the same, cultural relevance and humor play an 

important role in naturalizing the consumption of the product and the brand among 

Mexican Americans.  In this case, coloniality of power is not only aimed at the 

development of “cultural artifacts” that might appeal to the colonized, but moreover, the 

product is invested in a “simulated authentic world” evocative of collectiveness, popular 

culture, and humor.  Sabor latino is then a commodified Latinidad, a subjectivity 

derived from the ontological parallelism among the corporation, the product, the 

narrator, and an imagined us, the Hispanic/Latino audience or community. 

The next section discusses Goya’s efforts appealing to the mainstream market.  

In this case, a rhetoric of colonial desire and the use of mock Spanish as a pidgin 

language present the consumption of Goya foods as a voyeuristic experience where the 

consumer is invited to become the other by cannibalizing its cultural difference. 

 

6.2. What a way to Goya! Colonial desire and the cannibalization of cultural 
difference. 

Let your taste buds experience the Caribbean. 

In many people's minds, the Caribbean is synonymous with paradise. Clear blue skies, 
even bluer water, and soft white sand between the toes. Life can seem wonderfully 
simple in the islands. After all, there's no need to complicate a perfectly sweetened 

mango or a plump and juicy pineapple freshly plucked from the 
tree outside the front door. Many traditional recipes from this region are easy to prepare 
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and can be made with relatively few ingredients. 
We've collected a perfect sampling of these wonders for you in our great feature - the 

Caribbean, Best of the Americas. Send your taste buds on a 
vacation!http://goyafoods.com/english/whatshot/feature_cookbook.html 

 

Goya Foods has successfully marketed its products as essential artifacts in the 

process of ethnogenesis.  Using different marketing strategies, Goya Foods not only 

established scripts of “Latinidad” for US Hispanics/Latinos, but moreover they are 

currently running a campaign in printed media targeting the mainstream market and the 

African American population.  The campaign is part of special advertising sections in 

publications such as Gourmet or Food and Wine.  It also features individual ads in other 

magazines such as Ebony, Better Homes and Gardens, or Ladies Home Journal, among 

others. 

A discursive analysis of this campaign reveals coincidences with topics 

discussed in previous chapters regarding cultural cannibalization, exoticism, and 

postmodern changing identities embedded in consumption practices.  Thus, the 

campaign poses an invitation to enjoy and personify an “eroticized exotic other” 

consuming his/her cultural artifacts.  This clearly suggests the implementation of 

processes of subjection and subjectivation through consumption. 

The products advertised in the campaign include black beans, rice, salsitas 

picantes (fiery salsitas), refried beans, pico gallo, mojo58, olive oil, nectars, olives, and 

coconut water.  Overall, it is an invitation to engage in a displacement aimed at 

experiencing the other and its taste.  The slogan used in printed advertisements and on 

                                                 
58 A marinade sauce common in the Caribbean 
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the English-based website is What a Way to Goya.  In other words, it encompasses the 

“virtual” transformation and displacement of the individual in the path for Living la Vida 

Goya as a voyeuristic glance implied in the consumption of cultural difference.  Indeed, 

The Way to Goya is introduced as a gratifying experience resulting from the 

cannibalization of the exotic as part of a rite of passage when one can taste and 

experience cultural difference. 

The Way to Goya implies a displacement, a trip, a rite of passage.  The chapter 

discussing Nuevo Latino analyzed the “trip” as one of the leitmotifs used in promoting 

this nouvelle cuisine.  The displacement, the initiatory trip to the Tropics helped the chef 

in overcoming a limimality stage resulting in the discovering or rediscovering of a new 

identity as a chef.  Enlightened by the transformational dimension of the trip as a rite of 

passage, the chef was able to create a sophisticated and exotic nouvelle cuisine. 

In very similar ways, the ad featuring Goya rice directly appropriates the motif of 

the trip as a voyeuristic experience comprised in the consumption of cultural difference.  

This ad was published in Ebony, a magazine targeted primarily to African Americans, 

but was also part of special advertising sections in Gourmet.  It features a recipe for 

preparing Spanish Paella.  The copy reads: “Looking for more ways to live La Vida 

Goya? See your store’s Goya section, or visit www.Goya.com.”  (See Appendix 4. 5) As 

discussed in previous sections, this ad also alludes to the rite of passage as a pilgrimage 

to the single-brand Goya aisle or Goya website.  La vida Goya, echoes Ricky Martin’s 

Living la vida loca.  Consumption is then an adventure, a thrilling experience of 

becoming the other, the exotic, entering in his/her “spiced” and “hot” world.  This 

colonial desire is also typical of a postmodern paradigm where individuals are 
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encouraged to seek alternative personas as well as social identities.  Thus Living La 

Vida Goya is a clear example of the branding of lifestyles, i.e., of the production of 

subjectivities through consumption. 

Recent trends advocating the consumption of milk have popularized “batidos” a 

traditional Latin American milkshake blending fresh tropical fruits with milk.  The ad 

featuring Goya nectars capitalizes from this tendency and introduces the consumption of 

the product as a self-indulgent cruise to taste the tropics. (See Appendix 4.6) 

Taste the Tropics 

Want to whip up a shake that’s a scrumptious slice 
of good-for-you island fruit? Grab any of our authentic 
island-fresh fruit nectars like mango, guava, peach, tamarindo  
or guanabana.  Then enjoy a real taste of the tropics 

   
(…) 
For more cool ways to indulge your passion for Latino cuisine 
Grab a frosty can of any Goya nectar.  Then cruise into your store’s Goya 
section or visit www.goyafoods.com 

 

The motif of the trip should be studied as part of a rhetoric of colonial desire that 

invests the other with exoticism placing it in a mystified distant and even eroticized 

“beyond”.  The Way to Goya is then compared to a cruise.  It supposes a displacement 

that takes place from the center to an exotic periphery where the colonizer can indulge 

his/her passion for the eroticized exotic other.  Interestingly, the cruise to the Tropics 

converges with the pilgrimage to the single-brand aisle in the store.  As discussed above, 

Goya’s single-brand aisle functions as a shrine where Hispanics and non Hispanics find 

their fetishes.  For non-Hispanics, though, the pilgrimage promises the satisfaction of a 

colonial desire, the lust for enjoying the exotic other in Living la Vida Goya.  Thus, la 
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vida Goya becomes an “altered state” that allows consumers to experience an alternative 

identity through the consumption of ethnic food. 

The epigraph opening this section was selected from Goya website promotional 

page.  Here, US consumers can get Goya’s “Best of the Americas Caribbean Cookbook” 

for free.  The quote illustrates not only the mystification of the Tropics, but it also points 

out how the consumption of ethnic food offers an opportunity to a virtual displacement.  

It is interesting to mention that the Spanish version slightly differs from the English one.  

On the Spanish website it reads: “Allow your palate to experience the Caribbean”, but 

does not include any reference to “Send your taste buds on a vacation!” as in the English 

version.  I registered my e-mail and other information in order to receive the cookbook.  

Goya Foods replied to my interest with the following e-mail in Spanish: 

Estimado/a Vanessa, 
 
¡Una mágica experiencia 
del Caribe esta en 
camino! En pocas 
semanas podrá 
crear deliciosos platos de 
las islas. 
 
!Disfrute! Y gracias por 
escoger ser parte de la 
gran familia Goya. 
 
Si tiene alguna inquietud 
o pregunta por favor 
escriba a Maria en 
cookbook@goya.com y 
déjele conocer sus 
comentarios. 
 
(Permita entre 4-6 
semanas para entregas). 

Dear Vanessa, 
 
A magic Caribbean experience is on the 
way! In few weeks you will create 
delicious meals from the islands. 
 
Enjoy! And thanks for choosing being part 
of the big Goya family 
 
If you have any inquiry or question please 
write to Maria at cookbook@goya.com 
and let her know your comments 
 
(Allow 4-6 weeks for delivering) 
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When discussing the industrialization of Mexican Food in the early 20th century, 

we argued that Gebhardts’ cookbooks invited non-Hispanic consumers into the 

experience of the other promising them some sort of social recognition from friends who 

would appreciate their cosmopolitism and modernization in serving “ethnic exotic food” 

or when organizing a “Mexican Fiesta.”  In very similar ways, Goya seems to promise 

consumers the satisfaction of social recognition an empowerment through the 

appropriation of cultural difference as a marker of social distinction.  Following 

Bourdieu, one can argue that consumption practices are nowadays even more that simple 

conspicuous practices, indeed, they can be understood as an imaginary space for 

performing class identity.  In phrases such as:  “Let your taste buds experience the 

Caribbean” or “Send your taste buds on a vacation!” one can fell that cultural capital on 

ethnic food could constitute a powerful source for distinction and social hierarchy.  In 

cannibalizing cultural difference, culture is directly involved in the class struggle if not 

for dominance at least for allure, as a lighter display of power. 

Advertising for non-Hispanics also includes new uses for traditional 

Hispanics/Latino classics such as black beans (See Appendix 4. 7).  From Mexican 

frijoles refritos to the Caribbean moros con cristianos or the Brazilian feijoada black 

beans are one of Latin American favorites.  Generally, throughout the Americas, the use 

of black beans is restricted to “warm dishes”, however, printed ads for Bush’s Black 

beans or Goya’s Black beans are becoming a common place in magazines such as 

Ebony, Enquire, Better Homes and Gardens or Ladies Home Journal, among others.  

The interesting part is that the suggested use for black beans is not in warm dishes, but 
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in the preparation of salads or salsa.  Bean salads are becoming very trendy not only 

because of their colorfulness, but also because of their nutritional value.  Whereas 

similar Goya printed ads for Hispanics put emphasis in the importance of maintaining 

culinary traditions, advertising for non-Hispanics divest the cultural meaning (black 

beans=hot dish), using its exoticism or “colorfulness” as a hook.  Goya’s advertisement 

to non-Hispanics suggests the use of black beans in the preparation of salsa.  

Traditionally, salsa’s ingredients do not include black beans. 

The use of black beans in salads represents some sort of taboo for 

Hispanics/Latinos.  In Latin America, black beans are associated with warm dishes.  The 

incorporation of black beans in cold dishes like salads, or even in pizza could be 

compared with Freud’s concept of the sinister (Das Umheimlich).  It triggers emotions 

of disgust among some Hispanic/Latinos when witnessing the use of black beans in cold 

dishes such as salads.  The non-traditional use of black beans is aimed at creating new 

niches among African Americans and WASP consumers. 

Finally, this campaign targeted to non-Hispanics also incorporates a fascinating 

use of Spanish words that could be considered as “Mock Spanish.”  In an article titled 

“Mock Spanish: A Site for the Indexical Reproduction of Racism in American English”, 

Jane Hill (1995) defines it as: 

 Mock Spanish itself is a system of four major strategies for 
the “incorporation” of Spanish language materials into English. 
These strategies yield expressions that belong to a pragmatic 
zone bounded on one end by the merely jocular, and on the 
other by obscene insult.  They include: (1): “Semantic derogation”: 
the borrowing of neutral positive Spanish loan words which function 
in Mock Spanish in a jocular and/or pejorative sense; (2) “Euphemism”: 
the borrowing of negative, including scatological and obscene Spanish 
words, as euphemisms for English words, or for use in their own right as 
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jocular and or/pejorative expressions, (3) “Affixing”: the borrowing of 
Spanish morphological elements, especially el “the” and the suffix –o, in 
order to make an English word especially jocular and/or pejorative, and 
(4) “Hyperanglicization”: absurd mis-pronuntiations, that endow 
commonplace Spanish words or expressions with a jocular and/or 
pejorative sense and can create vulgar puns.  

 

In the six advertisements, one can notice the use of Spanish words, orthographic 

markers, and accents.  Except for the coloring in “¡Shake it up, bebé!,” (See Appendix 

4.6 4.8 and “¡Latin Thrill on the Grill!”, they follow a binary structure where the first 

half is in English and in a darker color  (blue, purple-blue,  and green) followed by the 

second part in Spanish in red.  

The semantic field that results from grouping the Spanish-words, portraits an 

eroticized and exotic other.  References to hot (caliente) and fresh have double sexual 

connotations (fresca) (See Appendix 4.9, 4.10).  Moreover, the noun samba acquires 

syntactical functions that correspond to a verb introducing the exotic South American 

rhythm as an action depicting a lifestyle.  More interestingly enough is that no matter in 

which order you read them in Spanish they always convey a festive exotic atmosphere 

spiced with some eroticism in the use of caliente or in the Spanish jocular use of “babe” 

in bebé.  One can argue that Mock Spanish in the examples above intent to portray a 

lifestyle that is seductive because its exoticism and eroticism.  Thus, it reifies cultural 

difference and in a way promotes stereotypes. 

However, one can argue that the non-consistent use of accents, exclamation or 

question marks could evidence a totally different phenomenon beyond “Mock Spanish”: 

the creation of a pidgin language.  This is very interesting if one considers that this 

campaign is used by Goya to target non-Hispanic consumers.  A quick review of the 
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social use of pidgin languages shows that they generally emerge in commercial settings 

where speakers of at least two different languages need to negotiate and trade.  The 

following citation gives a definition of pidgin languages. 

Philip BAKER (Baker 1993:6): "A pidgin is a form of language created 
by members of two or more linguistic groups in contact as a means of 
intercommunication, the most basic grammatical rules of which are 
common to all its habitual users regardless of their own primary language, 
while at least one and perhaps all of the participating groups recognize that 
this means of intercommunication is not the primary language of any other." 

Peter MUHLHAUSLER (1997:6): "Pidgins are examples of partially-
targeted second-language learning and second-language creation, 
developing from simpler to more complex systems as communicative 
requirements become more demanding. Pidgin languages by definition 
have no native speakers – they are social rather than individual solutions 
– and hence are characterized by norms of acceptability. . . There are 
qualitatively different stages in the development of a pidgin. . . : Jargon à 
Stable pidgin à Expanded Pidgin à Creole." 
http://courses.essex.ac.uk/lg/lg449/PidginDefs.html 

  

In the use of pidgin languages two different linguistic groups seek 

communication.  English speakers could easily recognize some of the Spanish words 

used in the ads, even if they are not fluent in Spanish.  Thus understanding this 

campaign as an example of pidgin language makes perfect sense in a 

colonial/commercial setting, where the Hispanic Imperialist (Goya) addresses its future 

colonies offering new fetishes for fantasizing alternative spiced and caliente identities 

through the cannibalization of cultural difference as a way of reinventing the self in late 

capitalism. 

As discussed in a previos chapter, Nuevo Latino Cuisine also capitalizes from 

this cannibalization of cultural difference.  Not surpridingly, recent public relationships 
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efforts at Goya are trying to establish a connection between the Nuevo Latino experience 

and the brand (SeeApendix ya websites features “Goya’s Chef Table”, a PR event 

intending to associate Goya with Nuevo Latino Cuisine.  Restaurant such as Taverna de 

Haro in Boston or La Moia Tapas Bar in Province have been the place of Goya’s 

gatherings.  The most recent event took place at one of the first Nuevo Latino restaurant, 

Alma de Cuba, owned by the acclaimed chef Douglas Rodriguez.  The following excerpt 

describes the menu and the Nuevo Latino hasnd-on-experienced delivered to the diners: 

 
Guests of the evening were delighted with an extensive 6 - course meal 
featuring: black bean dip with plantain and yuca chips, mini smoked tuna 
empanadas with olive escabeche, shrimp and chorizo anticuchos 
(skewers) marinated in mojo criollo, crispy chicken ropa vieja arepa with 
avocado tomato salsa, crisp roasted pork with bitter orange mojo served 
with congri (a rice and beans mixture) and sweet plantains. The meal 
concluded with a delicious desert combination of a guava and strawberry 
batido (smoothie) and Alma de Cuba's signature chocolate cigar - the 
Smokeless Macanudo (complete with edible matches) for garnishing. 

 
Invited guests were treated to a lesson in the preparation of empanadas, 
the proper way to stuff, fold and shape them using Goya Discos (turnover 
dough). They also received a demonstration on how to make two classic 
refreshments: the batido or smoothie, made in a blender with simple 
syrup, yogurt, Goya's Guava & Strawberry Nectars and GOYA Frozen 
For a more potent summer drink the Mojito (a variation of the word 
mojar, meaning "to wet"), a classic Cuban drink was made with rum, 
sugar, mint leaves and sugar cane and lime for garnishing. The bartender 
showed guests the unique technique of "blending" these refreshing 
flavors by using a mortar. 
http://goya.com/english/whatshot/whats_happening_chefstable.html 

 

This is a good example of the powerful marketing strategy practiced by Goya in 

naturalizing and “sophisticating” the brand for those who believe that canned food can 

not metamorphoses into gourmet cuisine…  
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Goya Foods Inc. is not only an example of coloniality of power in late capitalism 

exerting and producing subjectivities based on consumption practices aimed at the 

accumulation of capital.  It is often mentioned as a fair example of a modeling force for 

Hispanic/Latinos in search of the American Dream.  This is particularly important 

because, as role models, the Unanues seem to demonstrate that the American Dream is 

plausible beyond ethnic or class struggle.  Joe Vidueira, editor of HispanicTrends.com 

states: 

Goya’s remarkable story demonstrates that, in America, freedom and 
hard work define the limits of success, regardless of what your ethnic 
background, dreams or goals may be. 
http://www.hispaniconline.com/trends/2003/winter/editor/.  

For a critical perspective, the reification and mystification of “hard labor” is a 

simplistic and highly ideological way of presenting complex social process where 

power, opportunity, and capital have tremendous impact in the development of a 

corporation and in the necessary vision and mission required in managing it.  The 

ideological implications of considering the Unanues as the American Dream could be 

seen as a twofold phenomenon.  First, it reduces the American dream to the 

accumulation of capital.  Second, it reifies hard work as an ideology separating labor 

from power relationships, access to knowledge systems needed for accumulating and 

investing capital. 

Concluding, Goya Food Inc represents a fair example of the complexity of 

multicultural marketing where advertising plays a fundamental role in producing 

subjectivities (Latinidad-Sabor) associating them to brand loyalty.  For non-Hispanics, 
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the production of subjectivities is linked to the experience of the brand as a 

transformational voyage where tastes and identities metamorphose in the consumption 

of cultural difference.  The powerful triadic dimension of brand as totems, fetishes, or 

idols helps understanding the different object relations that consumers can develop with 

their brands.  Goya Foods stands for a branding paradigm where translocal identities 

recreate community and identity through brand idolatry. 

Fractal capitalism in its never-ending expansion profits from the importance that 

discourses on cultural diversity have brought to the agenda in multicultural marketing.  

Along this dissertation we have studied the migration and de-ethnitization of ethnic food 

into the American mainstream market as part of a coloniality of power appropriating 

cultural artifacts from the internal colony or the external other.  Today, 

Hispanics/Latinos’ visibility is revolutioning Hispanic market challenging corporate 

America to advertise and develop products and services for the largest minority in the 

USA.  A last reflexion assesses the rhetoric used by the advertising industry when 

referring to US Hispanic/Latinos and why it resembles previous colonial discourses. 
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COROLARY 
Latinization Today 

 
 
1.  US Hispanics/Latinos:  Romanticizing older colonies in a neocolonial order? 

 
 

In the last years, the so-called “boom” of the Hispanic market in the US has been 

the focus of attention for marketers and advertisers.  Hispanics/Latinos constitute the 

largest minority in the US and their presence in the northeast, southwest, and the center 

of the country is not only reshaping the urban landscape, (Davis, 2000), but even 

perhaps the lifestyle of the mainstream culture.  The visibility of the other, the Hispanic 

/Latino, has never been more evident.  In many cities of the United States billboards in 

Spanish begin to dominate urban landscapes.  The increasing growth of Hispanic/Latino 

markets also enhances the presence of this internal other.  In multicultural societies, 

cultural hybridization processes emerge as the result of the struggle and negotiation of 

power relationships among different ethnic groups.  US Hispanics/Latinos constitute, 

paradoxically, a nation within a nation (Fox, 1996).  First, they have been imagined as a 

homogeneous group that is presumably differentiated by racialized and linguistic 

categories and even, sometimes, geographically delimited to el barrio as an internal 

enclave.  Second, they actually embody a heterogeneous group whose level of 

identification with the white mainstream culture and the so-called Hispanic/Latino 

identity varies along age, years of residency, bilingualism, and a large number of other 

different factors.  It is not until recently, that discourses on US Hispanics/Latinos have 

begun to acknowledge the need for moving beyond the Pan-Latino approach (US 

Hispanic/Latinos as a homogeneous group) towards recognizing their diversity.  The US 
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multicultural landscape offers an interesting case for the paradox representing the 

Hispanic/Latino community. 

On the one hand, it is the largest minority of the country, which implies that their 

visibility and presence as citizens has considerably increased.  Hispanic pop icons, 

politicians, baseball players, or actors exert a constant presence in media as well as in 

the public sphere.  On the other hand, this awareness of Hispanics/Latinos as a nation 

within a nation captured the attention of marketers and advertisers bearing the Faustian 

quest for new niches, segments, and markets.  The sweet rhetoric of growing 

percentages of new consumers becomes irresistible for those interested in conquering the 

new frontier in the US and the challenge of finding the alchemic formula for 

transforming this market in Geld59 

With current spending power, U.S. Hispanics can 
already outbuy the biggest Latin American 
countries. Their purchasing clout exceeds that 
of Mexicans ($404 billion) and Brazilians 
with buying power estimated at $ 386 billion, 
said Adolfo Chiri, SRC's chief economist.  

Already there are more Hispanics in the United States than in Peru 
and Venezuela, and according to Strategy Research's projections, 
the United States will have the highest Hispanic population in the 
Americas by 2050, surpassing Mexico.  

http://www.hispanic-market.com/news_frameset.htm 

US Hispanic Latinos are compared with other Hispanic nations, not only in terms 

of their number, but also as an enclave having its own economy.  This need for pointing 

out Hispanics/Latinos as a distinctive nation can be better understood in the justification 

and legitimation for Hispanic marketing and advertising.  If there is a different 

                                                 
59 In German, it refers to both gold and money. 
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subjectivity in being Hispanic/Latino, this could mean that they also show a 

differentiated consumer behavior, requiring a distinctive marketing and Spanish-based 

advertising.  At least, this is the reasoning behind the industry’s claim that advertising in 

Spanish is more effective than advertising in English.  Despite their different levels of 

fluency in Spanish, US Hispanics/Latinos are often imagined as a linguistic colony.  

Moreover, in events such as “The US Hispanic Market Boom & Profitable Customer 

Relationship Strategies” held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Los Angeles California in 

June, 2002, members of Hispanic Advertising agencies even discussed the use of 

Spanglish as an effective pidgin in addressing young Hispanics/Latinos. 

This is particularly interesting if one considers that there are specialized 

communications firms embrassing Spanglish as their business philosophy.  At 

Spanglish.com, for instance, the use of Spanglish is seen as Cross cultural branding, an 

strategy to reach a diversified population with a solid brand strategy. (www. 

spanglishads.com).  Other agencies argue that some Hispanics are English dominant 

and, in this sense, there is a need for English-based advertising tailored for this market 

displaying cultural cues that could be identified associated with the Hispanic culture 

In a recent forum organized by HispanicAd.com and the Association of Hispanic 

Advertising Agencies, Hector Orci, Co-Chair of La Agencia de Orci, referred to the 

Hispanic market in the following terms: 

The good news, for the irony, is that there are not bad news and that 
means to me that the Latino economy of the USA really functions 
independently of the general economy. They are in a different economic 
situation, different economic conditions. In this recession that we just 
had, or are having, as the last one we had in the nineties, Hispanic 
spending was up, Hispanic consumption was up, and our consumers are 
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consuming because there are working and they are making money. ( 
HispanicAd.com, 2002) 

What is interesting here is the claim that the Latino economy functions 

independently from the general economy in the USA.  Mr. Orci supports this claim by 

pointing out that Hispanic spending and consumption was up.  At a certain extent, this 

semi-independent economy is associated with a deterritorialized community that 

paradoxically could be mapped as a tribe  and now often as a group of tribes (as a 

distinctive group displaying unique behaviors and values and even a separate economy).  

Not surprisingly, key Hispanic markets in the USA such as Los Angeles, San Antonio, 

New York, or Miami, the US Hispanic/Latino community are very often depicted as 

neocolonial “enclaves.” 

When incorporated into a script of globalization, the extraordinary 
economic diversity of immigrant economies in “host” countries is 
subsumed to, or depicted as an “enclave” within, the capitalist totality, 
located on a trajectory of homogenization or synthesis with the host 
society (Gibson-Graham, 1996, 143) 

 
The fragmentation of media also collaborates in the reproduction of US 

Hispanics as an imagined community.  Spanish-based networks targeting US 

Hispanics/Latinos help in building this sense of belonging and naturalize the experience 

of a virtual community represented by TV audiences.  

Advertising expenditures seem to corroborate the relative independence of the 

Hispanic market.  According to Wentz (2002), spending in Hispanic advertising defied 

recession.  In 2001, 53 of the top 100 advertisers in the general market decreased their 

ad spending during the first three quarters.  Conversely, 20 out of the top 25 advertisers 
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to Hispanics increased their ad spending.  Among them, for example, Procter and 

Gamble Co., Ford Motor Co, AT&T Corp. and General Motors increased their ad 

budgets by more than 20%. 

As Dávila (2001) suggests, the increasing attention geared towards US 

Hispanics/Latinos also reifies cultural representations of ethnicity.  The next section 

analyses the rhetoric used by marketers and advertisers in constructing US 

Hispanic/Latinos. 

 

2. Postcolonial Rhetoric: The Conquest of the pockets, the capture of the hearts 

 

Hispanic marketing guru Felipe Kozernny (Irvine, 2001) used a powerful simile 

when referring to the Latinization of the US market: "For me, jokingly I would say, it's 

like Montezuma's Revenge or a little bit like taking back Mexico in a sense."  Thanks to 

Freud, we now know that there is more in a joke than its ephemeral entertainment 

purpose.  Dr. Kozernny is originally from Mexico, and one could interpret his statement 

as an example of the old resentment among Mexicans after having lost a third of their 

territory to the USA.  However, one could also focus on the military, spatial, and defiant 

phrasing that one reads in “taking back Mexico.”  The Latinization of the US market is 

perceived as some sort of invasion, as a way of “re-gaining control” that goes far beyond 

the focus on Hispanics/ Latinos.  Silently, it also suggests the conquest and colonization 

of non-Hispanics as well.  Moreover, non-Hispanic research firms and gurus also 

advocate re-conquering the mainstream market with cultural artifacts and lifestyles, 

primarily associated with the Hispanic/Latino culture, if there is such thing. 
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With salsa replacing ketchup as the nation's top condiment and with the 
growing "Latinization of American tastes," the prospects for sales in the 
United States swell beyond the Hispanic consumer, said Denyse 
Selesnick president of International Trade Information Inc. of Woodland 
Hills,Calif.  "We're entering this world," she said, "where not everything 
is white." 

One can grasp a spatial metaphor in reading "We're entering this world.”  The 

relevance and visibility of cultural difference or -should I say colonial difference- in late 

capitalism represents an opportunity to conquest a New World, a new market that 

emerges when the Other proves not only to be trendy or exotic, but also profitable.  

Ramos (2002) also uses the metaphor of “reconquista” when referring to the Latinization 

of the USA 

 

La realidad es que la mexicanización de 
estados como Texas, California y 
Arizona es mucho más profunda que la 
McDonaldización de Oaxaca. […] 
 

Es decir, Estados Unidos -a quienes 
uchos consideran con razón el invasor 
ltural número uno del mundo- también se 

ente invadido. El invasor se siente tan 
vadido -por inmigrantes, por la comida 
exicana, por el español...- que 27 de los 50 
tados norteamericanos han declarado al 
glés como el idioma oficial. Aunque el 
sto es absurdo e inútil. Si los datos del 
nso son correctos, en menos de 50 años 
si 100 millones de latinos en Estados 
nidos hablarán español. Sorry. 

(Ramos, 2002) 

The reality is that the 
Mexicanization of states such 
as Texas, California, and 
Arizona is even more profound 
than the Mcdonalization of 
Oaxaca. 
 
In other words, United States –
which is considered by many 
as the number one cultural 
invader in the world-also feels 
invaded.  The invader feels so 
invaded by immigrants, 
Mexican food, Spanish that 27 
states declared English as their 
official language.  Even if it 
sounds ridiculous, according to 
the census in less than fifty 
years almost 100 million 
Latinos in the USA will speak 
Spanish. Sorry. 
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Gomez-Peña (1993) has pointed out how “mythical views of the Other help to 

perpetuate the colonizing notions of the South as a wild and exotic preindustrial 

universe; waiting to be discovered, enjoyed, and purchased by the entrepreneurial eye of 

the North”.  

One can then compare late fifteenth century colonial discourse with the rhetoric 

used by advertising agencies referring to the US Hispanic/Latino market.  According to 

Pastor (1984) the rhetoric of the conquest in Columbus journal began with a 

mystification of the Indians as pure and young people.  During the first days of the 

Conquest of the Americas, the bon savage was the epitome of the New World’s 

humankind. 

 

Christopher Columbus, 
Journal of the First Voyage, 1492. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday, 13 October 1492 
All whom I saw were 

young, not above thirty years of 
age, well (…) 
"At daybreak great multitudes of 
men came to the shore, all young 
and of fine shapes, very 
handsome; their hair not curled but 
straight and coarse like horse-hair, 
and all with foreheads and heads 
much broader than any people I 
had hitherto seen; their eyes were 
large and very beautiful; they were 
not black, but the color of the 
inhabitants of the Canaries, which 

Advertising is a journey it begins with 

insight. That insight generates a Strategy and 

Strategy gives birth to an Idea 

                           La Agencia de Orci, 2002 

 

Latino Median Age: 27.4 

Hispanics are younger with larger families  

Source: Standard & Poor's DRI 
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is a very natural circumstance, 
they being in the same latitude 
with the island of Ferro in the 
Canaries. They were straight-
limbed without exception, and not 
with prominent bellies but 
handsomely shaped. They came to 
the ship in canoes, made of a 
single trunk of a tree, wrought in a 
wonderful manner considering the 
country; some of them large 
enough to contain forty or forty-
five men, others of different sizes 
down to those fitted to hold but a 
single person. They rowed with an 
oar like a baker's peel, and 
wonderfully swift. If they happen 
to upset, they all jump into the sea, 
and swim till they have righted 
their canoe and emptied it with the 
calabashes they carry with them. 
They came loaded with balls of 
cotton, parrots, javelins, and other 
things too numerous to mention; 
these they exchanged for whatever 
we chose to give them. I was very 
attentive to them, and strove to 
learn if they had any gold. Seeing 
some of them with little bits of this 
metal hanging at their noses, I 
gathered from them by signs that 
by going southward or steering 
round the island in that direction, 
there would be found a king who 
possessed large vessels of gold, 
and in great quantities 

 

 

 

Income Level Growing Faster  

Than Population 

Source: DRI/McGraw Hill, U.S. Census 

Buying power will approach a Trillion by 2007 

 

Source: Selig. Center 2002 

 

Columbus’ journal will gradually transform this representation of Indians as 

beautiful, peaceful, and pure creatures.  Not finding enough gold in the Caribbean, he is 

the ideological author of la encomienda, a colonial institution legitimizing the 
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domination and moral authority of Spaniards in the Americas.  In other words, he 

commodified them and their labor force.  Similar to Columbus, advertisers today look at 

US Hispanics/Latinos as a new world to be discovered and conquered: they are young, 

numerous, and have a significant and increasing buying power. 

The boom of the Hispanic market has a special rhetoric that coincides in tone and 

style with the colonial discourse.  Many others have pointed out the “military” 

terminology frequently used by the marketing and advertising industry.  Consumers and 

markets are represented as “targets.”  Products, services and campaigns are “launched” 

as arrows or spears; marketing and advertising statistic paraphernalia is aimed to 

measure, control, predict consumer behavior and to capture their attention.  Furthermore, 

strategically thinking, the ultimate dream is to “penetrate” the segment, the category, and 

the consumer’s mind and pocket.  Very modern, very colonial, very masculine.  Even if 

this is true for the discourse of marketing in general, when it comes to US Hispanic 

Latinos there is a recurrent colonial metaphor in imagining them as a distinctive world.  

The following text is part of the flash presentation for Lopez Negrete Advertising a 

Houston-based advertising agency: 

 
                        Hispanics are passionate about life 
  Corporate America is passionate about profit 
  There’s a place where these two worlds come together beautifully 
  And, for the mutual benefit of both… 

                                     Lopez Negrete 
                         Where passion goes to work 

Hispanics and Corporate America are both passionate about two different things.  

The mirroring syntax of the first two sentences establishes two extremes: life and profit.  

One can explain these two extreme goals in the context of the colonization of the 
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lifeworld.  Following Habermas (1987), one can understand the lifeworld as a dimension 

ruled by norms of communicative action.  Social relationships between people, moral 

norms, and interpersonal communication govern everyday life.  Conversely, systems are 

dominated by the economy and the state driven by power and money (Kellner, 2003).  

Lifeworld’s ultimate goal is to accomplish consensus or social integration through an 

ideal communicative situation.  Conversely, the system is aimed to integration motivated 

by efficiency, consistency, and control, in other words, it moves towards integration by 

using instrumentality. 

An analysis of the relationship proposed by Lopez Negrete Advertising between 

Corporate America and the US Hispanic community reveals the implementation of what 

Habermas calls instrumental and strategic logic.  The intervention of a third passionate 

party -Lopez Negrete Advertising- aimed at “bringing those two worlds together” 

promises closing the gap between Corporate America and US Hispanics.  Furthermore, 

this bridge leads towards productive and profitable relationships.  The following text is 

part of their business philosophy:  

 
Many voices. 
A single vision. 
Over 35 million people seeking their part in the American dream. 
Hispanic people 
Passionate about where they're from. 
Hopeful about where they're going.  
 
López Negrete. 
Where Hispanics are made to feel at home with Corporate America. 
Passionate about bringing those two worlds together in the most 
productive and profitable way possible 
An agency with many voices – yet, a single vision... 
To help ensure that the dreams of the Hispanic people come true. 
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 The imagery used portrays Hispanics as some sort of nomadic tribe migrating 

both symbolically and geographically from a mythical past associated with “a 

differentiated cultural tradition” -a colonial difference- towards a messianic future 

epitomized in the American dream.  During Colonial times, Spanish captains, discovers 

and conquistadores often received the title of Adelantados.  Their mission was to 

discover, conquest, and colonize selected territories.  Back then, they helped naturalize 

Spanish imperialism, arguing that distributing Native American in encomiendas would 

benefit them in passing from barbarism to civilization, from Paganism to Christianity.  

Empires always claim colonialism as beneficial.  So did the Greeks, Romans, Ottomans, 

Nazis, and so forth.  Today, one can give some Hispanic advertising agencies in the 

USA the title of Adelantadas.  According to Lopez Negrete Advertising, US Hispanics 

would benefit from their proximity to Corporate America in the sense that they will be 

able to accomplish the American dream.  If US Hispanics are passionate about life, 

Lopez Negrete would naturalize corporate America’s profit efforts in such way that US 

Hispanics would accomplish the American dream of endless consumption while feeling 

“at home.”  A simulated home for those new and old pilgrims in the new land of 

Cocaigne (Jauja). 

 The most mentioned advantage in conquering this new frontier is, not 

surprisingly, US Hispanics/Latinos’ purchasing power.  Similar to the ways in which the 

colonialist searched  for new territories, goods, labor, and markets, the neo-colonial 

marketer and advertiser imagines this growing segment of the population as a 

postmodern Potosi mine:   
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A wake-up call to businesses: Hispanic purchasing 
                        power nationally is likely to hit $1 trillion by 2005, 
                        according to a Hispanic marketing report released 
                        Thursday.But experts say spending on Hispanic 
                        advertising is still a fraction of what it should 
                        be, and a number of businesses are not attuned culturally 
                        to the diverse Hispanic market, said Loui Olivas, an  
                        associate management professor at Arizona State 
                        University, who compiled the report, called Datos. 
                                                                (Armendariz, 2002; a)  
                        Not only is the group large, it has money to burn. 
                        U.S. Hispanics had the sharpest increase in  
                        disposable income from 1990 to 2002 of 
                        any racial or ethnic group, according to  
                        the Selig Center for Economic Growth at  
                        the University of Georgia. This year, Arizona 
                        Hispanics had more than $17 billion in disposable 
                        Income, the center said. (Relly, 2002)   

Dávila (2001) argues that the construction of the Hispanic consumer by 

marketing and advertising industries shows some similarities to the construction of the 

traditional in the discourse of anthropology.  Taking Davila’s argument further, one 

could compare how marketers and advertisers imagine the Hispanic/Latino consumer 

and how the discourse of anthropology constructed the primitive as the other, as the one 

beyond the border of civilization, as the space occupied by the colonial difference.  

Colonial and imperialistic discourses interested in the “other” accompany the birth of 

modern anthropological enquiries.  Back then, the other was exotic and localized at the 

periphery, opposed to the core of the empire.  In late capitalism, there is some sort of 

nostalgic exoticism in the revival of cultural differences within the empire.  Part of the 

Latinization of the USA market shows the commodification of the US Southwest 

especially when it comes to food production and consumption.  The current popularity 

of blue corn tortillas, the introduction of chili as part of fast food chains’ menus, the 
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commercialization of queso as a Tex-Mex ambiguous dip are part of the 

commodification and appropriation of the US Southwest into the mainstream market. 

Borders and borderlands have an ambiguous status.  Being at the edge of 

imaginary lines dividing imaginary nations, borders and borderlands serve as ideal 

spaces for hybridization processes.  Moreover, as Mignolo (2000) points out, nineteenth 

century frontiers have become the borderlands of the end of the twentieth century.  

Historically, the US Southwest has been perceived as an internal other.  This perception 

results from different rationale.  First, most of these territories were originally part of 

Mexico.  As a result, the imagery and the landscape associated with it accounts for its 

cultural difference.  Second, culture industries also helped in creating a romanticized 

version of the Southwest as the ultimate frontier, land of adventures and dangers as well 

as an exotic or barbaric place.  Third, the presence of Native Americans and Hispanics 

also enhanced and reinforced this differentiated space as the space of the other, the 

Indian, the Mexican, in fact, a differentiated geography standing for a colonial 

difference.  Not surprisingly, the theme for a recent advertising campaign promoting 

tourism in Texas reads: Texas. It's Like A Whole Other Country 

It is interesting to point out how the rhetoric used by advertising agencies on 

their websites coincides with the colonial discourse aimed at taking control of the 

colonized by claiming this conquest as beneficial.  Multicultural marketing becomes 

twenty first century’s version of Santiago y cierra España:  The Postmodern 

Reconquista of the internal other, its redemption through consumption, and its 

modernization into late capitalism.  The following text is part of the business statement 

at La Agencia de Orci, a well-known Hispanic advertising agency in Los Angeles, CA.   
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  To create advertising programs 
                        that capture the Share of Heart® by 
      establishing a lasting mutually beneficial 
                        relationship between the Brand and the Latino consumer 
  La Agencia de Orci http://www.laagencia.com/flash 
   

Not surprisingly, the word “brand” is capitalized, equated to the Latino 

consumer.  Brands become subjects willing to establish relationships with consumers, 

who are now celebrated as having Share of Heart.  Traditional analysis of consumer 

culture depicts consumers as dupes, as passive victims of the Machiavellian advertising 

mermaids.  However, Latinos as profitable consumers are reinvented as hearts to be 

captured in long lasting relationships.  Sixteenth century imperialism claimed the 

conquest of the territories as a necessary step prior to the conquest of the souls of 

millions of Native Americans.  Twenty-first century internal colonialism conquers 

through relational branding.  Relational marketing intends to naturalize consumption 

experiences as subject-subject relationship.  While traditional market promoted a 

subject-object relationship (consumer-commodity), relational market advocates for a one 

to one relationship (Self-Other model).  The relation with the brand becomes a 

personalized ethos: 

  “You capture my mind by capturing my heart (through culture). 
  If you don’t hook the heart, you’ll never get our attention,” 
  Said Olivas, who estimates current Hispanic purchasing power, 
  If included undocumented people and Puerto Rico, 
  At $800 billion this year and growing to a $1trillion by 2005.  
       (Armendariz, 2002,b) 
 
In similar terms, Adelante Hispanic Marketing home website displays the 

following text “To succeed in business we must not only capture the Hispanic market’s 
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attention, we must speak to their hearts” 

(http://www.adelantehispanicmarketing.com/Index.cfm) 

Armendariz (2002b) is titled “Lure Hispanic buyers?  Appeal to the culture”.  

Temptation and seduction are also present in the colonial discourse.  The other is exotic, 

new, untouched, a bon sauvage.  It is not hard to imagine the colonial lust in the eyes 

and hearts of Spanish conquistadores when encountering naked Native Americans only 

covered by pieces of gold.  As consumers, US Hispanics/Latinos are described in the 

following terms:  

-Real annual wages for U.S. Hispanics grew 16 percent from 1995 to 2000.  

-Hispanics spend 20% of their after-tax income on shelter compared with 17% 
for non-Hispanics. They spent 12% on food at home compared with 8 percent for non-
Hispanics. 

 
-Hispanic teens spent most of their $19 billion on clothing and jewelry. 
 
-One-half of Hispanics 16 years of age and older are using the Internet with some 

frequency 
 
-Hispanic households spend more than most on men’s uniforms, boys’ sweaters, 

girls’ shirts and blouses, and infant accessories. 
 
-Among bilingual Hispanics, Spanish –language commercials are four times 

more persuasive than English ones.  (Armendariz, 2002) 
 

Are Hispanics noble savages ripe for conquest in late capitalism? They seem to 

be the perfect consumer.  Furthermore, one of their more salient characteristics is the 

claim that they are brand loyal.  The marketing and making of Hispanics/Latinos show a 

colonial rhetoric that mystify US Hispanic market as a new world.  The next section 

presents the conclusions and an attempt to understand the Latinization of the US not 

only as the result of neocolonial global marketing, but also as fractal capitalism. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Fractal Capitalism and the Latinization of the US Market 

 
 

For me, the most important instrument of thought is the eye.  It sees similarities 
before a formula has been created to identify them 

Benoit Mandelbrot  
Father of Fractal Geometry 

 
 

Even before Heraclitus, Western civilization has been intrigued by the paradoxes 

of change and repetition.  More recently, Chaos Theory and Fractal Geometry have 

fueled this discussion with the idea that chaos is inherent to complex systems. In 

complex and dynamic systems, similarities and repetitions are, indeed, part of an orderly 

disorder where patterns emerge over time or space and on different scales.  According to 

Martinez (2002), a fractal “is an object that displays self-similarity at various scales.  If 

we zoom in on any portion of a fractal object, we will notice the smaller section is 

actually a scaled-down version of the big one.”  Fractals are characterized by self-

similarity, scaling and iteration.  They are complex systems often displaying dynamic 

instability due to their sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

As fractals, capitalism expands using the principle of self-similarity.  Even if 

fractals expand or contract in non-linear ways, they maintain their original shape or, 

metaphorically speaking, their “logic.”  Using fractals as metaphors representing how 

capitalism works would help us to understand how it simultaneously expands in the 

global arena as it unfolds in the local arena, re-enchanting old markets by establishing 

new segmentations and niches, exoticizing them as “new worlds” to be conquered.  

Understanding the logic of late capitalism as a fractal suggests at least two simultaneous 

movements.  
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First, the trend towards the hyper-fragmentation of the market is a way of re-

enchanting it.  The rhetoric promoting multicultural marketing in the USA and the urge 

for developing tailored communications targeting US Hispanics/Latinos claims to open a 

new frontier to be conquered, studied, measured, and sold by the advertising industry.  

The old market is re-mystified like a “new world” rich in profitable opportunities.  Even 

though Hispanic/Latino marketers and advertisiers have been cultivating and preaching 

it for decades, the “boom” of the Hispanic market explodes right after the “revelations” 

of Census 2000 on the size, distribution, and purchasing power of US Hispanic/Latinos. 

This movement towards the inside could be explained as a case of internal colonialism 

as it tries to control, predict, and “target” internal profitable minorities such as US 

Hispanics/Latinos differentiating them as distinctive consumers in need of tailored 

advertising and marketing strategies. 

Furthermore, this ideology promoting ethnic marketing is ultimately a 

mechanism of the capitalistic system for reinventing subjectivities beyond the modernist 

concept of citizenship.  The commodification of lifestyles should be interpreted as part 

of the capitalistic logic aimed at fueling the need for endless accumulation of capital and 

limitless expansion. In Wallerstein’s (2000, 271) terms:  

                                       (…) the endless accumulation of capital requires 
                                       as one of its mechanisms a collective orientation 
                                       towards consumption. For while capitalism as 
                                       an historical system requires constant inequality,  
                                       it also requires constant restructuring of economic 
                                       process.  Hence what guarantees a particular set of 
                                       hierarchical social relationships today may not work 
                                       tomorrow.  The behavior of the work-force must change 
                                       without undermining the legitimacy of the system.  The 
                            recurrent birth, restructuring and disappearance of ethnic 
                                       groups is thereby an invaluable instrument of flexibility 
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                                       in the operation of the economic machinery  
                                                            (Wallerstein, 2002, 308) 
 

Modernity promoted a type of subjectivity linked to the nation-state.  Citizenship 

was the pillar of nineteenth century’s Modernity.  In late capitalism, official boundaries 

are trespassed daily by media, finances, immigrants, and the de-regulation of the 

economy.  Citizenship is not anymore the only way to belong to the system.  In the US, 

consumerism is becoming perhaps an alternative way of accomplishing the American 

dream without being called an American. 

As Dávila (2000) has pointed out, marketing and advertising industries generate 

“knowledge” of US Hispanic/Latinos; commodifying not only these data, but also the 

people presumably represented in it.  Marketers and advertisers commonly acknowledge 

that US Hispanic/Latinos constitute one of the biggest Hispanic nations accounting for 

35,000,000 consumers.  Interestingly, they represent a community-or various 

communities- of consumers whose agency through consumption is somehow privileged 

beyond their agency as citizens.  Moreover, consumption is crucial in accomplishing 

what advertisers and marketers call the American dream.  Participation in the market 

creates the illusion of inclusion even for those undocumented immigrants who, not being 

able to benefit from their legal status, at least reinvent themselves exerting their “free 

will” as consumers in a “free market.” 

Fractal capitalism is neocolonialism.  As sixteenth and nineteenth century 

colonialism, fractal capitalism creates systems of knowledge about “the other” that are 

not only fundamental for implementing mechanisms of control, but basic for the 

reproduction of the economic system.  In previous colonial forms, the invention of the 
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Oriental and the Native American was part of discourses legitimizing the regime of truth 

of the hegemonic system.  Knowledge on “the other” supported different social forms of 

subjection or control, ultimately allowing the West to exert a civilizing project 

(Christianization or Modernization) or extermination.  Former colonial models tried to 

erase cultural difference imposing Western civilization as an entelechy, as the only way 

of being.  Cultural difference was negated, destroyed or exoticized in a colonial desire 

that simultaneously showed fascination and repulsion for the other.  Alterity was also 

epitomized as an entry mechanism to the colonial structure.  Even if the other entered 

the system ideologically, even if christianized and modernized, the other never really 

belonged to it.  Conversely, Fractal Capitalism commodifies cultures and cultural 

differences in its perennial lure for the accumulation of capital.  In other words, in 

current global capitalism every difference, even cultural difference, is an opportunity.  

The market then becomes a space for the implementation of a new matrix of power 

based on consumption and the production of subjectivities. 

Second, the rationalization of the US Hispanic market refracts in the current 

liberalization of international trade.  Globalization processes increase the flow of 

commodities, people, information, and capital.  In late capitalism, neoimperialism and 

neocolonialism are not about conquering territories, but about opening and discovering 

new market opportunities, and populating these new imaginary communities with new 

subjectivities.  As a fractal, capitalism is a complex system characterized by a dynamic 

instability very sensitive to initial conditions.  In other words, small initial changes could 

lead to larger events generating chaos or, in the best case, a bifurcation that would allow 

the system to regain certain stability and expansion at another scale.  The four cases 
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analyzed in this dissertation showed how initial conditions set off major changes and 

events through time or space.  This issue will be addressed with more detail when 

discussing the findings of each chapter. 

In advanced capitalist economies, the Modern urge for conquest and control 

turns into a nouveau colonialism characterized by the commodification of cultures and 

lifeworlds.  Internal colonies such as US Hispanics/Latinos become new frontiers ready 

to be conquered, studied, and commodified and their cultural difference is also 

cannibalized by the system which then tries to commercialize it among non-Hispanics 

exerting, in this sense, some sort of neocolonial desire towards the other. 

There are two good examples of this privilege towards US Hispanics as 

consumers: economic remittances to Latin America and the growth of electronic 

commerce.  According to Baeza (2002), “in 2000 remittances to Latin America reached 

$23 billion, approximately one-third of the total foreign investment in the region and 

more than what it obtained in foreign aid that year.”   

The increasing interest shown by financial institutions in capturing this attractive 

market goes beyond the legal immigrant status of their prospective clients.  Many 

institutions are willing to open accounts for undocumented and/or illegal US 

Hispanics/Latinos.  Ecommerce also profits from this seductive disposable money.  The 

cyberspace has been also colonized with Hispanic portals specialized on ethnic and 

regional food.  Nostalgic consumption finds its lost paradise in sites such as Mexigrocer 

(http://www.mexigrocer.com), Carretica (http://carretica.com), Cuban Food Market 

(http://www.cubanfoodmarket.com), Peruvian Food Market 

(http://www.aharris1180.com/Peruvian_Food_Market.htmletc) or Grantangolandia 
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(http://www.grantangolandia.com/arfoodprod1.html), for instance.  Moreover, A 

Peruvian supermarket chain EWong (www.ewong.com) leads an interesting retail trend.  

Peruvians living in the US can use their Visa credit cards to buy merchandise for their 

relatives in Peru.  Local Wong markets in Peru then deliver the products to the families.  

Given the increasing globalization of the economy, US Hispanic/Latinos 

imagined as an internal colony, represent a new world to be conquered, but also serve as 

primary test market for re-launching old brands, introducing new products, or 

reinventing uses of traditional ones.  The attempt to sell these reinvented products 

overseas could represent a neoimperialism towards the outside.  Former styles of 

imperialism implied the imposition of a core-nation’s system of values and economy 

upon a periphery.  In late capitalism, the erosion of the nation-state as an efficient 

machinery of control is probably substituted by the market as a mechanism of illusory 

inclusion and a more efficient system of control.  Late fractal capitalism is paradoxically 

glocalized and deterritorialized. 

More than colonial subjects or citizens, new markets inside and outside the USA 

are more likely to constitute new communities of consumers.  The eroded discourse of 

nationalism seems to be displaced by lifestyles, ethnicities and perhaps even brand 

communities that could be borderless and deterritorialized.  The former dichotomy core-

periphery that triggered nationalism as a resistance discourse within old colonies is 

perhaps substituted today by consumerism.  If the rise of Modernity introduced the 

fantasy of being modern and urban through consumption, the epitome of Modernity is, 

paradoxically, postmodernity in its extreme rationalization of communities not as 
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bounded territories led by a nation-state, but as imaginary nomadic nations of consumers 

exerting their cultural difference through consumption.  

Contrary to those theorists who suggest a radical rupture between Modernity and 

Postmodernity (Baudrillard, 2001), (Lyotard,1977), this research pointed out those 

elements evidencing continuities between both presumably opposite conditions.  The 

hyper-fragmentation of the market in ethnicities, sexual-oriented or politically correct 

behaviors, among others, is a sign of the need for control, predictability, and profitability 

typical of the Modern episteme.  As Lash and Urry (1994) suggested, Postmodernity is 

Modernity taken to its extremes. 

Fractal Capitalism attempts to explain the logic of late capitalism using chaos 

theory as a metaphor in understanding globalization processes as a “new order” (for neo-

liberals), as an “old disorder” (for Marxists), and as a orderly disorder for chaos 

theorists.  The use of system theory in explaining capitalism in globalized markets is 

useful in avoiding totalizing interpretations of globalization as a conspiracy leading 

towards homogenization.  It also facilitates mapping its ideological implications not as 

products of centralized decisions, but as complex outcomes from systemic structures. 

The hyper-fragmentation of the market in late capitalism should be related to a 

regime of production of identities which is defined more by economic interests than by 

political concerns.  In globalized economies, the production of locality is, paradoxically, 

deterritorialized and consumption offers a good set of practices supporting this 

phenomenon  

This research was driven by four general questions the purpose of which was to 

identify and map the characteristics and mechanisms employed in the commodification 
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of cultural difference and the ideological implications that this phenomenon could bring 

in understanding the Latinizaton of the US market as a complex phenomenon where 

processes of social aggregation, subjection, branding, and consumption converge.  In 

this sense, it is important to review the questions assessing the relevance of the findings 

exposed in each of the preceding chapters. 

The first question called for identifying the characteristics that would best 

describe the Latinization of the USA market.  First, there is a historical component in the 

Latinization of the USA market that reveals two distinctive issues.  On the one hand, this 

is not a new phenomenon.  The boom of the Hispanic market today is probably the peak 

tip of the iceberg, part of a larger and more complex phenomenon that has been 

occurring for decades.  On the other hand, the analysis of the four different cases of the 

so-called Latinization of the US market show that even if they might differ in scale or 

direction, there are intriguing patterns that repeat over time.  In brief, the first 

characteristic of the Latinization of the USA is that is not a synchronic phenomenon, but 

a diachronic event that goes hand in hand with the development of capitalism from early 

industrialism to the current globalization process. 

This point leads us to a second characteristic.  Visualized on a diachronic 

dimension, the Latinization of the USA displays some sort of cyclical behavior where 

self-similarity and repetition suggests the presence of self-organizing principles in 

complex systems such as capitalism.  In other words, different cases of Latinization of 

the US market would show similar patterns of expansion and direction, only on different 

scales.  Thus, the Latinization of the US market could be studied using the metaphor of 

fractals in order to describe similar processes in different moments in capitalist 
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economies on a local and global scale.  Summarizing, a second characteristic of the 

Latinization of the US market is that it is embedded in a fractal structure where self-

similarity and repetition could be detected at different scales allowing to me to conclude 

that capitalism, instead of being a chaotic system, manages to develop mechanisms for 

self-organization that initially seem chaotic and entropic. 

Third, the Latinization of the US market is more than the migration of cultural 

artifacts and culinary practices from an internal or external other to the mainstream 

culture.  In capitalistic societies the commodification of cultural difference should be 

studied in a broader canvas where hegemonic and ideological practices create scripts for 

the (re)production of processes of subjection and subjectification.  In late capitalism, the 

locus of hegemonic forces is blurred and decentralized.  The power of the nation-state in 

dictating legitimate forms of social aggregation has been diminished by other instances.  

Today, the market is a major player in the re-organization of social aggregates.  Far from 

being a simple system of exchange, market practices such as branding can constitute 

postmodern tribalisms promoting lifestyles primarily determined by consumption 

In brief, the Latinization of the US market results from the development of 

capitalism and responds to a fractal structure. In this complex system, local and global 

dynamics make possible not only the migration of products and culinary practices from 

one culture to the other but, moreover, the constant tension between the local and the 

global in late capitalism also facilitates the creation of peoplehood.  Thus, the production 

of subjectivities is intimately imbricated with the hyperfragmentation of the market and 

the commodification of cultural difference.  The production of subjectivities is 

fundamental for the reproduction of the economic system. 
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The second question addressed the issue of which consumer trends and practices 

could better represent the Latinization of the US market.  This study selected four cases 

in order to assess the phenomenon according to the different moments, places, 

manufactures, product categories, target audiences, and marketing communications 

employed. 

Overall, the Mexicanization of the US market in the early 20th century implied 

processes of cultural cannibalization where the exotification of the other and the 

commodification of its cultural difference naturalized the consumption of ethnic food in 

harmony with the paradigm of Modern times.  The industrialization of Mexican food 

introduced it as trendy, exotic, but, more importantly, as modern food.  Industrialization 

allowed non-Hispanic households to become modern and sophisticated through their 

lure for an exoticism conveniently packaged in a “can.” 

Social segregation among Hispanics and non-Hispanics in San Antonio, Texas, 

in the thresholds of the 20th century resulted not only in the creation of differentiated 

spaces for the consumption of Mexican food, but also facilitated the de-culturation of 

tostadas by the hegemonic group who began to consume them under a brand name 

(Fritos) with no ethnic affiliation.  Once a Mexican snack, Fritos gradually became a de-

culturized mass marketed product whose ethos of consumption paradoxically silenced its 

ethnic origins in the “Name-of-the-Brand.”60 

The revolution in food and industry inaugurated by Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez 

not only transformed the domestic sphere for Hispanics/Latinos  helping in the 

preparation of traditional meals rooted in the maize culture.  It might also represent a 

                                                 
60 Once again, I am echoing Lacan’s concept of the Name of the Father 
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major factor in the development of the Mexican restaurant industry in Texas and in the 

Unites States.  Furthermore, Mr. Martinez’ early experiments with corn chips and tortilla 

chips would introduce a style of snacking that would migrate from the internal colony to 

the mainstream market constituting the epitome of one of USA more salient food habits. 

From corn chips to tortillas and wraps, the culture of maize has invaded 

American taste.  The appropriation of the maize culture is also part of a coloniality of 

power where colonial desire for the cultural artifacts of the other results in cultural 

cannibalism.  The colonized, the internal other is consumed, its cultural difference is 

erased, absorbed, deferred.  Paradoxically, at the end of the 20th century, the internal 

other reappears again.  As corporate America glimpses the opportunity represented by 

new hordes of Hispanic/Latino consumers emerging at the horizon line, the forgotten 

fetish appropriated from the maize culture is revived, re-invested with cultural difference 

again in order to appeal to the internal other. 

Through time, marketing and advertising of corn chips and tortilla chips de-

culturize or re-culturize the products.  For example, traditionally, advertising for Doritos 

or Tostitos does not associate the product with an ethnic food.  However, the current 

boom of the Hispanic market has triggered an overethnitization of the salty snack 

category from Doritos Salsa to Newman’s Own Organic Jalapeño Tortilla chips, or 

Garden of Eating’s Blue corn chips.  Ironically, the hyperfragmentation of the market 

has also allowed the culture of maize to return and embrace again its ethnic origin.  

Therefore, the exotification, de-culturation, and re-culturation of the maize culture at the 

beginning and at the end of the 20th century is another form of cultural cannibalism 
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exerted as a twofold phenomenon linking the production of subjectivities to 

subjectification processes associated with consumption practices. 

Nuevo Latino Cuisine is a fair example of the compression of time and space in 

global late capitalism, illustrating perfectly its cultural logic.  In this sense, the 

postmodern aspects identified in Nuevo Latino Cuisine such as hybridity, nostalgia, 

aesthetization of everyday life, and hyperreality, among others, constitute fundamental 

elements in the branding of a dinning experience where simulacra and colonial desire 

profile the consumption of Latin American food as a postmodern adventurous spectacle. 

Beyond the false problem posed by the dichotomy authenticity/artifice, the 

emergence of Nuevo Latino cuisine at the twilight of the 20th century supposes the 

transformation of traditional food into a spectacle.  The displacement, or replacement, of 

the use-value of food (satisfaction of hunger) with the self-indulgency of colonial desire 

points to the aesthetization of everyday life inscribed into a complex logic of coloniality 

of power where the production of new subjectivities, the “cosmopolitan hypermodern 

Latino lifestyle”, redefines social class representations as performances enacted in 

consumption. 

The commodification of cultural difference is “elevated” to its extreme.  

Traditional food disappears in the hyperreal spectacle of its re-invention.  Culinary 

techniques and practices often associated with marginal others (peasants or ethnic 

groups) are then “modernized”, “Americanized”, becoming hyperreal deferred presences 

of Latin American cultural artifacts and traditions. 

Last but not least, the ethos of consumption promised by the Nuevo Latino 

spectacle enters in a script of coloniality of power constituting a space for differentiation 
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and distinction for consumers, chefs, and restaurateurs seeking to produce or consume 

an aestheticized class experience.  One can then compare Nuevo Latino aesthetization of 

Latin American food with the aesthetization and commodification of the work of art 

during the 19th century. 

The development of the ideology of the aesthetic pleasure during the 19th century 

results, at certain extent, from the need for establishing social distinction.  Petit 

bourgeois and intellectual circles used the aesthetic contemplation of the work of art as a 

way for establishing their social distinction through the appreciation of “high” art, i.e., 

through the assertion of taste as a marker of social class.  As Bourdieu suggested, taste 

becomes a marker of class, a cultural capital that defines individuals according to their 

aesthetic preferences. 

In very similar ways, Nuevo Latino Cuisine supposes an aesthetization, 

modernization, or sophistication of traditional Latin American food.  Nuevo Latino 

consumers are epitomized in the Armani crowd, a cosmopolitan global “high” class 

defined by its brands and consumption practices, eager to engage in cultural 

cannibalism.  The Armani crowd’s access to this precious fetishized food uses, at least, 

two different paths.  On the one hand, as an elite class, the Armani crowd cosmopolitism 

displays a cultural capital (taste) open to experiencing the exotic.  Some of them might 

have traveled to the colonies developing this taste and knowledge of Latin American 

food.  However, globalization facilitates experiencing the exotic for less privileged 

members of the Armani crowd who didn’t have the opportunity to travel to the colonies, 

but are able to buy a virtual trip to any metropolitan Nuevo Latino restaurant.  For those 

who have not traveled to the colonies and lacked the hands-on gratifying experience of 
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enjoying the natives…there is some hope if there is some money.  If you want to elevate 

your spirit beyond the Mexican taquería you would need to pay no less than a three-digit 

bill for your trip to any of the Nuevo Latino destinations.  Thus pricing and the ideology 

of taste as a marker of social class produce new ways of subjection and subjectification 

through consumption.  Nuevo Latino reminds us of the Victorian lust for cultural 

difference from where anthropology historically emerges.  Smelling, tasting and 

impersonating cultural difference could be interpreted as a voyeuristic neocolonial 

experience exerted through cultural cannibalism.  

Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche phenomenon also situates the Latinization of the 

US market in the frame of globalization and neocolonialism, indeed, in fractal 

capitalism.  As one of the most quoted examples of successful global brands, Häagen 

Dazs has managed to develop a charming brand equity combining distinction, self-

indulgence, and desire.  In this sense, the exoticism represented in Dulce de Leche 

harmonizes the brand identity.  The combination of Häagen Dazs and Dulce de Leche 

blends forces in a synergetic foreign branding strategy. 

As a global brand, Häagen Dazs introduced Dulce de Leche in a problematic, but 

attractive, colony where the preference for artisan ice cream prevailed.  This apparently 

minor glocalizing strategy resulted in a butterfly effect61.  In other words, the 

introduction of a local flavor in the colony (Argentina) would eventually create a 

gigantic effect, a Dulce de Leche fever among internal colonies at a larger scale in the 

                                                 
61 In chaos theory, the butterfly effect explains how complex systems show a sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions.  It was originally presented by Lorenz in 1963 at the New York Academy of Sciences.  
Later, in 1973, he readdressed the issue in a paper titled Predictability: Does the Flap of a Butterfly’s 
Wings in Brazil set off a Tornado in Texas?  
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core market (USA).  Moreover, the butterfly effect had such magnitude that also flooded 

the mainstream non-Hispanic market. 

Häagen Dazs’ Dulce de Leche illustrates fractal capitalism where globalization 

forces market and brand cultural difference inscribing the consumption of  Dulce de 

Leche in a coloniality of power script where cultural difference is reified in a brand 

experience.  In this sense, the postmodern role of branding in regrouping individuals 

could be compared to that exerted by a totem grouping individuals in clans 

distinguishing them from other similar groups.  As totems, brands also provide a magical 

dimension, a promise of protection, satisfaction, seduction, power, etc.  The magical 

aspects of brands as creators of alternative forms of community are fundamental in 

understanding how capitalism is able to colonize lifeworlds through consumption. 

One can argue that, in late capitalism, the weakening of former identities such as 

the notion of citizenship or nationality enters an accelerated process of disarticulation.  

New identities and forms of social grouping emerge, this time, directly associated with 

the production of desire and the accumulation of capital.  When branding strategies 

enters the realm of identity they can become powerful tools for regrouping the social 

paradoxically through individualized consumption experiences. 

Finally, consuming Häagen Dazs as a tantalizing experience goes beyond simple 

gratification.  The Too much pleasure? campaign cultivates the production of desire in 

some sort of sadomasochist rhetoric.  Globalization also contributes in the 

cannibalization of cultural difference introducing the production of desire in a 
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coloniality of power.  Consumption and identity enter a rhetoric of individual dissent, 

allowing the practice of “socially stigmatized behaviors” (self-indulgence) as unique 

experiences delivered by a brand. 

Goya Foods Inc. is the most comprehensive example of fractal capitalism as well 

as a fair illustration of the power of brands as totems for postmodern tribes of 

consumers.  Goya shows the complex and ambiguous role of ethnic marketing.  On the 

one hand, Latinization à la Goya provides Hispanics with cultural relevant artifacts in 

the reproduction of their cultural identity through the consumption of food.  On the 

other, it also shows the expansive nature of capitalism in its never-ending search for the 

accumulation of capital.  In this sense, Goya is the epitome of a neocolonial 

phenomenon driven by market forces.  Nothing new if we consider that colonialism is 

always about expanding markets and conquering new ones.  However, if previous 

colonization processes used civilizing or religious discourses in order to legitimize their 

goals, current globalization practices use marketing and branding strategies in the 

production of new subjectivities and forms of subjection through consumption. 

Goya illustrates the “psychosemiotic” nature of brands and their objects as 

totems, fetishes, and idols.  Goya as a symbol constitutes a regime of truth which 

identifies clan members or invites non-members to experience a rite of passage through 

the consumption of its products.  As the totem of a brand community, Goya groups and 

dictates a lifestyle linking consumption practices with the exercise of a notion of 

Latinidad-Sabor.  However, Goya could also function as a fetish and as an idol.  Goya 

provides consumers with relevant cultural artifacts fundamental in the process of 
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ethnogenesis that could work as fetishes indexing cultural meaning in their materiality.  

As an idol Goya becomes a venerated sign producing devotional behaviors such as brand 

loyalty.  Thus, the process of ethnogenesis is branded in consumption practices. Brand 

loyalty not only expresses consumer choice, but, more importantly, a sense of belonging 

to a ethniticed brand community. 

Shopping for ethnic food involves multiple issues associated with the re-

production of cultural identities, but it is also a space where other social relationships 

come into play.  Food consumption and the creation of individual and social meanings 

go beyond the simplistic satisfaction of a basic need.  Social roles and scripts on what 

constitutes a “good” or “bad” mother are purposively used in advertising texts and 

recommended in marketing conferences in order to appeal to the Hispanic/Latino 

consumer. 

The boom of the Hispanic market has challenged Goya Foods Inc. which is 

currently targeting Mexican Americans and non-Hispanics with an integrated marketing 

approach including, printed, TV, and internet advertising, promotions, and public 

relations among others.  The production and capitalization of different scripts of 

Latinidad targeting Hispanics and non-Hispanics stands for the production of 

subjectivities associated to consumption practices. 

The third question dealt with the branding strategies used to naturalize Latin 

American food in the US market.  All the four cases analyzed in this dissertation point 

out the importance of branding in creating an ethos of consumption and in the 

production of identities.  Brands are not simple logos attached to products or services, 

they are dynamic signs conveying behaviors, expectations, associations with other 
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brands and, more importantly, they could be interpreted as sources for producing 

communities and subjectivities. 

The marketing of Fritos combined current dominant entertainment formats and 

discourses on the West to create an ethos of consumption for the product.  Paradoxically, 

the brand itself stands for the silent presence of the ethnic origins of the product.  Fritos 

is, indeed, a powerful example of the power of brands in renaming and re-signifying 

material culture.  Integrated marketing communications succeeded in the combination of 

promotions, TV advertising, point of purchase materials, and direct mail inviting 

consumers to become a Frito Bandito through a consumption experience.  Unfortunately, 

the initial lack of sensitivity to ethnic issues among advertising people linked to the 

campaign sealed its fate from the very beginning.  However, from a branding 

perspective, very few campaigns using advertising icons have generated so much 

success as the Frito Bandito.  Finally, the pilgrimage from the Frito Kid and the Frito 

Bandito to current sports celebrities endorsing the product shows the importance of a 

symbolic resource with totemic functions that could bring consumers together towards 

the brand. 

As the product ages, one can witness the need for expanding and renovating it 

following the fractal logic of the accumulation of capital.  Fritos Sabrositas with Lime 

and Chile represent the bizarre recurrence of the same in the re-ethnitization of corn 

chips targeted to Hispanics/Latinos.  From the Aztecs tradition of seasoning tortillas 

with chili, to Mr. Jose Bartolome Martinez’ marketing research at the beginning of the 

20th century, fractal capitalism expands usually by bifurcation points.  In other words, 

the modernization and rationalization of the maize culture generates a subproduct (corn 
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chips) that would change the way US snacks.  However, in the larger scale the product 

returns to the internal colony re-invested with “cultural difference.” 

The reinvention of Latin American Food in the Nuevo Latino spectacle also 

shows the importance of an integrated marketing communication approach.  From 

restaurant merchandising to internet advertising the Nuevo Latino experience is branded 

following current trends in what is called experiential marketing.  The development of 

capitalism has witnessed the transformation of marketing communications from the hard 

sales approach emphasizing the product to the commodification of experiences.  The 

restaurant industry represented by Nuevo Latino Cuisine is aimed to serve more than 

ceviches and empanadas.  The Nuevo Latino experience could be compared to 

postmodern consumption places such as the Epcot Center’s Cultural Journeys or Las 

Vegas’ obsession in simulating Paris or Venice. 

Nuevo Latino is also a good example of the relationship between pricing and 

branding.  The symbolic dimension of pricing and its influence in product or service 

perception clearly demonstrates how material culture often associated with peasant or 

traditional food could be reinvested with new meanings associating class representation, 

taste, and social distinction. 

Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche ice cream exemplifies the power of foreign 

branding in building brand equity and the naturalization of a product appropriated from a 

different culture.  However, it also visually illustrates the power of fractal capitalism as a 

global force.  From the external colony to the internal colony, Dulce de Leche traveled 

not only through space, but through product category from traditional to sophisticated, 

from nostalgic to self-indulgent, the branding of Dulce de Leche transformed its nature, 
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meanings, and uses.  The production of desire in capitalism is closely linked to the 

production of subjectivities embedded in consumption practices.  Branding practices 

manage to produce social aggregation by using individuality (self-indulgence) in the 

production of brand loyal behaviors. 

Goya Foods Inc. represents the epitome of successful branding in creating ethos 

of consumption through the implementation of integrated marketing communications.  

The combination of promotions, public relationships, retailing and merchandising 

practices with a fine sense in targeting consumers with niche marketing has transformed 

a small corporation into a global empire.  The branding strategies implemented by Goya 

Food over the years capitalized from a sense of community and the central role of food 

in the articulation of social relations in the Hispanic/Latino culture. 

The fourth question on the implications of inscribing the Latinization of the US 

market as an example of coloniality of power has been repeatedly underlined throughout 

the development of the chapters and along these final remarks.  The analysis of the 

research questions definitely supports the thesis that the Latinization of the US market is 

a phenomenon that should be assessed in a broader canvas where marketing practices 

and consumer trends could be explained as active agents in processes of social 

aggregation in capitalistic societies. 

In this sense, if this dissertation has any merit, it is in being able to glimpse the 

complexity of process of cultural hybridization in the context of the development of 

capitalism as a system that benefits from the creation of subjectivities in its aim for the 

accumulation of capital.  Moreover, the pivotal importance of advertising and marketing 

in the current state of capitalism should be a caveat for academics in advertising and 
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should be translated in recognizing the need for developing curricula addressing the 

social aspects of advertising beyond simplistic claims on the negative consequences of 

capitalism.  Cultural studies in advertising tend to emphasize what is considered its 

negative effects, but very few explore the role played by advertising and branding 

practices in the reconfiguration of social groups through consumption and the 

commodification of cultures.  Nowadays advertising exerts functions that were formerly 

part of religious or political discourse.  Thus the production of subjectivities linked to 

consumption practices merits a more detailed examination. 

The cases analyzed here show the peak of the iceberg of a series of possible 

studies analyzing other fascinating examples of the Latinization of the US market.  Thus 

the limitations of the present research are countless in the sense that it is not a 

comprehensive analysis of the Latinization of the US market –a job probably impossible 

to finish in the timeframe given by a doctoral dissertation.  This research intended to be 

a cartographical attempt in tracing and illustrating few aspects of the Latinization of the 

US market in its historical, ideological, economic, and cultural dimensions.  Given my 

personal research interests, this study focused on the ideological and cultural implication 

of the Latinization of the US in an effort to theorize it, legitimizing it as a valid area of 

research.  However, the Latinization of the USA market as a field of studies could be 

approached from any other perspective.  

As mentioned above, the opportunities for developing different research on the 

Latinization of the USA market are unlimited.  Future analysis interested in political 

economy could include the case of Chiquita Banana and the Tropicalization of American 

taste with its current fractal image, i.e., how current globalization processes, mergers, 
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and commercial traits marketing tropical flavors echo, in a magnified lens, the spread of 

American transnational corporate capitalism during the 20’s and 30’s.  Fordism and 

Taco Bell offer a good opportunity to study labor movements and the Mcdonalization of 

the maize culture.  As the previous example, this one has its fractal image in the mass 

production of tortillas by Mission Guerrero in Rancho Cucamonga, Ca. and its 

repressive practices over workers. 

Projects focused on specific products or campaigns could analyze product 

development and branding like in the case of Torengos tortilla chips or the hybridization 

that traditional “American” brands such as Pace  or Kraft have faced when incorporating 

Chipotle and other Mexican flavors among its product line.  Marketing failures such as 

M&M Dulce de Leche and Dannon La Crème Dulce de Leche Yogurt could offer useful 

insights in the Scylla and Charybdis of multicultural marketing and branding.  Consumer 

trends and eating habits associated with the Latinization of the US market will find in 

the culture of wrapping unexpected fractals from the Pre-Columbian cuisine to the 

postmodern World Wrapps (http://www.worldwrapps.com). 

The richness and variety of possible studies suggests that the Latinization of the 

US market could easily develop curricula in marketing and advertising departments 

beyond the US market, including global cases such as Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche.  

Nowadays events such as Expo Comida Latina increasingly show the continuos 

migration and merging between Latin American manufacturers with “Corporate 

America.” 

Finally, from a curricular perspective, the Latinization of the USA market should 

open the agenda of research institutes interested in the complex social, cultural, and 
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commercial implications of branding in a multicultural and global economy.  More 

research is needed in writing branding cases that would help students in assessing the 

multiple aspects of life implicated in creating advertising narratives in late capitalism.  
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Table 1 

Kozernny’s Three Steps in achieving Cognitive Balance  

 

 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

 

  Mother                       Kid 

 

       Good for you Product 

 

  Mother                       Kid 

 

          Indulgent Product 

 

  Mother                         Kid 

 

Good for you Product & 
     Indulgent Product 

Source: Strategic Research Institute (2003) 
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Table 2 

What a Way to Goya Campaign Copy Chart 

 

 

Product  Recipe Copy Copy in Red 
Salsitas, Pico 
Gallo, Frijoles 

Quesadillas 
Mexicanas 

¡ Some like it  Caliente! 

Valencia rice, 
green olives, and 
olive oil 

Seafood Paella a 
la Goya 

¡Viva Paella.  Olé! 

Goya nectars Goya homemade 
exotic fruit Pops 

Exotic Chills? Que Fresca! 

Black Beans Black Bean Salsa Black Bean Salsa? Sí, Sí, Sí!  
Goya nectars Milkshakes ¡Shake it up, Bebé! 
Mojo, Olive oil and 
Bitter Orange 
marinade 

Muy sabroso 
Kebabs 

¡Latin thrill on the Grill! 
 

Fiesta Rice, 
Spanish Olives, and 
Fancy Pimentos 

Fiesta Rice and 
Shrimp Salad 

¡Even Our  Salads Samba! 
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Illustration 1.1 
Mr. Roy G. Martinez holds the bell used by B. Martinez Sons Co. to 
announce the horse and buggies teams selling fresh masa, tortillas, corn 
chips, and other maize-based products in San Antonio, Texas at the 
beginning of the 20th century. 
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Illustration 1.2 
Tamalina 5 lbs package. 

Courtesy: Mr. Roy G. Martinez 
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Illustration 1.3 
U.S. Patent Document acknowledging the registration of Tamalina (No 72,688) 

on February 9, 1909 granted to Bartolo Martinez 
Courtesy: Mr. Roy G. Martinez 
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Illustration 1.4 
Label and Trade Mark Design for B. Martinez Sons Co. including corn products suh as 

tamale and tortill meal and corn flour, plain tortillas and toasted tortilla chips 
Courtesy: Mr. Roy G. Martinez 
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Illustration 1.5 
Tamalina Trade Mark February 9th, 1909 
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Illustration 1.6 
Walkers Products 

Advertisement, San Antonio Express, September 25, 1937 p.A 7 
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Illustration 1.7 
Walkers Products 

Advertisement, Austin American Statement, April 10, 1934 p.9 
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Illustration 1.8 
Gebhardts’ Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 
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Illustration 1.9 
Gebhardts’ Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 
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Illustration 1.10 
Gebhardt’s Tamales 

San Antonio Express April 23, 1934 p.7 
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Illustration 1.11 
Gebhardt’s  Sandwich Spread 

San Antonio Express, May 28, 1034, p.5 
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Illustration 1.12 
Gebhardt’s Tamales  

San Antonio Express April 23, 1934 p.7 
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Illustration 1.13 
The Original Mexican Restaurant 

San Antonio Express April 23, 1934 p.7 
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Illustration 1.14 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cooking (circa 1911) 

Chef Louis Szathmary Culinary Arts Collection. The University of Iowa 
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/spec-coll/gifts/gebhardt.htm. 
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Illustration 1.15 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cooking (circa 1911) 

Chef Louis Szathmary Culinary Arts Collection. The University of Iowa 
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/spec-coll/gifts/gebhardt.htm. 
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Illustration 1.16 
Gebhardt’s Original Dinner Package  

 Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 
San Antonio, 1932 p.35 

Author’s Collection 
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Illustration1.17 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 (front cover) 
Author’s Collection 
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Illustration 1.18 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 p.8-9 
Author’s Collection 
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Illustration 1.19 
Gebhart’s Plant 

Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 
San Antonio, 1932 p.20-21 

Author’s Collection 
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Illustration 1.20 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 p.24-25 
Author’s Collection 
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Illustration 1.21 
Gebhardt’s Mexican Cookery for American Homes 

San Antonio, 1932 p.12-13 
Author’s Collection 
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Illustration 1.22 
B.Martinez Sons Logo 

Courtesy: Mr. Roy G. Martinez 
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Illustration 1.23 
Advertisement for Tangos and Fritos 

San Antonio Express, October, 12th, 1934 p.12 
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Illustration 2.1 
Frito’s Advertisement 

San Antonio Express, April 16, 1934 p.7 
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Illustration 2.2 
The Frito Kid 

Source: http://fritolay.com/consumer.html 
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Illustration 2.3 
The Frito Kid Coloring Books 

Source: theimaginaryworld.com/ pic596.jpg 
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Illustration 2.4 
The Frito Kid and Walt Disney 

Source: http://fritolay.com/consumer.html 
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Illustration 2.5 
The Frito Kid 

Source: theimaginaryworld.com/ pic599.jpg 
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Illustration 2.6  
Frito Bandito 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.7  
Frito Bandito Poster 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.8 
Frito Bandito Button 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.9 

Frito Bandito Club Kit 
Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/prremiums170.jpg 
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Illustration 2.10 
Frito Bandito Eraser 

Source: http://www.bigredtoybox.com/cgi-bin/toynfo.pl?fritoindex 
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Illustration 2.11 
Frito Bandito Erasers 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.12 
Frito Bandito Ring 

Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/pic164.jpg 
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Illustration 2.13 
Frito Bandito Ring 

Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/prremiums137.jpg 
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Illustration 2.14 
The Frito Bandito 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.15 
The Frito Bandito 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.16 
The Frito Bandito 

Source: english.glendale.cc.ca.us/ 
e188.html 
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Illustration 2.17 
Frito Bandito TV commercial 

Source: http://www.tvacres.com/admascots_frito.htm 
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Illustration 2.18 
Frito Pop 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.19 
Frito Bandito Promotions 

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.20 
Frito Bandito Inflate  

Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.21 
Frito Bandito Promotions 

 Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html  
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Illustration 2.22 
Frito Bandito Promotions 

 Source: 64.41.109.149/school/ bandito.html 
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Illustration 2.23 
Munch a Bunch Club Kit 

Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/pic707.jpg 
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Illustration 2.24 
Munch a Bunch Ad 

Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/newsad74.jpg 
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Illustration 2.25 
Munch a Bunch Promotions 

Source:http://theimaginaryworld.com/newsad73.jpg 
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Illustration 2.26 
W. C. Fritos Munch Club Kit 

Source: http://theimaginaryworld.com/prremiums164.jpg 
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Illustration 2. 27 
Doritos Guacamole with Sabritas logo 
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Illustration 3.1 

El Sabor que Seduce (Outdoors Advertising in Spain) 
Source: http://www.ecusack.com/adultadv.html 
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Illustration 3.2 
Dulce Split 

Courtesy: Guillermo Sadir. Senior Operation Manager. General Mills 
International Division (Venezuela) 
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Illustration 3.3 
Promotional Material (Mexico) 

Courtesy: Guillermo Sadir. Senior Operation Manager. General Mills 
International Division (Venezuela) 
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Illustration 3.4 
Special Advertising Section 
Gourmet, July, 1999 p.57 
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Illustration 3.5  
Special Advertising Section 
Gourmet,  July, 1999, p58 
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Illustration 3.6 
Häagen Dazs Vanilla 

Gourmet, July 2000, p.61 
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Illustration 3.7 
Häagen Dazs Chocolate 

GQ, September, 2000, p.215 
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Illustration 3.8 
Häagen Dazs Butter Pecan 

Gourmet, 2000, September, p.64 
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Illustration 3.9  
Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche 

Gourmet (2000-2002) 
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Illustration 3.10 
Häagen Dazs Dulce de Leche 

Vanity Fair, #502, June 2002, p. 166 
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Illustration 3.11 
Deep Chocolate 

Source: Source: http://www.ecusack.com/adultadv.html 
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Illustration 3.12 
Häagen Dazs Bus 

Source:http://www.future-creation.com/images/grand/haagen.htm 
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Illustration 3.13 
Dulce de Leche (Full Color) 

GQ, July, 2001 
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Illustration 3.14  
Newsweek Cover Page 

June 30, 2003 
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Illustration 3.15 
Gay Marketing, 2000 

Sourcee: http://www2.commercialcloset.org/cgi-
bin/iowa/portrayals.html?record=1277 
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Illustration 4.1 
Goya Chicken Rice 

Hispanic, May, 2002 p.4 
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Illustration 4.2 
Goya Habichuelas Pintas 

Cristina, Año 13, #9, 2003, p.51 
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Illustration 4.3 
Salsitas Picantes Goya 

Source: http://www.lopeznegrete.com/portfolio_brand.htm 
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Illustration 4.4 
Salsitas Picantes Goya 

Source: http://www.lopeznegrete.com/portfolio_brand.htm 
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Illustration 4.5  
Goya Paella 

Ebony, December, 2001, p.85 
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Illustration 4.6 
Goya Nectars 

Gourmet, July, 2003, p.91 
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Illustration 4.7 
Goya Black Beans Salsa 

Ebony, February, 2002 p.44 
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Illustration 4.8 
Goya Kebabs 

Ebony, August, 2003, p.61 
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Illustration 4.9 
Goya Quesadillas Mexicanas 

Ebony, May 2002, p105 
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Illustration 4.10 
Goya Nectars 

Gourmet, May, 2003, p113 
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Illustration 5.1 
Mr. Roy G. Martinez Letter #1 

November 10, 2003 
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Illustration 5.2 
Mr. Roy G. Martinez Letter #1 

November 10, 2003 
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Illustration 5.3 
Mr. Roy G. Martinez Letter #2 

November 15, 2003 
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Illustration 5.4 
Mr. Roy G. Martinez Letter #2 

November 15, 2003 
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